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1, Circuit Testing Update/No. 9 in a series from Hewlett-Packard.

HOW CAN YOUR MICROPROCESSOR BOARD HELP TEST ITSELF?

It's ironic. The very intelligence that
makes your products excel can also
be the obstacle that makes testing
difficult. Why? Because those intelligent microprocessors are difficult
to model. And until they're put to
work via code, they're no smarter
than any other piece of silicon. Can
they be awakened and used to test
themselves? Let's look at some of
today's testing techniques and see.
Alternatives for testing microprocessor boards.
Board testers available today generally use one of four approaches:
1) Simulator board testing. This is
an edge-connector and guided probe
testing technique that relies on
patterns from a simulation model.
The processor is usually removed
from the board, and input patterns
applied. Output patterns are then
compared with those predicted by
the simulator. If the patterns match,
the support logic is judged good.
Next the processor is inserted and
different patterns are applied. Now
the outputs are compared to those
predicted based on the original
model plus a high-level software
model of the processor. If those
patterns match, the entire board is
said to be good. Excessive time can
be consumed generating both highlevel models and testing software.
2) In-circuit testing. Using a bedof-nails fixture, contact is made with
each logic circuit on the board,
including theµP. Pulses are applied
to input pins of each device. Outputs
are compared to those predicted
from device truth tables supplied by

manufacturers. These libraries are
programmed for common device
configurations and must often be
modified for actual configurations.
3) Comparison testing. In this edgeconnector and guided probe method,
a known good board must be available as a reference. The known and
unknown are initialized, synchronized
and then are compared by applying
preprogrammed instructions or
patterns, or by stimulating with
pseudorandomly generated pattern
sets. If the outputs match, the
unknown board passes.
4) Processor-based testing. This
technique uses the intelligence of
thei.LP on the board. The board is
powered up and operated at speeds
up to 10 MHz using preprogrammed
test code resident in the test system
or on the board itself. The on-board
P executes this code to exercise
the address and data buses, and support circuitry. Key nodes are
monitored with signature analysis to
detect faults.
Why does HP use processorbased testing?
Our experience in testingµP boards
has revealed several benefits of
processor-based testing. That's why
we've incorporated it into our 3060A
Board Test System with the High
Speed Digital Functional Test option.
First of all, boards are tested at
speed, with all components, buses
and control lines operating in modes
similar to actual use conditions. The
result? Ability to test pins which are
not exercised unless the processor is
executing instructions (Fig. 1), plus
detection of faults related to the
address and data bus structure and
timing faults.
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In addition, processor-based testing
permits fault detection using
Signature Analysis (SA), which is
complimented by new software in the
digital functional testing package. SA
allows rapid fault isolation to the
component level on active bidirectional buses. That means high
throughput in production.
Furthermore, with the programming aids available from HP, functional test program development
time is minimized forALP, memory
and 10 boards. For example, you can
either modify existing routines provided by HP, build your own stimulus
routines using HP-supplied building
blocks, or develop stimulus programs
on adevelopment system and download to the 3060A. The bottom line
of processor-based testing is fast test
program development, high throughput, and high yield at the final
product level.
Call HP
To find out how processor-based
testing can benefit you, write:
Hewlett-Packard, 1820 Embarcadero
Road, Palo Alto, CA 94303. Or, call
the HP regional office nearest you:
East (201) 265-5000, West (213)
970-7500, Midwest (312) 255-9800,
South (404) 955-1500, Canada
(416) 678-9430.
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Power MOS I; Errs
are 1h )W available nil IIP
Look to HP for high quality, high performance and reliable Power MOS FET's. These FET's are ideal for
off-line switching power supplies. inverter and converter circuits, motor drives and general industrial
applications. HP MOS FET's are available now and feature: high breakdown voltage (VDss), 450V minimum;
low on resistance [R om ], 0.85(1 maximum; and fast switching speed, 50 nanoseconds typical.
HP Power MOS FET's operate at high frequencies (200 kHz or more), with simple drive
circuits. Switching losses are low and smaller components can be used, lowering system size and weight.
They're in stock right now at your local HP authorized
distributor. In the U.S. contact Hall-Mark, Hamilton/Avnet,
Pioneer Standard, Schweber, Wilshire or the Wyle Distribution
Group (Liberty/Elmar). In Canada, call Hamilton/Avnet
or Zentronics. Ltd.
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Send for asample plot and
see for yourself the real beauty of
HP'S new 8-pen plotters.
Hewlett-Packard's new 8-pen plotters bring true color capabilities to hard copy graphics. There are ten beautifully
coordinated colors to choose from, all carefully selected for
shading compatibility and line differentiation. And each
pen color comes in two line widths.
HP plotters offer extremely fine resolution assuring superior line and character quality. High performance plotting coupled with automatic pen selection enables you to
produce fully annotated graphs on paper or overhead
transparency slides in minutes. Automatic pen capping
keeps the pens fresh and ready for use, and apaper advance version is offered for unattended plotting applications as well.
HP makes afamily of hard copy graphics products and
software to meet awide range of needs on awide range of
systems. For more information, write to Nancy Carter,
Hewlett-Packard. 16399 West Bernardo Drive, San Diego,
CA 92127, U.S.A. ;or call Bill Fuhrer at (714) 487-4100.

Send to Nancy Carter, Hewlett-Packard, 16399 West
Bernardo Drive. San Diego. CA 92127, U.S.A.; or call Bill
Fuhrer at (714) 487-4100.
D Send me afree sample plot and product information.
Have your representative call me.
My number is (

)

My Computer Model is.
My application is.
Name
Title
Company
Address
City

State

Zip
11104
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details what is in store for electronics firms.
The cover illustration is by Sean Daly.
Epitaxy controls harmful stray charge in large MOS RAMs, 103
With dynamic mos random-access memories now up to the 64 K level, minor
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by the rapid switching of address signals or by alpha particles, is one of these
problems. But it can be effectively countered by building aRAM in alightly
doped epitaxial layer, enabling aheavily doped substrate to sweep away the
stray charge that can upset valuable data.
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Making virtual memory easy for microsystems, 119
Because it expands a physical main memory into a larger logical address
space, virtual memory is a welcome addition to microsystems — and hardware support for such a scheme is one way to eliminate most of its
drawbacks of added complexity. Here, a 16-bit microprocessor adds an
instruction-abort mechanism and teams up with amemory management chip
for relatively fast and simple implementations of either segmented or paged
virtual memories.
Large-scale integration moves into hybrid s-d converters, 124
Hybrid synchro-to-digital converters are one of the latest products to gain
from large-scale integration. By substantially reducing the chip count and
therefore the number of interconnections, custom LSI devices have bestowed
on these converters their customary benefits of increased reliability, smaller
size, and lower power consumption.
And in the next issue ...
Electron beam probes very large-scale integrated circuits ...aholographic checkout scanner ...a fast gate—turn-off thyristor for high-power
switching ...a one-chip digital correlator ...time-domain reflectometry for nonuniform cable lengths.
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power
amplifiers
1Watt and now... 2Watts linear output
from 50KHz to 1200 MHz from $199
If your application requires up to 2watts for intermodulation testing of components... broadband isolation.., flat gain over a wide bandwidth... or much
higher output from your frequency synthesizer or signal/sweep generator...
Mini-Circuits' ZHL power amplifiers will meet your needs, at surprisingly low
prices. Seven models are available, offering aselection of bandwidth and gain.
Using an ultra-linear Class A design, the ZHL is unconditionally stable'and can
be connected to any load impedance without amplifier damage or oscillation.
The ZHL is housed in arugged Vs inch thick aluminum case, with aself-contained
hefty heat sink.
Of course, our one-year guarantee applies to each amplifier.
So from the table below, select the ZHL model for your particular application
...we'll ship within one week!
*
Model

Freq.

Gain

No.

MHz

dB

ZHL-32A
ZHL-3A
ZHL-1A
ZHL-2
ZHL-2-8
ZHL-2-12
ZHL-1-2W

0.05-130
0.4-150
2-500
10-1000
10-1000
10-1200
5-500

25
24
16
15
27
24
29

Mn
Min
Min.
Min.
Min.
Min.
Min.

Gain
Flatness
dB
-1.0
1.0
-.1.0
.1.0
.1.0
.1.0
.-.1.0

Max.
Max.
Max.
Max.
Max.
Max.
Max.

Max. Power
Output dBm
1-dB Compression
+29
+29.5
+28
+29
-29
+29
+33

Min.
Min.
Min.
P4n.
»n.
Min. •
Min.

Noise
Figure
dB
10
11
11
18
10
10
12

Intercept
Point
3rd Order dBm

Typ.
Typ.
Typ.
Typ.
Typ.
Typ.
Typ.

Total safe input power +20 dBm. operating temperature a C to +60' C. ai.rage temperature
-55° C to +100' C. 50 ohm impedance, input and output VSWR 2.1 max.
+28.5 dBm from 1000-1200 MHZ
For detailed specs and curves, refer to
1980/81 MicroWaves Product Data Directory. Gold Book. or EEM.
*BNC connectors are supplied: however
SMA. TNC and Type N connectors are also available.

+38
+38
+38
+38
+38
+38
+44

Typ.
Typ.
Typ.
Typ.
Typ.
Typ.
Typ.

DC Power
Voltage
Current
+24V
+24V
+24V
+24V
+24V
+24V
+24V

a6A
0.6A
0.6A
0.6A
0.65A
0,75A
0.9A

Price
$ Ea.
Qty.
199.00
199.00
199.00
349.00
449.00
524.00
495.00

(1-91
(1-9)
(1-9)
(1-9)
(1-9)
(1-9)
(1-9)

=Mini-Circuits
A Division of Scientific Components GorporatiOn

World's largest manufacturer of Double Balanced Mixers

2625 East 14th Street. Brooklyn, New York 11235 (212)769-0200
Domestic and International Telex 125460 International Telex 620156
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500
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o H.F.
Po er
ENI A-500
broadband
power amplifier
delivers 500 W,
0.3 to 35 MHz

Here is the biggest, toughest,
nuggedest, solid state Class A linear
amplifier we make. It's designed
to stand up in hostile environments,
yet it's easy to field service
because all major subassemblies
are "plug in" replaceable.
Designed for use in HF transmitters,
RFI/EMI applications, linear
accelerators, and gas plasma
equipment, the ENI Model A-500
broadband power amplifier is
capable of delivering more than 500
watts of output over the frequency
range of 0.3 to 35 MHz.
And like all ENI power amplifiers,
the A-500 features unconditional
stability, instantaneous failsafe
provisions, and absolute protection
from overloads.
For more information, ademonstration, ora full lifte catalog, please
contact us at ENI, 3000 \Xfinton
Road South, Rochester, N.Y. 14623.
Call 716/473-6900 or
telex 97-8283 ENI ROC.

ENI
.410

6

e1<
/
A,

The advanced
design line of
power amplifiers
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Publisher's letter
Billions of dollars will soon be anted
up as the Reagan Administration
begins the mammoth military buildup the President promised during his
election campaign. And the U. S.
electronics industries stand to garner
a significant share of the huge pie
being baked by the Secretary of
Defense Caspar W. Weinberger and
his cost-conscious troubleshooter,
Deputy Secretary of Defense Frank
Carlucci.
To size up the dimensions of this
new military thrust and to gauge its
impact on the electronics industries,
our veteran Pentagon watcher, senior editor Ray Connolly, with the
help of our far-flung bureaus, interviewed scores of Department of
Defense officials, military commanders in the field, program managers, policy makers, and manufacturers, not to mention numerous congressional staff members who have a
hand in controlling the purse strings.
The result is the comprehensive
Inside the News report beginning on
page 88.
According to Ray, the Pentagon is
finding a great deal of interest in
military programs in the electronics
community, both from experienced
contractors and from companies that
have traditionally shunned military
contract involvement.
"It's probably because of the current softness in many areas of the
commercial electronics market,"
says Ray, "and the participants in
these markets are looking for some
kind of hedge. But while the Department of Defense is finding this
strong interest encouraging in the
short term, they are also abit leery
about the longer-term prospects.
They wonder if these newcomers will
demonstrate the staying power required in this business by committing the manpower and plant space
for the lengthy periods that will be
demanded."
Ray, who has been covering the
Washington scene for Electronics
since 1969, doubling as our bureau
chief and our military/aerospace
editor, tells of worries about other
aspects of the military buildup. For
example, his report shows widespread concern over the potential

impact of the program on engineering manpower, which is already in
severely short supply.
But there is admiration for some
of the innovations in contract management being sought by Weinberger and Carlucci in the interests of
reducing waste and speeding contracts to fulfillment. Many of the
proposals adopted by the two officials have been sought by industry
for a long time; they include eliminating hundreds of Defense Department regulations and directives and
increasing the Pentagon's risk sharing with contractors. Also, the
emphasis is shifting toward the
acquisition of simpler, more costeffective weapon systems using less
risky technology, in order to get
them out into the field faster with
less maintenance required.
"Reporters like me who have been
around Washington a long time,"
says Ray, "have adistinct feeling of
déjà vu these days. In the past, we've
seen many other attempts of administrations to get their arms around
the defense establishment, all failures. We remember Kennedy's Defense Secretary, Robert McNamara,
and his Whiz Kids, and recently
Harold Brown under Carter —all
coming in with new ideas for getting
better defense for fewer dollars.
"There are a lot of skeptics
around, but most are willing to give
the new guys achance. They've got
to learn to work with the seasoned
bureaucracy, which knows how the
system works. But they don't have a
lot of time." According to Connolly,
the new Weinberger-Carlucci rules
will have to show results fast to
retain the confidence of industry and
the Congress. Ironically, the unrealistic inflation factors imposed on the
DOD by Director of the Office of
Management and Budget David
Stockman may be their biggest
obstacle to success.
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will your
generator
give you
this?

Krohn-Hite's 2200 lin/log
sweep function generator
with frequency marker will!
Krohn-Hite's new generator delivers
more flexibility than any other generator ever
offered, including:
•
•
•
•

•

Choice of sine, square, triangle, ramp and
pulsed waveforms
Lin/log sweep, up and down
Unique frequency marker
Nine operating modes: continuous, gate,
trigger, burst pulse, sweep, triggered sweep,
triggered sweep burst external VC
Frequency range .003 Hz to 30 MHz

The exclusive niarker/pause feature lets
you interrupt the sweep for any duration from
0.1 ms upward, and gives you abright marker
blip at the marked frequency.

These plus numerous other
convenience features make the Model 2200 an
ideal choice for amplifier gain/response checks,
network and filter evaluation, communications
equipment testing and many other recurring
requirements. Pushbutton operation shortens
test time in production operations.
Priced at only $1350, Model 2200 is
available today.
Circle reader service number or contact

grufff—11
Lelfi KROHN-1-11TE
Avon Industrial Pdrk. Avon, MA 02322 •16171 580-1660 TWX 710 345 0831
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AL, Huntsville (205)534-9771; AZ, Phoenix (602)279-1531; CA, Inglewood (213)674-6850, San Jose (408)292-3220: CO, Denver (303)773-121B; CT, Canton Center (203)693-0719;
FL, Orlando (305)859-7450, Ft. Lauderdale (305)791-8405; GA, Roswell (404)998-2828; IL, Chicago (312)283-0713; IN, Carmel (317)844-0114; KS, Overland Park (913)649-6996;
LA, Gretna (504)367-3975; MD, Baltimore (301)321-1411; MA, Chelmsford (617)256-9061; MI, Detroit (313)961-3042. MN, Minneapolis (612)546-2021; MO, St. Louis (314)569-1406;
NM, Albuquerque (505)255-2330; NJ, Cherry Hill {609)482-0059, Englewood (201)871-3916; NY, Rochester {716)473-5720, Saratoga Springs (518)377-8604, Syracuse
(315)437-6666; NC, Burlington (919)227.3639; OH, Chesterland (216)729-2222, Dayton (513)294-2476; OK, Jenks (918)299-2636; OR. Portland (503)297-2248; PA, Pittsburgh
(412)261-2604; SC, Greenville (803)271-8543: TX, Dallas (214)661-0400, Houston (713)688-1431; UT, Sait Lake City (801)466-8729; VA/DC, Fairfax (703)385-0600; WA, Bellevue
(206)454-3400; WI, Milwaukee (414)545-8400: CANADA, Montreal, Quebec (514)744-5829, Ottawa, Ontario (613)725-1931, Toronto, Ontario (416)625-0600. Calgary, Alberta
(403)458-4669; Burnaby, British Columbia (604)434-2611.
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Readers' comments
Amateurs training amateurs

The Clutter Cutter
The Elite 2. .a self contained desk top
laboratory for fast efficient design of TTL,
CMOS, and linear circuits. Cuts the clutter
of cables, clip leads, external instrumentation and power supplies. Now you can
build and test your circuits in hours, not
days.
The Elite 2 combines three independent
variable power supplies, wide range
analog and digital signal sources, logic
indicator lamps and controls, and four
SK-10 Solderless Breadboarding Sockets
in a single, rugged, desk top cabinet.
Power, signal, and instrumentation connections to the breadboard circuit are
quickly made with 22 gage solid wire,
using E&L's exclusive BP-22 breadboarding
pins. Breadboarding is neat, clean, and
fast on your Elite 2.
Write for full details and specifications.
Instruments Incorporated

To the Editor: Your article "Educators flunk on innovation" [May 19,
p. 231] points out a great failing of
the engineering education system in
this country. When Prof. Van Valkenburg complains that we are producing electrical engineers who have
not been taught some of the fundamental concepts of our profession, he
is agreeing with aclaim Ihave made
for many years: all too often, the
college professors who teach EEs
have had no industrial experience.
They know eight different ways to
calculate the curl of a vector, but
they cannot trigger an oscilloscope.
This results in the unhealthy situation of having amateurs training
amateurs.
However, it is possible to correct
these shortcomings, and Van Valkenburg and his Accreditation
Board for Engineering and Technology are the key. What is so terrible
about insisting that, as a prerequisite
for accreditation, asubstantial number of EE faculty have experience
working in industry? (1 do not mean
the one-day-a-week consulting done
by the academics.) If this condition
is not met, the ABET should refuse to
accredit the institution.
I find it ironic that working EEs
support the ABET through dues paid
to the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, and yet it still
functions as an old buddy network—
you accredit my school and I'll
accredit yours. Until this changes,
we will continue to produce engineers without the breadth of knowledge necessary to survive in a competitive world.
Irwin Feerst
Massapequa Park, N. Y.
The perils of xenophobia
To the Editor: The April 21 Electronics Review discussing the employment of foreign engineers in
electronics firms in the U. S. [`IEEE
urged to act on alien hiring," p. 42]
gives the impression that such hiring
is injurious to the electrical engineering profession, as it displaces domestic talent with underpaid foreigners.
Anyone who has been on the front
line of professional technical recruit-

61 First Street, Derby, Connecticut 06418
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Interested in
higher performance
software?
The Mark Williams Company announces COHERENT 7 astate of the art,
third generation operating system.
COHERENT is atotally independent development of The Mark Williams Company. COHERENT contains a number of
software innovations not available elsewhere, while maintaining compatibility
with UNIX*. The primary goal of
COHERENT is to provide a friendly environment for program development. The
intent is to provide the user with a wide
range of software building blocks from
which he can select programs and utilities
to solve his problems in the most straightforward manner.
COHERENT and all of its associated
software are written totally in the highlevel programming language C. Using C
as the primary implementation language
yields a high degree of reliability, portability, and ease of modification with no
noticeable performance penalty.

Features
COHERENT provides C language
source compatibility with programs written to run under Seventh Edition UNIX,
enabling the large base of software
written to run under UNIX (from numerous sources) to be available to the
COHERENT user. The system design is
based on a number of fundamental concepts. Central to this design is the unified
structure of i/o with respect to ordinary
files, external devices, and interprocess
communication (pipes). At the same time,
a great deal of attention has been paid
to system performance so that the
machine's resources are used in the most
efficient way. The major features of
COHERENT include:
• multiuser and multi-tasking facilities,
• running processes in foreground and
background,
• compatible mechanisms for file, device,
and interprocess i/o facilities,
• the shell command interpreter—modifiable for particular applications,
• distributed file system with tree-structured, hierarchical design,
• pipes and multiplexed channels for
interprocess communication,
• asynchronous software interrupts,
• generalized segmentation (shared data,
writeable instruction spaces),
• ability to lock processes in memory for
real-time applications.
• fast swapping with swap storage cache,
• minimal interrupt lockout time for real"UN IX is atrademark of Bell Labs
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time applications,
• reliable power failure recovery
facilities,
• fast disc accesses through disc buffer
cache,
• loadable device drivers,
• process timing, profiling and debugging trace features.

Software Tools
In addition to the standard commands
for manipulating processes, files, and the
like, in its initial release COHERENT will
include the following major software components: SHELL, the command interpreter; STDIO, a portable, standard i/o
library plus run-time support routines;
AS, an assembler for the host machine;
CROSS, a number of cross-assemblers
for other machines with compatible
object format with 'AS' above; DB, a
symbolic debugger for C, Pascal, Fortran,
and assembler; ED, a context-oriented
text editor with regular expression patterns; SED, a stream editor fused in filters) fashioned after`ED';GREP, apattern
matching filter; AWK, a pattern scanning
and processing language; LEX, a lexical
analyzer generator; YACC, an advanced
parser generator language; NROFF, an
Nroff-compatible text formatter; LEARN,
computer-aided instruction about computers; DC, a desk calculator; QUOTA,
a package of accounting programs to
control filespace and processor use; and
MAIL, an electronic personal message
system.
Of course, COHERENT will have an
ever-expanding number of programming
and language tools and basic commands
in future releases.

Language Support
The realm of language support is one of
the major strengths of COHERENT. The
following language processors will be
supported initially:
•C
a portable compiler for the
language C, including
stricter type enforcement
in the manner of LINT.
• FORTRAN portable compiler supporting the full ANS Fortran 77
standard.
• PASCAL
portable implementation of
the complete ISO standard
Pascal.

• XYBASIC' astate of the art Basic compiler with the interactive
features of an interpreter.
The unified design philosophy underlying the implementation of these languages has contributed significantly to
the ease of their portability. In particular,
the existence of ageneralized code gen.erator is such that with a minimal effort
(about one man-month) all of the above
language processors can be made to run
on a new machine. The net result is that
the compilers running underCOHERENT
produce extremely tight code very
closely rivaling that produced by an experienced assembler programmer. Finally,
the unified coder and conformable calling
sequences permit the intermixture of
these languages in asingle program.

OPeratile. *stem
In part because of the language portability discussed above, and in part because of a substantial effort in achieving
a greater degree of machine-independence in the design and implementation
of the COHERENT operating system,
only a small effort need be invested to
port the whole system to anew machine.
Because of this, an investment in
COHERENT software is not tied to a
single processor. Applications can move
with the entire system to anew processor
with about two man months of effort.
The initial version of COHERENT is
available for the Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-11 computers with memorymapping, such as the PDP 11/34.
Machines which will be supported in the
coming months are the Intel 8086, Zilog
Z8000, and Motorola 68000. Machines
for which ports are being considered are
the DEC VAX 11/780 and the IBM 370,
among others.
Because COHERENT has been developed independently, the pricing is exceptionally attractive. Of course COHERENT
is completely supported by its developer. To get more information about
COHERENT contact us today.

Mark
Williams
Company
1430 W VVrightwood Ave .
Chicago. IL 60614
TEL: 312-472-6659 TWX: 910-221-1182
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DON'T LET YOUR
CLOCK GIVE YOU
A BAD TIME.

You've really worked long and hard to
make sure your new system has the highest
throughput possible.
Don't blow it with abum ticker.

Get MAD% Am2925.
The new Am2925 will boost the throughput of Am2900 and all high-performance
systems up to 30%.
What's our secret? Microcode control of
the cycle length.
Your system no longer has to run at the
cycle of the slowest instruction. You can get
down to as low as 100ns microcycles.
And, there are four different clock waveforms to choose from.

We even have aclock
for the AmZ8000.
The AmZ8127 provides CPU clock drive to
Vcc-.4 for the AmZ8000 and all MOS CPUs.
But that's not all.
The oscillator output is terrific for synchronizing dynamic RAM timing. And the
AmZ8127 has synchronized slower clocks

for slower peripheral functions.
Both the AmZ8127 and the Am2925
include an oscillator, single-step, run-halt
and wait controls. Both replace adozen
MS! chips.

Bipolar LSI:
The Simple Solution.
The Am2925 and AmZ8127 are two of
the newest members of AMD's Bipolar LS!
family. The family that makes designing any
system easier, faster, simpler, cheaper.
Like all of AMD's parts, both our
clocks meet or exceed INT•STD•123. We
guarantee it.
The International Standard of Quality
guarantees these electrical AQLs on all
ztameters over the operating tempera:
0.1% on MOS RA1V1- & ROMs;
0.2% on'ThpoIac & Interface; 0.3%
on Linear,
c& other memories.
If you need aclock or any high
performance part for your next design, call
or write Advanced Micro Devices.
We've got some very timely solutions.

Advanced Micro Devices CI
901 Thompson Place, Sunnyvale, CA 94086

(408) 732-2400
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TOUCH LITTLE
TAPE SYSTEM

A 23-megabit digital tape system for
airborne and other severe environments
Meeting MIL-E-16400, 5400 and 4158, SETS-1 is acompact
digital tape system which stores 23 megabits of data at
1600 bits per inch on 300 feet of 1
4 -inch magnetic tape. It
/
has bidirectional read/write on 4tracks with a192K bitper-second transfer rate.
SETS-1 consists of acompact drive module coupled to a
removable, hermetically sealed tape module. It's being
used right now by the Army and Air Force for bulk
storage and data gathering from tanks, aircraft and
remote sites. Also as adata entry device for mission
loaders, communications and fire control systems.

EMIR

Phone or write for details today.

Severe Environment Systems Company
ASubsidiary of Electronic Memories & Magnet cCorpo -ation

P.O. Box 668 •Chatsworth, CA 91311. Telephone: (213) 998-9090 •TELEX 69-1404
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FIBER OPTICS VOCABULARY
The basic reference document on fiber optic and
lightwave communications for those who design,
develop, operate, use, manage, or manufacture
communications or data processing equipment
and components.

tir=e

•1400 entries, with
•index of terms

Order your copies today!
$12.95 each, discounts of 10% on
orders of more than 10.
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•inversions and
cross-references

Electronics Magazine Books
RO. Box 669
Hightstown, NJ 08520
Tel. 609/448-1700, ext. 5494

Readers' comments
ment knows that experienced people
are scarce these days.
The Modicon division of Gould
Inc. has responded to this situation
by supplementing its aggressive domestic hiring with recruiting in the
United Kingdom. The results to date
have been extremely gratifying, as
we have tapped a valuable resource.
The engineers from the UK are
being paid salaries directly competitive with salaries we pay to U. S.
nationals, and the net effect is beneficial to electronics engineers: by
applying an underutilized talent pool
from abroad to help our firm develop
the products it needs in order to
grow, we are helping to expand the
electronics industries and create additional employment opportunities.
Iam aware of several other firms
that have experienced similar success in overseas recruiting. It would
be self-defeating to cut off this channel so long as our domestic labor
pool cannot fill the demand.
Dennis Picker,
Gould/Modicon Division
Andover, Mass.
Thank you, Japan
To the Editor: Ijust read your three-

part article on our industry, "The
drive for quality and reliability"
[May 19, p. 125]. I've worked in
quality assurance for 20 years, 18 of
which have been spent swimming
upstream against a management
mentality that says "ship it." If the
success of the Japanese has caused
U. S. manufacturers to make a conscientious commitment to specification conformance, I'd like to say an gato ["thank you"].
T. J. Lally
Spencer, W. Va.
Corrections
In "Power-fail detector uses chip's
standby mode" (May 19, p. 153), regulator LM-390 and operational amplifier LM-334 in Fig. 1should have been
labeled LM-340 and LM-339, respectively. Also, the author notes that
capacitor C3 can be omitted in certain
applications and that the externalinterrupt pulse in Fig. 2 was accidentally inverted in his original drawing.
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CHERRY WAFERS..
fresh from the oven
If you supply the tooling (masks or
tapes) we'll deliver bipolar wafers in
5weeks. Or less. Cherry will deliver. On time.

Every time. At highly competitive, cost effective
prices.
Want more than a wafer? Cherry can do. From
the most sophisticated, custom-designed digital or
linear bipolar ICs in almost any package...to our
new Genesis' semi-custom circuits that give you a
proprietary IC at 1/3 the usual development cost...
and in 1/3 the time.

CHE

)F-Y

•

Wafers or finished products, you'll be taking advantage of Cherry's unique expertise. Of Cherry's
high quality. Of Cherry's new 70,000 square foot
manufacturing facility devoted to production of semi custom and custom designed integrated circuits.
Call today for our wafer program details ...and get
fresh-from-the-oven delivery by amonth from next
Tuesday.

sgmucrow- cG-Tosz-,

CHERRY SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION • 2000 South County Trail, East Greenwich, RI 02818 1(401) 885-3600
Awholly owned subsidiary of Cherry Electrical Products Corp., Waukegan, IL U.S.A.. 312 689 7700 •Worldwide affiliates and phone numbers: Cherry Mikroschalter GmbH, Audrbach, Germany. 09 643 181 •Cherry
Electrical Products Ltd.. Harpenden (Huts) England. 105827) 63100 •Cherco Brasil Industria EComercio Ltda.. Sao Paulo 55 10111 246-4343 •House Cherry Precision Co., Ltd.. Kawasaki, Japan, 044 933 3511
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People
in field testing is irrelevant in amilitary showdown." So he is already
campaigning hard for shorter development cycles, decentralization of
contracting authority, and stronger
funding commitments to important
programs that promise fast results
(see p. 88).
Stansberry, who began his military career by enlisting as a private
in the Army in 1945, is agraduate of
the U. S. Military Academy at West
Point and earned a master's degree
in business administration at the Air
Force Institute of Technology. Prior
to his appointment at ESD, he served
as deputy chief of staff for contracting and manufacturing.
One of his chief interests at ESD is
extending the range and quality of
training programs for military and
civilian personnel alike. "Much of
the responsibility I'm delegating will
fall on young shoulders, since so
many of our senior people are taking
earlier retirement. The youngsters
are well-educated and energetic, but
it's still important to give them the
strongest possible grounding in program management and technical
and industrial issues."

Stansberry watches contracts
and the foe for Air Force

OPTICALLY COUPLED
INTERRUPTER
MODULES
TW Optron OFFERS
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY OF
NEW, LOW COST SERIES
TRW Optron's new, low cost optically
coupled interrupter module series
combines non-contact switching and
solid state reliability for applications
requiring sensing of position or motion
of an opaque object such as motion
limit, paper edge or shaft encoding.
The new OPB 813, OPB 814 and
OPB 815 consist of agallium arsenide
infrared LED coupled with a silicon
phototransistor in an economical
molded plastic housing. With a LED
input of 20 mA, the OPB 813 and OPB
815 have typical unblocked current
outputs of 2.0 mA and 3.0 mA, respectively. Typical output of the OPB 814 is
3.0 mA with a 10 mA input. The entire
series is available from stock.
Background illumination noise is
reduced by abuilt-in infrared transmitting filter and dust cover in each device
type. The OPB 813 also is available
with a0.010 inch aperture for high resolution applications.
New TRW Opiron optically
coupled interrupter modules are interchangeable with similar products as
4ollows:
TRW Optron
OPB
OPB
OPB
OPB

813
813
814
814

The new commander of the Air
Force's Electronic Systems division,
currently administering some $16
billion in contracts with industry,
keeps a portrait of his Soviet counterpart on his office wall at Hanscom Air Force Base, Mass. "He's
the man Ihave to beat," smiles Lt.
Gen. James W. Stansberry. "Seeing
him every day reminds me to keep
my priorities in order."
Stansberry would like to see
everyone in the defense contracting
community similarly reminded, lest
second-order priorities obscure "this
country's overall defense goal: survival." What worries him particularly is the "pervading belief that technological development must be a
risk-free process." The result of that
philosophy, Stansberry says, is a
bureaucratic system that "talks every contract proposal to death; overtests every new system; and has
become so loaded with checks, balances, and chains of authority that it
takes forever to get things done."
With the U. S. running well
behind the USSR in its military
Fiebiger bucks the tide
investments, this overcaution could
be suicidal, Stansberry insists. "The
and Motorola lands safely
perfect, fail-safe weapon that's still
Rival. Gen. James Stansberry, head of the
Air Force's Electronic Systems division,
keeps picture of his Soviet counterpart as
areminder of who the opposition is.

Running against trends seems to be
ahabit lately for James R. Fiebiger,
Motorola Inc.'s corporate vice president and manager of the firm's mos
operation in Austin, Texas. About a

GE
H13A1
H13A2
H13B1
H13B2

De:ailed technical information on
these and other TRW Optron standard
interrupter and reflective modules, as
well as versions for specific applications is available on request.

Itle*AINII.
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TRWOPTRON
A DIVISION OF TRW INC
1201 Tappan Circle
Carrollton Texas 75006, LISA
PA0(-910-860-5958
214/242-6571
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PDP-11/03® PDP-11/23®

FIRSTMICRO m
MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS

FIRST COMPUTER CORPORATION NOW OFFERS
MICROCOMPUTER DEVELOPMENT SySTEMS IN
BOTH 11 /C3 AND 11/23 CONFIGURATIONS.
The Basic PDP-11 /03 systems offer the
designer alow cost compatible alternative to
the larger members of the PDP-11 family. The
larger faster PDP-11/ 23 systems offer the

PART If

power, expandability and operating systems
of the larger members of the POP-11 family
while retaining the proven cost effective
0-Bus architecture. These systems save you
money, improve programming efficiency,
and boost productivity.

11T03-L

11V03-L

11T23-L

11V23-L

SRVXLLB

SRVXSSB

SRWXLLA

SRWXSSA

KD11.1-1A
CPU 11/03

KD11-HA
CPU 11/03

KDFI1
CPU 11/23

KDF11
CPU 11/23

MSV1I-DD
32KW
Memory

MSV1I-DD
32KW
Memory

MSV1I-DD
32KW
Memory

MSV11-DD
32KW
Memory

RLO1
Controller

RX02
Controller

MSV1I-DD
32KW
Memory

MSV11-DD
32KW
Memory

RLO1
Controller

DLVII-J
Serial (4)

DLVII-J
Serial (4)
BACKPLANE

FM1-1

OPEN
OPEN

OPEN

RX02
Controller

RLO1
Controller

DLVII-J
Serial (4)

DLV1I-J
Serlal (4)

OPEN

OPEN

OPEN

OPEN

OPEN

OPEN

OPEN

OPEN

OPEN

BDV1I-AA
Bootstrap

BDV11-AA
Bootstrap

BDVII-AA
Bootstrap

BDV11-AA
Bootstrap

Serving the world with cost effective computer systems.

eRegistered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation
Trademark First Computer Corporation

RLO1
Controller

TM

TWX NUMBER 910-651-1916

aut computer corporatIon
corporate square/825 north cass avenue /westmont, Minds 60559/(312) 9201050

SOUTHERN REGION

Houston, TX (713) 960-1050
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WESTERN REGION

California (To be announced)

NORTH CENTRAL REGION
Chicago, IL (312) 920-1050
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Fed up with
power-hungry
FLASH ADCs?
New RCA 6-bit CMOS
FLASH ADC gives video
speed at CMOS low power.
e PD„.36 mW, VD D=5V; 11 MHz sampling rate.
e P=180 mVV: VD D,8V; 15 MHz sampling rate.
• 6-bit output with overflow bit.
• Latched 3-state output with 2chip-enables.
• Fully microprocessor compatible.
• Connect two devices for either 7-bit output or 30 MHz
sampling rate.
• Type: Ceramic CA3300D; $38.* each, 1000+ quantity.
Die CA3300H; $22.* each, 1000+ quantity.
For more information, contact your local RCA Solid State
Distributor.
Or contact RCA Solid State headquarters in Somerville,
New Jersey, Brussels, Belgium. Sao Paulo, Brazil. Hong Kong.
*Optional distributor resale, U.S. only.

RCA
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People
year and a half ago the 39-year-old
executive surprised his people by
telling them he was curbing hiring at
the Central Texas plant. "We were
reacting in February 1980 to what
we saw as acoming recession in the
industry," recalls Fiebiger, who
joined Motorola as the Austin plant
manager in 1977 from Texas Instruments Inc.
While other electronics companies
were busy recruiting to keep up with
the business in early 1980, Motorola's mos and other semiconductor
operations were asking employees to
work some overtime in an attempt to
protect them when the recession
finally hit later that year. At the
same time, Motorola was quietly
paring down the size of its workforce
through attrition.
Since the slowdown, other Texas
semiconductor operations —as well
as others across the nation—have
been forced to reduce work schedules [Electronics, June 16, p. 96]. But
that has not been the case in Austin,
because of the action in early 1980,
says Fiebiger, who earned his doctorate at the University of California at
Berkeley. He predicts astabilization
period for mos markets through the
rest of 1981. However, he willingly
admits that "we are still watching
the economy like a hawk. We were
right the last time, so we don't want
to be wrong this time."
The Austin mos operation finished 1980 with a book-to-bill ratio
of 1.17, says the Minnesota native.
The first quarter of 1981 ran close to
last year's total, with the mos operations entering 1981 with backlogs
26% higher than those at the beginning of 1980. The worst quarter was
the third, when the ratio fell to 0.99,
but the measurement improved in
the final period to 1.21.
In addition to bucking the workforce trends, Fiebiger's operation is
planning to double its presence deep
in the heart of Texas with the construction of asecond plant about 15
miles southwest of the existing Austin facility. When completed, the
new complex will employ 4,000 people and have 750,000 square feet of
space—about the same size as the
present facility.
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Did you know
that MepcolElectra
will sell you an
RNC55H-FS for adime*?
That's right! Mepco/Electra will
sell you an RNC55H-FS for a dime*
plus awhole lot more. Here's what
we offer....Over 2 billion
component hours of reliability
testing, Mepco/Electra quality
service from two production
facilities, 63 franchised
distributors nationwide for
availability. The only manufacturer
with all three encapsulations
(conformal coated, molded, glass
hermetic sealed), and available in
bulk, lead tape & reel and special
military packaging. Not many

1Oct investments can claim this
quality, reliability and availability.
And we offer established
reliability trimmer resistors too!
RJR 12, RJR 24, RJR 26 and RJR 50
off-the-shelf at competitive prices.
That's Mepco/Electra, over 24
years of manufacturing
established reliability resistors
backed up by dependable service
and delivery! For all your
established reliability resistor needs
call our Morristown, NJ facility
now at (201) 539-2000 (for
trimmers, call San Diego, CA at
(714) 453-0332).

Mepco/Electra: your resistor/
capacitor company with
tomorrow's technology today.

r

MEPCO/ELECTRA,INC.
.NOR TH AMER( AN PHILIPS, ..E....

Corporate Headquarters
Columbia Road
Morristown, New Jersey 07960
(201) 539-2000
TWX: 710/986/7437

*in large OEM quantities

Now you do!

RJR26
•

RJR50

Copyright, 1981 Mepcoelectra, Inc.
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Intel's Series 90/i4e. The memory
Intel's new Series 90/iQX is the first standard Intelligent
Memory System to offer continuous operation and high
maintainability at !ow cost.
Now, for the first Ume, OEMs can
design systems with built-in protection
against errors, downtime, and excessive maintenance costs. l-ow? With
Intel's new Series 90/iQX.

to the standard Series 90 Memory
System. Intelligence that monitors
memory operation directly, detects
and corrects errors, runs local or
remote diagnostics, and reallocates
memory space as required. All without
burdening the host system.

Fault-tolerant operation

111114 _iIIii
Series 90/tQX Intelligent Memory System

The :OX controller adds the intelligence of an iAPX 86 microcomputer

Hard errors or soft, Series 90's OX
controller uncovers them. Soft errors
are simply "scrubbed" and corrected.
In case of hard errors or device failure,
the controller routes data around the
problem, allocating spare memory as
needed. It then logs the error for
future reference.
With protection like this, the Series 90
system will continue operating uninterrupted until all spare memory is filled.

And thanks to the iQX's memory
status reporting, your customer will
know well in advance of memory
resource problems. Which not only
improves data integrity, but increases
reliability and reduces maintenance
dramatically.

Instant diagnostics
To keep users continually apprised
of conditions within their memory
system, the iQX controller provides
easy access to its complete diagnostic
file. Information can be accessed by
the host system either automatically via
asimple message-driven software
interface, or manually, using the iQX's
Service Communicator. This detachable terminal allows technicians to
instantly retrieve diagnostic data in
plain English through acompact,
alphanumeric keyboard/display. With
no interruption of the host computer's
operation.
For fast, simple maintenance, system
diagnostics inform the user of any

machine with non-stop intelligence.
errors it has tracked —soft or hard,
correctable or avoidable—and their
precise location by row and column.
Many problems can also be solved
using the iQX's memory tasking capability to move data blocks as required.
Then too, the iQX monitors the system's
power supply and signals awarning
if voltages drop critically. As afinal,
double protection, the iOX controller
even diagnoses its own operation
continuously.

Diagnosing from adistance
To reduce maintenance costs for
remote systems and networks, iOX
diagnostics can be accessed over
phone lines through asingle diagnostic
station. By being able to analyze
problems from afar, you'll eliminate
unnecessary service visits and shorten
those that are required. And since
one diagnostic station can easily serve
up to 150 installations, the set-up
and ongoing diagnostic costs are
contained as well.

Consider the economics
The QX's protection features offer
important economic advantages
for systems OEMs. Because of the
increased demand for fault tolerance
in today's marketplace, systems
equipped with iQX capability add
significant value to your products. In
tact, many applications simply could
not be justified economically without
such self-healing and remote maintenance. Now, through Intel's leadership
in 16-bit microprocessing, the Series
90/iQX brings you this capability at
an incremental price only nominally
above that of ECC alone.
In sum, iOX gives your systems stateof-the art fault protection, reduced
maintenance costs, and therefore
increased value. Best of all, Intel
is delivering Series 90 systems with
iCi)( right now. For detailed information,
return the coupon to Intel Corporation,
3065 Bowers Avenue, Santa Clara,
CA 95051. Telephone (408) 987-8080.
For hot line service,call (800)538-1876.

My needs are immediate; have a
Li Sales Engineer call.
Piease rush me—by first-class mail —
Series 90/iQX technical literature.

D

Name
Title
Organization
Address
City/State/2v
Telepho^e

Mail to:
Intel Corporation
3065 Bowers Avenue
Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408) 987-8080
Europe Intel International, Brussels :Begurn.
Japan: Intel Japan, Tokyo. United Stale: and Canadian

delivers
solutions
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The Tektronix 4054
Desktop Computer

(Below) Using the 4054s
Dynamic Graphics option,
design symbols can be
selected from amenu,
dragged into position in refresh mode, then transferred to storage mode at
the push of abutton.

;
-1

4,

et ©
Copyright C) 1980 Tektronix. Inc. NI rights resened. OEM quotations available on request.

(Above) The 4054 screen's
13 million addressable
points let designers work
with whole circuit board
layouts without sacrificing
clarity of detail.

High speed. Dynamic
graphics. Precise curve forms.
We're helping designers cut
corners with confidence.

Design productivity
reaches its peak on
the 4054:
It gives you straight
answers fast, without
burdening your host
computer. It gives you
real graphic curve
forms instead of stairstep approximations.
Nothing else even
comes close to the
combined computing
power and exacting,
interactive graphics of
the Tektronix 4054.
Fast graphic
computing frees you
from delays and
uncertainties and
keeps the work
flowing productively.
Even complex engineering designs can be
completed in minutes.
Your design tools
include 36 distinct
dot-dash patterns and
four stroke-generated
character sizes for
labels, text and titles.
Its computational
capabilities are some
of the fastest and
most powerful you'll
find on adesktop.

Special matrix functions are built-in. Strings
and transcendental
functions execute with
desktop speeds unique
to Tektronix.
Dynamic graphics
option lets you move
symbols and text
around the screen
under built-in
thumbwheel control.
Complex graphics objects can be quickly and
easily assembled, then
stored in place with the
push of abutton. With
easy BASIC, you focus
on the project, not
protocol.
Choose from a
family of supporting
products. Like data
communications option for tapping into
central data bases.
Or arange of special
function ROM packs,
advanced peripherals
and powerful applications software. Whatever
you design, we'll help
you trade in the hard
work for higher productivity! For more information call, toll-free,
1-800-547-1512
(in Oregon, 644-9051
collect).

Tektronix, Inc.
Information Display
Division
PO. Box 1700
Beaverton, OR 97075
Tektronix
International, Inc.
European Marketing
Centre
Post Box 827
1180 AV Amstelveen
The Netherlands

THE GRAPHICS
STANDARD

Tektroni'x
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Technological leadership.

Motorola presents
The first, fast logic family
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Now Motorola, first to introduce high-speed
logic and the industry's acknowledged ECL expert,
announces MECL1OKH — substantially boosting
performance of your SSI/MSI functions — and
making immediately available many of the
circuits you'll need for upgrading those designs
in standard, 16-pin packaging.

Speed X 2.
MECL1OKH increases the speed of industrystandard MECL1OK by afactor of 2. System clock
rates increase as much as 40%, parasitic
capacitance drops 50% and half the propagation
delay, now just 1ns, occurs at the same, 25 mW

Voltage
Compensated
1
h
"
power levels as MECL1OK.
The resulting, 25 picojoule,
speed-power product is the best of any ECL logic
family today.

Maximizing with MOSAICTM.
It's all because of MOSAIC ...Motorola's
proprietary. high-density, oxide-isolated process
that not only increases performance dramatically
but decreases device area to about 1/7th the size
of existing MECUM products. That boosts fT as
well as all other initial device parameters.
Further, 10KH circuits are voltage-compensated
and offer noise margins typically 20% better than

1ns MECL1OKH.
that's available fast, first.

MECL1OKH INTRODUCTION LIST
Function
Quad Or/Nor Gate
Quad Nor Gate
Quad And Gate
Triple 2-3-2 Or/Nor
Gate
Triple Exclusive
Or/Nor Gate
Dual 4-5 Input
Or/Nor Gate
Triple Line Receiver
Dual 2-Wide Or-And/
Or-And Invert Gate
Dual 2-Wide 3Input
Or-And
4Wide 4-13-3 Input
Or-And
4Wide Or-And/
Or-And-invert Gate
Dual El Latch
Dual DFlioFlop
Universal Binary
Counter

Pad
Number
MCIOH101
MCIOH102
MC1011104

Samples
Available
Now
Now
Now

MCIOH105

Now

MC10H107

Now

MC10H109
MC1011118

Now
Now

AlC1011117

Now

MCI011118

Now

MC1011119

2nd Halt 1981

MC1011121
MCIOH130
MC10H131

2nd Half 1981
2nd Half 1981
2nd Hall 1981

MC1011136

2nd Hall 1981

Function
4Bit Universal
Shift Register
18 x4Bit Register
File
12 Bit Parity
Generator/Checker
Binary to 1-8 Line
Decoder ['owl
Binary to I-8 Line
Decoder Might
8Line Multiplexer
Quad 2Input Alex
W/Latch
Dual 45e 1Multiplexer
Quint Latch
Hex 0Flip Flop
Look Ahead Carry
Block
Dual High-Speed
Adder/Subtracter
4Bit ALU
Dual 3-Input Or Gate
Dual 3-Input Nor Gate

Pori
Number

Samples
Available

MCIOH141

2nd Halt 1981

MC1011145

2nd Hall 1981

MCIM1160

2nd Hall 1981

MC1011181

2nd Half 1981

MCIOH162
MCIOH164

2nd Hall 1981
2nd Half 1981

MCIOH173
MC1011174
MCI011175
MCI011176

2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd

MC1011179

2nd Hall 1981

MC1011180
MC1M1181
MC1011210
MC1011211

2nd Hall
2nd Hail
2nd Hall
2nd Hall

Halt
Hall
Halt
Hall

1981
1981
1981
1981

1981
1981
1981
1981

Fast delivery, low price.
You wouldn't expect aproduct like this to
be slow — in any way. So we've made them
immediately available from your distributor or
factory in evaluation quantities. And at prices
only about 30% above slower MECL1OK.. .but 4 to
5 times lower than the less-available comparables.
Contact Motorola Semiconductor Products, Inc.,
P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036...first to make
MECL1OKH available for your fast

10K devices. And, higher density functions that
couldn't be manufactured economically in
MECL1OK technology are planned with MOSAIC...
Motorola's own process.

10K-compatible.
The family is specified at the -5.2 V level for
compatibility with MECL1OK logic and memories
and with the MC10800 bit-slice family, the
MC10900 LSIs and the MECL MACROCELLTM
array. Its 0° to 75° C range also matches
constraints established by these products.
All MECL1OKH specs have guaranteed
minimums and maximums for extremes of both
temperature and supply.
Additional products are imminent.
Electronics/June 30, 1981

Innovative systems
through silicon.
MOTOROLA INC,

r

TO: Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc., P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036

•

Please send me information on MECL1OKH.
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Editorial

Human capital formation
The alarm over the growing shortage of engineers and other technical personnel has been
sounding loud and clear for some time now,
and the chorus is beginning to get shrill. There
are still those who believe the whole thing is a
propaganda campaign by some of the larger
corporations to attract more engineers into the
field in order to slow or stop the rapid ascent
of salary levels. And there are still others who
view the news as simply the beginning of
another cycle of boom and bust —they remember all the engineers who went into the pizza
business in the debacles of 1970 and 1974.
Despite these cynics, however, there is plenty
of evidence that the shortage is real, that it is
growing, and that it represents the seeds of a
crisis that will sprout in the near future if
nothing is done to alleviate it.
For example, arecent survey of 1,265 firms
conducted by the American Electronics Association showed there will be a need by 1986
for an additional 113,000 professionals,
including engineers and computer scientists,
and more than 140,000 paraprofessionals such
as technicians, assemblers, and draftsmen. The
U. S. is currently graduating between 17,000
and 20,000 engineers, and that rate will leave
a considerable shortfall by 1986. What's
more, these numbers do not take into account
the additional effect on the available engineering pool of the Reagan Administration's
military buildup (see p. 88).
A more insidious problem, and maybe one
with even longer-term effects, is the erosion of
qualified faculty in the engineering schools.
Prevailing high wage scales for engineering
talent, particularly for those with advanced
degrees, are attracting Ph.D.s into industry
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and draining them away from the traditional
career of teaching. Should this trend continue,
engineering educators say, it would create a
severe decline in the quality of engineering
graduates and weaken the nation's ability to
satisfy the needs of both industry and national
defense.
The problem has become sufficiently bad
for the American Society for Engineering
Education and the American Association of
Engineering Societies to be casting around for
solutions. The American Electronics Association has set up a committee on engineering
education to look into the problem, and there
are numerous other groups and companies
studying the matter.
Aside from defining the dimensions of the
shortage, however, what else is there to study?
Frankly, this is one problem it seems possible
to solve by throwing money at. What is working here is the fundamental rule of the marketplace, with talented people going where the
money is. Obviously, many schools will not be
able to raise the salaries of their faculties to
industry levels without making tuition so high
as to be out of reach for many potential
students. We suggest that industry will have to
get into the act. Two possibilities would be for
electronics companies to underwrite faculty
positions or to furlough some staff to local
universities at full pay on a rotating basis. A
third would be to make the shrinking pool of
teaching talent more widely available through
interactive cable television.
In aperiod when one of the major problems
of U. S. industries is capital formation, it is
essential to husband our most precious capital
of all—human capital.
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TEK 7854 OSCILLOSCOPE

THE STANDARD IN
TEST AND MEASUREMENT

You're akeystroke away from
faster, easier measurements.

The 7854 Oscilloscope.
Our 7000 Series Plug-Ins.
A powerful combination that increases productivity by automating a
wide variety of measurements.
Solutions to complex measurements are at your fingertips with speed,
accuracy and repeatability far beyond
conventional means.
How? The 7854 stores repetitive
signals from DC to 400 MHz. It puts
waveform processing, keystroke programming and the IEEE-488 Bus at your
command. You can digitize signals.
Store them. Measure them. All with
simple keystrokes
And because the 7854 mainframe
accepts ahost of 7000 Series Plug-Ins,
you will have high performance measurement automation and versatility,
too. Over 30 Plug-Ins in all.

With time domain applications,
choose adifferential amplifier, acomparator, or multi-trace amplifiers. Or. for
frequency domain applications, the
7854 configured as aspectrum
analyzer provides unique, time saving,
automated measurements from baseband to microwave unmatched by
anyone.
For example, use keystroke programming to simplify complex measurements such as percent modulation,
harmonic distortion or FM deviation at
the touch of abutton.
You can digitally average the display to view small signals masked by
noise. Pushbuttons measure parameters such as max signal amplitude or
area under the curve for impulse bandwidth measurements. Or use programmable cursors for automated frequency and amplitude comparisons.
You can also transfer data, store
programs and perform in-depth

analysis using the IEEE-488 Bus. Interface your 7854 through aTektionix
Controller with ahard copier, storage
modules, plotter or with your own mainframe computer and peripherals. The
7854's on-board processor speeds
data transmission over the bus, saving
costly seconds of processing time.
Get all the details by contacting
your Tektronix Sales Engineer. Or call
Tek toll-free. 1-800-547-1512.
Analoc, digital or frequency domain. With the 7854, your choice is
automatic.
For further information, contact:
U.S.A., Asia, Australia, Central & South America. Japan
Tektron x, Inc .PO Box 4828, Portland, OR 97208,
Phone 800 547.6711. Oregon only 800 452-6773.
Telex 910-467-8708. Cable TEKTRONIX
Europe, Africa, Middle EastTektronix International, Inc ,
European Marketing cent's, Postbox 827. 1t80 AV
Amstelveen, The Netherlands, Telex 18312
Canada, Tektronix Canada nc ,PO. Box 6503, Barrie.
Ontanc L4M 4V3, Phone 705 737-2700

TEIctromx
COMMITTED TO EXCE LI_ENCE
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GenRad
1795's
For Sale

Two GenRad 1795
HD Digital
Test Systems
Systems have 168 programable
driver/sensors plus other options. For complete details and
price, call (317) 872-0300 and ask
for Tim Franklin.
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ZYMOS
I
STHE LATEST
WORD I
N
CUSTOM MOS
TECHNOLOGY
For full design and fabrication
service in aspacious,
state-of-the-art Silicon Valley
facility call ZyMOS at
(408) 730-8800.

Meetings
16th Intersociety Energy Conversion
Engineering Conference, IEEE,
American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, et al.,
Hyatt Regency Hotel, Atlanta, Aug.
9-14.
20th General Assembly of the International Union of Radio Science (R.
Dow, National Academy of
Sciences, 2101 Constitution Ave.
N. W., Washington, D. C. 20418),
Hyatt Regency Hotel, Washington,
D. C., Aug. 10-19.
Optical Information Processing for
Aerospace Application, (H. Hendricks, Langley Research Center,
Hampton, Va. 23665), Hampton,
Va., Aug. 18-19.
visi 81—International Conference
on Very Large-Scale Integration,
(Secretariat, VLSI 81,26 Albany St.,
Edinburgh EH! 3QH, UK), University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, Scotland, Aug. 18-21.
1981 International Conference on
Cybernetics and Society, IEEE, Atlanta Hilton Hotel, Atlanta, Aug.
24-27.
International Symposium and
Instrument Display, Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (P. O. Box 10, Bellingham,
Wash. 98227), Town and Country
Hotel, San Diego, Calif., Aug.
24-28.
SPIE

Seventh International Joint Conference on Artifical Intelligence, IJCAI
et al. (Pat Hayes, General Chairman, iJcAt-81, University of Rochester, Department of Computer
Science, Rochester, N. Y. 14627),
University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, B. C., Aug. 24-28.
1981 International Conference on
Parallel Processing, IEEE Computer
Society, Shanty Creek Lodge, Bellaire, Mich., Aug. 25-28.

ZehfOS
WHERE SILICON SOLUTIONS ARE CUSTOM MADE.

477 N. Mathilda Avenue
Sunnyvale, California 94088
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FOC '81 —Fourth International Fiber
Optics and Communications Exposition, Information Gatekeepers Inc.

(167 Corey Rd., Brookline, Mass.
02146), Hyatt Regency Embarcadero, San Francisco, Sept. 1-3.
European Conference on Electronic
Design Automation, Institution of
Electrical Engineers (Savoy Place,
London WC2R OBL), University of
Sussex, Brighton, UK, Sept. 1-4.
Electron 1—Home Video and Personal Computers Exposition, Epic
Enterprises (6158 Mission Gorge
Rd., San Diego, Calif. 92120), Convention Center, Los Angeles, Sept.
4-6.
International Audio and Video Fair
Berlin, AMK Berlin (Messedamm
22), West Berlin Fairgrounds, Sept.
4-13.
11th European Microwave Conference, Eurel, IEEE, et al. (M. T.
Vlaardingerbroek, Philips, Elcoma
EH5, 5600 MD Eindhoven, the
Netherlands), RAI Congress Center,
Amsterdam, the Netherlands, Sept.
7-11.

Seminars
Military and Commercial Applications, American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA
Conferences, 5959 W. Century Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90009), Westpark Tysons Motel, Washington,
D. C., Aug. 3-4, and Howard Johnson's, Boston, Sept. 3-4.
VHSIC

Impactless Printing, Institute for
Graphic Communication Inc.
(Richard D. Murray, IGC, 375 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, Mass.
02115), Highlands Inn, Carmel,
Calif., Aug. 9-11.
Laser Optics Course, Laser Institute
of America (P. 0. Box 9000, Waco,
Texas 76710), Los Alamos Inn, Los
Alamos, N. M., Aug. 17-21.
Office Automation and Integration of
Word Processing and Data Processing, Frost & Sullivan Inc. (106 Fulton St., New York, N. Y. 10038),
Holiday Inn, Fisherman's Wharf,
San Francisco, Aug. 19-21.
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Alot of little things.
In any quantity with off-theAnd we make alot of the
shelf delivery and competitive
Mostek Military Products
little things.
prices. Because, even though
1215 West Crosby Road
We're Mostek Military Prodthe things we make are small,
Carrollton, Texas 75006
ucts. And we make afull line
Mostek is big. F'or example,
of memories and microcompoNAME
we're the world's largest manun.ents for military, aerospace,
facturer of dynamic RA1VIs.(Our
and industrial/scientific apTITLE
.MX4116 16K DRAM is one of the
plications. Our LSI and VLSI
Qst complex circuits to receive
devices add intelligence to
ACDOMDRPEASN.Y
everything from avionics to,......:'1'iell .qualification to date.)
hospital instrumentation.,.:e.'e.. Send the coupon for afree
CITY
copy of our new Military BroFrom tactical missiles to
chure. It's your guide, complete
STATE
telecommunications.
,
Presently, Mostek prod4Ws
with specifications, to the kincri "
içe
of high technology products
Circle 27 on reader
are being used in F-15; F-16,
that make America the preemiand F-18 fire control systems.
nent world power.
In the F-,16 HeadS D'p Display,
For an immediate requirement
Cockpit Disp1ay and Stores
contact your nearest Mostek
ManageMéteCtimputer. In MX
Sales 'Office or authorized disand GPg• gl*44 .Slistems. In
tributor. Or call (214)323-7718.
guidance sYstèïtíS, tanks, sonar,
•and much more.
For these and other applications, we're able to supply a ..;;*
wide variety of MIL-spec meniories and microcomponents
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Test #3. This cipher contains amessage everyone in in-circuit testing will appreciate. To solve it, you
must find the correct substitute for every letter.

HERE'S ANOTHER GREAT
GENRAD CIRCUIT TESTER.
This time we've come up with acryptogram to test your analytical powers—and
make it clear why aGenRad in-circuit system gives you higher quality tests.
If you're searching for away to
improve the quality of your boards,
take alittle time and try to solve our
puzzle. There's an important message here about the advantages of
owning aGenRad in-circuit test
system.
Why acryptogram? It can be
devilishly deceptive. Just like claims
for easy solutions to in-circuit test-

1977

1978

1979

1980

From market entry to number one
in only two years.

Mg. We know. Because we've identified the problems. And designed a
system that anticipates them. That's
why we can state unequivocally that our 2270 delivers
the most thorough and
IIIMGeoRad
comprehensive test of
any in-circuit system
available.
Knowing that, it
probably won't surprise
you if we reveal another
fact:. GenRad in the
short span of two years,
has become #1 in incircuit test systems.*
The Secret Is In
The Software.
What makes our
system so much better
than other in-circuit systems?
Primarily, our software. It does more
for you up front, during your test program generation phase. Which makes
your job much easier and faster at
the debug end. (Imagine if you could
get your hands on the key to the cryptogram in advance. Cracking it would
be apiece of cake, right?)
How does our software do it?
For one thing it's based on circuit

analysis. So it automatically can think
in advance of all the "gotchas" that
can crop up when you finally try to
make your program work with your
board. (Wouldn't that be ahandy
thing to have to solve our cipher?)
We also have afeature called
automatic bus disable. This automatically isolates the IC under test from
the effects of other IC's. And saves
you from writing extra tests manually, which is tedious and error-prone.
(Incidentally, isolating individual letters, say all the E's, is one shortcut
used in solving ciphers like ours.)
Three other things (out of many)
about our software that stand out.
Automatic feedback squelch to block
troublesome "glitches" and assure
you of repeatable tests. Automatic
test program modification to optimize the test based on wiring configurations. And the most extensive
library of ECL, TTL and MOS devices.
Go out and dig into other systems. No matter what the claims,
the truth is you won't find all these
important features on any of them.

Our 2270 In-Circuit Board last System

Thanks For
The Memories.
A good memory can be auseful
tool for either cryptoanalysis or circuit testing. We put memory behind
each pin in the 2270. So each device
is tested the way it was meant to be
operated, with all pins functioning
simultaneously, rather than one

pin at atime. This speeds up testing throughput by more than two
times the speed for other in-circuit
approaches. It also means more comprehensive coverage, especially for
LSI and VLSI devices.

There's nothing cryptic
about our repair messages.

Finally aword about diagnostics. We designed ours to be clear.
The 2270 will never leave you with
repair messages that look like the
opposite page of this ad.
The Final Analysis.
And an open offer.
Broken our cipher yet? We said
it might not be easy. Just
as in the real world, there's
a"gotcha" in it. If you run
into trouble, keep in mind
the key word we've been
telling you to look for all
!, along: quality. Whether
or not you uncover
our message, let us
know on your letterhead and we'll send
ycu aposter-size version,
along with the solution
for you to fill in. And if
you'd like to know more
about what's in aGenRad
m-circuit system and how
it improves the yield of good boards,
just contact us at 300 Baker Avenue,
Concord, Massachusetts 01742.
'Telephone: (617) 369-4400.
We'll make everything clear.

GenRad
THE BEST IN l'EST
*Scnrce. Dataquest, Inc. 1981
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Get
programmable
8048s
for your prototypes.
Pronto.
Order 8048 family products, and NEC will
ship programmable µPD8748 test chips within 7days.
NEC is making aspecial offer that will let you test your µPD8048
prototypes within aweek, plus get NEC's µ,PD8748 programmable
processor at µPD8048 prices.
Here's how it works. Just place an order for µPD8048s or
i/PD80C48s, our low power consumption CMOS version. After we
receive and accept your order, we'll send you µPD8748s programmed
with your code for testing purposes.
And we'll send them at the same price as the product you order, so
you'll save big.
If you order µPD8049s, we'll still send you the µ,PD8748s, but
without programming.
When you've completed testing your prototype, you can reprogram and reuse the µPD8748 for any application you'd like.
For orders of1,000 to 5,000 units, we'll send you 25 µPD8748s.
For larger orders, we'll send you 0.5% of the total order, up to 100
e1)087
0r
48s .
So orderryour p.PD8048 products today. And we'll put

NEC
NEC Microcomputers you on the program. Pronto.
ADivision of NEC Electronics U.S.A. Inc.
For complete details about this offer, contact your NEC sales representative or your NEC Regional
Office. Regional Sales Offices: EASTERN, Melville, NY (516) 293-5660; MIDWESTERN, Rolling Meadows,
IL (312) 577-9090; NORTHEASTERN, Woburn, MA (617) 935-6339; NORTHWESTERN, Cupertino, CA
(408) 446-0650; OHIO VALLEY, Southfield, MI (313) 352-3770; SOUTHWESTERN, Orange, CA
(714) 937-5244; SOUTH CENTRAL, Dallas, TX (214) 931-0641; SOUTHEASTERN, Pompano Beach, FL
(305) 785-8250; MID-ATLANTIC, Severna Park, MD (301) 647-8023. NEC Microcomputers, Inc.,
173 Worcester St., Wellesley, MA 02181, (617) 237-1910.
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We're electronics
Racal has ahigh technology approach. Advanced research, pioneering
work in microelectronics and careful market evaluation help to keep us in
the forefront across awide range of electronics markets.

We're market leaders
From radio and data communications to radar and
navigational systems, from computer-aided design to instrumentation
and encryption devices—Racal is aworld leader in these and many
other fields.

We're growth
We're acompany that's going places. During the past five years our
annual sales have grown from about $150 million to acurrent annual
rate in excess of $1 billion.

We're worldwide
We operate through over 50 principal Racal companies, to markets in
150 countries and backed by more than 1000 distributors, agents
and service locations. We are totally committed to customer support
wherever it's needed.

We're here
Today there are some 15 Racal companies based in the United States, with a
total of around 5,000 employees. These US companies represented
25 percent of our 1980 gross annual sales.
An information package on Racal is available by writing
the Racal Electronics Group at P.O. Box 5506, Grand Central Post Office,
New York, N.Y. 10163.
Circle 32 on reader service card
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The Electronics Group
Racal Electronics Limited, Bracknell, Berkshire RG12 1RG England.

Electronics newsletter
Under-$3,000 terminal
emulates others

A desktop data terminal with a 13-in.-diagonal color CRT display that can
emulate about a dozen of the most commonly used computer terminals
• will soon be distributed by Intelligent Systems Corp. of Norcross, Ga.
Equipped with an 8080 microprocessor, aminimum of 16-K bytes of mOS
main memory, a 72-key keyboard, and 92-K bytes of minifloppy-disk
storage, the unit can be configured by the user to emulate cathoderay-tube terminals from Perkin-Elmer, Lear Siegler, Beehive, Hazeltine,
Intertec, Digital Equipment, and others. Not only would the model 3651
terminal emulation package help solve the communications compatibility
problems common in large computer networks, but it also would offer
off-line processing capability and eliminate the expensive color-processing electronics now inserted between mainframes and some color consoles.
Pricing is not yet firm, but the company says that the terminal should sell
for less than $3,000 in single units and 25% to 30% less in quantity to
original-equipment manufacturers.

...as HP's terminal
becomes a computer

Microprocessors
move in on power-line
communications net

Nine-sided tube
could replace ribbons
in solar-cell process

Electronics/ June 30, 1981

Look for an August announcement of an enhanced intelligent terminal
from Hewlett Packard Co. in Palo Alto, Calif., that doubles as apersonal
computer. Dubbed the HP 125, it will be the same size as the HP 2621A
intelligent terminal but contain additional functions. Whereas the model
2621A uses one Z80 as a terminal controller, the HP 125 uses an
additional Z80 running under Digital Research's CP/M operating system
as ageneral-purpose processor. As astand-alone computer, it will be able
to run alarge body of third-party applications programs available under
CP/M, including word-processing graphics, VisiCalc (a business software
package), and high-level languages. The unit also can be used as an
intelligent terminal for the HP 3000 series of business computers, thus
enabling the user to select data from alarge data base.

Twacs, a microprocessor-based two-way automatic communications system for electric utilities, is being installed by the Missouri Power & Light
Co. of Jefferson City, Mo. A product of Emerson Electric Co.'s Load
Management Systems division in St. Louis, it uses 13 -kv lines between
power substations and customers as acommunications medium. Its applications include automatic meter reading, peak-load management, powerfactor control, and maintenance of meter security. Twacs employs lowcost microprocessor-equipped transceivers and phase modulation of highvoltage current from substations to as many as 5,000 customer sites per
station and pulse-code modulation from the customers to substation. The
system, expected to require relatively low capital expenditures compared
with competing systems, was developed for Emerson by Arthur D. Little
Inc., Cambridge, Mass.

A variation on the edge-defined film-fed growth (sFo) process used by
Mobil-Tyco Solar Energy Corp. for producing solar-cell silicon substrates
could become the Waltham, Mass., firm's method of choice in the next
year. Whereas the original EFG method pulls multiple ribbons of silicon
from a crucible [Electronics, July 19, 1979, p. 110], the new technique
produces anine-sided silicon tube measuring 48.8 cm around and having a
typical wall thickness of 0.25 cm. Laser cutting produces flat, rectangular
substrates from each of the tube's nine faces. Batch production of the
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silicon tubes, which in the laboratory has reached aformation rate of 146
cm/min, already appears more economical than Mobil-Tyco's current
full-scale commercial EFG operations, the company says.

NEC to build
$100 million IC
plant in U. S.

SLICs from ITT
take high voltage
in their stride

Burroughs launches
office system

Rockwell officials
form GaAs IC house
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Representing one of the largest infusions of Japanese investment into the
United States, NEC Electronics USA has begun work on a $100 million
wafer fabrication facility in Roseville, Calif. The plant will have complete
facilities to take aproduct from wafer fabrication to packaged chip. The
devices will be made using n-mOS technology; in addition to the randomaccess and read-only memories currently produced by NEC's Electronic
Arrays subsidiary, it will enable the company to turn out electrically
programmable Roms and microprocessors. The company's rationale for
locating the plant in the U. S. is that, since it is to produce products
customized for the user at the mask stage, such as ROMs, array logic, and
8048-type microprocessors, it must be close to its customer base.

Two subscriber-line interface circuits — one, the 2002, for the privatebranch exchange market and the other, the 2001, geared to central office
use—will be made available for evaluation by the North Microsystems
division of International Telephone & Telegraph Corp. The 2002 will be
ready in July, the 2001 in the last quarter. Based on the 3081 and 3082
SLICs [Electronics, June 5, 1980, p. 113], the devices from the Deerfield
Beach, Fla., division combine amonolithic circuit and thick-film hybrid to
perform test, measurement, and control functions, among them the handling of such high-voltage chores as lightning protection. Other semiconductor makers have had difficulties with sues as chips have problems in
handling the 1,000 vor more that may appear on aphone wire.

Serving notice on the Wangs, Xeroxes, and tBms that it intends to be a
major factor in the automated office market, the newly formed Office
Systems Group of Burroughs Corp., Detroit, has unveiled its OFIS 1
system. Designed to be operated by relatively unskilled managerial and
professional people as well as clerical staff, it combines new and existing
products and adds some new software. OFIS 1, which can now be
connected to Ethernet through Xerox's network servers, uses Burroughs
or other word-processing systems, facsimile systems, optical-characterrecognition page readers, printers, and terminals. It ties them together with
anew communications and system manager called the oFtsdirector, which
is based on Burroughs' CP95000 processor—the engine for the B90 family
of computers. The OFIS director also handles electronic mail and manages
oFtSfile, a new Winchester-based (80- or 160-Mb) file management
system, with ageneralized and universal content-addressable information
search and retrieval feature.

Fred A. Blum, vice president of Rockwell International Corp.'s Anaheim,
Calif., Microelectronics Research and Development Center for 21
2 years,
/
has resigned to form a custom integrated-circuit house, GigaBit Logic,
which will use ion-implanted gallium arsenide technology. The other
founder of the Yorba Linda, Calif., firm is Louis R. Tomasetta, director of
the optoelectronics research department at the Anaheim facility.
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Why it pays
to enlist EAROM.

Richard L. Wiker, author of the
ERADCOM study on Electrically
Alterable Read Only Memory
reports:
"The use of MNOS EAROMs and
WAROMs in military memory systems has now become alow risk,
cost effective, alternative to bulky,
costly, less reliable magnetic and
rotational memories. While MNOS
is arelatively mature technology in
moderate commercial use, military
grade parts have either had their
availability restricted by the manu-

facturer or had to be individually
characterized and screened by the
potential user. The improved prospect for MNOS use in military
memories is derived from the sale
of High Reliability versions of the
ER2810 and ER3400 by General
Instrument. This removes along
standing hurdle in seeking an
electrically alterable non-volatile
memory technology that can be
compatibly packaged with other
IC's in arelatively dense, efficient
approach. The expanding use of
these and similar parts in avariety
of military systems is also providing the reliability and life cycle cost
information necessary to support
the use of MNOS memory devices,
in hi-rel systems."
General Instrument Hi-Rel
EAROMs meet full military temperature requirements (-55°C
to +125°C) and are processed and

screened per Mil-M-38510/MilSTD-883B. With bit densities from
512 to 8192, EAROMs offer clearcut advantages over rotating
memories, core, RAMs and UV
PROMs as charted below.
Write Microelectronics Division,
General Instrument Corporation,
600 West John Street, Hicksville,
N.Y. 11802, or call 516-733-3358
for applications assistance.
Features
Word
Alterability
In-System
Access
lime

EAROM

RAM 8
Battery

UV
PROM

TAPE

CORE

DISC

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes
ms

1ps

< 0.5ms

<0.5p5

secs

po

Re- p
rogram

11nu

<50Ons

15 mino

secs

p5

ms

Radiation
Hardness

„,,,,,,
P—

poor

poor

good

good

good

ming Time

Temp
Range

—55°C to
.

+12ec

ltd by —55
--.Cto
-- limited limited limited
battery +125*C
Allias..—_

We help you
compete.

GENERAL
INSTRUMENT
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STANDARD 2148 IN
FROM INTERSIL
taa

(ns)

l
op(mA)

lsb (mA)

M2148

85

180

30

M2148-3

70

180

30

HIGH-SPEED I
K x4RAM —FOR HI-REL.

INTERSIL SALES OFFICES:

Yes, it's the industry standard. Yes, it has
multiple-source availability. Yes, it pinfor-pin compatible with 2114s and the
other 2148.
But Intersil offers it in military versions
as well as commercial. With temperature
operating range from —55° to I25°C. With
Hi-Rel processing to 883B class Bprocessing
or to your custom Hi-Rel requirements.
And in achoice of standard packages —
cerdip or flatpack.

CALIFORNIA: Sunnyvale (408) 744-0618,
Long Beach (213) 436-9261 •COLORADO:
Aurora (303) 750-7004 •FLORIDA:
Hollywood (305) 920-2442 •ILLINOIS:
Hinsdale (312)986-5303 •MASSACHUSETTS:
Lexington (617) 861-6220 •MINNESOTA:
Minneapolis (612) 925-1844 •NEW JERSEY:
Englewood Cliffs (201) 567-5585 •OHIO:
Miamisburg (513) 866-7328 •TEXAS: Dallas
(214) 369-6916 •CANADA: Brampton,
Ontario (416) 457-1014

Organiz.

caa Range (na) lop (mA)

M2148

1K x4

70— 85

180

M2147

4K x1

70-85

180

FOR HIGH-SPEED APPLICATIONS.

M2114

1K x4

200— 450

90

M7141

4K x1

200— 450

90

Finally, there's an industry-standard I
Kx4
static RAM for systems that demand both
high speed and tolerance of extreme
environments. And it comes with achoice
of speeds: 85ns for the M2I48 and 7Ons for
the M2I48-3. Which makes this RAM well
suited to real-time data processing and
ahost of other applications.

INTERSIL FRANCHISED DISTRIBUTORS:
Advent (IN, IA) •Alliance •Anthem •
Arrow •Bell Industries •Cadence •Cardinal
•CESCO •Component Specialties •Components Plus •Diplomat (FL, MD, NJ, UT)
•Harvey (upstate NY) •Kierulff •LCOMP
•Newark •Parrott •R.A.E. Ind. Elect. Ltd.
•RESCO/Raleigh •Schweber •Summit •
Western Microtechnology •Wy le •Zentronics

I
K x4OR 4K x I
—TAKE YOUR CHOICE.
Either way you want it, Intersil has RAMs
for you —as the charts show. In addition to
the M2I48s, we offer military versions of
2147s, 2114s and 7141s.
And since our single-layer poly HMOS

DIGITAL PRODUCTS — MEMORY
10710 N.Tantau Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014
Tel: (408) 996-5000
TWX: 910-338-0171
Dear Interso.
Please rush me data sheets on your high-speed
Mil version 2148 and other memories. My
annual RAM usage is approx
units. My RAM application•

is producing speeds competitive with bipolar,
we're continuing to expand the family. Right
now there are plenty to choose from. In the
near future, there'll be even more.
CALL INTERSIL.

*All chart specifications are worst case. guaranteed aver
operating i.oltage and temperrture ranges.

If you've been waiting for afast, Mil-temp
I
Kx4—wait no longer. Get aprice quote
and prove to yourself how cost-effective the
M2I48 can be in your system. Also, see how
competitive our delivery commitments are.
Get asample by calling your local
Intersil sales office. Or by writing them on
your letterhead. To get literature, just send
in the coupon.
Then start designing Hi-Rel memories.
With Intersil.

Please send along your new product guide on all
Intersil lines.
Name
Company
Address
City/State/Zip
Phone

63081
0 Also. please send me
one of your Shakespeare
posters from your "famous
quotations** ad series.

REFAI
Covers the display spectrum
America's only independent display and opto-electronics
manufacturing company not competing with its customers.

A variety of hign quality touch
switches and display
keyboards.

Broad line of LED lamps,
displays, modules,
assemblies,
arrays; plus
opto electronic
devices
and IR
emitters.

•

it

rrrrru®
ty 1CL
A complete family of numeric and
alpha-numeric LCD displays.

AMI

A broad range of Super-Lite alphanumeric displays, GL series
displays, and combination
displays with drivers.

J.JQ

PM112

.

PINLITE®

.30

-11à

1R am.» ff

IMeeiLe

Contact us today for
details on any of these
products and ask for literature.

REFAC electronics corporation
330 Talmadge Road, Edison, New Jersey 08817 Tel: 201-287-0355 TVVX: 710-998-0555
'Trademarks registered in U.S. Patent Office,
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Significant developments in technology and business

TI tries out
plastic leaded
chip-carriers
by J. Robert Lineback, Dallas bureau

First to arrive in new,
low-cost packages will be
advanced low-power
Schottky circuits
History, we are told, repeats itself—
particularly when the forces that
shape it remain essentially unchanged. What happened with dual
in-line packages for integrated circuits thus seems sure to come about
with chip-carriers, which are supplanting DIPs as the popular package
for large, complex chips. Ceramic
chip-carriers will be edged out of the
commercial market by low-cost plastic versions.
Their advent in mass now looks
imminent. Texas Instruments Inc.
has started supplying samples ics in
its new plastic leaded chip-carriers
(PLccs), and added impetus is in
sight from Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, N. J. The widely respected
research facility has tested commercially available plastic chip-carriers
from Amp Inc. of Harrisburg, Pa.,
and some it had concocted as well.
Now it has gone on to an evaluation
of their use in telecommunications
hardware.
Confident. TI fabricates its Piccs
from the same materials and by the
same assembly processes that it uses
for its plastic DIPS. Thus TI is confident that its postmolded PLCC will
stand up just as well in humidity and
reliability tests as do its DIP counterparts, says John W. Orcutt of the
company's central packaging operation in Dallas. His group is working
on the promising new packages with
several of the firm's product-line
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centers. Compared with DIPS, chip
carriers cut package size and weight
by some two thirds. Many semiconductor users already use ceramic
versions for that reason. Plastic chipcarriers will slash costs—by afactor
of two or three if history repeats
itself in pricing—and bring afurther
reduction in weight as well.
So far, only Amp has put plastic
chip-carriers on the market. Its carriers are premolded on the lead
frame, and after the chips are bonded, they are potted with a siliconegel compound to protect them from
humidity. TI, on the other hand, uses
a postmolded approach, encapsulating the bonded chips in thermosetting epoxy.
As for package outlines, Ti's chipcarriers have the same footprint as
Amp's. The sizes range from 350
mils square for a 20-pin package to
1.15 inches square for the 84-pin

version. In fact, TI has been in contact with the firm to make sure its
new PLCCs fit snugly in Amp's current plastic chip-carrier sockets. And
TI has been discussing carrier characteristics with other major semiconductor makers in the hope that
industry standards can be worked
out. Ti's PLCCs also have the same
footprint as its own current ceramic
versions, which are currently offered
in more than 2,000 products.
Advanced levels. At present, TI has
its sights on five pin-out levels for
logic applications. Initially, 20- and
28-pin packages will be offered in
advanced low-power Schottky products. Some are already being evaluated by customers; production quantities will follow next year. TI also
plans to begin supplying sample 44-,
68-, and 84-pin PLccs by the end of
the year. These larger packages will
house logic arrays. Orcutt says the

Advantageous. Plastic leaded chip-carriers may wind up as the most popular packages for
complex integrated circuits. TI has started running characterization tests on them.
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square plastic chip-carrier package
should be able to handle up to 124pin devices without passing the
"practical limit."
During the past month, Ti had no
failures while running a test lot of
28-pin packages through both 85°C,
85% relative-humidity (RH) and
"pressure cooker" tests. Complete
package characterizations of the
PLCCs will be completed by the end
of the year.
Plastic leaded chip-carriers also
stood up remarkably well in extensive testing at Bell Labs. Here, a
quantity of special test chips in 28and 68-pin PLCCs made by the labs
from asilicone-epoxy compound and
24-pin types from Amp showed no
failure modes when tested at 85°C
and 85% RH, at 125° and 175°C
under 40-volt static bias and under
thermal cycling with no bias from
—40 ° to + 150°C. The results were
reported earlier this month at the
NEPCON '81 East Conference held at
the Coliseum in New York.
TI believes the PLCCs will be used
in three general categories—with
plastic sockets, on chip motherboards (which in turn are mounted
on a printed-circuit board), and
directly attached to pc boards. TI is
in "a strong board-attachment development phase," Orcutt states. "We
are working with customers and suppliers of pc boards and reflow equipment to develop the direct-board
attachment."

CONTROL
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A different drum. This printing mechanism forms charged latent images by projecting ions
onto a dielectric drum. The images attract atoner, which is then transferred to plain paper.

by-11-inch pages of alphanumerics
and graphics per minute, arate that
matches that of all laser printers
except the big top-of-the-line machines from Xerox Corp. and International Business Machines Corp.
With a resolution of 240 imageforming dots per inch, the reproductive quality of an ion-projected page
is excellent. However, because it is
simpler in construction and therefore
more reliable, Delphax maintains
that its new hardware will spawn
printers selling for about half the
price of currently available laserbeam models. These models start at
$75,000 and can run as high as
Peripherals
$300,000. For end users, Delphax
says, ion-projection printers will
bring total printing costs to about
1.5 cents apage in high volume.
Projected. With this technology, a
dot-matrix pattern of ions—electrically charged atoms or groups of
Laser-beam printers, touted as the atoms—is projected onto adielectric
technological leader in high-speed, image drum (see drawing). The
high-quality printers for computer- resulting charged image attracts a
data output, are facing a challenge single-component iron oxide magnetfrom a new imaging technology: ion ic toner to the drum and then the
projection.
image is transferred to plain paper
The first printing mechanism by means of a pressure drum in a
based on this technology arrived cold-fusion process.
from Canada this month when DelThe key element in the printer is
phax Systems of Toronto, Ont., the cartridge that creates the ions
introduced its model 2460 printing and projects them onto the drum.
mechanism. It can churn out 60 81
4 - Completely solid-state and
/
built

Projected ions rival
lasers for printing
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PRESSURE DRUM

much like a multilayer printed-circuit board, the cartridge has more
than 2,000 individually controlled
ion generators. Each of them has an
insulating layer with an electrode on
either side.
Overlapping. When an ac pulse of
1kilovolt is applied across the electrodes, the surrounding air is ionized. Ions then speed through the
matrix pattern of selected holes on
the cartridge's lower surface, situated 0.008 inch from the dielectric
surface of the image drum. There,
the dots overlap each other by 50%;
because of the overlap, solid lines
can be printed.
The 60-gram cartridge and its electronics control system supplant
about 300 pounds of complex electro-optical—mechanical hardware ordinarily found in alaser-beam printer. Instead of being two thirds
mechanical and one third electronic
as laser-beam printers are, ion-projection printers reverse this ratio. As
a result, Delphax says, the mean
time before failure of the model
2460 is more than 200,000 pages. An
added bonus is that any part can be
replaced in less than 30 minutes.
Replaceable. However, nothing is
perfect. The holes in the cartridge
get clogged with dust after about
100,000 pages have been printed.
Thus Delphax considers the car-
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tridge a consumable item and has
designed the printing mechanism
accordingly. An operator can easily
replace the cartridge, which will cost
about $200 to the end user.
Delphax plans to have prototypes
of the printing mechanism with its
control electronics available for evaluation in the third quarter of 1981.
Volume production is scheduled to
start early in 1982, and the model
2460 should sell for $8,000 to printer

producers who buy at least 500 units
ayear. That means acomplete printer may be priced at between $35,000
and $50,000.
The company estimates that the
worldwide nonimpact printer market
is currently $400 million, or 5% of
the electronic printer market. Delphax is projecting the nonimpact
sector to grow to $6 billion by
1985—approximately 25% of the
total printer market.
-Tom Manuel

Instruments

NBS calibrates data converters
that resolve up to 18 bits
The recent flurry of analog-to-digital
and digital-to-analog converters having resolutions as high as 18 bits is
challenging the measurement capabilities of many companies. To help
them face the challenge, the National Bureau of Standards stands ready
with anew converter calibration ser-

vice based on a specially built test
system.
"There are alot of converters that
people don't have a good way to
measure," explains Michael Souders, the physicist in charge of the
new service, offered by the NBS'S
Electrosystems division in Washing-

ton, D. C. He says that no standards
have been set for high-resolution
converters and that "a lot of people
have asked that we improve the situation by offering a standard test
method."
Presumably, an improvement will
be widely welcomed. Referring to his
company's 18 bit d-a converter, a
spokesman at Analog Devices Inc. in
Norwood, Mass., agrees. "People
don't know how to test them. We
have to do it and it's a long and
expensive test procedure," he explains. For its 18-bit part, the company provides buyers with a certificate that guarantees that the measurements performed in house on the
part are traceable to NBS primary
standards. To make such measurements, Analog Devices built its own
costly test system using NBs-calibrated instrumentation.
In agreement. Robert Leong, principal development engineer for GenRad Inc.'s Component Test division
in Bolton, Mass., rates the NBs's new
service as "very interesting, particu-

SYSTEM CONTROLLER
AND PROCESSOR

CODE CONVERTERS
(IF REQUIRED)
D-A INPUT
ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL
OR DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG
CONVERTER UNDER TEST

20-BIT REFERENCE
D-A CONVERTER

D-A OUTPUT
OR A-0 INPUT

COMMANDS
FROM
CONTROLLER

AUTOMATIC
OFFSET AND
GAIN ADJUST

DIGITAL
COMPARATOR
VOLTAGE-TO FREQUENCY
CONVERTER

ERROR DATA
TO CONTROLLER
FRONT PANEL

AD
FEEDBACK
LOOP

SEARCH
AND
ERROR
RESOLUTION
NO SE
MEASUREMENT

COUNTERS

SEARCH COMMANDS
FROM CONTROLLER

FRONT-PANEL
INDICATORS

High standards. The National Bureau of Standards built this highly accurate test system to calibrate d-a converters having a resolution of 12
bits or more By using the output of the 20-bit reference d-a unit as an input, the system checks a-d converters as well.
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larly for a-to-ds." He believes that
NBS-traceable converters will become internal laboratory standards
to check production parts. Souders
concurs. "We expect that test system
manufacturers will use the service to
calibrate the converters in their test
setup," he says.
To provide astandard test service,
Souders' group at the NBS fabricated
its own 20-bit d-a converter reference (see diagram). "It doesn't use
any fancy technology," Souders
says. Instead, it employs mercurywetted relays to switch weighed bit
currents from precision-resistor networks onto a summing point where
the analog output appears. The
relays have very low, repeatable contact resistance and thus help keep
the uncertainty contributed to the
measurement by the test system
itself down to as little as 3parts per
million. Further, the system can calibrate a-d units with high precision
using a unique feedback technique
and the 20-bit reference converter.
Comparisons. For d-a units, the
system applies up to 1,024 different
code words to both the 20-bit standard and the converter under test
and compares the two analog outputs. For a-d parts, on the other
hand, the output of the reference
converter is applied to the unit undergoing calibration. A feedback
loop adjusts this input until the digital output of the test part is just at
the point of transition to the test
value fed to the reference unit. The
adjustment needed to make the
match is a measure of the accuracy
of the converter under test.
At present, the NBS can make
static measurements on converters
with aminimum of 12-bit resolution
and an error of less than 500 ppm.
A-d parts must have a conversion
rate of 100 microseconds or better
for the test system to operate efficiently, precluding calibration of
slower converter types such as dualslope units. Eventually, the bureau
expects to upgrade its test system so
that it will be able to run dynamic
tests as well.
The NBS has not yet set a firm
schedule of fees for the service, but
Souders expects that a basic linear-
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ity calibration will run about $240,
with an extra charge for a fix on a
converter's differential linearity. In
making these measurements, the
gain and offset of the converter are
trimmed beforehand, if that can be
done using the unit's own trimmers.
The gain and offset can also be measured on request, as can the rootmean-square input noise of a-d converters.
-Richard W. Comerford

Memories

NSC forges ahead
with triple-poly RAMs
National Semiconductor Corp. is
pushing ahead with its pioneering
three—polysilicon-layer 64-K dynamic random-access memory. It had
been rumored in the industry that
inadequate yields were forcing the
company to revert to adouble-polysilicon part it was designing in parallel. But in fact, the Santa Clara,
Calif., chip manufacturer has made
ready for volume production later
this year, having shifted the triplepolysilicon memory and some of the
part's design team to the firm's new
manufacturing facility in Salt Lake
City, Utah.
Industry insiders generally believe
that National's triple-polysilicon
process is intended only to reduce die

size and raise the quality of on-chip
storage capacitors. But the company's idea turns out to be even more
forward-looking than that. Andrew
G. Varadi, vice president and group
director for memory components,
says that the three polysilicon layers
will also help National prepare for
the highly vertical structures necessary for future integrated circuits
like a256-K RAM.
For its 64-K chip, the company
uses rather conservative 3-micrometer design rules, compared with the
2.5-gm found in other 64-K RAM
designs. But thanks to the three layers of polysilicon, the chip that
National is taking to market is, at
less than 30,000 square mils (19.4
square millimeters), the smallest of
its class in the industry. And, says
Varadi, when his company scales
down to 2.2-gm geometries, the 64-K
memory will approach 20,000 mil 2
(12.9 mm 2).
National's 5-volt-only 16-K RAM,
the NMC 5295, is built with the
same triple-polysilicon process.
Measuring only 13,000 mil' (8.4
mm 2), it is the smallest 16-K memory in production.
Stacked. Moreover, for future
RAMs, National intends to take the
storage capacitor and flop it on top
of the memory cell's access transistor, thus drastically reducing the size
of the storage array and the memory
chip (see figure). Varadi notes that

Packing them in. National intends to shift the storage capacitor from its conventional
position (a) to one on top of the access transistors (b) to cut cell area in its RAMs.
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Arrow cuts design costs with
STD BUS boards from Mostek

r

1113 UM III NIB

Mostek has clipped prices an average of 30% on their MD Se -ies STD-Z80 BUS coin.
patible boards. And Arrow saves you time with efficieru delivery schedules on ad our
product inventory.

111

world's largest manufacturer of STD-Z80 BUS boards comes acost-effective
way of redesigning microcomputer system hardware. Now you can minimize space and get
more options and flexibility than the big boards—at alower price. By purchasing only those
functions you need, you can avoidfrustrating design situations and redesign easily by
adding, deleting or exchanging any one of Mostek's STD-Z80 BUS compatible modules. Let
Mcste and Arrow show you how with acomplimertary copy of Mostek's Manager's
Dilemma Casebook.
In touch witn your needs, Mostek also cuts the cost of their Matrix Development System in
Ill
half. And Mostek guarantees quality performance on all MD Series boards with a new
From the

one-year warrarrty.
For the leading edge in systems, take advantage of Mostek's price cut today oy calling 111
your local Arrow branch. Mostek cuts tne price. Arrow saves you time.
Arrow. Your systems' edge.
NORTHEAST
*Boston. Massaiinusetts (617)933-813G
•khanchester, New l-ampshire (603)66e-6968
EMPIRE
•Hauppauge, New York (516) 231-1003
•Rochester, NewYark (716) 27!..-0300
*Syracuse. New `red( (315)652 ,1000
*Wallingford. Connecticut (2031265-77'1
MI D•ATLANTIC
•Baltimore, Marviand (301)247 5200
•Moorestown. New Jersey (609) 235-' 900
*Saddle Brook. New-Jersey (20 1)797-5800
SOUTHEAST
*Attalla. Georgia (404)449-8252
•Fort Lauderdale Fronde (305) 776-7'90
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•Melbaurne. Flohda (305)725-1480
Ralergh, North Carofina 019) 876-3132
•Winston Salem. North Ca•olina (919)725-8711
NORTH CENTRAL
•Chicago, Illinois (312)893-9420
*Milwaukee. Wisconsin 4414) 764-6600
*Minneapolis. Unnesota G612)830-1800
TRI-STATE
*Dayton, Ohio el 3) 435-5563
•Inoiarapolis. Indiana (317)243-9353
•St. Louis. Missoiri (314) 567-6888
MIDWEST
•Cleveand, Ohio (216)248-3990
•Detroit. Michigan (313)971-8220
•PiliJourgh, Rerwsylyania (412)856-7007
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For your free copy of Mostek's Manager's Dilemma Casebook, mail
this coupon now and leave the re& to Arrow.
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the resulting structure is precisely
the one arrived at by Japan's nowdefunct government-funded VLSI
Cooperative Laboratories. The VLSI
co-op labs called its memory cell
quadruply self-aligned and with it
built a half-megabit stacked-capacitor BANt [Electronics, March 13,
1980, p. 42].
In fact, Varadi is surprised at the
simularities between the two approaches. Both schemes come extremely close to the ultimate for a
tiny RANI cell, he says, one that measures two by three times the minimum lithographic feature length.
Also like the Japanese, National
intends eventually to replace one or
more of the polysilicon layers with
metal or a metal silicide to reduce
signal attenuation (the co-op lab
used molybdenum).
Varadi maintains that the
stacked-capacitor idea is "basically a

very minor adjustment to our triplepoly process." In addition, National
is upgrading older single-layer—polysilicon 4-K static RAMs and developing new 16-K static RAMs with a
2-i2m double-polysilicon process that
promises to enhance access times
and yields.
If National can pull off the triplepolysilicon process, it maintains,
there will be apayoff in highly costeffective dynamic RAMs. But others
say it is a mistake to bet on stacked
capacitors. As structures become
more and more vertical and horizontal features diminish, they say,
vertical dimensions, too, will have to
be minimized in order to avoid stepcoverage problems. For that reason,
some companies are trying to go
from two levels of polysilicon back to
one, as Inmos Corp. did in its 16-K
static RAM [Electronics, Sept. 11,
1980, p. 117].
-John G. Posa

nonsemiconductor materials. Moreover, according to team members,
the new approach, called oxide confinement, could reach that magic 1de number perhaps by merely taking
added care during etching.
Buried layer. The team experimented with a number of guide
geometries, but the most successful
to date resembles arib or ridge when
viewed in cross section (see drawing). The rib is etched into the surface of a layer of epitaxial GaAs
using standard semiconductor processing techniques. Crucial to the
structure is a buried silicon dioxide
layer that forms the underside of the
guide. This buried layer, plus sharp
GaAs-air boundaries on the guide's
upper surface and sides, prevents
light from seeping laterally into the
lossy n+ GaAs substrate that surrounds most monolithic guide structures.
For the same reasons, tighter
Optoelectronics
bends are possible in the rib waveguide. Light simply has a much
tougher time escaping from it
because its lateral seepage is as
much as one hundred times less than
through the walls of aguide formed
by doping. Thus the new waveguides
Optoelectronic monolithic integrated
can have either the same geometries
circuits promise very high speeds, so
as doped waveguides but with lesser
it is not surprising that much develattenuation or tighter bends with
opment work aims to combine optithe same attenuation.
cal circuitry with ultrafast gallium
Spread out. The construction of an
arsenide semiconductor technology.
oxide-confined GaAs optical circuit
But before commercially viable ICs
begins with a single crystal of n+
based on the combination can come
GaAs on which a film of silicon
about, optical attenuation and bend
dioxide, around 3,000 angstroms
radii problems in GaAs waveguides
thick, has been laid down. Next,
need to be solved.
stripe-like openings to the GaAs are
A group of scientists at the Linetched in the silicon dioxide, and the
coln Laboratory of the Massachuwafer is placed in avapor-phase episetts Institute of Technology has
taxy chamber. Growth of new epitaken a significant step toward a In confinement. Large differences in the taxial GaAs begins in the slots, but
solution with anew method of build- indexes of refraction of GaAs, SiO2,and air quickly spreads laterally over the
ing optical waveguides on GaAs sub- help prevent light from escaping from new oxide surface to form auniform, sinstrates. Not only does the approach low-loss monolithic waveguide.
gle-crystal layer. The process is
achieve lower attenuation than with
called lateral epitaxial growth and is
earlier GaAs waveguides, it also 2.3 decibels per centimeter, at a similar to the laboratory's Cleft
offers the promise of smaller radii wavelength of 1.06 micrometers. GaAs wafer-production system
for waveguide bends. That would That is far better than the 4 dB or [Electronics, May 19, p. 38]. It also
translate into smaller overall more of attenuation achieved so far retains Cleft's advantages of speedy
geometries in future devices.
for GaAs waveguides formed production and economical use of
The Lexington, Mass., group has through doping. Better still, it is materials.
created GaAs optical waveguides within striking distance of the 1
Once the upper GaAs layer is
with measured attenuations of only dB/cm attenuation achieved with formed, any desired waveguide pat-

Thin oxide layer under GaAs epitaxy
confines light in optoelectronic IC
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SAMTEC
"SUDDEN SERVICE"
as it appears to our customers
imam.
* Actual retouched photo
Of course this is aconsiderable exageration of SAMTEC's service
facilities. But, even though our air fleet is strictly imagination, our
devotion to "old fashioned" trouble-free service keeps customers coming
back for more. The reason? SAMTEC cares about your order as much as
you do. Catalogs, samples, quotations go out the same day we get them.
Your order is usually on its way to you within 36 hours after we receive
it. And trained expeditors follow-thru so that you know how the
shipment went out and when to expect delivery.
Call or write today for our new catalog
complete with all specs and ordering data.
Get SAMTEC's "old fashioned service" with your next order.
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tern can be etched into the surface of
the wafer or adie. Typical guides so
far have run about 6 am wide and
about 0.5 min high.
The team also found it possible to
form Schottky barriers both in and
on the epitaxial GaAs. The barriers'
voltage breakdown was high and the
leakage low. This important side
benefit should simplify the task of
interfacing the optical with the electronic sections of optoelectronics ics,
according to team, perhaps making
it easier to place optical emitters and
detectors in and around electronic
circuitry.
-James B. Brinton

Computers

CDC couples CPUs
in fast network
Local networking has been an industry buzzword of late, with most of
the buzz emanating from low- to
medium-speed equipment for linking
together small computers, terminals
and peripherals. But now Control
Data Corp. is quietly slipping into
the high end of the networking business with a product aimed at highspeed mainframe-to-mainframe
communications for large computer
centers.
That, presumably, is good news
for Minneapolis-based CDC, whose
sales in 1980 totalled $3.8 billion.
But it could be bad news for Network Systems Corp. of Brooklyn
Park, Minn., whose sales are afraction of a percent of those of CDC.
That company has so far had the
market for high-speed networking
virtually to itself. But if CDC is successful with its new product, other
mainframe vendors may enter the
market as well.
Name your brand. cpc's Loosely
Coupled Network (LCN) breaks new
ground among mainframe manufacturers because it is designed for use
with processors supplied by other
vendors as well as cpc's own. To
date, says Roger L. Meyer, the
firm's director of communications
systems for computer products, LCN
is capable of interconnecting the
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News briefs
Need for engineers may be surprisingly high
Despite softening markets, the electronics industries may be hard pressed to
find the technically trained manpower they will need over the next four years.
Responding to a survey made by the American Electronics Association, 671
companies reported that they will need some 55,300 new electronics engineers and computer science engineers, 18,700 technicians, and 66,400
assemblers through 1985. The data suggests that the need for technical
workers "may be greater than we had imagined," says Pat Hill Hubbard,
manager of technology and careers for the Palo Alto, Calif.-based industry
association.
RCA will boost video-disk capacity
A scant three months after the large-scale introduction of its SelectaVision
video-disk system, RCA Corp. reports that the demand for disks has been
brisk enough for the firm to increase substantially its disk-pressing capacity.
The expansion program will boost production capacity to 3 million disks by
the end of 1981 and then up to 10 million in 1982. Eventually, the company's
Consumer Electronics division in Indianapolis, Ind., estimates, it will need to
make 30 million disks a year. RCA initially forecast that player sales would
run 200,000 units this year; so far consumers have bought slightly more
than 28,000.
NCR to join semiconductor merchants
The prospect of lucrative markets for nonvolatile memories and semicustom
logic devices during the 1980s has lured NCR Corp. into the merchant
semiconductor business. Within the next 30 days, the Dayton, Ohio, computer systems manufacturer says it will begin supplying samples of a new family
of electrically erasable programmable read-only memories ranging in density
up to 16-K. Also planned for sale to outsiders is a 2-K static random-access
memory fabricated with MOS technology and a line of MOS semicustom
logic circuits that will capitalize on NCR's internal standard-cell-library design
technique. The EE-PROMs will be built using the company's metal-nitrideoxide-semiconductor technology and will be offered in both block- and
word-alterable versions. Customer relations and initial fabrication of the
new chips will be handled at the company's Miamisburg, Ohio, plant.

360, 370 and 303X series of International Business Machines Corp. and
the PDP-11 machines of Digital
Equipment Corp. in addition to
cpc's 6000, Cyber 170 and Cyber
200 series. In every case, however, at
least one CDC machine must be
included in the system.
LCN employs interfaces called network access devices to tie mainframes and peripherals to acoaxialcable data trunk for bit-serial communication at speeds of up to 50
megabits per second. In contrast,
only a 10 megabit-per-second speed
is possible, for example, with
Ethernet, the networking scheme
aimed at linking office automation
equipment that is backed jointly by
Xerox Corp., Intel Corp., and DEC.
With LCN, each network access
device ties into as many as four dif-

ferent trunks simultaneously and
each trunk can accommodate 27 different drops, thus bringing total network potential to 108 different units,
says Meyer. Processors on the LCN
net can be located up to 3,000 feet
apart. One access device is needed
per mainframe, and CDC charges
between $40,000 and $45,000 for it.
Large transfers. CDC officials note
that the development of the network
was spurred by the needs of its existing customers, many of whom
employ four to six mainframes from
several vendors for large-scale applications such as scientific and engineering pursuits. Typically, these
users must transfer data files from
one machine to another for load
sharing or to take advantage of the
processing attributes of a particular
mainframe. Since only one access
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. .and thousands more rode with the
external booster rockets and fuel system.

master controls. We're proud to have contributed to their failure-free performance.

Tha Sprague capacitors in the Columbia
space shuttle were selected for their reliability
...a reliability substantiated by many hours of
documented life testing.

When you are seeking highly-reliable components for space, military, medical, or industrial projects, talk to the people who can
be really factual about reliability. Talk to
Sprague Electric Company, 35 Marshall St.
North Adams, Mass. 01247. Tel. 413/664-4411

This historic project used various capacitor
types serving the Columbia's sophisticated
systems, ranging from communications to

SPRAGUE®
THE BROAD-LINE PRODUCER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS

THE MARK OF RELIABILITY
a subsidiary of GK Technologies
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THERMAL OEM LINE PRINTER
80 COLUMNS, 120 CPS

Telpar's new PL-80E Thermal
Line Printer gives you faster
printing and high resolution
graphics at alow cost.
Telpar's PL-80E 80-column thermal line printer incorporates a
new thin film 1x16 line-of-dots print head which results in
high resolution graphics.
The advanced print head, combined with aprinting mechanism
that has been hard tooled for mass production, makes possible
aversatile, low cost, high performance printer. Primary applications are computer I/O terminals, CRT "dump" applications
and general purpose instrumentation.
Key features:
•Mechanisms for the OEM
• 80 columns with compressed printing to 132 columns
• 120 cps print speed

•ASCII code — 96 printable characters
• 7x 11 dot-matrix print font in a9x 16 field

II 4K input buffer
• Standard interfaces (switch selectable): TTL parallel and four
serial interfaces (TTL, 20 mA loop, RS232C and IEEE 488)
The PL-80E 80-column printer extends Telpar's proven family
of 48- and 20-column thermal printers. Now there's aTelpar
printer to meet awide range of hard-copy requirements! Call or
write for applications assistance or other information.

telpQr,
The thermal printer company
4132 Billy Mitchell Road,

Telephone 214/233-6631
48

Box 796,

Addison, Texas 75001

Telex 73-2561 (TELSERV) DAL

Circe 48 on reader service card

Electronics review
device is required per processor to
enable communications with any
other machine in the net, hardware
and software requirements are less
than in the channnel-to-channel
schemes used in some installations.
CDC will provide LCN software
designed both for permanent file
transfer between processors and for
transferring queued job files for processing elsewhere. Software prices
will run from $6,000 to $20,000 per
mainframe.
Processor access to the LCN trunk
is by rotating priority, with userdefined data blocks of 512 to 4,096
bytes transmitted in a synchronousburst mode. CDC developed its own
protocol for its new network. Current standard common-carrier protocols such as X.25 would not be efficient for the high data rates used
with LCN, explains Alan E. Potter,
program manager for development
on the project.
In a niche. Network Systems
Corp.—formed in 1974 by several
former CDC engineers—had $13.1
million in revenues last year. Vice
president for development Gary S.
Christensen concedes that his company's Hyperchannel product was
designed for 50-mb/s operation partly because high-speed networking
was "a market refuge" where no other companies were competing when
the product was brought out in 1977.
But Christensen professes not to be
alarmed over the upcoming competition from CDC. Nor does he fear that
other large mainframe nienufacturers might crowd into his niche.
With some 107 Hyperchannel
installations already in place and
adaptors available for some 25 different CPUs, Network Systems figures it has ahealthy lead and that it
would be hard for anyone to catch
up, much less pull ahead. What's
more, Christensen says, the market
for high-speed mainframe networking products is too small to entice
many large computer manufacturers. Interestingly, however, Network
Systems' most recent annual report
pegs the potential for high-speed networking products within the world's
top 1,500 computer centers at some
$1 billion.
-Wesley R. Iversen
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SEMICONDUCTOR NEWS FROM THE PRACTICAL WIZARDS OF SILICON VALLEY

The optimum op amp.
THE LINEAR LEADER PUSHES THEIR LH0101 POWER
OP AMP PARAMETERS BEYOND ALL PREVIOUS LIMITS.

High speed,
low power
PCMOS RAMs
BLX-9252
bubble memory
subsystems
PALs save
money and space
New pressure
transducers
Quality and
Reliability
Software for PAL
programming

National deploys
Mil/Aero
MOS memories
Reliable
16K bipolar
PROMs
MultibusTM
expansion
modules
Two new
BI-FETTm
op amps
Logic Data Book
hot off
the press

Digitalker COPS Data Acquisition Logic Transistors Hybrids Linear Interface Bubble Memory
RAMS/ROMs/PROMs Transducer Displays Custom Circuits Optoelectronics
Memory Boards Microprocessors Development Systems Microcomputers Modules Mil/Aero
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Solving servo problems with the
fastest, cleanest power op amp ever.
The linear leader redefines the
"leading edge" in power op amp design
with their new LH0101.
National's new LH0101 series op amps
are the fastest, cleanest power op amps now
available. Others can match the 2A continuous or 5A peak output current, but no one
comes close in any other major parameter
To begin with, its 10V/i.isec slew rate is
four times faster than the nearest competition,
National's own LH0021. And its 300KHz full
power bandwidth is fifteen times wider than
the rest.
Plus, by using aBI-FETTm input stage,
the LH0101's 300pA input bias current is 100
times less than any other comparable amp on
the market. And if this isn't enough, the
LH0101 also offers extremely low distortion
specs: 0.008% with undetectable cross-over
distortion.
This is possible because National developed anew circuit technique to change the
way the output current is commutated from
source transistors to the sinking transistors.
By adding an output circuit to take care of

the transition region they have allowed asoft
change-over without the heavy quiescent
currents normally associated with class AB
output stages.
So the LH0101 is ideal for such demanding tasks as head positioning servos for hard
disks.
Error reduction, plain and simple. Power
DACs made with conventional power op amps
suffer problems while attempting to force a
zero voltage output. Errors occur when the
cross over causes adead band where the
output impedance rises and the gain drops.
But the LH0101 eliminates this error
producing situation by maintaining output
impedance below 1ohm for output currents
over 100mA and 10 ohms load. It also
handles inductive and capacitive loads.
An endless list of applications. With this
kind of performance plus good availability in
both commercial and military versions,
applications are endless.
In addition to head positioning servos,
the LH0101 is perfectly suited for inertial guidance platforms, synchro drivers, CRT
deflections yoke drivers for graphic displays,

power DACs for Automatic Test Equipment,
motor drivers, and super-fidelity audio
systems. And these are just afew applications
to consider
For the data sheet and application information on these high performance power op
amps, check box 080 on this issue's National
Archives coupon.
The LH0101. Tomorrow's reality today
from the Practical Wizards of Silicon Valley. M
LH0101 SIMPLIFIES DC SERVO AMP DESIGNS

BI-FET is ahodemark of National Semiconductor Corporation

National creates the bubble memory
system nobody else could.
The industry's biggest news in bubble
memory is its smallest subsystem, the
1/4Mbit BLX-9252. It's an ultra small,
low power module that is positioned to
be the industry standard.
The BLX-9252 is amember of National's
new line of BLX (board level expansion)
modules.
Asa low power (under 5watts operating)
expansion module, it plugs directly into
any BLX bus compatible host board to add
32K bytes of non-volatile fast access storage
capacity.
As alow cost (under $1000* in volume),
ultra dense bubble memory subsystem,
it's become the new cost-effective standard for
the industry.
1/4Mbit in eleven square inches. Built
onto a2.8" x3.7" BLX module, the
BLX-9252's 32K bytes can be configured into
either 64 byte pages or 256 byte sectors.
The BLX-9252 is designed for use on
any of National's BLX bus compatible host

boards, such as the BLC-86/12B,
BLC-80/11A/12A/ 14A and BLC-80/116.
For non-BLX bus compatible systems
initial versions also employ astandard 50-pin
PC card edge connector The expansion
module approach offers maximum on-board
performance and frees the host's bus traffic for
other resources.
Reliable error detection and correction.
Its data reliability is reinforced with a12 bit
Fire Code assigned to each 512-bit block that
will detect up to three random errors or an
error burst up to 12 bits in length.
In turn, it will correct any error burst up to
three bits in length.
The bottom line however, is that the
BLX-9252 is the most dense and cost-effective
bubble memory subsystem available today.
For data sheets and application notes on
the BLX-9252, check box number 086 on the
National Anthem coupon.
And start saving space, power and
money on memories from National.
*U S. price only

National redefines BI-FET
op amp standards.
The new LF411 single and LF412 dual
op amps—made with National's
BI-FET Ill" technology— are soon to
become industry standards.
Having invented BI-FET technology five
years ago, the linear leaders at National continue to lead the industry in BI-FET innovation.
Their new LF411 single and LF412 dual
BI-FET op amps feature very low, internally
trimmed input offset voltage: 0.5mV (max) for
the LF411 and lmV (max) for the LF412.
And with aguaranteed maximum
input offset voltage drift of only 10µ.V/c)C,
output errors are reduced and the need
for offset adjustments is eliminated. In
addition, they maintain awide 3MHz
(min) gain bandwidth and ahigh
10V/µsec (min) slew rote while requiring
alow 1.8mA supply current per amp.
The new standards improve system
performance. The LF411/412 op amps are
the logical choice for designs such as highspeed integrators, fast DIA converters, S&H
circuits and amultitude of other designs
requiring superior performance specs.
Conveniently enough, the LF411/412s
are pin-compatible with the standard LM741/
1558s, respectively. So designers can immediately upgrade the overall performance
of their existing designs.
All Mis performance at spectacularly
low prices. These op amps are typical examples of the linear leader's ability to provide

high performance parts in high volume at low
prices.
Available in both plastic 8-pin DIPs or
8-lead TO-5 cans, the LF411 sells for S.59*
and the LF412 for $.99* each in quantities of
100 and up.
For data sheets on these advanced op

amps, check box number 078 on the National
Anthem coupon.
And start designing in the new industry
standard for high performance, low cost
BI-FET op amps.
prices only
BI-FET and BI-FET II are -rademarks of National Semiconductor
Corporation.

National flexes their BI-FETs.
In 1975, the linear leaders at National
made significant strides forward when they
first introduced BI-FET technology. Because
the op amps that resulted were the first
monolithic op amps that combined low
input bias current and high impedance
with high speed.
This winning combination was further

reinforced with each new BI-FET product
introduction The LF355, LF356, LF357
and the LF347.
Then, in 1978, these same Practical
Wizards pioneered an extension of their
field-proven technology: BI-FET II. The
enhancements incorporated into BI-FET
include faster FETs and trimming of the

input offset voltage of each amp.
The results of these efforts, as epitomized by the LF411 and LF412 op amps,
show up in higher performance at alower
cost.
This is exactly the kind of practical
innovation that tras maintained National's
linear leadership for over ten years.
2

LF355 LF356 LF357 LF347 LF351 LF353 LF411 LF412
1975

THE BI-FET LINEAGE

1981
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BLX modules create expanding
board level versatility.
National offers the industry's broadest
line of low cost expansion modules
for Multibusw host boards.
It's the BLX solution—National's board
level expansion for BLC users that the competition can't even begin to match. And it
brings total versatility to SuperChipsTm board
system designs.
On-board functional expansion is accomplished by plugging any of National's low
cost BLX modules directly into sockets on
their BLX-compatible host boards. Each
of the BLC-80/11A, BLC-86/12B and
BLC-80/116 host boards can accept any

two expansion modules.
Cost- and space-saving configurations
are now just amatter of choosing which
modules provide the best approach.
Modules are available to expand board
level capabilities with speech synthesis,
analog output, fixed or floating point math,
parallel I/O, serial I/O, bubble memory
and prototyping.
Soon, however, the growing BLC line will
expand to cover National's broad line of semiconductors—the industry's broadest.
12-month warranty. National's established
manufacturing capabilities and technical
innovation make them the logical choice

for board level leadership from the chip up—
with afull 12-month warranty.
For example, everyone has boards that
compute and remember. There's no trick to
that. But National has boards that translate
(BLC-8488 Intelligent GPIB Controller), talk
(BLX-281 Speech Synthesis Module) and
measure (BLC-8737 & BLC-8715 Analog I/O
Boards). The fact is, no one else can touch
them in board technology
Modules and SuperChips. Because man
cannot live by chips alone.
For more information, just check box
088 on this Anthem's coupon.
SuperChip is atrademark of National Semiconductor Corporation.
Multibus is atrademark of Intel C,orporation.

Titanium-tungsten fuses improve
the reliability of 16K PROMs.
National's bipolar PROMs guarantee
an extra measure of reliability, thanks
to titanium-tungsten fuses and
today's high volume Schottky
production processes.
National's 87S190 and 87S191 state-ofthe-art 16K bipolar PROMs are an example of
their bipolar wizardry. They're as fast and as
large as any PROMs in the industry. And yet
their titanium-tungsten fuses and high volume
Schottky production process gives them rocksolid reliability.
These high-speed PROMs are Schottkyclamped for atypical address access of 40 ns
and atypical enable access of 20 ns.
As an additional measure of practical
reliability, this family of PROMs uses titanium-

tungsten as abuffer between the aluminum
interconnect and the platinum-silicide"barrier."
They use the same basic production flow
as for standard Schottky bipolar RAMs and

other logic circuits. It's aproven process that
works time-after-time.
For more information check box 096 on
the National Anthem coupon.
PROM SUMMARY TABLE
Part
Number

SCANNING ELECTRON MICROPHOTOGRAPH
OF NATIONAL'S TITANIUM-TUNGSTEN FUSE
IN THE OPEN STATE,

DM74S188/288
DM72S287/387
DM74S570/571
DM74S472/473
DM74S474/475
DM74S572/573
DM87S180/181
DM87S184/185
DM87S190/191

TAA (max
comm)

Organization

35
50
55
60
65
60
60
55
65

32
256
512
512
512
1024
1024
2048
2048

x8
x4
x4
x8
x8
x4
x8
x4
x8

National is dedicated to
rapid deployment of military MOS
memories.
Only National has the technical
expertise and manufacturing muscle
to deliver MOS memory products
in volume—with truly
competitive pricing.
The MIL-STD-883 screened military MOS
memory products from National have hit the
market in full volume. They're supplying large
scale orders for customers on all of their
high rel MOS memory devices, from RAMs
to EPROMs—effective immediately.
Their solid advantage in this market is
their low prices combined with the best delivery times available.
The Practical Wizards have just stepped
up their wafer fabrication capacity at their Salt
Lake plant and increased their assembly and
test capacity worldwide. They can now
ship more parts in one month than
most suppliers can ship in six.
Because their high tel machinery is
geared for high volume output, they have
these devices available at some of the
most aggressive pricing
structures yet. So
they're filling orders as
fast as they can take them.
National's winning tactics
on reliability. Standardization is the
key to cost-effective procurement of highreliability semiconductor devices. National is
especially committed to that approach in the
Rel business.
Their strong commitment to the Mil/Aero
market is demonstruted by their comprehensive 883B/RETSTm program. Ifs the toughest
fully compliant standardization screening
program offered by any semiconductor
manufacturer. Their defined and controlled electrical test and burn-in
achieve the highest possible reliability
factor per product. All at National's
volume prices.

So for volume military MOS memories,
shipped immediately, call National. Or check
boxes 096 and 062 on this Anthem's coupon.
Because high reliability times low cost
equals cost-effectiveness.

" MILITARY MOS MEMORIES
MM2147
4K x1Static
RAM
MM2716
2K x8EPROM
NMC6504
4K x1CMOS
Static RAM
NMC6514
1Kx4 CMOS
Static RAM
*NMC27C16
16K CMOS
EPROM (2K x8)
*NMC6716
16K CMOS
EPROM (2K x8)
with address
registers
MM2102
1K Static RAM
(1Kx 1)
MM54C929
1K CMOS Static
RAM (1Kx 1)
MM54C930
1K CMOS Static
RAM (1Kx 1)
NMC6508
1K CMOS Static
RAM(1Kx 1)
NMC6518
1K CMOS Static
RAM (1Kx 1)
*NMC2732
32K EPROM
(4K x8)
MM540200-RH
Rad Hard 256bit CMOS TRISTATE® RAM
(256 x1)
MM5290
16K Dynamic
RAM (16Kx
1, 3supply)
MM5295
16K Dynamic
RAM (16K x1,
single supply)
MM54C920
1K CMOS Static
RAM (256 x4)
'Available Fourth Quarter
883B/RETS is atrademark of National Semiconductor Corporation
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PALs save money and space on tight
TTL SSI/MSI designs.
Immediate PAU design-in made
feasible by steadily declining prices.

$45

VOLUME PRICE

PALs (Programmable Array logic) are
designed to replace standard TTL logic.
Asingle PAL can replace from 4to 12
SSI/MSI packages.
At the higher levels of package replacement, PALs, in volume, are now cost-competitive with the SSI/MSI parts they replace.
So now design engineers can benefit
from both PAL price reductions as well
as considerable savings in board space.
National's technical expertise and volume
production capabilities have allowed them
to offer PALs at the lowest prices ever
At the lower replacement levels, PALs
can still be cost-justified if an entire PC board
can be eliminated. This often happens when a
few more logic functions are required than a
single board can accommodate.
And PAL devices are fully field-programmable to provide the utmost in design
flexibility and efficiency.
PAL's basic logic implementation is the
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PAL PRICES CONTINUE DOWNWARD
familiar AND-OR array, where the AND array is
programmable and the OR array is fixed.
PAL's standard AND-OR logic and

flexible I/O programming provides design
and production efficiency unknown up to now.
That's because logic modifications can be
made more quickly and easily with PAL than
with discrete random logic.
National is producing TTL-compatible
PALs with the same time-tested technology
used to manufacture PROMs. Their TitaniumTungsten fuses have been proven reliable both
through internal red testing and three years
of field use.
Program development and debugging
on standard PALs is supported by National's
STARPLEXIm development system.
And with 15 different PAL devices to
choose from, logic design efficiency and reliability is truly maximized.
To obtain aPAL brochure and data sheet
simply check box 025 on this Anthem's
coupon.
National—the volume source for costeffective, reliable PALs.
PAL is atrademark of and used under license with Monolithic
Memories, Inc.
STARPLEX is atrademark of National Semiconductor Corporation.

PALASM. National's new software
to develop PALs.
TM

The easy-to-use PAL assembler
supports PAL programming on
STARPLEX ,the fully developed
development system.
The Practical Wizards have recently
introduced complete development support
for their entire line of standard PAL (Programmable Array Logic) devices.
It's called PALASM—a new software
module executed on their powerful STARPLEX
development system. PALASM serves as the

software interface between the STARPLEX
system bus and the optional Universal PROM
Programmer and its associated PAL personality
card.
Basically, PALASM converts PAL logic
(Boolean equations, etc.) into aform that the
Universal PROM Programmer can readily
understand. So it can then turn around and
burn that logic into the PAL array.
Easy-to-use development interface.
PALASM offers the programmer ahighly interactive, easy-to-use method to develop and

debug PAL logic. It does, for example, allow
PAL programs to be debugged in standard
PROM debug mode.
This same convenience-oriented approach to PAL programming is, in fact, carried
throughout the versatile STARPLEX system.
Because in addition to PALs and
PROMs, STARPLEX with ISErm (In-System
Emulation) is used to develop, test, analyze
and debug prototype hardware/software for all
of National's programmables: INS8080,
INS8048, INS8049, INS8050, INS8070,
8085 AND NSC800 microprocessors, COPS"'
microcontrollers, and even Z-80' µPs. Plus
their line of board level microcomputer
products.
And now, with the addition of PALASM,
STARPLEX is truly the fully developed development system.
Check box 085 on the coupon for additional information.

STARPLEX, ISE and COPS ore trademarks of National Semiconductor
Corporation
PALASM and PAL are trademarks of Monolithic Memories, Inc
Z-80 is aregistered trademark of Dog Corporation

Transducers at their best in the worst.
Two new abusabie pressure
transducers—built to take millions of
pressure cycles in striae.
National continues to broaden its line of
dependable low cost IC pressure transducers
with two new series: the LX04XXA and
LX05XXA/0.
Both new products are monolithic absolute transducers that operate at pressure ,evels
up to 3000 psi with an overpressure rating to
5000 psi.
Since they're designed with meta'-to-

metal seals, these abusable transducers
function consistently and reliably over literally
millions of pressure cycles.
The LX04XXA, ruggedly packaged in a
concentric PX4AS stainless steel housing, is
quite at home in ahostile working environment. This compact package design allows
easy installation (a crescent wrench will do
just fine). Its ten-inch fly ng leads—epoxy
sealed for extra protection—lend themselves
perfectly to easy soldering and secure
electrical connection.
The LX05XXA/0 transducer features a

gold-plated Kovar TO-5 header (PX5A0) with
anickel cap, so they're quite suitable for PC
board mounting.
So whether it's in an automobile engine,
robotics, hydraulics, pneumatics, or even
deep well pumps, the LX04XXA and
LX05XXA/0 Series offer high accuracy and
stability.
For complete details on these low cost,
high performance absolute pressure transducers, be sure to check box 097 on this
issue's National Archives coupon.

P2CMOS: anew generation of low
power high performance RAMs.
National leads the industry with their
new P2 CMOS memories.
P2CMOS, National's silicon-gate
complimentary-MOS process, has mode possible awhole new generation of static RAMs.
These high density RAMs employ two
levels of polysilicon interconnect and one level
of metal interconnect and the result is NMOS
speed at CMOS power.
And these RAMs—available in military,
commercial and industrial versions—take full
advantage of P2CMOS, higher reliability, low
power and heat dissioation, and improved
immunity to system noise and alpha particles.
For data sheets and additional information check box 064 on the National Archives
coupon.
P2CMOS
Part
Number
NMC 6508
NMC 6518
NMC 6551
NMC 6552
NMC 6503
NMC 6504
NMC 6513
NMC 6514

STATIC RAM FAMILY
TM (
ns)
180-300
180-300
220-350
220-350
300-350
300-350
300-350
300-350

Organization
1K x1
1Kxl
256 x4
256 x4
2K x1
4K x1
512 x4
1Kx 4

P2CMOS is atrademark of Notonal Semiconductor Corporation

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
0
P

METAL
VAPDX
POLY 2
si 02
POLY I
FIELD OXIDE
GATE
GATE OXIDE
DRAIN METAL
N+
p+
CHANNEL STOP
N-TUB
NCHANNEL
SUBSTRATE
PCHANNEL

The Practical Wizards' new book of Logic.
The Practical Wizards have just published acomplete, single volume library of
technical information on their extensive line
of bipolar logic devices.
National's new Logic Data Book covers
five of their logic families: TTL (54/74),
Schottky (54S/74S), low power Schottky
(54LS/74LS), high speed (54H/74H), and
low power (54L/74L).
The Logic Data Book—specially
organized for quick and easy referencing —
offers two complete functional indices and
selection guides, one for SSI and one for MSI
devices. In addition, it includes over 100
connection diagrams and test waveforms
to help speed the design-in cycle.
All in all, it's probably the most comprehensive collection of practical information ever
assembled on such abroad line of practical
components.
And it's available hot off the presses for
only $9.00.* Simply check box 092 on the
coupon below.

LOGIC
DATABOOK
NATIONAL
SEMICONDUCTOR

•1.1 S price only

How to speak fluent Quality.
Get National's free glossary of quality
and reliability terms.
Q& Rpeople have to stay ahead of the
game. Their job is to intercept glitches that
occur on the world's smallest and most
sophisticated maze—the chip. Quality and
Reliability has become one of the most corn-

plex fields in semiconductor manufacturing.
As aresult, Q& Rpeople have evolved a
language that mirrors the unique complexities
of their technology. It's ahigh tech hybrid
language that doesn't appear everywhere and
certainly doesn't appear to be getting simpler.
So National has published anew
glossary of quality and reliability terms. It's a

ahandy, quick reference source that covers
the latest jargon of the industry's watchdogs.
Ahelpful tool for daily use, the glossary is a
valuable addition to any electronics library.
Best yet, it's free from National. Just
check box 091 on the coupon below.

rWhat's new from the National Archives?'
025 D PAL Brochure and
Data Sheet
051 Ili Data Conversion/
Acquisition Data
Book ($7.00)
052
Data Update —
Latest new
product information
053 El Linear Data
Book ($9.00)

061 DCMOS Data
Book ($6.00)
062 D Reliability
Handbook ($12.50)
064 D P2CMOS Memory
Data Sheets
078 IlILF411/412
Data Sheets
080 L LH0101 Op Amp
Data Sheets
085 D PALASM and STARPLEX
Information

086 EIBLX-9252 Data Sheet
088 D BLX Expansion Module
Information
091 D Glossary of Quality and
Reliability Terms
092 Ili Logic Data
Book ($9.00)
096 D Bipolar Prom
Update
097 EI Pressure Transducer
Booklet

Enclose check or money order based upon appropriate currency. Make checks payable to National
Semiconductor. All prices shown are U.S. prices only. Add applicable state and local sales tax to your
order. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. This coupon expires on September 30, 1981.
NAME

I

PHONE

TITLE

National Semiconductor Corporation
2900 Semiconductor Drive
Mail Stop 16251
Santa Clara, CA 95051
In Europe, mail coupon to:
National Semiconductor GmbH
Industriestrasse 10
D-8080 Furstenfeldbruck
West Germany

ffl National
Ka Semiconductor
The Practical Wizards
of Silicon Valley

— COMPANY
ADDRESS
STATE

CCopyright 1981 National Semiconductor Corporation

For desired information, mail coupon to:

National Arthem is aregistered trademark of Notional Semiconductor Corporation.

Washington newsletter
Reagan to hear bid
to drop AT&T suit

MCI wins first contract
with an independent

IRS chooses
Sperry Univac

Three to share
NSF computer grants
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Commerce Secretary Malcolm Baldridge is reportedly ready to pass on to
the President arecommendation of aspecial Cabinet telecommunications
task force that the U. S. drop its six-year-old antitrust suit against the
American Telephone & Telegraph Co. The task force, formed last month
at the suggestion of Edwin Meese III, the President's counselor, and
headed by Secretary Baldridge, was unanimous in its recommendation,
according to sources, although officials decline public comment. The
recommendation—to the dismay of AT&T competitors and the Justice
Department's Antitrust division, which must complete its prosecution in
Washington by June 30—is reportedly based on uncertainty being created
in the capital market by the possible breakup of AT&T into separate
entities for regulated telephone service and for unregulated informationprocessing markets. Leaving AT&T whole, operating in new markets
through afully separated subsidiary, as now proposed in Senate bill S.898,
is favored by Secretary Baldridge [Electronics, June 16, p. 58] and by
Defense Secretary Caspar W. Weinberger, who sees a breakup hurting
military telecommunications.

MCI Communications Corp., aWashington, D. C.—based rival of the Bell
System, says it has contracted with its first independent telephone cornpany —a small one in Iowa—for long-distance service and expects other
independents to follow. In a one-year test beginning Aug. 1 the Iowa
customers will be able to choose the routing of long-distance calls by
dialing 1plus the number for routing through AT&T Long Lines, or 6plus
the number for mci routing.

The Internal Revenue Service, in one of the largest Federal competitions
for commercial computers, has awarded $102.6 million to Sperry Univac,
Blue Bell, Pa., for 11 model 1100/82 large mainframes, related hardware,
and software to process tax returns. The losers were Honeywell Inc. and
Vion Corp., which bid with computers made by Japan's Hitachi Ltd. The
Sperry Univac systems, using Cobol as the primary language, will replace
Control Data Corp. 3500 and Honeywell Information Systems 2050A and
200 computers. The first machine is scheduled for September delivery to
the IRS National Computer Center at Martinsburg, W. Va., for use in
program development. The other 10 will be installed at IRS regional
centers over a16-month period beginning next March.

Three universities— Wisconsin, Illinois, and Cornell— will share $11.3
million in five-year National Science Foundation grants for experimental
computer science research and research facilities. The NSF says the grants
"address concerns about the shortage of computer science Ph.D.s in
industry and academia, as well as the deterioration of U. S. facilities" for
data-processing research. The University of Wisconsin's Madison campus
will get nearly $4.7 million to develop a50-node, partitionable multicomputer for matching computer resources with research problems, concentrating on numerical analysis, system architecture, data-base design, and
computer languages. The University of Illinois at Urbana will get over $4
million to buy additional equipment to expand research on computer aids.
Cornell University, in Ithaca, N. Y., will receive $2.6 million for research
on automating programming.
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Washington commentary
The Pentagon's problems are people
In the never-ending battle to build a better
military machine that will work in the chaos of
war, the problems facing the U. S.—cost, quality, performance, and agood mix of weapons—
are traceable to asingle source: the sheer diversity of people.
The hydra-headed multitude confronting the
military electronics establishment ranges from
the nation's civilian and military leaders, legislators, Government economists, planners, and
program managers down to the soldiers, sailors,
and airmen who one day, if all else fails, will be
required to fight with whatever is at hand. All
are individuals with different biases, interests,
training, and skills—just like the technologists
in the electronics industries.
Breaking old molds
The success or failure of the Reagan Administration's weapons spending buildup depends
largely on whether that multitude can cooperate
to produce a better fighting force without
severely affecting the nation's economic health.
It is a sociological problem that will require
much change in the attitudes of those involved,
says Air Force Maj. Gen. M. Roger Peterson.
Nevertheless, Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger and his deputy, Frank Carlucci, are convinced that it can be done.
Both the House and the Senate are going
along with Reagan's program for now, though
there are skeptics in Congress. What Capitol
Hill staff members find troublesome are the
Office of Management and Budget's economic
assumptions on declining weapons-system inflation factors. Historically, they have been far
higher than inflation in the general economy.
Also among the doubters is Digital Equipment Corp.'s C. Gordon Bell, engineering vice
president for the Maynard, Mass., computer
maker. Since the Defense Department will
aggravate the engineering talent shortage (see
p. 24) as the weapons market expands, Bell
argues that Japan may overtake the U. S. in the
world's nonmilitary markets while the engineering community's attention is on such projects as
the Army's Military Computer Family.
Pentagon planners deny that military market
expansion will add to the engineering drain by
noting that procurement increases are coming
largely in systems already designed, requiring
increases in production workers rather than
engineers. Secondly, they cite a soft market in
the electronic components industry. As aresult,
they believe, that industry will welcome military
programs.
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The computer family project, Bell contends,
"will cost several hundred millions [of dollars]
and get us another obsolete, high-cost computer
for the military. Tax incentives won't help much
except to drive up engineers' salaries and make
the commercial economy ahigher-cost one than
that of the Japanese. Being less competitive will
cycle the system down. Who's going to pay for
the military equipment we continue to create?"
Calls for change
Even advocates of the Reagan program are
calling for changes in the procurement system.
Air Force Lt. Gen. James W. Stansberry, new
head of the Electronic Systems division at Hanscom Air Force Base, Mass., favors contract
awards based on prior performance (see p. 14).
George H. Heilmeier, former director of the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency,
concurs, as does Litton Industries Inc.'s Leon
Bloom, director of the Van Nuys, Calif., Data
Systems division and its Army and Air Force
programs.
"In the commercial world you cannot get
inside the door if you bomb out and give customers the runaround," says Heilmeier, now
vice president of corporate research, development, and engineering at Texas Instruments
Inc., Dallas. Yet he notes that in the military
business, "the same wonderful people who
brought you the first disaster get back in line."
Carlucci is trying to change all that [Electronics, May 19, p. 66]. Yet Congress is still waiting
for the Pentagon to implement, among other
things, its Directive 4155.1. Revised in 1978, it
calls for files on contractor-quality history and
an automated central data bank for interservice
reporting of quality failures by contractors.
A policy, please
With Reagan's new team in office less than
six months, getting the contractor-quality
reporting system up and running may have to
wait awhile. What must precede it is adefinitive
military policy that says something more than
beat the Russians. It must be a policy that
defines military missions more clearly than it
has in the past so that technological design will
be directed by military tactics— reversing the
roles that have wrongly prevailed for so long.
Also, it must be a policy that all those
involved, advocates and dissenters alike, can
comprehend and act on. Without it, much of the
enthusiastic support for the Reagan program
from the military and much of industry will
become just more lip service.
Ray Connolly
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Sure way to improve
power supplies: put in
Sprague input filter capacitors.
Get more capacitance per case size, lower ESR, and higher
ripple current...566 standard ratings to choose from!
Now you can meet your specific
power supply requirements without
paying for special input filter capacitors
that increase both cost and lead time.
For example, you can get Sprague
input capacitors with capacitance values as high as 390,000 p.F in a3" D. X
85/
8"L. case. But don't take our word
for it. Make a spec check in the table
below.

TYPE 32DX
Compulytic®

TYPE 36DX
Powerlytic®

1.375" x2.125"
to
3.000" x5.625"

1.375" x2.125"
to
3.000" x5.625"

1.375" x2.125"
to
3.000" x8.625"

1.375" x2.125"
to
3.000" x8.625"

1.375" x2.125"
to
3.000" x8.625"

_55°C

—55°C to +85°C

—40°C to +85°C

—40°C to +85°C

—40°C to +85°C

200 and 250

5to 250

7.5 to 150

10 to 200

10 to 450

7400 to 260*

270,000 to 150

310,000 to 410

320,000 to 180

390,000 to 80

WVDC Range
Capacitance
Range (µF)

Max. ESA (ohms)

to +85°C

at 120 Hz

u_5,

0.020

Max. RMS Ripple
Current (Amperes)
at 120 Hz and 85°C

,..c.,
2,j1

20.0

Terminal Styles
*

c.e
oo

Low Screw-Insert

0.0062
36.0

Low or High ScrewInsert, or High Current

0.010
23.9

Low or High ScrewInsert, or Solder Lug

0.017
18.3

Low or High ScrewInsert, or Solder Lug

390,000 µF
•' at 10 WVDC

ALUMINUM
ALUMiNUM
ALUMINUM
ALUMINUM
ALUMINUM
ELECTROLYTICS
ELECTROLYTICS
ELECTROLYTICS
ELECTROLYTICS
ELECTROLYTICS
20 Standard Ratings 150 Standard Ratings 132 Standard Ratings 132 Standard Ratings 132 Standard Ratings

320,000 µF
at 10 WVDC

Operating Temperature
Range

TYPE 32DR
Compulytic®

310,000 µF
at 7.5 WVDC

Case Size Range
(D. xL.)

TYPE 602DX
Extralytic®

270,000 µF
at 5WVDC

KEY
SPECS

TYPE 623D*
Extralytic®

0.012
15.3

Low or High ScrewInsert, or Solder Lug

Designed specifically for off-line switched-mode power supplies.

43E-1,07

For complete technical data, write for Engineering Bulletins 3461A,
3457B, 3441E and 3431D to Technical Literature Service, Sprague
Electric Co., 35 Marshall St., North Adams, Mass. 01247.

THE BROAD-LINE PRODUCER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS

SPRAGUE®
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY

asubsidiary of GK Technologies
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The ML83A Power Meter from Anritsu
At last there is a meter for making
sensitive, precise RF power measurements
in the millimeter-wave region with no danger of zero drift or instrument damage. The
new ML83A Power Meter from Anritsu offers
extremely flat frequency response, accurate digital readout from —20 to + 20 dBm,
and simple, rugged construction for use in
the laboratory or the field.
Such remarkable performance is due
in part to the TC-MP series of mounts. These
five mounts are quickly interchanged with
no special adjustment of the ML83A Power
Meter, and together they cover the full
40-140 GHz range flat to within ± 6%.
Hermetically sealed within each mount,
aunique thin-film thermocouple is used as

the power-detecting element. This thermocouple overcomes the problems inherent in
bolometer or thermistor elements and invests the ML83A Power Meter with ahealthy
capacity for RF power (200 mW CW) and
almost negligible zero drift.
Other features of the ML83A include a
recorder output, afull range of flanges for
perfect matching to any waveguide, and, in
addition to AC power, an optional battery
pack and charger that give the instrument
complete portability. The GP-IB (IEEE 488)
Interface Bus is also available as an option
for remote monitoring or control.
The ML83A Power Meter is another
Anritsu instrument that is measuring the
limits of technology.

Anritsu
ANRITSU AMERICA, INC.
128 Bauer Drive, Oakland, NJ 07436. U.S.A. Phorre:(201)337-1111 Telex 642-141-EGWD
Anritsu Europe Limited
Unit 16, Thistle Road, Luton, Beds., U.K. Phone:582-418853 Telex:826750
Anritsu Eletrónica Comárcio Ltda.
Av. Passos, 91 -Salas 801/802. 20.051-Ric de Janeiro-R.I, Brazil Phone:221-6086
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ANRITSU ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS DIVISION
10-27. Minarniazabu 5-chome. Minato-ku. Tokyo 106, Japan
Phone (03) 446-1111/Telex 0-242-2353
Cable ANRITDENKI TOKYO
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In celebration of the 50th anniversary of Electronics Magazine...
you are invited on an extraordinary journey
exploring where electronics has been
and where we are going...

AN AGE OF
INNOVATION
The World of Electronics
1930-2000
by the Editors of Electronics
274 pages, 300 illustrations including many in full color, hardcover, $18.50
Never before has the history of electronics been
brought together in such an exhilarating, comprehensible look at the advances that have shaped our world.
Painstakingly researched and written, AN AGE OF
INNOVATION brings you up close to the discoverers
who set the pace for an age ... the classic circuits that
marked turning points in the development of electronic systems... and the major breakthroughs that
brought us to where we stand today.

Then look ahead to...
• future electronics systems that will transform
everyday life
• the transcending of present technology limits—
and the path circuit development will take into
the new century
• the electronics needs—and careers—that will be
the hallmark of our changing environment
• and much more!

Discover our legacy of achievement as you...

AN AGE OF INNOVATION gives you an unforgettable overview of both the development and future of
electronics. Everything from the individuals whose
foresight and daring led to great advances ... to the
origin of specific technological breakthroughs you use
in your own work and home ... to the challenges and
discoveries we will face tomorrow.

• witness the 1930s' great advances in fm and television ... the invention of negative feedback ...and
the patenting of the semiconductor for amplification
• watch the tide of progress as World War II leads to
outstanding advances, including radar, loran,
computers, and guided missiles. See how at the
war's close commercial television, stereo and
tape recording mark the beginning of the allpervasive impact of electronics

AN AGE OF INNOVATION is Electronics' celebration not only of our own fifty years of publishing excellence, but also of a half-century of electronics
achievement. Let us share it with you!

• share the 1960s' excitement of men landing on the
moon, thanks in part to semiconductors and the
expansion of computer power to an unprecedented degree

Available only through Electronics. Not sold in any
bookstore or through the McGraw-Hill Book Company. To secure your copy now, use the convenient
coupon below.

• acquire new perspective on the 1970s' two major
events that will forever change the way we live—
the end of cheap energy and the birth of the
microcomputer
Electronics Magazine Books
P.O. Box 669, Hightstown, NJ 08520
Tel. 609/448-1700, ext. 5494

ifflI

LI, Payment enclosed

CI Bill firm

charge to my credit card:

Send me
copies of An Age of Innovation @ $18.50 plus applicable sales tax. McGrawHill pays regular shipping and handling charges
on pre-paid-orders.

ri Diners Club

Quantity discounts available. Ten-day moneyback guarantee applies on all books,

On MasterCard only,
first numbers above name
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EJ Visa

H Bill me

American Express
El, MasterCard

Name
Company
Street
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Date Exp.
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Signature
EL
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Introducing the first 4units
in Monolithic Memories'
new PAL® Series 24,
expressly designed for use
in 8-bit systems.

Now designers of microprocessor-based
systems can implement logic functions
easier than ever. Because our new PALS
"speak octal:' you can design more
simply, reduce your parts count and
speed your system's time-to-market
dramatically.

mail to Monolithic Memories, Inc.,
1165 E. Argues Ave., Sunnyvale,
CA 94086. Offices in London, Paris,
Munich and Tokyo.
EC
'I'm interested in PALsY51e6/30/81
ase
full product and application data to:
Merfgi

Name

Choose your PAL today.
Four different 24-pin PALS, including
4-, 8- and 10-register versions, are
available now in 300-mil-wide
SKINNYDIP packages.They meet a
range of octal interface and clocking
requirements, including MPU interfacing,
parallel in/out counters, parallel shift
registers, shift register interface, etc.
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Best of all, these PALS are on
distributor shelves today. For more
information about the 20X 8, 20X10,
20L10, and 20 X4, fill in this coupon and

on reader service card

Title
Company
Department
Address
City
Ctate

Zip

®PAL is aregistered trademark of Monolithic
Memories, Inc. National Semiconductor Corp. is a
licensed alternate source for PAL.

Monolithic
Memories
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International newsletter
Marconi extends
sonar range

...introduces
fre quency-h
-ho in
radio series

French defense buying
digital gigahertz links

Japanese OCR research
benefits U. S. mails
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Sonar technology is about to be transformed by a new piezoelectric
transducer comprising athin film of polyvinylidene fluorine (Pviw) plastic
on which an electrode array can readily be formed. One of the first
companies to capitalize on this highly vibration-sensitive transducer is
Marconi Space & Defense Systems Ltd., which has introduced an
electronically scanned 360° system with no moving parts for harbor and
coastal defense. During trials, divers at distances in excess of 200 meters
and more substantial targets out to 1.2 km were detected and displayed on
a plan-position indicator similar to that used in a conventional radar. In
this system an array of 100 electrodes has its beam electronically shaped
and is rotated 8,000 times asecond by electronic switching. Marconi has
also carried out trials on a shipborne sonar system using the same
technology but in addition electronically stabilized.

Little more than a month after Racal Electronics Ltd. launched its very
high-frequency Jaguar-V frequency-hopping combat radio [Electronics,
May 19, p. 71], Marconi Space & Defense Systems has come up with its
answer to the frequency-agility problem: arange of radios called Scimitar
that cover both the hf and vhf bands and include apocket-sized vhf set of
limited range and frequency (68 to 88 MHz) and weighing just 0.5 kg.
Apart from spanning both the hf and vhf bands, Marconi's system differs
from Racal's in the techniques employed to synchronize transmitter and
receiver hops. The Marconi approach allows a selective call facility that
can deny a captured manpack access to the net and hops over the entire
30-to-88-MHz band that Racal split into nine hop bands. Racal, though, is
already delivering products, whereas the first Marconi deliveries will be in
the fourth quarter of 1981. In a separate venture, Marconi is a major
contractor to the U. S. Sincgars frequency-hopping program.

Thomson-CSF of Paris has begun mass production of anew military digital
microwave communications link that consumes only 40 to 50 W and thus
can run off battery and charger, thermogenerator, photovoltaic generator,
or the mains at 48 v dc. Intended for fixed or temporary networks, the
line-of-sight TFH 150 operates in the 1.35-to-2.7-GHz band and has a
capacity of 8.5 to 34 Mb/s, enough to carry 120 to 480 channels. Its
frequency agility is set by synthesizer in 1-MHz depth and the receiver's
maximum noise factor is 6 dB, though this can be reduced to 3.5 dB by
using a low-noise amplifier. The French armed forces expect to have the
system in full use by early 1982.

Nippon Electric Co. will supply technology and components for opticalcharacter-recognition sorting machines to be delivered to the U. S. Postal
Service by Burroughs Corp. in October 1982. It will be paid about $9
million of the $70.6 million that Burroughs will receive for the initial order
for 126 machines. NEC also expects to profit from a follow-on order for
300 machines. The machines handle 30,000 letters and postcards an hour.
They read the zip code and address, translate them into a bar code that
they print with an ink jet, and sort the items by destination into 12 to 60
groups. OCR technology of the type the machines use was developed by
both NEC and Toshiba Corp. in research that started in 1968 under
contract to Japan's Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications.
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International newsletter
UK weighs a
UK-only satellite
business system

Swiss report finds
Far East electronics
jobs are changing

Arab involvement in
satellites grows

ICL aims system
at distribu ted
processing market

Addenda
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Watch for private industry to set up a national satellite business service
serving just the UK. British Aerospace is one of anumber of companies to
have discussed the possibility of such ajoint venture with British Telecom
as well as with IBM Corp. and other potential commercial partners. It is
also positioning itself for direct broadcasting by satellite and has recently
formed the Satellite Broadcasting Company Ltd. with banking firm N. M.
Rothschild. A Pan-European service, though attractive, would probably be
road-blocked by the Continental telecommunications authorities.

Despite a slump in the number of jobs for Asian electronics workers,
employment in the Japanese electronics industries appears stable, according to areport by the International Metalworkers' Foundation, the Geneva-based coordinating body for trade unions. Citing international trade
restrictions, such as quotas on color Tv imports, as aprincipal reason for
the slowdown, the foundation points out that most governments in Asia's
developing countries are beginning to change the structure of the industry
from labor- to technology-intensive. Particularly hard-hit is South Korea,
where electronics employment fell 13% between 1979 and 1980.

Kuwait expects to complete the construction of asatellite ground station in
1982, ayear before the first Arabsat telecommunications satellite goes into
orbit, according to the OPEC news agency. A joint venture by all the Arab
countries except Egypt, Arabsat is currently scheduled for launch by the
U. S. space shuttle Columbia and will provide 8,000 telephone lines, 6
television channels, and improved Telex and facsimile services.
Meanwhile Qatar plans to complete its second ground station by 1983.
To be located at Mukeinis, it will enhance the country's telecommunications with Europe and the U. S., for its tower will face satellites orbiting in
the Atlantic zone. Qatar's present station links up with the Indian Ocean
zone and has 140 of its 960 channels in operation.

Britain's troubled computer company, International Computers Ltd., aims
to better its prospects by entering the market for small distributed systems,
one of the fastest-growing computer sectors, with a high-performance
derivative of its popular System Ten. Called System 25, it performs four
times better than the present System Ten 220 and thus at $50,000 and up
achieves a 30% price-performance advantage over the competition, says
ICL. More importantly, it adds a powerful communications capability
capable of supporting both IBM Corp.'s Systems Network Architecture
and the X.25 packet-switching standard.

Japan's Suwa Seikosha has developed a low-cost self-contained complementary-mos speech synthesizer that provides 6seconds of speech and 63
words. In lots of 30,000, the SVM9300 will be $4.48 each. ...Toshiba
Corp.'s new Tosbac series 7/70E enhanced 32-bit megaminicomputer
features three operating systems, plus more storage and higher speed than
its predecessor. Intended for control systems, the machines cost from
$180,000 up to $4.5 million. ...Oki Electric Industry Co. says that it is
ready to start selling two kinds of emitter-coupled-logic gate arrays, two
Schottky TTL kinds, and three mos kinds.
Electronics/June 30, 1981
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Channels, the most logical family
Dolch's family of third generation Logic
Analyzers lets you meet your troubleshooting needs now, and expand to meet
future needs.

Disassembling bus activity and displaying
the state information in Mnemonic code
is the most efficient method of tracing
program execution. Dolch proudly provides the industry's widest selection of
pP personality probes and disassembly
firmware, for both 8and 16 bit machines,
as well as standard bus interfaces (GPIB
& RS 232).
Multilevel triggering, as provided in all
Dolch Logic Analyzers, proves extremely
useful in the debugging of aprogram that
contains multiple levels of nested subroutines.

With a new channel expansion probe,
Dolch's line of 16,32 and 48 channel Logic
Analyzers can easily be extended by a
factor of two.

For more information circle
For demonstration circle 65

274

A Battery-Backed Menu Memory is one
of Dolch's many unique contributions
to the industry. It lets you store up to 6
separate files of display and menu parameters, for up to three months without
power. This allows you to recall complete
test setups with asingle keystroke.

Check these standard features and compare. Dolch's incredible Logic Analyzers,
with 16, 32, 48, 64 or 96 channels, offer
you more.
- 1000 bits of recording and reference
memory
- sampling rates up to 50 MHz
-5ns glitch capture
- binary, hex, octal, ASCII mnemonics,
and timing display
-4level sequential triggering
- multilevel clocking for bus demultiplexing
- powerful compare and search features
- GPM and RS 232 interfaces (standard)
- hard copy printout (via RS 232)
For more information contact:
Dolch Logic Instruments, Inc.
230 Devcon Drive
San Jose, CA 95112
Or call toll free (800) 538-7506
In California (408) 998-5730

DO LCH
LOGIC

INSTRUMENTS

Rockwell. Your
There's more than one way
to skin a microprocessor
spec. Examples? Rockwell
has moved customers
targeting at 16s to 8s and
others from 8s to 4s to save
costs. Just as often customers have been shown
how a more powerful device
was the better fit for performance reasons.
Fact is, since we make all
three families (4s, 8s and
16s) we can truly optimize
cost/performance tradeoffs.
All because we think systems not devices.
When you need systems
solutions, call Rockwell.

The Rockwell 4s

The Rockwell 8s

This single-chip microcomputer family is so efficient, it's more akin to 8s
than other 4s. Ninety percent of PPS 4/1 instructions
are executed in asingle
byte. That makes PPS 4/1
memory and control operations aquick fit for microcontrollers where there's a
man/machine interface:
appliances, thermostats,
telephones, sequencer
timers and more.

R6500 microprocessors,
support devices and
R6500/1 single-chip
microcomputers are the
throughput champions. Most
instructions execute in as little as 1microsecond. Which
should you use in your high
throughput application?
Rockwell will help you optimize a multi-chip R6500
system or put together a
single chip R6500/1 design.
They use the same software
so you can't lose.

systems source.
The Rockwell 16s

Memories

Rockwell. Your
systems source.

When you ne9d the muscle
and sophistication of 16-bit
machines, Rockwell has the
system components that
open up aworld of options.
R68000 microprocessor
peripheral devices give you
strong support in implementing the 16-bit CFUs. And
there's a dozen 5-bit support units. Compare that to
any other 16-bit menu.

Rockwell supports the
microprocessor families with
a full spectrum of compatible
memory devices: Bytewide
static RAMs, ROMs, and
devices with onboard timers
and I/O to help reduce chip
count in complex systems.

Our SYSTEM 65 Development System and AIM 65
microcomputer are another
reason to call Rockwell. Far
and away, they're the lowest
cost, fully-functioned development tools in the industry.
Get the facts about
Rockwell International.
For more information call
(800) 854-8099, (in California
800 422-4230.)
Rockwell International,
Electronics Devices
Division, P.O. Box 3669,
Anal-eirr, California 92803

lb

Rockwell
International

_where science gets down to business
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from design to test
and everything in between...
acommitment to dynamic RAM
state-of-the-art...

TMS4164 from Texas Instruments.
Advancing the systems approach
to 64K technology.
Using diverse resources
perience in the developMETAL WORD
PROTECTIVE
THICK
FIELD
LINE
GLASS
OXIDE
OXIDE
and production-proven
ment of key equipment,
experience, TI delike our own dry plasma
veloped a 64K dynamic
reactors, and use of adRAM supported by a
vanced low-temperature
broad base of technical
processing techniques.
innovations — at all
Our processing calevels.
pability means device
There's asystems apconsistency, uniformity
proach to the advanceN+ DIFFUSED
TRANSFER
+ DIFFUSED
STORAGE
and reliability. And satBIT LINE
GATE
CAPACITOR
BIT LINE
ment of 64K technology
isfied customers.
that assures our customTesting
ers that TMS4164 is suP EPI ON P • SUBSTRATE
For consistently supeperior in design — and
Fabricating the TMS4164 cell on epitaxial silicon virtually eliminates
rior system perforequally superior in the
substrate noise.
use of materials, promance, every 64K
cessing and testing techniques.
DRAM is tested well beyond device
architecture, low-power dissipation
specification. TI's meticulous attenBecause improvements in one
and fast cycle time.
technology drive improvements in
tion to equipment accuracy and exMaterials
haustive algorithm testing result in
all the others, it's the shared learnInnovations are also incorporated
ing experience between all TI
high incoming quality. And, our
into TI's use of materials. By deown Test Data Management (TDM)
semiconductor technologies that
positing athin, closely controlled
has brought TMS4164 to the leadsystem uses TI's 990 minicomputer
layer of highly resistive P- silicon
to statistically track transistor paing edge of the state-of-the-art —
onto alow resistivity P' substrate,
rameters and other performance
and beyond.
we have virtually eliminated pecharacteristics for constant process
ripheral noise in the TMS4164.
Design
improvement.
The low resistivity substrate
Our unique grounded substrate deThanks to this kind of real-time
damps out capacitive coupling typsign totally eliminates the need for
process
feedback, TI can assure
ically caused by clock bus line aca substrate bias generator — and
every
TMS4164
user of amore unitivation. Other benefits of this
its less effective method of estabform
product
— and, built-in
epitaxial (epi) layer are reduced allishing anegative voltage to control
quality.
gorithm sensitivity and immunity
injected electrons. Enhanced noise
to address voltage bump. And, epi
immunity, greater tolerance to
For the inside story on
sets the stage for the future— the
negative undershoot, wider operatTI's TMS4164 64K dynamic RAM,
not-too-distant future of 256K
ing margins and firmer transistor
and our leading edge sysdevices — and the challenge
parameters are just a few of the
tems approach, call your nearof VLSI.
breakthroughs TI has achieved
est TI field sales office, or
Processing
with the grounded substrate
write to Texas Instrutechnology.
Processing advances in TI's
ments Incorporated,
Of course, there's much more to
TMS4164 mark major technology
P.O. Box 1443, M/S
turns in high-performance DRAM
the design story, too—like our ad6955, Houston, Texas
production. TI has unequalled exvanced 256-cycle, 4-ms refresh
77001.

TEXAS I
NSTRUMENTS
c 1981 Texas Instruments Incorporated

INCORPORATED
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TESTING:1'E

NOBODY CAN REDUCE YOUR COMPONENT
At GenRad, we have the most complete
line of reasonably priced high performance
products for component testing anywhere.
And when you combine that fact with our
experienced field service staff and expert
applications engineers, it just stands to reason: nobody can reduce your component
testing costs better than GenRad.

1688 Precision LC Digibridge

Testing RLC networks and
small PC boards: our 2230 will
get you on-line weeks sooner.
If you want to test packaged RLC networks, sequenced parts on reels, or even
components on small PC boards, you have
two choices: You can either do it with our
2230, or you can do it with arack-and-stac
system costing
twice as much
and lacking the
necessary software. Of course,
our 2230 will get
you up and testPlain-language keyboard speeds
ing weeks sooner
up programming
than asetup of unmatched units. And our
2230 is acomplete system. Which means :
needs service from only one source. (And
that source is the most thorou
in the business: GenRad).
We also take care of opera
training and on-site
installation.

Testing passive components:
we automated RLC testing
with the Digibridge ® tester.
What do you need in an RLC tester at any
level of testing? Accurate performance,
right? What you don't need is an inflated
price.
That's why we give you four different
Digibridge testers with four different performance levels in four different price ranges,
beginning with our lowest priced 1657 Digibridge tester. The
1657 is the most acFUNCTION
curate instrument
R L/Ct C/D you can buy for
the money—with
features even more
expensive instruments don't have.
Like 5-digit LED
Surprising flexibility in the 1657
resolution. And
amicroprocessor for automatic ranging and self-calibration.
Now you know why nobody
else comes close in numbers of
2230 Passive Network Test System
RLC testers installed.

STING:TEST

TESTING COSTS BETTER THAN GENRAD
Testing ICs: our basic promise,
immediate productivity, of course.
We pioneered automatic benchtop testing
over adecade ago. And today more people
own GenRad benchtop testers than any
other brand.
The reason? Just look at our linear and
digital IC systems. They're both built with
the kind of architecture found only in much
larger test systems. And our compact systems cost up to 75% less than the biggies.
Our productive 1731 linear IC tester.
It offers something nobody else can: immediate productivity Thanks to alarge and
proven program library, covering over 1,000
different devices. The 1731 also has abuilt-in
CRT and convenient and quick plug-in family boards for data
convertors, voltage
regulators and
comparators, plus
interfaces for all
major handlers.
Now you can understand why more
Displays pass/fail or complete
parametric results
people own a1731
than any other low cost linear IC tester.
Our versatile 1732 digital test system.
Not surprisingly, last year more engineers
bought our 1732 than any other microprocessor-based digital IC tester. One good
reason? Because the 1732 can test SSI, MSI
and LSI devices, up to 48 pins. A lot of engineers figure that's an insurance policy for
the future. And they're right. In addition no
other system is quite so easy to program or
to use as the 1732, which lowers your operating costs. But then nobody understands test
system software as well as we do.
Now, the ultimate test.
We're convinced we can reduce your
component test costs better than anyone
else today. And when it comes to products

for the future, nobody is more
committed to meeting your
needs than we are. In fact,
we're continually working
on new, state-of-the-art
systems to reduce your
testing costs. After all,
that's how we got to be
the '
'Best in Test. Now if you'll tell us
more about your products and

1731 Linear IC System and 1732 Digital IC System

your component testing needs, we'll show
you how you can reduce your cost to test.
Call or write Frank Kelliher, GenRad, Inc.
Component Test Division, 37 Great Road,
Bolton, MA 01740. (617) 779-2811 Ext. 303.
I
7end

to: GenRad Inc., 37 Great Road, Bolton, MA 01740

Iwant to know more about reducing my component
testing costs.
Send details on:
Linear IC Test System

Digibridge .Testers

1731

1732 Digital IC Test System

2230 Passive Network Test System
Name

Title

Company
Address
City

Tel
State

Zip
E6301

GenRad

THE BEST IN 'l'EST.
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Hughes Breaks Through The Ordinary
HUGHES
HUGHES AIRCRAFT

COMPANY

Solid State Products
500 Superior Avenue
Newport Beach, CA 92663
(714) 759-2942
TWX: 910-596-1374
In Europe
Hughes Microelectronics Ltd.
Clive House
12-18 Queens Road
Weybridge, Surrey KT 139XD
England
Telephone: 932-47262
Telex: 929727

Hughes technology leads the way, with
innovations that make your products more
economical and more reliable with the low
power characteristics of CMOS.
• The first CMOS Electrically Erasable
PROM. They offer outstanding non-volatile
features including 10-year non-volatile data
retention over the full military temperature
range.
• The 1800 CMOS Microprocessor Family
with an extensive complement of memory
and I/O devices as well as system support
hardware and software.

needs from direct drive to multiplexed
matrix displays.
• CMOS custom capability in metal gate or
our proprietary high density HCMOS Si
gate technology that offers new dimensions in speed/power performance.
Add to this the established reputation of
Hughes in the field of high-technology
electronics.
These are some of the reasons you should
look to Hughes-Solid State Products.

• High density CMOS masked ROM sthat
are available with microprocessor family
compatibility in addition to industry standard pin-outs.
• The most complete range of CMOS LCD
drivers for all of your liquid crystal interface

Hughes...A Leader in CMOS Technology.

REPRESENTATIVES: R.H. Sturdy (617) 235-2330; Tri -Tech (315) 446-2881;Robert Diamond Inc.(212) 423-7330; Electro-Comp (215) 667-9360; Felon Lott (301) 744-4611; L&D (919) 292-3201;
Delmac Sales (305. 898-4688; Luebbe Sales (513) 871-4211; Bill Deming (612) 888-5000; Coombs Assoc. (312) 298-4830; Technical Sales (913) 888-3330; Sundance (214) 699-0451; Tusar (602)
998-3688: Delta Sales (303) 741-0646: Northwest Marketing (206) 455-5846; 1
2 Inc. (408) 988-3400; SC Cubed (714) 972-4670, Select (714) 972-4670
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Electronics international
Significant developments in technology and business

Modified SEM
depicts operation
of dense chips
by Kevin Smith, London bureau manager

Fixture turns electron beam of
scanning electron microscope
into probe that samples
VLSI voltage waveforms
Long used to reveal the existence of
pin holes, track fractures, and ahost
of other physical defects in chip surfaces, scanning electron microscopes
are now being adapted to studying
•
the operation of very large-scale
integrated circuits at speeds of up to
150 megahertz. At the forefront of
this embryonic market is a small
company in Cambridge, England.
Lintech Instruments Ltd. has developed an attachment that adapts
most of the industry's generally used
sEms to this use either during ic
development or for field failure analysis. Other research groups, among
them Siemens of West Germany, are
on the same track. But according to
Lintech's managing director, Graham Plows, few of their units are
commercially available or can "offer
an equivalent combination of usability, flexibility, and performance."
Creditworthy. Plows should know.
He wrote what was probably the
first paper to appear in the literature
on the subject [Electronics, July 8,
1968, p. 221]. Moreover, his company has already sold three systems,
one each to British Telecom, to the
equivalent Italian research organization (csELT), and to Mostek Corp.
in the U. S., and still other companies are interested.
The reason for this interest is obvious. The monolithic circuits with
upwards of 100,000 transistors now
in view pose a horrendous testing

Electronics/June 30, 1981

problem, for it is impossible to access
their every logic node through their
64 or so output pins. But by powering up a packaged chip with the lid
removed in the scanning electron
microscope, the half-micrometerdiameter electron beam can be used
much like a sampling oscilloscope
probe to pick off voltage waveforms
from any node on the microcircuit's
surface.
The technique is accurate and
fast. Unlike metallic probes, an electron beam can be easily and quickly
moved, its capacitance is vanishingly
small, and it is not destructive of the
metallic node. Its only drawback is
the risk that some of its high-energy
electrons might become trapped in
surface-operated devices such as
mos transistors.

However, the Lintech system
guards against that by restricting the
beam voltage to 2.5 kilovolts. "We
can handle repetition rates of 2kilohertz to 150 megahertz, while the
shortest event we can resolve is half
ananosecond," says Plows. The sampling scanner can operate over a
voltage range of — 11 to + 11 volts
with a nonlinearity over the entire
range of less than 2%—a performance specification that makes the
system suitable for probing analog as
well as digital circuits.
Series of stills. The sampling fitment operates much like a stroboscopic flash that can freeze the
motion of arotating shaft by triggering at the same point in every revolution. In the same way, a voltage
micrograph of the entire chip surface

Turning ascanner into asampler
The changes that Lintech Instruments makes to a scanning electron microscope to equip it for sampling operation are readily accomplished. There is
a rack of external beam-pulsing circuitry and control equipment —a computer-controlled version is under development —and there is a modification to
the SEM column and chamber wherein resides much of Lintech's know-how.
In a conventional SEM, fluctuations in the secondary electron emission
current —generated by primary beam impact —are amplified and used to
modulate the brightness of à raster-scanning CRT display sweeping in
synchronism with the SEM's high-energy electron beam, thereby providing
the image contrast needed to make the chip or wafer surface visible. Such
fluctuations vary with both the surface topography and the material, be it
gold, ceramic, silicon dioxide, or aluminum. If any part of the surface is
already at avoltage potential, it will also add to the energy of the secondary
electron beam. The trick in a sampling SEM system is to filter out these
higher-energy electrons.
Lintech's energy filter employs an annular electrode system similar in
function to avalve grid, plus ascintillator array and afiber-optic connector to
an external photomultiplier. The grid potential is controlled by the secondary
electron current in a closed-loop system and the collector is isotropic in
operation. In some microscopes, it can be fitted into the neck of the existing
electron-beam column, but for Jeol machines the company provides a new
column section.
-K. S.
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can be created by pulsing the scanning electron beam in synchronism
with the circuit clock.
When the sample is repeated during each period at the same phase
but a different location, successive
momentary images are integrated to
show the state of the system at the
sampling phase.
In this imaging mode, the sampling phase is fixed but the electron
beam scans the entire chip surface.
In the probe mode the electron beam

is locked to one spot, and the clock
cycle phase used to trigger the electron beam is incremented over asuccession of pulses so as to build a
picture of acontinous voltage waveform over an entire clock period that
can be presented on a cathode-raytube display.
The next development, says Plows,
is to incorporate afull computer control system so that the electron beam
can be steered automatically to any
desired address.

France

Laser link with Sirio-2 satellite will
synchronize atomic clocks worldwide
It would have made Michelson and
Morley very envious, this project
involving lasers and satellites. To be
conducted over a period of two

years, the experiment will synchronize atomic clocks in Europe, India,
and North and South America to
within 1nanosecond.

When planning its fifth Ariane
launch for February 1982, the
European Space Agency offered to
include in its program any valid proposals for free. As aresult, the Sirio2 meteorological satellite will carry
with it into the sky the hardware for
Lasso (for laser synchronization
from stationary orbit).
"At the moment, nanosecond timing precision is necessary only for
scientific experiments," explains
Siegfried Hieber, who is coordinating the project for the ESA. "But it
won't be very long before we need
such precision for international telephone and digital communications,
earth-based navigation, and deepspace navigation. The answer is a
repeatable, near—real-time method
of long-distance synchronization
with subnanosecond accuracy."
The theory behind the Lasso
experiment is simple, involving the
measurement of the time necessary
for laser pulses from two stations on
different continents to reach the.
satellite and be reflected back to
their respective stations. It is being
tried for the first time now because
only recently has the hardware that
would make it feasible attained sufficient accuracy.
Up and down. The experiment
works thus: lasers of the kind used
by astronomers send short pulses
from ground stations A and B
toward the satellite. Their times of
departure, TAand TB, are recorded
in the respective time scales of the
stations' clocks. The pulses are
reflected back to the stations by the
retroreflectors on the satellite, allowing the measurement of the travel
times from the station to the satellite,
TA and TB.Meanwhile, on board the
satellite the times of arrival of the
pulses are recorded by an event
timer and subsequently transmitted
to the ground by telemetry to give a
time interval, R.
The measurement of these five
variables permits the calculation of
the shift of time scales between the
Twinkle, twinkle. Using a panel of 98 corner cubes (upper left), the Sirio-2 spacecraft
will reflect back laser beams from earth, later
transmitting data on their arrival times.
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agnetic bubbles:
4hL
acking them in by the millions.
The more magnetic bubh
can put 01a chip, the. more attr
tiVe th is t
,!c hnologgcomes as a-.
mass memory. This rheah!-; an inexin •n si ve,
iable and non golatile
alt ernati%'e for storing large
timounts of data in teleconimunicat ions and information management s.st

JUlt

We rect q-,tly stored 8,798,400 hits
in asine. experimental chip. This
indicates t
he potential for s'.m•ingfilie equivalent of aGOO-page novel
in an area the size of apostage
st
am p. Wu did this by using simple,
easily resolved patterns to guide the
Inibbles.To create these patterns,
wu implant high-energy ions directly
into the magnetic bubble material
through amask. The result: smaller
patterns, which permit smaller
bubbles, and thus more bubbles per
chip than in commercial bubble
•
memories.
We're also studying how to
manipulate bubbles by means of two
wafer-thin conducting sheets
instead of apair of external coils.

With this technique, we'll be able to
cut the overall size of bubble
devices by athird, move the bubbles
10 times faster, and also put far
more bubbles on achip than in
today's commercial devices.
A group of Bell Labs scientists
and engineers working on magnetic
bubble technology holds over 150
patents in the field. Abimt half of
them have been awarded to Andrew
Bobeck, aco-holder of the basic
patent for the 1966 invention.
Among our inventions:
•Magnetic bubble concepts and
devices
•Garnet materials for bubble
devices
•Method of growing epitaxial
garnet films from asupercooled
solution
•Basic technology for device
manufacture
•Ion implant method of
propagating bubbles
•Dual-conductor sheet method of
propagating bubbles

In the Bell SY`Stem, bubble
memories are already at work in
mipment that, provides recorded
voice announcements and in systems that administer and test
ligital networks. Eventually, the
memories could be used in electronic switching systems, and in
advanced home and business
telephones.
Our goal is to make this technology even more economical and
versatile for storing data electronically. Ultimately— through our
partnership with AT&T; Western
Electric and the Bell telephone
companies—this translates into
better service to Bell System
customers.
For information about employment,
write:
Bell Laboratories, Boom 3C-303,
600 Mountain Avenue,
Murray Hill, N.J. 07974
Please include aresume.
An equal opportunity employer.

Bell Laboratories
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atomic clocks at stations A and B
respectively, using the formula: C =
TA TB+TA TB +R, where C =
the clock correction.
The Lasso payload on the Sirio-2
consists of apanel of retroreflectors,
a photodetection unit, and a timing
system. The retroreflectors bounce
any light pulses that strike them
back along exactly the same path
over which they arrived.
The photodiode unit has an interference filter bandwidth of 100 angstroms to prevent it registering any
stray incidental light as a pulse. It
converts incoming laser pulses for
both wavelengths, ruby and neodymium, into electrical signals and
transfers them to the timing system.
Refined. The timing system consists of athreshold-detection triggering device, a precise timer, and an
ultrastable crystal oscillator that
delivers reference pulses about once
every 70 nanoseconds. The event
timer made by Electronique Marcel
Dassault uses the 5-megahertz crystal oscillator with its short-term staGreat

bility of 2x 10 -", plus aclock counter with aresolution smaller than 100
picoseconds. The time tagger encodes the value of the time mark
with 42 bits and sends them to a 1-K
complementary-mos memory,
whence they are routinely transmitted to the ground via the Sirio-2
housekeeping telemetry system.
The only technical problem is that
the satellite is spinning. So each station will have atime gate of about 70
milliseconds in which to hit the satellite and will be told of it by the Sirio2command center 15 minutes to an
hour before each experiment.
"Initially, we plan to experiment
about one hour per day for about
two years," Hieber says. "But since
the project started it has also
expanded. Several people have
looked at our plan and said that it is
useful for far more than synchronizing atomic clocks. So we expect that
the Lasso will also be used for experiments on the theory of relativity and
on the effect of gravity on the satel-

field trials. Again, the company has
completed a first production version
of a disk-emulation system that at
0.25 cubic foot is half the size of the
system it replaces. This is destined
for Project Wavell, a computerbased battlefield surveillance system
that may survive the Thatcher
defense axe. Also, the company has a
first working prototype of an 8megabit backup store for use in a
telecommunications application.
Though Plessey was not affected
when Texas Instruments threw in
the towel, it was hurt by Rockwell
International Corp.'s pull-out. The
company had earlier decided to standardize on Rockwell parts when it
closed its own bubble component
operation. So its consequent design
switch to parts dual-sourced by
Motorola Inc. (originally the Rockwell second source) and National
Semiconductor Corp. (Motorola's
second source) has caused aproduction hiccup in several programs.
The availability of dual-sourced
lite."
-Robert T. Gallagher magnetic-bubble parts down to the
mask level, believes Plessey, will help
Britain
the market and incidentally prevent
asimilar hiccup. The group has also
developed internally two support circuits for byte-wide memory systems—a four-channel sense amplifier and a four-channel write-driver
circuit—and this capability gives it
conductor and disk memory technol- an edge over makers of standard
ogies encroached heavily on the bub- board products, says Alan Hart,
ble's potential areas of application.
commercial memory product marIn contrast, Plessey invested much keting manager.
less than the U. S. giant in compoOff the shelf. The company
nent and systems production, though believes it is this kind of capability
it has a long history of basic bubble that guarantees its position as asupresearch and for a while produced plier of custom boards. In its view,
bubble devices of 64-K capacity. bubble memory interfacing is too
Accordingly, its market focus has complex for most engineers, who
narrowed to those areas where bub- would far rather buy complete
bles have an undisputed advan- assemblies than tangle with the
tage—portable systems, rugged in- problems of planning production
dustrial and military applications, around the eccentricities of these
and high-security systems such as parts—for example, the need to use
telecommunications exchanges.
test data in the production process
Maturing. Projects in each of because bubble memories have rethese sectors are now maturing. For dundant loops.
one, a portable billing machine for
Plessey is solving this problem by
meter readers at the South of Scot- incorporating the bubble testers it
land Electricity Board [Electronics, has developed in house into a data
Sept. 13, 1979, p. 76] is now network to create a data base
entering production after successful through which production will be

Bubble memory's uniqueness wins

continuing commitment from Plessey
The shock waves that accompanied
Texas Instruments' departure from
the magnetic-bubble memory business may have prompted many to
question the long-term prospects of
the technology. But the confidence
of one European manufacturer of
bubble systems, Plessey Microsystems Ltd. in Towcester, Northants.,
is unshaken. Its biggest concern, says
memory and processor product director Ian Chapple, is finding the
investment to fund likely production
in two years' time.
Still, Texas Instruments and Plessey view the bubble market from
different standpoints. As a major
component manufacturer, TI invested in apotential jelly-bean market that nevér quite arrived: failure
to standardize and alack of support
circuits, among other factors, held
back the bubble market while semi-
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You and our new PI-600 logic analyzers
the most powerful analysis team around.
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P/-616 100 MHz Analyzer

Waveform Recording

16 channels. Choice of timing or
5state displays. Collects up to
2000 samples. Has 5ns glitch
memory.

50 MHz and 1000 samples. Use
this plug-in option in our P/-616
to capture and analyze the analog
signals in your system.
$1850

$8600
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PI-648 Advanced State Analyzer

Mnemonic Display

48 channels plus 8qualifiers.
Mixed format display capability.
Has data search mode and 16
levels of triggering.

Use our 8-bit and 16-bit dedicated
iiPprobes, plus the P/-648's disassembly software, to simplify the
analysis of complex programs.

C
8

$750 (Ind

$7950

Additional Capabilities:
I/O and Stacking

OAC< 508111
87.4.

RS-232 standard; IEEE-488
optional. Single cable mates Pl 616 and pi-648 for 64-channel
operation.
$350

-8018

64.«
111

Performance Monitoring

`3 ,C9 71,73.
61.1

100 MHz counter/timer plus
industry-standard signature
analyzer. Use this plug-in option
in either P/-600 analyzer to
measure hardware/software
performance.
$950

OM

(IEEE-488)

Want acloser look? Call 800-538-9713 (outside California) or 408-263-2252 (California)
for ademonstration or an evaluation unit. TWX: 910-338-0201.

P1PARATRONICS

INC.

2140 Bering Drive San Jose, California

95131

Leading the Way in Analysis Technology
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Pick aCard...
Any Card
You'll Win the

STD BUS

(

Game with
the

•

BOSS

(BUS Oriented System Support)

AIL

The chips will be stacked in
your corner with the BOSS
(
BUS Oriented System Support) line of microprocessor
system support cards. The capabilities of your system can
he expanded as easily as inserting anew card ... and the
BOSS line makes many functions available so you won't be
caught with ashort deck.

For the selection of cards in
our deck, please call or write
today!

The BOSS family of cards measures 41/
2"x6
12 with standa, d
56 pin connectors designed especially for the STD BUS. The
material that comes with every

MICRO LINK CORPORATION
624 S. Range Line Road
Carmel. Indiana 46032
(317) 846-1721
TWX 810-260-2634

BOSS card is easy to understand ...geared to technicians, engineers and manufacturers. So. let the BOSS line
take the gamble out of linking
the microprocessor and the
real world.

Circle 78 en reader service card

this publication
is available in
microform

Please send me additional information.

University Microfilms International
300 North Zeeb Road
Dept. P.R.
Ann Arbor, MI 48106
U.S.A.

18 Bedford Row
Dept. P.R.
London, VVC1R 4EJ
England

Name
Instit Li tion
Street
City
State
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scheduled. Even so, the firm's price
range is not for everyone. To take on
asmall bubble development for, say,
a portable terminal, the company
would want to see $0.5 million of
business over two years from the
original-equipment manufacturer.
Though the bubble memory market may be narrower than once
expected, Plessey remains confident
of its future. According to military
memory product manager Tom Hall,
the nearest competitor is the electrically alterable read-only memory,
but that is no match for the bubble
memory approach, he believes, in
price, density, and number of operational cycles.
-Kevin Smith

France

Computer teaches
better with screen
Computer-driven programmed instruction and the classroom have
never been particularly compatible.
Either each student works at his own
terminal, creating more of alaboratory situation, or some students work
at terminals while the others wait
their turn.
Now the Compagnie de Signaux
et d'Entreprises Electriques has
combined anew kind of large-format
synthetic-image projection screen
with some of its already existing
computer and audio-visual technology to facilitate teaching technical
subjects to classes of 20 or 25.
The SISA, a French acronym for
synthetic, adaptable instruction system, is built around the Paris company's CS 2000 computer. The basic
hardware also includes a control
console for the teacher, up to four
student terminals, an industrial video-disk player, and a projection
screen 1.3 meters (51 inches) square.
The idea is that even students without terminals can easily observe the
work being done by watching the
video and projection screens.
Even better, the SISA can simultaneously show three aspects of the
same problem, points out Jacques
Bourron, aCSEE engineer involved in
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Performs like cermet.
Costs like carbon.
Stands up like steel.
Color keyed knob
for part identification
allows adjustment from
either side.

Full skirted knob provides
maximum protection
from foreign materials.

Insert molded 94 V-0 base
assures maximum
mechanical integrity—no
rivets, clinching, cements
or solder

One piece center terminal
and collector ring provides
heat sink beneath element
for superior load
carrying capabilities.

Coiductive plastic
resistive element for low
TC and superior board
wash characteristics.

Multifinger contactor for
long term stability and
low noise.

New CTS
Consertrim lOmm resistors.
These high performance CTS trimmers feature
aconcbctive plastic element on a UL-94 V-0
rated fire retardant, molded substrate; stability
and load carrying characteristics approaching
cermet; at a price close to carbon. Add to this
amechanical integrity that can withstand forces
bes: described as bruta'. Insert-molded terminations provide solid mechanical anchoring and
double as an effective heat sink.
CTS series 268 Consertrim resistors are
adjustable tom both the top/front and bottom/
rear; adjustment axis may be either parallel with,
or perpendicular to, the PC board. A wide
resistance range is available in anew standard
of reliability and performance...with superior
board wash characteristics.

CTS

Resistance Range:
500 ohms-5 mecohms.
Power Rating, Watts:
1
/
3 watt @ 70 °C.
TC: <400 ppm/ °C typical.
Settability: 0.05%
Noise: <1% CRV *rifle
Operating Temperature
Range: —55°C to +125`C.
Consertrim resistors have performance
characteristics exceeding most carbonaceous
trimmers, yet are competitively priced. For
complete series 268 catalog literature, write or
call CTS of Elkhart,1142 West Beardsley
Avenue, Elkhart, Indiana 46514. Phone:
(219) 295-3575.

CORPORATION
ELKHART. INDIANA

Circle 79 on reader service card

5Volts-220 Amps
The Power House AQS Series has
extra power density, the specs you
need, the price you want: $849.

SPECSTACIJLAR!
SPECS:
•±0.1% Line Regulation
•+0.2% Load Regulaton
•50mV P-P Ripple
•186-264 VAC, 47-63 Hz Input

• Industry Standard
5" x8" x11" Package
•73% Efficient
•20mS Holdup Time

STANDARD FEATURES:
•Built-in adjustable overvoltage •AC power fail signal
and overcurrent protection.
•Hi-Lo margin check
•Inrush current limiting
•Multi-unit parallel
•Remote sense
capability
•Logic inhibit
•Ball bearing fan
Recognized component

IN STOCK-IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Power House has 75 more AC to DC and DC to DC
switching power supplies ready for immediate delivery.
Our full-line catalog and handbook gives you detailed
electrical and mechanical specifications including EMI
performance. For your free copy, circle the reader
service number or contact us today.
Circle 80 on reader service card
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the project. "A class of mechanics
learning about landing gear," he
says, "could see a diagram of the
system on the projection screen, the
control panel of the plane on the
student terminal, and actual operational sequences on the video-disk
playback monitor."
The innovation that makes SISA
possible is the big projection screen.
It is based on the system developed
by Sony Corp. but, instead of using
straightforward video, employs synthetic-image sources that can supply
either alphanumeric or dynamic
graphic images. For alphanumerics,
an allotment of 4-K bytes of readonly memory in the CS 2000 gives a
choice of the Roman or Cyrillic
alphabets, with the option of 16
Roman character sizes.
Color plus. For graphics, acombination of 32-K bytes of randomaccess memory and 8-K bytes of
ROM is enough for complex moving
color images in solid, dotted, or
dashed lines. Also possible are rotation and zoom up to 15 magnifications. What's more, the colors can be
flashed for emphasis and symbols
superimposed. "This computer-controlled screen makes the animated
display board obsolete for this kind
of application," says Bourron.
The SISA can be used in two operational modes, either completely
controlled by the teacher or in a
preprogrammed sequence. In the latter case, all equipment is driven by
the CS 2000 computer. Based on
Zilog Z80 microprocessors, the
CS2000 has up to 10-K bytes of
memory, can be programmed in
Cobol, and accesses any data on its
rigid disk in 35 milliseconds.
Originally conceived for military
training, the SISA is already being
proposed by CSEE as a means of
instructing mechanics for the Mirage 2000 fighter, now in the works
at Avions Marcel-Dassault -Breguet.
But it should find wide application in
the business world as well, despite its
hefty $200,000 starting price, Bourron believes. "This is an extremely
flexible system," he says. "Once it is
in service, it can be adapted to hundreds of uses simply by changing the
software."
-Robert T. Gallagher
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Fluke
presents
acommonsense
solution to
micro-system
service.

'It's time
to take the
trouble out
of troubleshooting.'

Cutting
the high
cost of
board test
and service.

Fluke brings compreh
tiP bus in asystem you
We've been listening to manufacturing and field service people discuss the most critical problem in
electronics today: how to isolate faults in ,uP-based PCB's and systems. Here's what they said...
"We've tried every troubleshooting gadget
we could find—signature analyzers, logic
analyzers, development systems, in-circuit
emulators—the works. The whole shop is full
of high-priced equipment that's practically
worthless."
"We spent six months writing asingle
program for our microsystem tester. The thing still isn't up
and running right."

"The front-end cost of programming and
building fixtures is much higher than we
were led to believe. It'll be along, long time
'til this investment pays off."

"These days you have to be asoftware
wizard and an engineer to service
processor-based boards. People like that
are awfully hard to find."

"Even when we can get our hands on
documentation, fault isolation is ahassle.
We can spend six to eight hours on asingle
board and not find all the failures."

When we bought our last
system tester for 8-bit
microprocessors,
the manufacturer
promised to
support the 16-bit
designs we had
on the drawing
board as well."
"We're still waiting."

1981
John Fluke MIg Co. Inc
All rights reserved.
Ponied ,n USA

ree 9000 Series Troubleshooters:
awhole new class of test
service instrumentation.
committed
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As the needs of the electronics industry expand so will our efforts to meet them, with digital service
instruments designed to solve specific problems.
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9010A: A comprehensive array of test and troubleshooting
functions for micro-system service, all in acompact, easyto-operate instrument. Cassette tape deck included
for storing automatically-learned board characteristics
and user-generated programs. Optional RS-232 data
communications interface. U.S. price $3795 for the mainframe only. Available today.

9005A: All the functional testing capabilities of the 9010A, without
the on-line programming controls. Designed to use programs
developed on a9010A, the 9005A is intended for field service
applications—lightweight, portable and surprisingly simple to
use. Mini-cassette for transferring test programs. Optional RS-232
data communications interface for down loading tests. Available
August 1981.

9020A. Equipped with aful talk/listen tow* interface
for users who want to automate their micro-system testing.
Available January 1982.
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For almost forty years, people in the testing and
service professions have looked to Fluke for the
finest in precision instrumentation. We're the world's
leading manufacturer of DMM's for field service and
when we commit ourselves to anew family of
products we do so with adedication that was born
with the first Fluke meter in 1949.
You'll find this same commitment to quality in our
other instrumentation lines. Board testers from Fluke
Automated Systems ensure high throughput of
both bare and loaded boards in manufacturing. Our
new 1720A Instrument Controller is specifically
designed to automate IEEE-488-based instrumentation. Fluke precision voltmeters, counters,
signal generators, data loggers, thermometers

"I'm ready
to take the
trouble
out of
troubleshooting."

El Send 9000 Series technical literature.
EI Please send me information on other Fluke Instruments.
O Have aFluke Sales Engineer or Representative call me at
this number:

and calibrators all help make the testing
task easier. And our worldwide sales and service
network is dedicated to your satisfaction.
Find out for yourself how the Fluke 9000 Series can
take the trouble out of troubleshooting. Fill out the
coupon below, clip it out and mail it to this address:
John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc.
PO. Box C9090
M.S. 250C
Everett, WA 98206
(206) 356-5400

For information
out today, call our
toll-free hotline:

1-800-426-0361
I
FLLJKEI
()

Please tell us afew basic things about your test and service
applications, so we'll know how to respond most effectively
to your needs.
What type of µP-based equipment does your firm
manufacture or service?

Name
Title

What type(s) of processors are used'?

Company

Mail Stop

Street Address

Do you recommend, specify or purchase test
equipment for your company?
111 Yes III No

City
State

NO006A-01P8105/SE EN

Zip

Printed in U.S.A.

What type of µP test equipment are you using now?

ensive testing to the
can put to work today
Fluke is meeting this challenge with the 9000 Series Micro-System Troubleshooters. Here's how
the 9010A, the first in the series, solves each of the problems we've been hearing about.. .
We hear you, and we've heard our own people say
the same thing. After years of struggling with these
partial solutions, we decided to tackle the unique
problems of micro-system service head on. With the
9010A you can forget about the costly programming typically required for in-circuit emulators.

Forget about keeping software documentation and
maintaining current records for signatures. Forget
about complicated hookups, and trying to decipher
the display of alogic analyzer. The 9010A eliminates
all these obstacles and more, at astarting system
price of only $4490 U.S. (Includes an 8-bit Pod).

With the 9010A you can start testing boards the day
it arrives. Just plug the interface pod into the I.LID
socket of aknown good board and you've literally
opened awindow to the unit under test—without
tedious wiring hookups. Then simply press the
LEARN key and our revolutionary "autolearn"
algorithm goes to work: the 9010A automatically
locates and identifies bus-related devices as RAM,

ROM or read/write I/O and then stores their
characteristics in its memory. No special programming is needed; you're ready to test right away
All the basic troubleshooting functions are built in:
automated tests for the entire I.LID kernel (RAM, ROM,
I/O, power supply and clock) can be run with the
push of abutton.

We know, and that's why we went to such extremes
to make the 9010A easy to operate. Since all
bus-related devices can be tested automatically,
you'll only need to develop special procedures for
testing beyond the bus. And for those tests, Fluke
gives you ahead start with high-level, single-key
troubleshooting functions. Automatic patterns are
provided to stimulate components like readouts,
relays, interfaces and CRT's. There's also a unique

loop-on-failure control for isolating intermittent
faults, and an exclusive "smart" probe that can be
synchronized to the eLP timing. Users who wish to do
their own programming will find the 9010A fully
interactive—programs can be generated and
debugged directly on line—and you don't need to
know complex programming or assembly
language to do it.

Available before June 1982
Right now, interface pods for the most popular 8-bit Available today
8-bit $695 16-bit $1495
8-bit
16-bit
and 16-bit processors are available, and all three
9900
6809
8086
9000 Series Troubleshooters are designed to be fully 8080
8085
6802
Z8000
compatible with 32-bit
as well. Fluke is firmly
E
8048
1802
68000
committed to supporting awide range of ¡LP types
and we're making that promise in public—just check 6800
*Specific introduction dates for these pods to be announced later.
out this chart:

Probing the news
Analysis of technology and business developments

Road to success is labeled 'U. S.'
For West Germany's Dolch Logic Instruments, business plan
includes taking on the logic-analyzer heavyweights

by John Gosch, Frankfurt bureau manager

For a small European instrument
maker to venture into the tough
North American market to battle
Hewlett-Packard, Tektronix, and
other such giants would seem at first
glance to be atrip to frustration. But
for West Germany's Dolch Logic
Instruments GmbH, a producer of
logic analyzers and other microcomputer support equipment, the U. S.
move is part of its formula for success.
"If aEuropean company wants to
play arole in world markets, it must
export to America or build equipment there," says Volker Dolch,
head of the five-year-old firm in
Dietzenbach, near Frankfurt. About
60% of the worldwide logic analyzer
market is in the U. S., he maintains.
The country provides the technical
stimulus that enables afirm to build
high-quality products and compete
worldwide. That way, development
costs can be recouped, Dolch adds.
His affiliate, Dolch Logic Instruments Inc. in San Jose, Calif., handles the North American market,
where it has fared pretty well. U. S.
sales jumped from a mere $100,000
in 1978, Dolch's first year of operation in the U. S., to $2.5 million in
1980. The target for this year is
more than $6 million, Dolch says.
Currently ranking fifth in U. S.
logic-analyzer sales —behind HP,
Gould's Biomation division, Tektronix, and Paratronics—Dolch is
aiming for more than 10% of the
North American market within 18
months. "That will put us in the
No. 4 spot ," asserts Curt Burkett,
president of the San Jose sales and
manufacturing facility. He pegs this
year's U. S. market at roughly $70
million.
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For the 37-year-old Dolch, the
latest Wunderkind in West German
electronics, success has been a steady companion in his business career.
After working with National Semiconductor Corp. in Santa Clara,
Calif., in the early 1970s and then as
a consulting engineer in Germany
for two years, Dolch set up his own
company in 1976. Since then, it has
grown from a three-person shop to
an enterprise employing around 90
people, including 20 engineers and
not counting the 40 people in San
Jose.
Doubles and triples. Furthermore,
Du's sales in Western Europe have
doubled from year to year and even
tripled from 1979 to 1980, making it
one of the world's fastest-growing
manufacturers of test and measurement equipment, according to Dataquest GmbH, the Frankfurt-based
affiliate of the Cupertino, Calif.,
market-research firm. The result is
that DLI has 30% of this European
market. Non-U. S. sales are predicted to go past the $10 million
mark this year.
Dolch puts his company "among the top three
in Europe," the other two
being HP and Biomation.
Other contestants are
Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken NV of the Netherlands, Siemens AG of
West Germany, and Enertec, a French member
of the multinational
Schlumberger Group.
High marks for DLI
also come from competitors. "It is a dynamic
company that knows
where it wants to go,"

says an executive at Philips. Adds an
official from a U. S.-based competitor: "Dolch has good ideas. And
although some users find the equipment he makes not simple to operate, it is technically sound." It is
small wonder that instrument makers in both Europe and the U. S. are
casting covetous eyes at DLI in hopes
of taking it over. But so far Dolch
has turned down all offers.
Key elements. What has helped
Dolch on his way up is akeen sense
of the market's needs coupled with
technical know-how. Starting out as
aproducer of low-cost logic-analyzer
accessories for oscilloscopes, DLI in
1977 came up with its logic monitor,
an instrument using amicrocomputer for formatting and a special display. "Unlike other companies, we
turned from the normal oscilloscope
to a display dedicated to logic-analyzer tasks—to araster-scan display
Ambitious. Volker Dolch wants the West
German logic analyzer manufacturer bearing
his name to capture more than 10% of the
North American market within 18 months.
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providing greater brightness and a
better price-to-performance ratio,"
Dolch says.
This was followed in 1979 by the
logic analyzer module, a unit combining the analyzer and display in
one package. Dolch's key innovation,
though, was the creation of the first
48-channel logic analyzer, also born
in 1979. "That instrument put us on
the map and ahead of others as
regards number of channels," he
says. "With 16-bit microcomputers
appearing on the scene at that time,
there was areal need for such highchannel analyzers."
Dolch maintains that the instruments will not go much beyond their
present number of channels and
speed of 500 megahertz. "Anything
higher does not make economic or
technical sense," he says. What lies
ahead, Dolch points out, are analyzers that can be operated by semiskilled workers, that interface with
computers, and that can be used as
part of an automatic test system.
No obstacle. With that in mind,
can a small company with a single
product line continue to be successful? "Yes," Dolch says. "With
expenditures for research and development taking more than 15% of our
sales revenues, we think we can stay
in the forefront of logic analyzer
design. What's more, we are in a
bustling market." As Burkett of San
Jose sees it, worldwide logic analyzer
sales will grow by 25% annually—
from roughly $115 million this year
to $225 million by 1985.
For profitable participation in that
market, Dolch considers his company's presence in the U. S. to be abig
asset. "Being located in Silicon Valley puts us within easy reach of the
high-quality components — customdesigned chips and hybrid devices,
for example—that we need."
Yankee touch. Also important is
the design expertise DLI is getting
from the U. S.-trained engineers at
San Jose. "Those people have
brought along Silicon Valley knowhow and are applying it especially to
front-end engineering and to the
design of automatic test equipment
for in-house use," says the Frankfurt
Univbrsity—trained Dolch.
D
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protection into this 3mm contact gap line interrupt switch.
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All this and Cherry dependability, too!
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Available with housing that allows qualified
servicemen to test "hot" circuit.
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The Pentagon
goes shopping
for technology
by Ray Connolly, Senior Editor

The biggest U. S. buildup in military electronics capability since the Vietnam War is beginning, just as President
Ronald Reagan promised in his 1980 campaign.
Designed to counter the Soviet Union's growing military
might, the program directed by Secretary of Defense
Caspar W. Weinberger calls for accelerated stages during this fiscal year and fiscal 1982, which begins in
October. In the four following fiscal years, the projection
is that the total Department of Defense budget authority
will grow 7% annually after inflation.
For the five years ending in fiscal 1985, defense spending will total a record $1.27 trillion (see table, p. 90).
The U. S. electronics industries' share of that total is
expected to be about $190 billion, about 7% more than
the $177.5 billion forecast by the Electronic Industries
Association last fall [Electronics, Oct. 9, 1980, p. 95].
But that excludes asignificant area: direct foreign military sales by companies. And they will have greater
freedom than in the past, promises James L. Buckley, a
applications for the P31approach.
former Republican senator from New York who is now
under secretary of state for security assistance, science, • Encouraging greater capital investment by contractors
by getting congressional approval to extend multiyear
and technology.
New approaches. The Reagan program will be marked contracting to more major systems and by raising the $5
by anumber of innovations instituted by Deputy Secre- million ceiling on reimbursement to contractors whose
tary of Defense Frank C. Carlucci to foster greater program may be canceled.
Government-industry teamwork, increase production • Increasing reliability and maintainability by providing
and productivity, and bring the inflation of weapons contractor profit incentives for meeting objectives that
costs under control. The most significant of these for the will be set early in adevelopment program.
Management changes. Inside the Pentagon and the
electronics industries are:
• The use of "less risky technology" in order to deploy services, system program managers are being given a
systems sooner in quantity. Carlucci's goal of cutting freer hand under Carlucci's new rules. "They will be
research, development, and acquisition times in half to responsible for anything that goes wrong, too," says one
less than five years is being heard clearly in military aide. Still under study and thus unresolved is industry's
recommendation last year that program management be
procurement commands. "I suspect it will be much easier to get money for programs that mature in the next few assigned to civilians who can stay with it from beginning
years," says Air Force Lt. Gen. J. W. Stansberry, "than to end [Electronics, Feb. 24, p. 104]. However, service
for those with far-term promises." Stansberry recently officials believe part of that problem may resolve itself if
assumed command of the Electronic Systems division at many program development and acquisition cycles can
be halved, as Reagan's team proposes.
Hanscom Air Force Base in Massachusetts (see p. 14).
Among other proposals adopted by the Weinberger• Upgrading of weapons already in the field with newer
high-technology subsystems under an approach called Carlucci team are some long sought by industry. Among
them are the reduction of military and contractor
p31, for preplanned product improvement. Aircraft avionics such as radars and fire-control systems as well as administrative costs by eliminating many of the more
missile guidance and navigation packages are prime than 2,000 Pentagon regulations and directives now in
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Emphasis shifts to quick results,
subsystems to improve existing weapons,
eased contractor investment rules,
and profit and capital-investment incentives

force and an increase in the degree to which the Pentagon shares in contractors' risks. Another new Carlucci
rule is considered idealistic and unworkable, however—it
calls for program offices "to budget to most likely
expected cost in order to reduce overruns and provide
stability" [Electronics, May 19, p. 66].
Nevertheless, there is widespread praise within the
military, industry, and Congress for the management
and procurement initiatives taken thus far. How quickly
and how successfully they can be implemented in both
the military and industrial sectors is another matter.
Carlucci, for example, is known to be concerned about
the response of subcontractors, many of whom are electronics suppliers that regularly bemoan their treatment
by major prime contractors. He "insists that we must
have the full support of industry at every level" if these
changes are going to work, says one staff member. "Just
as DOD must assure primes that future procurement will
be stable, so must primes assure their subs."
Another senior Reagan appointee in the Pentagon
believes that positive results of the Carlucci rules
changes will have to begin appearing within ayear if the
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confidence of industry and the Congress—which must
fund the programs—is to be retained. Considering the
magnitude of the changes involved, final success is not
foreseen for several years. But, this official fears, "we
could lose it all" within a year "unless we can demonstrate that system costs can be controlled, that they will
perform as they are supposed to, and convince industry
that there is stability in this market. We can do that if
industry cooperates."
Showing that the reforms are beginning to take hold
within a year is going to be difficult, say most contractors, unless inflation rates decline markedly or the Office
of Management and Budget raises the unrealistically low
inflation factor set for military procurement [Electronics,
May 5, p. 64]. Although weapons costs have been escalating at an annual rate of at least 12%—in some cases
more than 20%-0MB Director David Stockman has
imposed inflation factors on the Defense Department
that are even lower than those complained about during
the Carter Administration.
The new rates for fiscal 1981 and 1982 have been
pegged at 10% and 8.7%, respectively, and then slip
steadily downward to 5.5% for 1985 and 1986—years
when many programs now in development are scheduled
to begin production and increase pressure on the national
economy overall. Weinberger and Carlucci, as well as
congressional leaders, are pushing the White House hard
for more realistic levels.
Progress already seen. At this point, military and
industry leaders agree that many problems, like inflation
rates, remain, yet they also agree that the team of
Weinberger, Carlucci, and Richard D. DeLauer, the new
under secretary of defense for research and engineering,
are making progress. DeLauer, recruited from the executive ranks of TRW Inc., is charged with implementing 16
of the 23 Carlucci rules for program management. Congress, too, is going along, funding most of the Reagan
program requests.
"They are tough and determined people who seem to
know where they are going and how to get there," says
one senior House Armed Services Committee staff member, who formerly had little praise for military program
management. "I don't necessarily buy all the changes
they want—it would surrender too many congressional
prerogatives—but they do deserve credit so far. They are
taking on asystem that proved too much for many good
men before them over more than aquarter of acentury"
(see "The Pentagon's three wise men," p. 92).
Meanwhile, profits, personnel, and national policy are
the key issues that military electronics system contractors want to hear more about. The first two subjects
deal, of course, with the ability of the nation's defense
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industrial base to respond to the
Reagan program. The policy question being asked is: what are the
Reagan program goals?
"Industry needs more guidance on
national defense policy than it has
got so far in order to make its own
long-range plans," explains one military market analyst in Washington.
"Beyond the fact that the Administration plans to match the Russians
and lean hard on our European allies
and Japan to spend more for their
own defense, we in the industry still
lack a clear definition of U. S. military priorities and their economic
impact."
That definition may not come
until next fall when the Defense
Science Board convenes ameeting of
major military prime and subcontractors to assess the Reagan longterm spending projections. By the
time that meeting rolls around, the
Reagan Pentagon team will be in the
final drafting stages of its first original budget-for fiscal 1983, which
goes to Congress early next year.
Then industry should gain some
insight into specific program priorities and their funding in future
years. In the meantime, however,
there exist what one Senate military
budget analyst calls "too many unresolved issues and too many potential
conflicts."
For example, decisions are still to
be made on what kind and how

many new long-range bombers will
be bought, as well as on the new Mx
intercontinental missile and whether
it should be based on land or at sea.
Also to be determined is the number
of divisions the Army will need as
well as the number of Trident missile-launching submarines the Navy
should have. The Trident decision
will also affect Navy spending plans
for antisubmarine warfare-a market that depends almost totally on
electronic technologies-as well as
the proposed doubling of the size of
the U. S. fleet.
R&D word. R&D policy decisions to
come involve the level of effort on a
follow-on bomber using Stealth technologies to overcome enemy countermeasures and on space-based weapons using lasers and charged-particle
beam technologies to destroy enemy
satellites and icBms in flight. Also
awaiting a go or no go is a host of
tactical weapons replacements and
improvements, including infrared
imaging and other all-weather and
night-fighting systems, where the
U. S. believes it is behind the
Soviets. "All we can say right now is
that it appears the Administration
wants to buy nearly everything in
sight and in larger numbers," shrugs
the Senate analyst. "1 confess I'll
remain a bit uncertain until there
are more firm choices."
Compounding this uncertainty,
however temporary, are contractor
concerns with low profit rates and
the problem of recruiting skilled
engineers and technicians in order to

FIVE-YEAR PROJECTION OF U.S. MILITARY BUDGETS
(total obligational authority in billions of dollars by fiscal years)
1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

Current dollars

178.0

222.2

254.8

289.2

326.5

Constant 1982 dollars

193.9

222.2

238.4

255.1

272.9

Annual growth rate (%)

12.4

14.6

7.3

7.0

7.0

Inflation factor (%)

10.0

8.7

7.3

6.2

5.5

Current dollars

171.2

196.4

224.0

253.1

284.3

Constant 1982 dollars

186.5

196.4

206.2

216.5

227.4

The Reagan changes ...

... from Carter's budget

Annual growth rate (%)
Inflation factor (%)

7.8

5.3

5.0

5.0

5.0

12.0

10.0

8.5

8.0

7.4

SOURCE
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match the Reagan buildup. Sperry
Univac's Richard L. Seaberg, vice
president and general manager of its
Defense Systems division in St. Paul,
Minn., pinpoints narrowed profitability, rather than a shortage of
skilled people, as the primary issue
for industry. The reason: continuing
high capital costs and interest rates
that cannot be charged off under
military contracts.
Seaberg complains, for example,
that since lead times for delivery of
semiconductors have "doubled in the
last three years," Sperry has had to
carry large inventories at high interest rates for longer periods to meet
production schedules on its military
computer programs. On four Navy
production programs alone-the
long-standing AN/UYK-7 and
AN/UYK-20 computers, the
RD348 magnetic-tape unit, and a
data-exchange auxiliary console Sperry's inventory interest charges
last year totaled $7 million, Seaberg
says, to carry an inventory averaging
$35 million amonth. At aminimum,
he believes interest expenses should
be allowable for capital outlays.
Opportunities abound. Despite the
fact that "in today's environment
there are more opportunities than
you can pursue," Seaberg says that
his operation is not planning to
increase capital spending because of
the high cost of money. The division
is running at full tilt with some 8,500
personnel -30% of them engineers
and technicians-generating about
$400 million in 1980 sales to the
U. S. military and its allies in Canada and Germany. That represents a
10% gain on the year before.
The shortage of engineering talent
throughout the electronics industries
will not hinder the weapons buildup
promised by the Reagan White
House for the short term, says the
Sperry executive, since much of the
growth will come in programs
already in production that require
relatively little engineering effort
compared to new products. For the
longer term, however, he sees the
technical personnel shortages as "a
major challenge." Sperry, for one,
hopes to meet it with a threepronged program. First will be the
acquisition of existing companies
and their work forces, like the
recently completed purchase of RCA
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Problems for the European allies
nations require "more and more attention to reliability and
While the Reagan Administration, like its predecessors,
operability" of military electronics, Cauvin says. Unsophiscontinues to make headlines by calling for its allies in
ticated Third World armed forces have no substantial
Western Europe and Japan to pick up a larger share of
maintenance capability, he points out, leading to the
their own defense burden, there is a more crucial problem
export of proven, rather than state-of-the-art, systems.
facing the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. "It is
West Germany, on the other hand, has anxiously seized
upgrading and standardizing systems in areas like comopportunities to gain U. S. technologies, since most of its
mand and control communications and their computers
exports are within NATO and, thus, less subject to U. S.
and software, as well as collaborating in newer areas like
disapproval. The Modular Forward-Looking Infrared Syselectronic warfare," says one senior NATO military man in
tem, Modflir, is a case in point. With it, Germany took
Washington. "It has been NATO's No. 1problem since its
advantage of the three-to-four-year U. S. lead in night
inception."
vision to enhance sales of its Leopard tank and tactical
U. S. defense officials say that Reagan's Pentagon manmissiles like HOT and Milan to smaller NATO countries.
agers want to change all that by encouraging joint weapLike the U. S., Britain is weighing the expenditure of its
ons programs by NATO nations' forces, coproduction
proposed $27 billion defense budget "for more but simteaming by American and European companies, and the
pler equipment," says Secretary of State for Defense John
transfer among them of electronic and other technologies.
Yet there is no firm Reagan policy at this point,.
and U. S. military and corporate officials are
WHO SPENT WHAT FOR DEFENSE IN 1980
reluctant to share their technology leadership for
billions of U.S. dollar,)
both security and economic reasons. Even
Percentage of gross
Per person
Total
though Reagan managers reportedly want to
Nation
national product
begin rolling back arms export controls and
1,644
5.5
142.7
U.S.
reduce U. S. approval limits on the sale of weap410
3.3
West Germany
25.1
ons made in Europe with U. S. technology to the
437
5.2
UK
24.5
Third World, a real conflict still exists that is
374
4.0
France
20.3
expected to involve a Congress concerned with
177
4.2
1.8
Canada
115
protecting technology transfer and the economic
2.3
Italy
6.6
274
2.1
Denmark
1.4
interests of U. S. corporations.
134
1.1
Luxembourg
0.05
Within NATO's own headquarters in Brussels
All others in NATO'
168
2.6
3.4
there is an ongoing concern about upgrading
75
Japan
9.0
0.9
such command and control communications—or
620
Soviet Union
165.0
11-13
C3—projects as the antiquated NATO Integrated
includes Norway, Netherlands, Belgium, Portugal, Greece, and Turkey
Communications System (NICS) and the NATO
2Central Intelligence Agency estimate for 1979
Air Defense Ground Environment (Nadge) sysSOURCE' NATO AND INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR STRATEGIC STUDIES
tem for strategic communications. There is also
the need to set up longer-term efforts, such as
Nott. But, like its NATO allies, the UK is encouraging
the Airborne Command and Control System (ACCS) —
greater specialization among contractors.
which will use the Advanced Warning and Control System
While there are multiple problems, more political than
(Awacs) —and for advanced electronic warfare.
technological, to be resolved within each country of the
While electronic warfare efforts are bogged down as the
alliance, more collaborative ventures are deemed necespartners try to agree on what the threat will be, the
sary by all NATO leaders if the concept of a compatible
communications programs are strapped for cash. Accordfamily of communications and weapons is ever to come
ing to NATO observers, members like West Germany,
about. The Reagan Administration says, as expected, that
faced with cost overruns on domestic weapons purchases,
it supports this approach even though it has yet to spell
are unwilling to contribute to the pot of $12.5 billion that
out the costs to the companies of the alliance: transfer of
NATO says it needs to cover the upgrades through 1984.
technology and coproduction (with the U. S.) of electronThis funding shortfall will affect not only NICS stage 2 and
ics advances in terms of discovery by potential enemies as
Nadge upgrades but also plans for new and revamped
well as copying by allied competitors. In addition, the
microwave communications links, ground radars, and the
weapons price tag will unquestionably be higher, as NATO
next-generation satellite known as Satcom 4.
coproduction experience with the General Dynamics F-16
Complicating these strategic program difficulties is
demonstrated. Because of shorter production runs, less
NATO's failure thus far to get communications interface
plant automation, and lack of competitive pressures,
standards for battlefield tactical communications systems
so they can interface with big programs like the NICS 2 European costs run about 15% to 20% higher than in the
U. S., where Congress consistently complains that Ameriupgrade. Again, costs are the stumbling block.
can military electronics and aerospace products already
Europeans note that the small size of their domestic
cost far more than their projections.
military markets precludes the lower prices resulting from
These facts of economic life are unlikely to be offset by
such competition as exists in the U. S. Says Gerard Cauvin
savings from avoiding duplicate development, even if the
of France's Thomson-CSF, the country's largest military
UK, France, and West Germany all agree to cooperate
electronics producer, "There is nearly always a cooperafully. Yet this seems to be the tradeoff necessary to
tive effort between the government and the supplier,"
unlike the arm's-length relationships in America. Cauvin, a achieve NATO standardization. At this point, however, it
will be difficult for any of the NATO governments to sell at
retired naval officer, is managing director for external
home, given their internal economic problems.
-R. C.
relations. What's more, French exports to developing
2
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The Pentagon's three wise men
"It's not always in jest when they are called the three wise
men," says one Pentagon manager regarding Secretary of
Defense Caspar W. Weinberger (far right), Frank C. Carlucci, his deputy (near right), and Richard D.
DeLauer, under secretary for research and engineering
(below). "They recognize what the problems are, and they
are moving fast to control them." Coming from a bureaucrat who survived the transition to a Republican administration, the words are a high compliment. "They are also
rattling a lot of cages around here—especially Carlucci.
He is adriven man."
Weinberger and DeLauer, with their milder
manner, may appear to be less energetic than
Carlucci, but all three are part of a team that
is driven to improve the strength and readiness of U. S. forces. At the same time they are
determined to price future weapons more
realistically and hold down cost overruns by
using proven technology wherever possible.
Their predecessors failed to overcome those
challenges.
What Weinberger and Carlucci have going
for them is their knowledge of the Federal
bureaucracy and how it works. "They know
the pressure points and they have a lot of
friends in Congress," says one former aide to
Weinberger. A lawyer by training, the 63-yearold Weinberger served the Nixon and Ford
Administrations between 1970 and 1975. In
that period he moved from chairman of the Federal Trade
Commission to deputy director and then to director of the
powerful Office of Management and Budget before
becoming Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare.
"Cap was not completely happy with the new job," says a
friend of Weinberger's. "He believes that
Defense, State, or Treasury are the only
Cabinet posts worth having" in terms of
influence on major policy. Weinberger
reportedly wanted the Treasury assignment under Reagan, whom he served in
California as director of finance after
heading the Little Hoover Commission to
reorganize the state government.
Carlucci, 50, first worked under Weinberger at the OMB as his associate and
later deputy director and then followed
him to HEW as under secretary. In the
Carter administration, Carlucci served as
deputy director of the Central Intelligence
Agency for two years—a period of service that distressed some conservative
Reagan advisers when Weinberger
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sought to have his old associate named as his deputy.
"You never heard very much about that flap, and that's to
Cap's credit," says a Weinberger friend. "He worked very
quietly and he won it. He can maintain a very low profile
and still be effective." What most of Carlucci's early critics
fail to realize is that nearly all of his career has been with
the Federal government, beginning in 1956 in the State
Department's Foreign Service and then moving to head
the Office of Economic Opportunity in 1971 before joining
the OMB.

Under Secretary DeLauer, 62, and like Weinberger a
Californian, was not nominated for his post by Reagan
until March and finally confirmed by the Senate in May.
Yet he, too, knows the system, having served on the
Defense Science Board, the military's prestigious technology advisory group, as well as on the Aerospace Industries Association's board of governors. An aeronautical
engineer who received his doctorate in 1953 from the
California Institute of Technology, he moved steadily
upward through the ranks of TRW Inc. to become executive vice president in 1970—the post he gave up to
become the Pentagon's technology chief. "He makes a
good third man and fits in perfectly with Weinberger and
Carlucci," says a senior Pentagon staffer. "He knows
management as well as technology and is just as determined to get costs under control as they are. He tends to
speak softly, like the secretary, but with just as much
candor as the deputy."
How well the contractor and military communities will
respond to the separate challenges posed by the Department of Defense's triumvirate has yet to be determined.
But no one who has had contact with them and their
subordinates is willing to sell them short.
-R. C.
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development director for the company's Aerospace Group in Culver
City, Calif., concedes that "we're
having substantial difficulty attracting enough qualified people" even
though hiring is somewhat easier
than during the 1979-80 boom.
"The electronics-intensive subsystem
side is saturated," Wilcox asserts,
creating aproblem for Hughes as it
tried to gear up for beginning production of new systems as well as
increase its output of ongoing programs.
Hiring foreigners. Litton Industries Inc.'s Leon Bloom, director of
the Data Systems division's advanced Army and Air Force programs at Van Nuys, Calif., sees one
way of getting around the personnel
bind: hiring lots of foreign nationals
for nonclassified work. His division
has pursued this course, since California living costs make it near
impossible to recruit in other states.
But Bloom notes that design, software, and systems analysis specialists are still in short supply.
Equally desperate short-term solutions are being explored by Hughes's
Wilcox. He believes one answer may
be to train para-engineers and paraprofessionals, although accelerating
production schedules make that difficult, too.
The increasing seriousness of the
personnel shortage has other ramifiIn Harm's way. Harm air-to-ground missile
from Texas Instruments scores a direct hit.
The Pentagon wants to increase its purchase
to 350 missiles costing $434.5 million for the
combined fiscal years 1981 -82 from the 80
missiles for $174.2 million called for in the
Carter Administration's defense budget.

cations as well, affecting profits and
the possible development of aseller's
market. Sperry Univac's Seaberg
sees midstream system design
changes producing losses for contractors where the resultant costs are
not covered by a contract modification. Although the new Reagan
management team at the Pentagon is
determined to hold engineering
changes to aminimum—and to rely
on later preplanned product improvement (P 30 to counter obsolescence—this policy may prove difficult to implement, particularly in
systems where production begins
before the development and operational testing of prototypes is completed.
Until midstream design changes
are minimized—and the Sperry executive believes military customers
and contractors must share the
blame equally since both sides have
design engineers who constantly
want to make changes —Seaberg
suspects that contractors in today's
expanding market "probably will
tend to stay away from [military]
customers that have areputation for
nickel-and-diming you" with costly
program alterations.
Yet there are virtually no military
electronics makers running from the
major contract opportunities being
offered by the Pentagon's new managers. The range of electronic technologies involved is as varied as the
military users they must serve. The
needs range from space—with its
communications and surveillance satellites, to be followed much later by
more exotic antisatellite weapons
and lasers to destroy intercontinental
ballistic missiles in flight—to the
world's ocean bottoms, where the
emphasis is on both missile-firing
and attack submarines and on the

antisubmarine-warfare sensors,
mines, and torpedoes needed to
destroy them.
The Reagan team wants most to
build U. S. strength in these strategic areas as well as those in
between—tactical air, land, and sea
systems for fighting and winning
without resorting to nuclear warfare.
For the next three to five years, the
biggest share of production funds
will be used for increasing quantities
of tactical weapons and what the
military calls n —command, control, communications, and intelligence— systems to coordinate tactical and strategic operations. At the
same time, R&D monies will push
development of improved subsystems
to upgrade systems already in use for
research into new technologies.
Priorities listed. Beyond the aircraft and missiles themselves—
where the Reagan Administration
initially wants to buy larger quantities of production or development
systems—the military consensus is
that secure n systems and associated countermeasures need top priority. Compared to the marginal
improvements that can be seen for
aircraft and missile airframes and
engines, the growth opportunities for
electronics are almost open-ended,
argues Lt. Gen. Stansberry, the new
commander of the Air Force's Electronic Systems division. But Stansberry also echoes Deputy Secretary
of Defense Carlucci when he advises
contractors to reorient their designers toward systems with less risky
technologies that work and can be
delivered quickly.
This scares some industrialists.
They fear that the near-term emphasis on sharp increases in quantity
purchases of existing systems is that
this will mean, as one put it, "the

Japan builds on U. S. licenses
Sheltered by the U. S. military umbrella for more than 35
years and operating outside the turbulent North Atlantic
Treaty Organization, Japan's small military electronics
industry is almost the image of its giant consumer products counterpart in its early years. Many weapons systems
made in Japan are produced under licensing agreements
from U. S. companies—the McDonnell Douglas F-15 fighters being built by Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd. and the
Raytheon Hawk and Sparrow missiles produced by Mitsubishi Electric Co. are cases in point.
Another aspect of the image is that the Japan Defense
Agency values product performance over cost in choosing
between domestically produced competing systems. It is
unlike the U. S. approach. maintains Gitchi Ohyama, general manager of two of Nippon Electric Co.'s divisions
selling to the JDA.
In fact, Japan is unlike the U. S. in many military
matters, spending only 0.9% of its gross national product
on arms for its own defense—some $11.5 billion in the
1981 fiscal year, which ended March 31. And only $134
million of that went to the JDA's Technical Research and
Development Institute to conduct and oversee research,
development, design, planning, manufacturing, and testing. The result: the 99 members of the Japan Ordnance
Association, the industry lobby with 43 electronics suppliers, must use much of their own money for R&D.
Nevertheless, Japanese manufacturers say they stay in
the military market in the hope that it will expand, provide
technological fallout for their profitable commercial and
industrial businesses, and, says NEC's Ohyama, because
of a sense of duty. Jinshichi Hirano, the JDA's director,
estimates that 80% of Japan's military electronics is produced domestically. He notes that his country not only has
asmall domestic market —a problem shared by America's
NATO partners— but is also constitutionally precluded
from building or exporting offensive weapons. In addition,
economies of scale are ruled out because there are so
many small producers.
Between fiscal 1974 and 1979, production of weapons
in Japan rose by 28% to $2.28 billion. Military electronics

'ins' are in, while the 'outs' are out."
However, for electronics that is not
so, says one Defense Department
program planner. He explains that
increasing quantities principally affect the big aerospace primes in the
aircraft and missile business. He

production in that same period climbed 53% to $338
million, boosting its share of overall weapons output to
30% from 23%. The JDA's three largest electronics suppliers and their fiscal 1980 backlog are: Mitsubishi Electric
with $337 million, Toshiba Corp. with $153 million, and
Nippon Electric with $104 million. But NEC is by far the
most diversified, with 291 contracts versus Mitsubishi's
188. Mitsubishi Electric specializes in fire-control systems,
with about 60% of the missile guidance market and 90%
of the electronic warfare market. Takeshi Abe, general
manager of the Government Requirements Marketing division, says 50% of the production value of Mitsubishi's
work is done under license with foreign companies or by
coproduction involving importing key parts for domestic
assembly. For example, it is building the F-4EJ Phantom
fighter's fire control under coproduction with Westinghouse Electric Co. of Baltimore, Md., and the F-15's with
Hughes Aircraft Co. of Culver City, Calif.
NEC, which derives about 3% of its total sales from
defense electronics, has licenses with 15 U. S. companies,
says Ohyama. About half are for systems in the F-15
fighter and the P-3C antisubmarine patrol plane, the latter
being built by Kawasaki Heavy Industries Ltd. Ohyama
figures about 20% of the company's military electronics
product lines were developed with JDA funds, another
20% made under license, and the rest developed internally. Though its biggest military sales are for sonar and
radar, Ohyama regards computers and communications
as NEC's forte. Though he concurs with Mitsubishi's Abe
that JDA interest now is strong in electronic warfare
systems, Ohyama also sees strong interest in missiles.
What Japanese manufacturers lack, says the JDA's
Hirano, is sophistication in weapons systems software,
which is leading to aproliferation of imports of supersecret
black boxes for missiles. He blames this on a lack of
technicians and R&D spending at JDA and its lagging
interest in software. "Makers can't do it alone," he argues,
"because they need the user's input." Hirano also claims
that the number of JDA personnel expert in evaluating
technology is declining.

goes on to say, "The P31 [preplanned
product improvement] upgrade program will be designed to give proven
performers ashot at new subsystems
for existing platforms."
Typical of near-term upgrading in
the command and control area

-Robert Neff and Ray Connolly
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Did you know
MepcoifElectra has
the broadest
Mil. Spec. Qualified
Tantalum Capacitor line?
There's a lot you should know
about Mepco/Electra, because
we know "reliability"! And we've
got the Mil. Specs to prove it;
Mil-C-39003, Mil-C-39006,
and Mil-C-55365 with most styles
qualified to the "S" Failure Rate.
Nobody has more. Tantalum Foil
Mil-C-3965 Style CL20, CL21,
CL22, CL23, CL24, CL25, CL26,
CL27, CL30, CL31, CL32, CL33,
CL34, CL35, CL36, CL5l, CL52,
CL53, CL54, CL70, CL71, CL72,
CL73; Mil-C-39006 Style CLR25,
CLR27, CLR35, CLR37, CLR71,
CLR73: Sinterecf, Anode Wet Electrolyte Mil-C-3965 Style CL 14,
CL 16, CL17, CL 18, CL55, CL64,
CL65, CL66, CL67; Mil-C-39006
Style CLR10, CLR14, CLR17, CLR65,

Copynght, 1981 Mepco/Electra, Inc.

CLR79*: Sintered Anode Solid Electrolyte Mil-C-26655 Style CS 12,
CS13 and Mil-C-39003 Style CSR09,
CSR13, CSR23, CSR33, CSR91:
Chip Mil-C-55365 Style CWR06.
And Mepco/Electra has clients
like you in mind with our
expanded production capacity
on these popular models; CSR 13,
CLR 65, CLR 79 and CWR 06.
Plus Mepco/Electra has awide
range of industrial tantalum capacitors available including: dipped &
molded radial leaded and industrial
versions of all our mil qualified
devices.
Advanced technology in a
broad range, that's Mepco/Electra!
Check our specs! Check our prices,
we're competitive! For your corn-

plete Tantalum Capacitor needs
backed up by quality service call:
our Columbia, SC facility at (803)
772-2500 for wet slug & foil or our
West Palm Beach facility at (3051
842-3201 for solids & chips.
Mepco/Electra: your resistor/
capacitor company with
tomorrow's technology today.

MEPCO/ELECTRA,INC.
,NUKTH AMERICAN PHILIPS

Corporate Headquarters
Columbia Road
Morristown, New Jersey 07960
(201) 539-2000
TWX: 710/986/7437
•PenJony Mol Oualdot door.
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detection and terminally guided munitions, and on manufacturing technology with particular stress on computer-aided design (CAD) and manufacturing.
Certainly the hottest new program
is the triservice Very High-Speed
Integrated Circuits (vHsic) effort
[Electronics, May 19, p. 40). Directed by the Pentagon's Larry W.
Sumney, VHSIC last month selected
six contractors to begin the program's first phase. That covers
development over the next three
years of complete electronic brassboards on pilot production lines that
will include chips with 1.25-micrometer feature density operating at a
minimum clock of 25 megahertz and
a functional throughput rate of
5x 10' ' gate-hertz per centimeter
squared (clock rate times equivalent
gate density).
After that, Phase I contractors
will push to extend lc technology to
0.5-µm features by using high-resolution lithography and replication;
improvements in substrates, epitaxial growth, and reliability of the metalization; interconnect analysis; and
CAD techniques. "Chips resulting
from this effort," Sumney says, will
have "a functional throughput rate
of 10'' gate-Hz/cm 2."
In the follow-on second phase,
estimated to cost $72 million over
the three years when it begins in
fiscal 1984, parallel programs will
involve subsystem demonstrations in
weapons based on first-phase brassboards, as well as continuing the
submicrometer development effort.
Big firms involved. The ongoing
$57 million phase III technology
support program already has 50 contracts outstanding. Efforts to draw
universities into the support program
"have been only partially successful
to date," Sumney admits. Only seven
schools and research institutes are
participating, with Cornell University's research group the largest in
terms of awards. "Large companies," Sumney says, "dominate the
supporting technology effort." Results of the supporting technology
work will be made available to all
vHs ic primes equally.
Yet VHSIC circuits, assuming their

REAGAN FACES THE REALITIES OF OVERRUN
(in millions of dollars)
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Patriot missile*

1972/P

4,009.1

Pershing II missile

1979/D

1,249.7

1,794.2

Hellfire missile

1975/D

767.5

1,484.1

8,465.9

UH-60A helicopter

1971/P

2,462.8

7,293.5

AH -64 helicopter

1972/D

2,196.6

5,958.2

SOTAS (division sets)

1979/D

1,329.1

2,239.0

M-1 tank

1972/P

5,097.4

18,585.9

Roland missile*

1975/P

1,807.3

3,324.1

DI VAD gun

1978/D

2,515.0

4,470.6

MLRS support rocket
(*firing segments only)

1978/P

2,211.3

3,954.8

E-2C warning aircraft

1968/P

1,830.9

3,696.6

F-14A fighter

1969/P

8,201.4

12,055.0
35,297.0

F-18 fighter

1975/P

13,906.8

P-3C ASW plane

1968/P

3,570.9

8,399.3

LAMPS Mk Ill helicopter

1976/D

3,184.4

6,369.2

Captor ASW mine

1971/P

Harm missile

1978/D

,

712.9

1,551.8

1,141.0

2,141.1

Harpoon ship missile

1970/P

1,041.6

2,149.0

Phoenix missile (F-14)

1963/P

1,139.2

2,629.5

Sidewinder AIM-9M missile

1976/P

228.0

439.2

Sparrow AIM-7M missile

1978/P

628.1

1,039.5

Tomahawk cruise missile

1977/D

1,999.4

3,044.9

Trident ICBM sub

1974/P

16,517.1

29,920.5

Surtass ASW sonar

1975/P

444.4

863.3

SSN-688 attack sub

1971/P

7,084.2

14,567.2

CG-47 Aegis cruiser

1978/P

13,026.1

22,149.7

CVN-71 carrier

1979/P

1,857.9

2,595.3

A-10 attack plane

1970/P

2,385.0

5,410.3

F-15 fighter

1970/P

7,090.4

15,375.7

F-16 fighter

1975/P

9,920.7

20,278.8

E-3A AWACS

1970/P

2,558.7

4,455.0

E-4 command post (AABNCP)

1974/P

692.2

1,053.1

EF-111A airborne jammer

1973/P

703.2

1,416.5

Precision Location Strike

1977/D

330.7

475.5

Harm missile (AGM-88)

1978/0

1,666.4

3,540.0
4,128.7

Maverick IR missile

1975/D

1,720.2

Sidewinder AIM-9M missile

1976/P

280.5

510.2

Sparrow AIM-7M missile

1978/P

941.4

1,578.3

DSCS Ill satellite
(space segment)

1977/D

714.6

1,168.6
2,197.0

Naystar/GPS satellite

1979/D

1,571.3

ALCM cruise missile

1977/P

3,658.1

5,864.0

GLCM cruise missile

1977/D

1,783.0

3,186.1

136,976.5

277,116.2

Total

Note: The most recent cost totals for March 31 are expressed in millions of dollars; the letter Por D
atter the base year indicates whether aprogram is currently in procurement or development
SOURCE

success, will not be militarily operational on a large scale for another
decade. With the lead times on conventional ICs with military specifications now stretched to two years in
most cases, what can the Pentagon

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

do to prevent second- and third-tier
components subcontractors from becoming a bottleneck in the Reagan
military buildup? "Buy commercial," respond ic producers nationwide. The Naval Material Corn-
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ACHIP OFF THE OLD BLOCK
The Mil-R-55342 chip resistor has evolved from these
other Mepco/Electra products. Take alook!

MepcollElectra's New Mil-R-55342 Chip Resistor!*
With Mepco/Electra as the source, you can be sure it's not just
another chip resistor. This "chip off the old block" boasts the
same quality and reliability that Mepco/Electra has proven with
over 24 years of established reliability resistor product manufacturing experience. Check our specs! Resistance Range
100 ohms to 1meg ohm. Tolerance ±1%, ±5%
and ±10%. Temperature Coefficient ±100 PPM/°C
and ± 300 PPM/°C. Power Ratings of 25 mW,
50 mW, 100 mW and 150 mW. And four package
sizes from .050" x.050" to .050" x.150". Mepco/
Electra — the detail people who helped launch
the Columbia Spacecraft into orbit; you can
depend on us! With over 2billion component
hours of testing, our resistors are your answer when resistor reliability is paramount.
That's Mepco/Electra, for high reliability
resistors with time tested excellence.
Want to know more? Call our Morristown office for all your established
reliability resistor needs. For trimmers, call our San Diego office
at (714) 453-0332.

The Mil-R-55182 established 'eliability
resistors — priced at adime. That's
competitive! And we're the only manufacturer
to offer conformal coated, molded or
glass hermetic sealed encapsulations.

•
Our cermet trimmers are approved to MilR-39035 characteristic "F" and "H" and
Failure Rate "M" and "P". You get maximum performance at aminimum price!
Ir
'

fl§%

And resistor flat pack networks to
Mil-R-83401 that feature avery
low profile and rugged ceramic
sandwich construction. These are
the best in applications where
extreme environmental stresses
are encountered and maximum
circuit density is required.

!ffl

Mil-R-83401M S.I.P. resistor
networks with resistance
ranges from 47 ohms to 1M
ohms in 6and 8pin pull
up/pull down and line
terminator circuits. The
obvious choice for
low cost, high density
resistor circuits.

'
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1981 Mepco/Electra, Inc.
*Pending Mil Qualification Approval

MEPCO/ELECTRA,INC
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Your resistor/capacitor company with tomorrow's technology today.
Corporate Headquarters
Columbia Road, Morristown, NJ 07960 (201) 539-2000 TWX: 710/986/7437
Circle 99 on reader service card
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mand in Arlington, Va., has been
pushing this concept hard through
Willis J. Willoughby, who is responsible for reliability, maintainability,
and quality assurance. Though the
idea of buying high-reliability, usertester circuits has support from the
Navy plus some segments of the
Pentagon, it is strongly opposed by
much of the Air Force [Electronics,
May 19, p. 132].
One industry supporter of using
highly reliable commercial components in military programs is Texas
Instruments Inc.'s J. R. Junkins, vice
president and manager of the Dallasbased equipment group. Commercial
parts would, he says, "certainly help
in making systems more cost effective for the same reliability or maybe
an improvement in reliability." He
contends that "all you are buying is
test results, paper, and not necessarily that much change in reliability."
While the Weinberger-Carlucci
team is listening carefully and evaluating such arguments, the issue is far
from resolution.
Fiber optics. Still in its infancy,
the fiber-optics industry is now at
the "same stage as the telephone system was 50 years ago, the integrated-circuit industry 20 years ago,
and the microprocessor industry 10
years ago," says Glenn W. Carter of
Dale Electronics Inc., Columbus,
Neb. Nevertheless, the military is
enthusiastic about its potential. So
are manufacturers who heard Defense Electronic Supply Center officials tell them in late April that,
unlike semiconductor military specifications, the new Pentagon regime
has directed "maximum use of nonGovernment standards" for fiber
optics in deference to industry's own
recommendations.
When the approach became
known at the Electronic Industries
Association's first fiber-optics standards conference, the EIA immediately leaped into the breach and
established a fiber-optics working
group designated EIA P-6. It has six
subgroups dealing with systems as
well as standards for cable sizes,
connectors, sources, detectors, couplers, and modules.
The Government/military market
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THE MILITARY'S FISCAL 1983 WISH LIST
(in millions of dollars)
Research and development
1982

1983

Army

3,905.2

4,709.5

Navy and Marine Corps

6,083.3

6,743.1

+10.8

Air Force

9,398.1

10,128.5

+ 7.8

1,881.4

2,464.0

+31.0

Defense agencies

Change (%)
+20.6

Procurement
Aircraft
Army

1,787.4

2,401.4

+33.6

Navy

9,352.5

10,269.1

+ 9.8

14,751.9

16,577.0

+12.4

Air Force

Missiles
Army

2,482.5

3,496.2

+23*

Navy

2,555.0

2,938.3

+15

Marine Corps
Air Force

223.0

72.2

4,658.2

7,285.3

—67.6*
+56.4

Tracked combat vehicles
Army
Marine Corps

3,487.3

3,993.5

+14.5

281.7

329.8

+17.1

603.4

+16.8

10,709.7

+ 4.1

Torpedoes and support
Navy

516.6
Ships

Navy

'

10,290.1

"reflects transfer in procurement responsibility from Marines to Army
SOURCE: DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

for fiber optics totaled $21.9 million
last year, or 37% of the U. S. total,
according to a presentation to the
EIA session by Gnostic Concepts
Inc., a Menlo Park, Calif., research
organization. That Government
share compares with 21% for commercial telecommunications. By
1985, according to the study, the
Government market will grow to
$154 million, and then more than
double to $332 million in 1990.
Many pluses. Fiber cable, of
course, weighs less and occupies less
space than copper. A 1,000-foot reel
of fiber cable weighs about 10
pounds, compared to the 75 lb of a
250-foot reel of 26-pair copper cable.
But military enthusiasm for fiber
focuses more on its inherently superior security and its resistance to
jamming, electromagnetic interference, and electromagnetic pulses
from nuclear bursts.
Who is in the lead? Few dispute
that the American Telephone &
Telegraph Co. is at or near the front
in commercial uses. On the military
side, however, several contenders
claim leadership. Among them are
GTE Sylvania's Communications

Systems division in Needham
Heights, Mass.; Litton Data Systems
in Van Nuys, Calif., which is working with International Telephone &
Telegraph Corp.'s Electro-Optical
Products division of Roanoke, Va.,
on a Marine Corps program; and
Valtec Corp. in West Boylston,
Mass., a joint venture owned by
North American Philips and M/ACom, also of Massachusetts.
Whoever is ahead, both military
users and contractors see the market
potential expanding in direct proportion to how fast the EIA'S working
groups can come up with standards.
"The most work," says one Pentagon
specialist, "needs to be done in connectors, couplers, and modules. Industry has got the ball now. They'd
better not fumble it" in what is certain to be a closely watched standards effort. For it represents alandmark opportunity for an industry to
do its own thing—regulate itself, as
it were—without over-regulation by
the Government and the resultant
mountains of paper.
Reporting for this article was provided by Terry Costlow, J.
Robert Lineback, Linda Lowe, Larry Waller. and Wesley R.
Iversen in the U.S.; Kenneth Dreyfack, James Smith, and
Kevin Smith in Europe; and Robert Neff in Japan.
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Now HP lets you keep
pace with automatic testing
of fast digital IC's, in the lab,
manufacturing or quality assurance.
The new Hewlett-Packard 8161A offers aflexible,
easy-to-use solution to the problem of testing fast
high-technology circuits such as 10K ECL logic and advanced Schottky devices. And, it's the first HP-113
programmable pulse generator with variable transition
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over awide temperature range plus aone-year recalibration period, the 8161A gives you quality measurements
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mode. External operating modes and counted burst
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easy, microprocessor-controlled operation will simplify
most test setups. With its high accuracy, no timeconsuming 'tweaking-in' is required. Storage of nine
complete parameter setups for quick recall simplifies
operation. And outstanding repeatability means reliable
measurement results.
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testing of advanced semiconductor devices and system
modules. Besides saving time and increasing throughput, the 8161A will eliminate errors associated with
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asking. For comprehensive technical data and application note, write: Hewlett-Packard, 1820 Embarcadero
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970-7500, Midwest (312) 255-9800, South (404)
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Technical articles

Epitaxial layer blocks
unwanted charge in MOS RAMs
Lightly doped epitaxial layer permits the use of a heavily doped substrate
that sweeps away error-causing superfluous minority carriers
by G. R. Mohan Rao, L. S. White Jr., and Richard N. Gossen,

Texas Instruments Inc., Houston, Texas

D All 64-K dynamic random-access memories borrow very low-resistivity p+ silicon. On top of this substrate a
circuit and processing innovations from previous chip thin layer of high-resistivity p- silicon is epitaxially
designs. However, in doing so, they have often carried deposited. The resistivity of the epitaxial layer approxiover some of the operational hazards of 4- and 16-K mates that of a conventional single-crystal substrate
because of its low concentration of about 1x 10' 5 to
RAMS and exacerbated them with narrower line widths.
Consequently, although it has been widely believed that 2x 10 15 acceptor ions per cubic centimeter—several
fundamental changes can wait until the 256-K level, it orders of magnitude less than that of the substrate.
turns out that the storage and sensing demands of 64-K
Intimate encounter
chips have hastened the need for improved fabrication
Thus, with an epitaxial layer two materials with vastly
techniques.
One such technique is the use of epitaxial silicon. A different properties are brought into intimate contact.
problem that has been growing with increasing chip The characteristics of each type of silicon are used to
density is the control of stray charged particles, and an maximize memory performance. Minority-carrier (electron) lifetime in the epitaxial layer is very long, just as it
epitaxial layer provides that control.
Storage capacitors now hold so few electrons that the is in a single-crystal substrate. On the other hand,
slightest amount of external noise can upset valuable lifetime in the substrate is relatively short, making it
data. Noise can come from the rapid switching of easy for electrons to recombine. In amemory device, this
address signals applied to the chip or from a particular combination leads to an expanded refresh period for the
input data pattern. In addition, it is now widely recog- memory array and afast discharge path for nodes on the
nized that superfluous charge is also generated by alpha periphery of the chip by providing a ready sink for
minority carriers.
particles [Electronics, Feb.
The difference in the do10,1981, p. 93].
pant concentration of the
Building aRAM in an episubstrate and the epitaxial
taxial layer combats this
layer establishes atransition
noise by separating wanted
p— EPITAXIAL LAYER (
NA`=1—2 x10 15 /cm 3)
region where the layer
from unwanted charge. The
meets the substrate. Rather
layer, being lightly doped,
than being a uniform, perincreases the lifetime of
fectly defined crystal, the
electrons, thus increasing
interface is a poorly orithe holding power of the
ented structure, but that
memory cells. In contrast,
proves to be advantageous
pi-SUBSTRATE (
N
V >10 17 /cm 3)
the substrate under the laybecause contaminating
er has amuch lower resistivheavy ions migrate to the
ity, and it is grounded. As a
interface and become
result, electrons generated
trapped.
in this bulk material are
In normal silicon processswept away and not allowed
'
CONCENTRATION OF ACCEPTOR IONS
ing, no matter how pure the
to interfere with critical
starting material is, impuriactive areas.
ties always emerge as the
The construction of an
substrate is put through
1.
On
epi.
To
protect
a
random-access
memory
from
external
epitaxial layer turns tradihigh-temperature mos pronoise, a thin, lightly doped layer is epitaxially grown on top of
tional chip fabrication upcessing. Some of the heavier
heavily doped starting material before device fabrication. The
side down. As shown in Fig.
metals, oxygen, and carbon
1, the starting material is highly conductive substrate sweeps away excess electrons.
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2. Like adog's tail. When the address signals applied to a dynamic
RAM are switched quickly between minimum and maximum levels,
the noise generated may cause the multiplexing time to become a
function of supply voltage. The part may then fail specification.

drift to the top of the substrate. Indeed, one of thè
long-standing problems in silicon processing is keeping
oxygen from the surface of the chip, for once there it
degrades the threshold voltage.
Epitaxial construction is highly insensitive to oxygen
content, since the substrate material does not have to be
very pure. The impurities are trapped in the interface
without causing performance problems. Once caught up
in the interface, such particles are never re-released.
Thickness not critical
The thickness of the epitaxial layer is not critical, as it
neither defines nor controls the operation of the transistors in the circuit. In V-groove mos devices, in sharp
contrast, the thickness of the epitaxial layer defines the
critical channel length.
In conjunction with input clamping and filter circuitry, epitaxial construction yields excellent operating margins. A typical TMS 4164 64-K RAM can tolerate negative dc input levels of up to 2volts and several volts of ac
undershooting having a bandwidth of 20 ns or wider.
This tolerance is important because, under typical operating conditions, input address and clock levels may
undergo an undershoot of —2to —3v for ashort period
of time—say, 20 to 30 ns. Such undershooting can
forward bias on-chip n+p diodes, generating millions of
electrons that can render adevice nonfunctional.
All 64-K dynamic RAMS draw on some form of
advanced semiconductor processing to achieve a high
packing density and single-supply operation. But most
manufacturers rely only on circuit design to prevent
injected carriers from interfering with the low charge
levels in the cells and critical peripheral nodes.
Generally, a charge pump is used to establish a bias
voltage in order to control injected carriers within the
bulk silicon substrate. This —5-v VB0 supply provides
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the 1.3-to- I.8-v threshold voltage required for proper
device operation and also minimizes parasitic junction
capacitance. An epitaxial layer, however, far outperforms the bias generator. Furthermore, the epitaxial
approach sets the stage for building even larger memory
arrays—like those in 256-K chips—that will have a
major role in future computer systems.
For asingle-crystal substrate to support memory operation with areasonable access time of less than 200 ns,
its resistivity must be about 15 to 20 ohm-centimeters.
Such avalue yields an effective parasitic junction capacitance low enough for satisfactory memory operation.
In general, devices built in higher-resistivity material
exhibit lower junction capacitance. But ironically, this
lower capacitance can actually compromise performance. Junction capacitance is inversely proportional to
the width of the depletion layer; the wider the depletion
layer, the lower the parasitic capacitance. That would
seem to be adesirable effect; however, awider depletion
layer uncovers more generation-recombination (G-R)
centers, and bulk leakage is linearly proportional to the
density of those centers.
Increasing the number of G-R centers reduces the time
that charge can be stored on acapacitor, shortening the
refresh time of the device. Therefore a basic challenge
with single-crystal silicon is holding the resistivity low
enough so as not to degrade the power-delay product of a
circuit while holding the depletion layer shallow to
obtain as long arefresh time as possible.
If single-crystal material with aresistivity of 15 to 20
il-cm is used with asingle 5-v supply, the depletion layer
while storing alogic 1level will be no more than a few
micrometers below the surface. All important device
parameters like charge storage and charge transfer are
dominated by those few micrometers nearest the surface.
In the 1state, both sides of the storage capacitors are
charged to 5 v, creating an absence of electrons.
Although a0 state is not disturbed, even if many more
electrons are introduced at the surface of the chip at
high temperature, there can be problems in the 1state.
Pattern sensitivity
In every memory cycle, during row- and columnaddress switching the charging and discharging of nodes
associated with clock and sense amplifiers creates millions
of free electrons. In agiven memory cycle of 300 to 400
ns, these electrons are free to float about the substrate
and occasionally discharge astored 1level. The device's
susceptibility to this condition shows up as pattern sensitivity and can be measured with aso-called disturbance
algorithm.
Pattern sensitivity means that a memory's failure
modes vary with the test pattern of input data. Such
sensitivity may surface in reading, writing, or simply
retaining data. It can be caused by the dynamic nature
of the data-storage process itself or by coupling between
physically adjacent bits. Subthreshold leakage in transistor gates may also be acontributing factor, and so can
the interaction of peripheral circuitry with a stored bit
via RC noise or substrate coupling. The offending
peripheral circuitry can be data lines, sense amplifiers,
on-chip clock generators, and so on.
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TABLE 1: 64-K MEMORY REFRESH PERIOD WITH AND WITHOUT EPITAXY (ms)
Five test units with single-crystal substrate

Five test units with epitaxial layer

Burst algorithm

Disturbance algorithm

Burst algorithm

Disturbance algorithm

313

5

502

92

234

-- 4

>1,000

132

184
247
8

196

<4

14

600

57

520

111

430

87

241

56

NOTE: Case temperature =70°C; power supply.

V00 =

4.5 V.

Many of the most successful tests for dynamic RAM
pattern sensitivity employ a column-disturbance algorithm. With this scheme, the entire RAM is written with
Is or Os. Next, one row is written to the opposite polarity. This row is then read continuously for a predetermined time, usually one refresh interval, or 4 milliseconds in the case of the 4164. The algorithm is termed a
column-disturbance one because noise coupled to adjacent rows will show up as a column-related error. The
test is repeated for each row, for both 1 and 0 data
states, at both high and low values of the power-supply
voltage, VDD ,and at the temperature extremes.
The reason that column-disturbance pattern testing
places such ahigh stress on the cells in adynamic array
is that the algorithm causes several hundred picofarads
of capacitance to be discharged almost 10,000 times
every 350 ns. This high capacitance is primarily associated with the bit lines. The charge pumped back and
forth between the storage nodes and the substrate eventually takes its toll on the 1
sstored in nodes adjacent to
the disturbed rows.
Epitaxy prevents this sort of disturbance. Data stored
in 64-K dynamic RAMS with epitaxial construction exhibits a high immunity to pattern sensitivity, even when
subjected to the rigors of testing under a columndisturbance or similar algorithm. The high data integrity
allows longer periods between required refreshes, as can
be seen in Tables 1and 2.

TABLE 2 DISTURBANCE REFRESH PERIOD FOR
FIVE TEST DEVICES WITH EPITAXY AT 90°C (ms)
VDD =4.5 V

VDD = 5.5 V

31

128

49

43

35

34

43

42

71

74

26

23

substrate, and high-resistivity materials inadequately
dampen this noise. Hence, the noise couples onto the
diffused n+ bit lines, where the interference prevents
proper sensing of data. In particular, if avoltage swing
occurs at atime when data is being sensed, the bit lines
will swing suddenly in the opposite direction, resulting in
incorrectly detected or restored data, or both.
If the memory is allowed to operate between the
minimum 1and maximum 0 rn. levels, there may be
fewer problems with address-pad bumping. However, in
most systems, that is not always possible. In fact, the
condition is magnified when a large number of memory
devices are tied to a common bus line. In that case, a
slight upward surge in the supply voltage is likely to
cause the more sensitive memories in the system to fail.
The high-conductivity substrate beneath the epitaxial
layer quickly dampens noise within ashort distance. In
Smoothing pad bumps
effect, the substrate acts as a low-impedance ground
Single-crystal silicon is responsible for the failure of plane, so that noise generated by address coupling is
several 16-K RAMS to operate properly under certain shorted out in the substrate before it reaches critical
multiplexing conditions. Dynamic RA ms function with sensing nodes. Unlike memory designs based on large
the row-address strobe (RAS ) acting as a chip-enable storage cells or folded bit lines to enhance common-mode
signal and the column-address strobe (CAS ) serving as a signal levels, the epitaxial solution costs no additional
chip-select signal, with the addresses performing the chip area.
Alpha-particle sensitivity continues to hamper dynamswitching in amultiplexed mode.
Depending on the timing between RAS and CAS ,condi- ic RAM operation, prompting most manufacturers to
tions can arise under which the device will not operate place some type of protective material on the chips. An
properly, particularly if the input levels are allowed to epitaxial layer may offer anatural partial solution to soft
swing between +7 and — 1NI, the maximum permissible errors. Depending on the angle at which they struck the
excursion according to most user-specifications. Under chip, alpha particles drifting within 25 to 30 gm of the
those conditions, the peculiar problem of address-pad surface can free electrons that are then able to discharge
bumping —or dog-tailing —occurs (Fig. 2). The multi- astored 1. However, since the layer is much thinner than
plexing time becomes a function ,of the supply voltage the substrate, many of the electrons within 25 to 30 gm
of the surface recombine in the low-resistivity substrate
and the device cannot meet specifications.
El
The address inputs are capacitively coupled to the before they can reach the storage capacitors.
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Supercomputer
outdoes itself
by designing
its successor
Computer-aided design systems and
simulation helped the Cyber 205
to hit the ground running
by Anthony A. Vacca and Neil R. Lincoln
Control Data Corp., Minneapolis, Minn.

D Control Data Corp. treats its breed of supercomputer
as a coach treats a world-class runner—both push
machine and athlete to nearly the breaking point. Like
the athlete, when aglorious career has climaxed, aCDC
supercomputer will be working on the design of future
front runners so they too can win the big race.
At the moment, the fastest computer in the world is
the recently introduced CDC Cyber 205. It is a system
that, in its maximum configuration, is up to eight times
faster than any previous CDC supercomputer and more
than three times faster than any computer that is currently available (Fig. 1).
The Cyber 205 was designed with astrong capability
for the accurate simulation of recently developed CDC
computer designs. It allows design engineers to verify
and modify their design, predict performance, and discover design errors before a computer is built. Several
generations of CDC supercomputers have run versions of
this system to assist in the design and fabrication of their
successors and have been building on an architecture
dating back to 1965. The Cyber 205 was designed with
the help of the Cyber 203.
Components in such equipment must operate at their
predesigned limits. By using an advanced, hierarchical
computer-aided design and verification system with computer-aided manufacturing capabilities that supports
simulation by supercomputer, adesigner can be assured
that the system will meet specifications.
With this advanced CAD/CAM system, Cyber 205
reaches new milestones in concurrent computing:
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•Scalar processing of up to 50 million instructions per
second.
•Linked—vector-stream processing of up to 800 million
floating-point operations per second.
•Vector floating-point arithmetic hardware divided into
one, two, or four units or pipelines, with most scalar
instructions executing in parallel with vector operations.
•Four million 64-bit words of central memory.
•Two trillion words of virtual memory.
The Cyber 205 is the first supercomputer to use
emitter-coupled logic in both scalar and vector units,
with 168 ECL switches per chip and subnanosecond
speeds. Its input/output system has eight 1/0 ports that
are expandable to 16; each port concurrently handles up
to 200 million bits per second, providing a memory
bandwidth of up to 3.2 billion bits per second. Cyber 205
users can take full advantage of this kind of data flow
through advanced features that include: an instruction
repertoire providing computation and storage on 32-bit
half words as well as 64-bit words; a unified floatingpoint arithmetic structure with extended capabilities;
and mapping algorithms for operations on arrays of bit
strings that can more than double throughput.
Before any design for the Cyber 205, with its up to 88
boards of large-scale integrated circuits and over 2
million ECL gates, was committed to hardware, instruction diagnostics were run in asimulation of the 205 using
nominal circuit delays and worst-case delays of 15%.
Then, when the hardware was built, these same diagnostics were run on it. There were no logic-design problems

and only two small timing mishaps. Extensive measurements of circuit switching speeds and wire propagation
delays proved that the simulation signals were within
10% of hatdware signals. General-purpose system-simulator (GPSS) simulations of computing rates of 21 million
floating-point operations (megaflops) for implicit code
were within 5% of actual execution times. The centralprocessing-unit time required for each job in a typical
mix of jobs in gate and block model verification are
shown in the table on page 110.
The bottom-up detailed verification process that
designed the Cyber 205 yields afully simulated design of
acomputing engine of known capability. It complements
the GPSS simulation of real kernels of code in addition to
ensuring the validity of high-level designs. Together,
these tools create a hierarchical simulation-verificationmanufacturing support facility that is essential for producing computers that push beyond the current standards and product limits.
Software supports simulation
Software for CAD includes an event-processing simulator permitting simulation speeds greater than 90,000
events per second. This speed was achieved, in part, by
stressing no-frills simulation and down-playing functions
1. Fastest. The schematic diagram of the Cyber 205 central processing unit (a) shows both the scalar and vector processing units. The
maximum configuration of the Cyber 205. whose physical layout is
shown in (Id). is three times faster than any other computer.
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2. Thorough. The top-down-bottom-up flow of the computer-aided
design and simulation used to design CDC supercomputers starts by
simulating system interaction and proceeds through several levels to
the devices. When the devices are designed, the process is reversed.

like automated placement, interactive display, rise- and
fall-time analysis, and circuitry simulation.
The top-down simulator phase begins with two GPSS
models (Fig. 2). In the study phase of the Cyber 205
development cycle, high-level plans were drawn up to
match the processor's board requirements. The GPSS
simulations tested the design balance to help ensure that
it would meet Cyber 205 performance expectations.
At the same time, a detailed hardware design was
started at the functional block level to shorten design
time. When the top-down process reached the circuit
verification level with detailed gate simulation, the process was reversed and became bottom-up verification.
Hardware design
Hardware design for the Cyber 205 includes three
major categories: circuit design, board design, and logic
verification. The first step was the design of a custom
high-performance, two-input ECL AND gate. Diffusion
masks were designed, geometries determined, and an
analog model of the ECL gate was built. A complete ac
and dc verification was performed on the AND gate
design by using a network analysis program before the
first gate-array ic was diffused in silicon.
Next, several hundred ECL cells were placed on 170-
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mil LSI chips and mounted in 52-pin packages. LSI part
types were developed from a diffusion set by altering
metalization layers. Metalization routing options for
each logic function (AND and oR) built from the basic
two-input AND gate were placed in acell library.
When the Cyber 205 project began in 1978, CDC's
CAD/CAM system included the following functions:
• Design verification (CAD)
Circuit verification
Algorithm verification
Board verification
Detailed design verification
Test Boolean implementation
Test for long/short paths, race conditions
Remove skew from data trunks
Tune clocks
Logic design verification
Gate-level simulation
Block-level simulation
Test cases
• Manufacturing process (CAM)
Data-base management
Manufacturing documentation
LSI circuit and board production
Engineering change orders
Testing and documentation
The CAD system maintains alibrary of logic macroinstructions, assists in the layout of metal patterns to
produce custom arrays, provides output to simulation
programs, and builds the tape for producing diffusion
and metal masks (Fig. 3). Wire lists for each custom LSI
part type, describing logic at the gate level, were directly
generated from the metal-routing pattern file and simulated for final verification.
At this point, the top-down design from the GPSS
system-level simulation, through functional 'kick design,
and down to the custom chip design had been completed.
The design process then switched to a bottom-up
approach with the layout of the circuit boards.
The boards were routed using board-routing software
working from the stored wire lists describing the circuit
interconnections. More complex board routing was optimized or completed through aterminal. The output from
routing programs consists of wire lists and lengths for
simulation and generation of board layout masks on a
precision plotter.
The logic level
During the first phase of logic design for the Cyber
205, function diagrams are developed showing data flow
throughout the computer at the fundamental clock cycle
level, often called the minor cycle level—from registers
through adders and shift networks and into registers.
Control responsibility is also indicated for the direction
of data flow. To make the overall design more manageable, logic is partitioned into functional units having one
to eight LSI logic boards.
Minor cycle models developed for each fundamental
unit became available for simulation long before detailed
gate design was finished. A minor cycle model of the
entire computer is simulated first at the individual
instruction level and then by running diagnostic routines
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3. Simulation power. Many simulations were possible because the simulation was done on a very fast Cyber 203. Several sources of input
create the design data-base library feeding the CAD/CAM system that provides board-routing masks and manufacturing reports.

containing up to 1,000 instructions. As the detailed
gate-level design became available, part of the computer
was modeled at this level and part at the minor cycle
level. Instructions were again simulated individually and
through diagnostics.
Software represents hardware
A software model of logic design that closely approximates actual hardware is constructed from a set of
predefined blocks interconnected with wire lists. A CAD
system routine duplicates logic operation of each block
at the interface pins.
The logic is simulated by propagating events, or signals, between blocks. An event is received by ablock and
processed by the routine describing the block type.
Events are sometimes created by the model, and wire
delays are sometimes not included in the interconnection
lists.
Designers can define logic networks, specify starting
conditions, and select the signals to be included in simulation reports. The simulator determines state changes
and records event propagation throughout the network.
As the simulator operates, it generates files, and from
these files reports are produced. At the lowest level, gate
models simulate ANDs, ORS, and latches built from ECL
gates. Next, LSI models represent an entire circuit that is
modeled at the package pins. Finally, function models
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simulate networks like registers, adders, and shifters.
The bottom-up simulation process, then, goes from a
gate model of each LSI circuit type, described in wire
lists defining the interconnection of gate functions on the
circuit, to LSI circuits interconnected on logic boards,
and hence to automatic routing of logic boards and
determination of wire lengths. A pseudo—board router
estimates wire lengths with an 80% accuracy, running in
less than 20 seconds, and is used until the logic is
completely simulated. Then an actual board router, taking typically 3,000 seconds of computer time to complete
aboard, provides the routing tapes for board fabrication.
To increase simulation speed and capacity, block models for 52-pin circuits sometimes replace gate models.
However, with the circuits modeled at the package pin
level, it is not possible to report on individual gates. The
advantages of 52-pin circuit block modeling decreases in
direct proportion to any increase in circuit complexity.
Simulated logic
Logic was functionally simulated at the minor cycle
level before and during gate design, to verify data flow,
minor cycle timing, and control equations. A set of
predefined functional block models describing registers,
adders, and combinational networks was interconnected
with the aid of wire lists to represent a logic network.
The functional models were placed on 150-location LSI
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TABLE 1 CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT TIMES FOR GATE AND
BLOCK MODEL VERIFICATION JOBS
Job

Cyber 203
CPU time (s)

Circuit simulation

150

Single large-scale-integration board simulation

150

Data-base update

150

System-block model verification

1,200

Functional-unit gate tests

1,200

LSI board routing

3,000

Nominal-system-level mixed block and gate tests

3,000

Large-system- level block and gate testing

6,000

logic boards and occupied anywhere from one 52-pin
location to as many as 99 locations.
The best way to simulate control functions is to use
either microcode or programmable logic arrays. Control
is typically defined in terms of Boolean equations or
microcode. Control equations used during Cyber 205
simulation are loaded into a PLA function model and
translated into signals. Microcode is loaded into amemory function and read out as address bits change. LSI
logic boards containing functional models are wired by
the same board router that interconnected LSI circuits;
however, wire delays are set to zero since the timing
could be designed using the microcode.
An accommodating design tool
The Cyber 203 system accommodates 15 to 20 designers running simulation jobs during a typical working
day. Each designer normally makes a minimum of two
runs a day and expects no worse than a 1-hour batchmode turnaround. To support this activity, typical simulation jobs were limited to 15 minutes of Cyber 2Q3 CPU
execution time, and larger simulations were restricted to
nonprime time. Computer utilization was approximately
60% to 80% throughout a24-hour day.
Six programs make up the simulation system
(LsIsis):
• BDIN —builds wire lists for board router.
• BDROUTE—routes LSI logic boards.
• BDCON — interconnects logic boards.
• BLDLSI— builds LSI simulation tables from wire lists.
• LSISIM —simulates all the different levels of design.
• DSPLY — displays simulation results.
Wire lists and placement descriptions serve as inputs
to BDIN. For a typical simulation run, which includes
running all the programs, execution time on the Cyber
203 is about 15 minutes. Such a run involves changing
several dozen interconnect wires and printing out alisting of simulation results.
The simulation program, LSISIM, is the event processor handling approximately 90,000 events per second.
Simulation of a dozen operations through a four-board
floating-point pipeline arithmetic unit, capable of performing 64-bit additions or multiplications every 20
nanoseconds, generated approximately 6 million events.
That job ran in 250 seconds, about 100 of which were
used for event processing.
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LSISYS block model subroutines were specifically
designed and coded to conserve memory space, and
memory was also conserved by carefully designing the
event-processing algorithm. Processing speed is enhanced by restricting the use of branches, by eliminating
many Fortran IF and GOTO statements, and by restricting the number of processing steps associated with
events. Both these factors—memory conservation and
speed—combined for high performance.
Functional simulation is approximately 12 times faster
than gate simulation. A 200-instruction diagnostic program for the 88-board Cyber 205 requires approximately
10 minutes of Cyber 203 CPU time, running with aminor
cycle functional model. Simulating with a gate model
requires one hour. Typically, diagnostics were run with
several logic board models at the gate level and the
remainder models at the minor cycle functional level.
Events are stored in a 32-x-byte memory, two events
per word. The memory was divided into 1,024 sections, or
buckets, with each bucket containing 32 words. The
buckets were chained together to form an events list.
Events occurring at the same sample time were allocated
to the same bucket or series of chained buckets. Seventyfive percent of the allocated buckets were completely full
during atypical run.

Solves current mysteries
The Cyber 205 does much more than advance the
state of the computing art: it helps to solve problems that
are currently beyond an effective solution. cDc's analyses show there is a market for at least 100 Cyber
205-type supercomputers.
In petroleum exploration and recovery, the Cyber 205
is expected to allow three-dimensional studies of oil
fields where only two-dimensional analyses are currently
possible. In doing so, it can help to minimize the false
images that fool geologists into believing oil is present
where none exists, retrieve remaining oil from an existing reservoir, and find hidden oil pockets.
In studies of nuclear reactors, the Cyber 205 is
expected to handle realistic, three-dimensional analyses
of a reactor's entire core in eight hours or less—studies
that cannot be cost-effectively performed on prior supercomputers. By 1985 it should be able to troubleshoot on
line so an operator who spots an unfamiliar problem on a
nuclear reactor console can hook into a remote Cyber
205, input the problem's characteristics, and get aswift
reply that should provide an answer to the problem.
The extremely big computing system has akey role to
play in weather forecasting; in analyses of earth photographs taken from satellites; in large-scale CAD/CAM
systems; and in other applications.
Semiconductor technology continues to advance, supporting supercomputer development. However, these
technology advances in integrated circuits by themselves
are no longer enough. Over the past decade the
CAD/CAM system at CDC has evolved until it has become
as essential as circuit technology to further progress in
developing supercomputers beyond the upper limits of
performance. Right now, the CAD/CAM system, up
and running on the Cyber 205 computer, is developing
the Cyber 205's successor.
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New process boosts current levels
of monolithic voltage regulator
Bipolar IC borrows power npn structure
from discrete technology to handle currents of 10 A plus
by Carl Nelson,

National Semiconductor Corp., Santa Clara, Calif.

Long dominant in low-current applications, monolithic linear regulators are ready to take on high-current
uses. By combining discrete-device techniques with conventional bipolar integrated-circuit technology, National
Semiconductor Corp. has developed a process called
Moose that overcomes several limitations of single-chip
power-handling circuits, accommodating unprecedented
current levels of 10 amperes and up.
Yet the resulting high-current regulators are as easy
to use as their lower-current brethren, and their
improved performance can be strengthened even more
with some simple design twists. They also make possible
better paralleling techniques, and a version that offers
two more pins than the standard model lends itself to a
design scheme that boosts efficiency.
Until recently, no unduly difficult engineering problems cropped up as current levels increased. Die sizes
were simply scaled upwards, roughly doubling every four
years, as it became clear that there were applications for
monolithic regulators as large as the semiconductor
manufacturers could make. Now, at the 5-A level, certain limitations come into play, and process innovations
are required to further increase power levels.
Bonding limit

emitters and collectors. As the area of this interdigitated
structure increases, the size of its metal interconnects
grows quickly out of hand. A standard 2-micrometerthick aluminum layer can reliably carry about 0.1 A per
mil of width, so a 10-A line would need to be 100 mils
wide—a dimension comparable to the total die size.
Ohmic losses
A second limitation at high current levels is voltage
drops across these relatively thin 2-µm aluminum interconnections. Unequal losses cause current crowding and
generate hot spots. Even the balanced losses get so high
at 2.5 A per bonding wire that these losses make a
standard lc structure not feasible. A typical loss might
be 0.5 volts at 10 A, or 5 watts lost just in the metal.
Widening the interconnections enough to solve that
problem again wastes silicon because the area under the
metal cannot be utilized.
The Moose process [Electronics, Nov. 20, 1980, p. 40]
solves these problems by using astructure that is similar
to that in discrete power transistors yet that can be
realized in standard bipolar 1c technology. An extra
mask level is added to the standard npn process to allow
formation of a lower subcollector connecting the power
transistor's collector with the heavily doped n+ substrate
(Fig. 1). The standard npn devices are still isolated by
the p-type epitaxial layer and the p+ diffusion pockets.
Connection to the power transistor is made through
the bottom of the chip, eliminating the area-consuming
metal interconnects. Furthermore, the collector satura-

One constraint is that the current-handling capability
of a monolithic regulator is limited by the number of
bonding wires used. For example, astandard 3-mil aluminum bonding wire can carry only 1.5 A, so 14 bonds
would be required for a 10-A regulator—seven each for
the input and the output. All seven
related bonds must be attached to
STANDARD
COLLECTOR
the same pin, making assembly quite
SUBCO LLECTOR
difficult. Reliability can suffer as a
STANDARD
consequence.
On the other hand, reducing the
bond count by increasing the wire
size imposes another limitation: each
EPITAXY
bond is collecting current from a
larger interdigitated structure of
ii

SUBSTRATE

EMITTER
' POWER npn

ipn

STANDARD
ErTYPE
EPITAXY

10 MILS

UPPER AND LOWER
n+SUBCOLLECTORS
OVERLAP

MAJOR PORTION OF
, COLLECTOR RESISTANCE

1. Inside Moose. A voltage regulator made
with a new bipolar process has a power npn
structure akin to discrete circuitry. The col-

COLLECTOR CONTACT

lector has low resistance and is contacted
through the substrate, simplifying bonding.
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2. Typical application. For this 5-V, 10-A

regulator, precison resistors R, and
4

INPUT

R2

pro-

vide a 1.25-V reference from the 5-V output.

LM 396

+VouT
=5V

VOLTAGE
REGULATOR

RI

124 S2

The optional bypass capacitor C, improves
rejection of noise and ripple.

As Fig. 2shows, the new regulator
is as easy to use in atypical voltage
regulation circuit as its lower-current predecessors. RI and
which
set the output voltage, should be 1%
(or better) metal-film or wirewound
LOAD
types that track each other's temperature coefficient to 30 ppm/°C or
better to take advantage of the low
output tempco of the LM396. If a
low temperature coefficient of the
output voltage is not critical, the
tight tracking is not necessary; however, carbon resistors should never
— Vo T
be used because of their poor long=0V
term stability.
CI is an optional bypass capacitor
that if used will improve noise and
ripple rejection. The improvement is the ratio of output
voltage to reference voltage-5:1.25 in this 5-v application. Also,
is optional, but it improves high-frequency
output impedance and should be located close to the
regulator. Additional capacitors may be inserted close to
the load as needed for local bypassing.
is necessary
only if the main filter capacitor is more than 6in. away
from the regulator.
It is not possible to provide full remote sensing in a
three-terminal regulator because only one pin is available for sensing. It is used for negative side sensing: one
end of
is simply tied to the load separately from the
V-power bus.
The positive output, however, is sensed only at the
output pin itself. This is an important consideration for
high-current regulators, because the output impedance
and load regulation are determined by the resistance of
the wire connecting the output to the load.
For best regulation, the top of RIshould tie directly to
the output pin of the regulator. If it were tied to the load,
regulation would degrade by the ratio of the output
voltage to the reference voltage-4:1 in this example. A
fairly heavy wire should connect the regulator to the
load; even No. 16 AWG wire has a40-millivolt drop per
foot when carrying 10 A.
R2,

C.,',Ts4.7 pF

tj

Ci ,ers 25 le

R2

374

n

INPUT

u

SPECIFICATIONS OF THE LM396 REGULATOR
Output voltage (V)

1.2 — 15

Output current (A)

0.01 — 10

Load regulation (%/A)

0.07

Line regulation (%/V)

0.005

Temperature coefficient of output voltage (%/°C)

0.003

Reference voltage tolerance (±%)

2

tion resistance is much lower than that in any standard
power 1c structure, since the collector current flows
through only heavily doped regions. The process thus
improves specifications and reliability, at the expense of
slightly more complicated fabrication.
New regulator
The first product using Moose processing is the
LM396: a 10-A, 70-w adjustable positive-voltage linear
regulator. It incorporates all the protection features of
the lower-current LM317 and LM350, including current
limiting, power limiting, and thermal shutdown.
The package is a standard three-lead TO-3 case, but
with thicker 0.06-inch pins that retain good load regulation. The extra-thick pins are not necessary on parts like
the 317 where the case is used as the output. In the 396,
the case must be used as the input because the collector
contact—the input to the regulator—is the back of the
die, which is electrically tied to the case.
The 396 is simple to use and, because it is adjustable,
will satisfy awide range of output voltage requirements:
1.2 to 15 v. Its internal voltage reference has been
pretrimmed so that precision external resistors accurately determine the output voltage, and no external trimming is necessary. The internal trim also reduces the
typical output voltage temperature drift to 0.003%, or 30
parts per million, per C.
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C2

C3

R2

Improving performance
The specifications for load regulation, line regulation,
and thermal regulation for the 396 are expressed as
percentages (see table) because the absolute values of
these parameters scale directly with the output voltage.
This is adirect result of the resistor divider that sets the
output voltage. Significant improvements in these
parameters can be made by adding an external reference
in series with the adjustment pin of the regulator. This
move reduces the resistor ratio required to set the output
voltage. For example, a 3:1 improvement is realized by
adding a2.5-v reference diode to this circuit (Fig. 3).
R3
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3. Better performance. To enhance line, load, and temperature
regulation, an added reference diode reduces the voltage-divider
ratio that is required between the output and reference. This
improves the specifications by afactor of 3.

establishes a 1-milliampere operating current for the
reference diode.
The 396 also lends itself to more efficient implementation of paralleling. Users of three-terminal regulators
often try to parallel devices for higher output current,
but this practice is generally not recommended by manufacturers because the regulators will not share currents
equally. Some will run in acurrent-limit mode, at two to
three times their normal rated current, while others in
the parallel group will be idle.
A parallel scheme
The problem is that each regulator inherently has a
slightly different output voltage in independent operation; yet they are being forced to the same level by the
parallel connection. Thus the regulator with the highest
output voltage supplies all of the load current until it
limits current. At this point, the output of the parallel
regulators drops from the highest
output voltage in the group to the
second highest, where it stays until
the second regulator limits current.
This setup gives poor overall load
regulation and an extremely high
output impedance at the transition
points where one regulator limits
current and the next takes over.
Operation at or near these points
will cause very high noise, ripple,
and load crosstalk.
Two methods can solve the current sharing problem, but not without some undesirable side effects.
Inserting ballast resistors in series
with each output solves the sharing
problem, but also further degrades
load regulation. Adding currentsensing resistors at each input plus
one operational amplifier for each
regulator provides equal current
sharing with no load-regulation or
impedance problems, but at the cost
of additional parts and an added
negative supply for the op amps.
A new technique for paralleling
that combines those two methods has
been developed for the 396 and is
also applicable to other three-terminal adjustable regulators. It is illustrated in Fig. 4, where a single op
amp, AI,drives three regulators.
AIsenses the voltage difference
between the first regulator output
and the load. This voltage is forced
4. Moose herd. A new scheme for paralleling regulators to multiply current capability uses
across R3, and the resulting current
an op-amp driver. Small sharing resistors prevent saturation of the regulators. This technique
flows into the output of A I and out
combines two earlier schemes, overcoming their assorted drawbacks.
of its V- terminal through R4. The
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5. Efficient. A five-terminal version of the LM396 can improve efficiency. The drive pin supplies extra voltage to the control circuitry at 1.5 V
above the input level. The pass transistor saturates, reducing dropout, so the input voltage can be reduced by alike amount.

resulting voltage drop across R4 raises the regulator
output just the right amount to keep the output voltage
at the load constant, independently of the load current.
The ballast resistors can be as low as 0.015 ohm each
because of the tight tolerance of the reference voltage on
the 396—so they do not degrade efficiency. What's
more, they make it possible for asingle op amp to serve
all the regulators. No additional negative supply is
needed because the op amp's output is always at alevel
well above ground.
Five-pin version
The loop works independently of the actual values of
the ballast resistors and of Rw (the combined parasitic
resistance of the output wire and connectors), as long as
the voltage drop across these resistances does not get so
high that AI limits current when trying to drive R3. It
also works independently of the value of RI and R2, so
that the regulator can still have an adjustable output
(down to 3v).
A second version of the LM396 in a five-pin TO-3
package improves on the three-terminal part. Load regulation is specified five times more tightly than in the
three-lead part: typically 0.05% at 10 A. One of the
added pins is used for positive-side sensing of the output,
and the other provides the control circuitry's supply
voltage. It can be used to gain significant improvements
in the regulator's efficiency.
The efficiency of linear regulators is receiving more
and more attention as energy costs rise. A typical 5-v
linear regulator has an efficiency of 50% to 60% as
compared with 80% to 90% for switching regulators.
More efficient
The critical specification for linear regulators is the
minimum input/output voltage differential, or dropout
voltage, which is the lowest voltage between input and
output that still maintains regulation. For monolithic
regulators, this is typically 2to 3Vat full load. Allowing
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for low line voltage and filter-capacitor ripple adds an
extra 2 to 3 v, so a 5-v regulator typically needs a
9-to-10-v input voltage, yielding 50% to 55% efficiency.
With the five-lead LM396-5, this efficiency can rise to
around 65% by using it in the circuit shown in Fig. 5.
The drive pin, which provides power to the control
circuitry and driver transistor, is held 1.5 y higher than
the power input, so that the pass transistor is operating
in saturation. In this case, the dropout voltage is reduced
to near zero at low currents and to about 1NI at 10 A.
At first glance, it would seem that the voltage on the
drive pin is the seine as that on the input, but closer
inspection reveals that under heavy load conditions, the
voltage on C2 is indeed 1.5 y higher than on CI.This
occurs because of differences in the peak forward voltage
of the diodes (0.8 y as against 1.2 v) and in the ripple
voltages on C2 and CI(0.1 vversus 1.2 y).
The 1.5-v higher drive-pin voltage allows areduction
in the raw supply voltage for the regulator by 1.5 v,
raising efficiency from 55% to 65%. Equally important,
the power loss in the regulator drops from 40 to 25 w —a
40% decrease. This drop allows smaller heat sinks or
considerably reduced operating temperatures.
Moose futures
Now that the major monolithic die limitations due to
circuit topology and efficiency have been overcome,
high-current ics will be developed for many new areas of
application. They might include switching regulators,
buffer amplifiers, and solenoid drivers.
How high will current and power levels go? Five
amperes per bonding wire is a reasonable limit for
Moose geometries, and up to six bonds could be used
with special posts; therefore, 30-A devices are feasible.
Power limitations, however, are a different matter: the
standard steel TO-3 case is good only up to 100 w. A
solid copper TO-3 can handle 200 w, but for greater
power levels, a new multipin power package must be
developed.
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Designer's casebook
FSK transmitter uses
two gated oscillators
by Akavia Kaniel
Measurex Corp., Cupertino, Calif.

The 4528B complementary-MOs dual monostable multivibrator can operate as a frequency-shift—keyed (FsK)
transmitter. Each half of the chip, shown in Fig. 1, is
used here as a gated oscillator and is activated either
when amark or aspace frequency is to be transmitted.

As long as the input signal to the clear input (cut
pin 3) is present, transistor Q 1 is turned on and the
oscillator will not oscillate. Once the CLR pin is pulled
high, however, Q 1 turns off and the outputs of flip-flops
No. 1 and 2 turn low. Transistor Q2 turns on for an
instant, triggering the self-starting oscillator. At the
same time flip-flop No. 1senses that point A, shown in
Fig. 1, has gone low and turns Q2off.
With Q 1 and Q2 off, the oscillator runs at a frequency
determined by resistor RT and capacitor CT and is given
by the expression: F = 1/(2.3 X RTX CT) for 1kilohertz
F≤ 100 kHz, where Rs Rs 2X RT.
When the CLR input is pulled low, Q 1 turns on and the
oscillation stops. The complete FSK transmitter circuit is

1. Shifty. The core of the frequency-shift-keyed transmitter is agated oscillator, which is controlled by asignal present at the clear (CLR) pin.
The full circuit uses two such oscillators—one for amark and another for aspace—contained in a4528 dual one-shot package.
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2. Coupled. A complete frequency-shift-keyed transmitter is formed by coupling the outputs from both monostable multivibrators through a
dual-input NAND gate, as shown here. Mark and space frequencies are fixed by R1 and C1, where Rs = 2R1.

shown in Fig. 2. It is formed by coupling both oscillator
outputs. When the mark-to-space control input goes
high, the mark oscillator signal appears at the FSK
output, and when the same line is low, the space oscilla-

Simple sound generator takes
orders from microcomputer
by Joseph Huijts
Was/re, the Netherlands

Only six integrated circuits are required to build this
low-cost programmable sound generator. The circuit, as
shown in the figure, permits achoice of 8different levels
of loudness, 16 time durations, and 8 frequencies (they
are not related to musical intervals).
In operation, 2 bytes of data are sent from a microcomputer to this circuit, which produces a tone. The
duration is programmable; thus no action from the
microcomputer is required to end the tone.
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tor signal appears at the

FSK

output.

Designers casebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original
and unpublished circuit ideas and solutions to design problems. Explain briefly but thoroughly
the circuit's operating principle and purpose. Well pay $75 for each item published.

The first byte is sent to a 40174 hex D-type flip-flop,
to control frequency and loudness. The second byte is
sent to a4029 binary/decade counter with the ability to
load data in parallel. The least significant nibble is
loaded into the counter enabling an oscillator circuit—a
NAND Schmitt trigger with RC feedback. This oscillator
causes the counter to decrement until it is inhibited by
the final count indicated by the CARRY OUT pin going to
a logic 0. The time span that is produced depends on
both the oscillator frequency (about 10 hertz) and the
nibble that is loaded into the counter. In this way 16
different time spans can be selected from 0 to 1.5
seconds in 0.1 second steps.
The final count output also controls a second oscillator, producing the output tone. The frequency is controlled by the R and C values of the feedback circuit.
The capacitor can be paralleled by a programmable
combination of other capacitors with three bilateral ana -
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log switches like those used in a 4066, set by the most
significant nibble of the 40174 hex dual flip-flop. The
frequency can be adjusted between 700 and 2,300 Hz.
The least significant nibble controls the loudness in eight
5-dB steps with a74LS145 binary-coded-decimal—to—decimal decoder-driver. The sound-producing frequency is

connected to the D input of the 74LS145, selecting
outpitts 0-7 when low or outputs 8and 9(not connected)
when high. The A, B and C inputs—controlled by the
least significant nibble—select a resistor to feed the
loudspeaker. A 2-microfarad tantalum capacitor rounds
the edges of the generated square wave.
LI

Sound off. Programmable sound generation under microcomputer control is achieved by decoding information on the address bus

This

decoding directs frequency and loudness information bytes to the 40174 hex flip-flop and duration information bytes into the 4029 counter.
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Expand Your System's Universe
ta Down-To-Earth Price
with a kW(/'
Protoco'
Convertei

Don't let high-priced protocol converters
your system on the ground. Now you can reach for
the stars with the new KMW Series II protocol converters...providing IBM communication front ends
for a wide variety of RS 232-C or parallel
devices...at a price you can afford.
Designed with the needs of the OEM in mind, the
Series II offers the user maximum flexibility. Plug-in
modules allow expansion up to 8 ports, while a
series of switches and Jumpers allows field definition of data set/data terminal interface, async
handshaking, baud rate, character format definition, null modem/modem configurations, and more.

prices start at 51,495 for the 2780/3780
unit, making the Series // the most cost-effective
protocol converter on the market today.
Let the versatile, state-of-the-art Series II expand
your universe...at a price that won't send you into orbit.
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The alINEW Printer from
Digrece

6400 SERIES features:
Law Cost —$299 in 100 Quantities
Expanded Warranty -i Full Year
Compact Size —7.38W x 3.08'H x
6.12"D. VliT 3-1/2 «ERS
•Selectable serial RS-232-C/20 mA.
current loop or 8-bit parallel
interface
•Selectable baud rates 110, 300,
600 or 1200
•Parallel-data rates in excess of
2000 characters per second
•21 characters per line
(optional 32 characters)
•36 character input buffer
•Klectrosensitive or thermal
printing
•5x 7Dot Matrix, 64 character
ASCII Code
•Boldface characters for
emphasis

$299
in 100 quantities
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Bringing
virtual memory
to microsystems
Tailored for such schemes, the Z8003
works with amemory-management IC
for faster, simpler implementation
of segmented or paged virtual memories
by John Callahan, C. N. Patel, and David Stevenson
Zilog Inc., Cupertino, Ca/if.

D The capabilities of the newest microprocessors and
their support chips are making virtual memory management possible at the microsystem level. Virtual memory
management can be a boon for the applications programmer because it automatically maps a large logical
address space onto asmaller main memory and alarge
secondary memory—but it can be a mixed blessing for
the system designer to implement.
Support of virtual memory management complicates
the host computer's operating system, which must swap
the program and data fragments into and out of main
memory, but the rewards of automatic memory management can be worth the additional complexity for many
applications. To support virtual memory design, Zilog is
adding hardware support of virtual memory schemes to
its line of Z8000 microprocessors.
The Z8003 16-bit processor is pin- and instructioncompatible with the Z8001, but it adds an instructionabort mechanism that aids in the construction of economical virtual memory schemes. With the associated
memory-management chips, it can be used in systems
(Fig. 1) that support either of the popular virtual memory schemes: segments of variable sizes or pages of afixed
size. It also facilitates the implementation of multiprocessor systems with a special status signal that aids
synchronizing access to common resources.
The instruction-abort feature of the Z8003 is avital
part of solving the major problem in implementing virtual memory management —handling instructions that
attempt to access locations resident outside main memory. In this case the processor must be halted, the desired
information swapped into main memory from secondary
storage, and the instruction retried.
The interrupt pin on standard microprocessors like the
Z8001 is unsuitable for halting the processor in this
context, since it is checked only after the current instruction has executed. But this check will often occur too
late, since during the instructions faulty execution registers may be overwritten with nonsense, resulting in an
uncorrectable error.
To fix this, the Z8003—at first called the Z9000
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1. Virtual partners. Working with a memory-management chip, the
Z8003 processor can implement a virtual memory setup. It includes
an instruction-abort pin that facilitates the swapping-in of missing
data or instructions to main memory from secondary storage.
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[Electronics, Oct. 23, 1980, p. 41] — includes a pin
located at the Z8001's reserved pin 33 that lets the
processor be interrupted during execution. This new
function leaves the processor in awell-defined state that
allows software to recover from the aborted instruction.
Software can then swap in the missing data or instructions automatically, without operator intervention and
without the need for special code in the program.
Managing ahierarchy
Facilitating this swapping action is the key to implementing the storage hierarchy of a virtual memory, in
which fast, but expensive, random-access main memory
is supplanted by slower, but cheaper, storage like disks
or tapes or bubble memories. This hierarchy can reduce
hardware costs by accommodating very large programs
and data sets in the secondary memory and moving them
block by block to the main memory for execution.
However, managing the use of the memory hierarchy
can be a considerable problem. It all boils down to
determining what information should be in main memory at agiven time.
The early solution for system designers was to use the
technique of overlays—dividing aprogram and its data
into logically coherent units (such as subroutines or
records) and moving them in and out of main memory
with software provided by the applications programmer.
The major disadvantage of this scheme is the difficulty
of tracing all control paths through a program and of
laying out memory for efficient use.

To complicate matters further, code usually had to
reside in the same location whenever it was present in
main memory. The result was that overlays could be
difficult to construct and prone to subtle runtime errors,
as well as being atime-consuming programming task.
A better solution is to automate this memory management task, resulting in a virtual memory system. It
presents aprogrammer with alarge, homogeneous logical address space of differing memory types, rather than
with alarge, heterogeneous physical address space.
In order to use a Z8003-based virtual memory management system, the programmer merely partitions the
program and data into segments of whatever size is most
convenient. The operating system may then automatically further partition the segments into fixed-size
pages— in other words, a paged virtual memory is a
variant of the segmented scheme.
As aprogram executes, unneeded portions of its code
and data reside in the secondary memory, while the
information most likely to be accessed is maintained
automatically in main memory. When the program generates a logical address, the memory management system automatically translates it into a physical mainmemory location. If the information is not in main
memory, the processor is temporarily halted, the program suspended, and operating system software invoked
to swap the desired information from secondary memory
into main memory. After an updating of the translation
mechanism, the program is restarted by reexecuting the
uncompleted instruction.
Invisible mapping

PHYSICAL
MAIN
MEMORY

Z8003

LOGICAL ADDRESS
SPACE

PHYSICAL
SECONDARY
MEMORY

Il

UNUSED

2. Logical mix. In avirtual memory system, the processor sees all its
memory resources in a single logical address space, but only some
portion of those resources physically resides in the main memory.
Segments I. II, and Ill must be swapped in for use.
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As an example of such a setup, Fig. 2shows a large
logical address space, with only aportion of the locations
accessible to the program actually residing in main
memory. If the program generates an address in areas A,
B, C, or D, the memory management system instantaneously maps the logical address into the appropriate
main memory location. If, however, the program generates an address in areas I, II, or III, the instruction must
be aborted and software invoked to swap out some data
or instructions in main memory and swap in the required
data from the secondary memory. With the new data in
memory, the original program may reexecute the
aborted instruction and proceed as if nothing unusual
had happened.
Here the applications programmer is not involved with
anticipating the need for new information as the program executes or with handling the transfer. Even more
importantly, he or she need not know the memory characteristics of the system on which the programs will run.
Freeing applications from limits on memory size greatly
enhances the utility and portability of large, complex
programs among different system configurations,
regardless of their main-memory sizes.
The Z8003 generates segmented logical addresses —
23 bits divided into a7-bit segment number and a 16-bit
offset—allowing external circuitry (becoming available
as special-purpose integrated circuits) to implement virtual memory with variable-sized segments or with fixedsized pages. So the choice of which type to implement is
up to the system designer.
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In order to fetch information at agiven logical address
in asegmented virtual memory, the entire segment containing that address must be in main memory before the
program may continue executing. The Z8003 accommodates 128 segments that can hold between 256 bytes and
64-K bytes each.
In a paged virtual memory, each segment is subdivided into fixed-size pages (2-K bytes is a typical size).
When information is fetched at agiven logical address,
only the page containing that address must be in main
memory before aprogram may continue executing.
There are anumber of tradeoffs between asegmented
and apaged virtual memory. These will play an important part in the designer's choice.
For the Z8003, the software required to recover from
an address translation failure is simpler and more efficient for the segmented virtual memory since fewer
instructions require fix-ups before backing up the program counter. Also, the system tables indicating the
location of logical segments in main or secondary memory are considerably smaller than those indicating the
location of logical pages, since there are typically many
more pages than segments.
But since segments are larger than pages, virtual
memories in which the segments are divided into pages
require less information to be transferred between main
memory and secondary storage with each address translation failure. Thus they give better response time and
throughput in multiuser systems. On the other hand,
pages are usually larger than the minimum increment
for segments (2 K versus 256 bytes), so the last page of a
segment usually has unused space.
On the plus side, the fixed page size simplifies the
allocation of the physical memory. In asegmented memory with its variable sizes, segments may have to be
moved around in order to create a contiguous block of
main memory large enough to hold an incoming segment. The single size of a page automatically creates
contiguous blocks of the proper size in the main memory.

code to determine if any of the registers had been
modified before the cycle when the ab6rt occurred (Fig.
3). For a small number of instructions, some registers
will have been modified, so this routine must return these
registers to their previous states. Which instructions
require fixing of the registers and how to fix the registers
depends upon whether segmentation or paging is used.
In either case, the system stack must always be in
main memory so that accessing it will never cause a
fault. Input/output buffers should always be in main
memory so that vo instructions will never cause afault.
Finally the program status area should always be in
main memory, too.
Given these conditions, the following information
must be available for restart of an instruction: the
program-counter value during the initial instruction
fetch cycle (signaled by a special code on the status

Software support
After the Z8003 attempts to reference a logical
address not in the main memory and the current instruction is aborted, the addressed data or instruction should
be brought into main memory and the aborted instruction should be restarted. To do this, the system designer
must provide two pieces of software: afault handler and
an instruction restart routine.
The fault handler is invoked by the address/segment
trap request and is responsible for saving information
about the aborted instruction and for initiating arequest
that the data or code be brought into main memory. The
designer must also ensure that the state of the aborted
program (flag and control word, program counter, and
register file) be saved and that another process be
executed while the missing data or code is being fetched.
Obviously, the fault handler must not generate a fault
itself until all data about the aborted instruction and the
program state have been saved.
The instruction restart routine must return the program counter to point to the aborted instruction. In
addition, it must decode the instruction's operational
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3. Reaction. Whenever the instruction-abort mechanism is activated,
the system-level software must save the program's status, swap in
the missing segment, restore registers that may have been modified,
and retry the instruction by backing up the program counter.
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output lines), the address that caused the fault, the state
of the status lines during the aborted cycle, and (for
paged memories) the data in acounter that records the
number of successful data accesses made by the instruction before it was aborted.
Restarting instructions
To recover from an absent segment, an aborted
instruction can simply be restarted after the segment
swap by reloading the program counter value saved by
the memory management system. There are 24 instructions for which registers may have to be reinstated to
their original condition. The software fix required for
these functions involves adjusting either apointer register or a count register. For example, if a write is
attempted to an absent segment during a push instruction, the stack pointer must be incremented by two
before the instruction is restarted.
To recover from a page fault, an aborted instruction
can simply be restarted after the page swap by reloading
the program counter. On a paged scheme, there are 29
instructions for which registers may have to be reinstated in their original status. Aside from the updating of
pointers (as for the segmented virtual memory), most of
the complexity of the instruction restarts arises from
accessed data crossing apage boundary while modifying
aregister used for the address calculation.
An example might be an instruction that loads four
words into contiguous registers, using the contents of the
first two registers to point to the data. If a page fault
occurs after two data reads, the addressing information
will be overwritten and must be recovered before restarting the instruction. Given the faulty address and the
number of successful read operations carried out before
the fault is encountered, it is asimple matter to restore
the contents of the pointer register and restart the
instruction.
Zilog's memory management unit, the Z8010 mmu,
contains most of the circuitry required to implement a
segment-swapping memory management system. It contains 64 segment descriptors, so that apair can translate
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4. Multiprocessors. The Z8003 also implements aspecial instruction
that locks out other processors trying to access acommon resource,
in effect performing a read-modify-write operation that is ideal for
implementing semaphores for interprocessor communication.
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addresses for all 128 segments aZ8003 can access.
The 8010 also automatically records the most significant 15 bits of aviolation address, so only an additional
8-bit register is needed to record the low-order byte of
the program counter. This register is updated at the
beginning of each instruction (indicated by the instruction fetch-status that the Z8003 puts out) and is locked
when asuppress signal indicates amissing segment or an
access violation.
One bit in each segment descriptor can be used to
indicate that asegment is currently outside main memory. Other bits provide additional protection, since segments may be marked as read-only, execute-only, or
system-only.
The 8010 also records the accesses and writes to
segments. This record can be used to determine which
segments have been referenced and which of them have
been modified.
Such data is useful in improving the performance of a
virtual memory system. Segments that are frequently
referenced should remain in main memory. Segments
that have not been modified from their original state in
secondary memory may simply be written over when
swapping in new segments without writing the unmodified segment back into secondary memory. Thus the
frequency of address translation faults and the amount
of traffic between main memory and secondary memory
may be minimized.
In addition to the 8010, Zilog will be offering another
mmu that will add the hardware support for a paged
virtual memory. In fact, no external circuitry beyond this
paged mmu will be required.
Managing more processors
The Z8003 differs from the Z8001 in one other
respect. It includes a feature useful in implementing
software semaphores that synchronize access to critical
resources in amultiprocessor environment.
During its test-and-set instruction, it puts out aspecial
status code that in effect forms aread-modify-write data
access. This signal can be used to lock out other processors from, say, accessing memory between the reading
and updating of avariable.
In atwo-processor system (Fig. 4) where each processor has access to adual-ported random-access memory
with alist of tasks to be performed, a RAM byte can be
used to indicate when one of the processors is updating
the list. For access to the list, a processor performs a
test-and-set operation on this byte, checking to see if the
other processor is accessing the list and setting the byte
to indicate that it intends to access the list. It repeatedly
executes the test-and-set operation in a loop until the
other processor has finished, then updates the list and
clears the byte (indicating the list is available to the
other processor).
By using the test-and-set signal to lock out simultaneous accesses, the system guarantees proper synchronization of the two processors. It is impossible for both
processors to read the semaphore byte simultaneously
and to assume that each has exclusive access to the
list— which could lead to both removing the same task
from the list.
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LSI chips shrink
synchro-to-digital
converter hybrids
C-MOS LSI design gives s-d hybrids
twice the accuracy and smoother
output than conventional devices
by Seymour Lanton,

/LC/Data Device Corp., Bohemia, N. Y.

0 A combination of custom monolithic and hybrid technologies known as the Monobrid process is helping create a whole new series of improved data-conversion
products. Intended for thick-film hybrids and designed
specifically for data conversion, each chip replaces the
many standard small-scale integrated circuits used in a
conventional hybrid design. As aresult, many interconnections are eliminated, increasing the converter's reliability and reducing its size and power consumption. In
addition, custom features can be designed into the chips
at relatively low cost.
The first of these new products is the HSDC-8915, a
14-bit tracking synchro-to-digital (s-d) converter that is
intended as areplacement for discrete converters, rather
than as a competitor for other hybrids. But compared
with its 14-bit hybrid predecessor, which was made
with standard ICs, the new unit is agreat improvement
It consists of two custom ics (along with six other
standard ones) housed in only one 36-pin double dual
in-line package instead of 18 standard chips in two Dips.
At 1ounce, it has half the earlier device's weight, and it
is four times as reliable (its computed mean time
between failures is 2.66 million hours in aground-benign
environment). One +15-volt power supply replaces
+ 15-v and — 15-v supplies, and the 8915 consumes only
30 milliamperes, or about half as much power.
The converter also includes a 2-byte, three-state output for an eight-line data bus and an inhibit-controlled
data latch so that inhibit commands do not interfere with
continuous tracking. It exhibits an accuracy of within
2.6 minutes and an inherently smoother output, and its
combination of high reliability and low cost ($385, compared with $809 for its predecessor) can dramatically
decrease life-cycle costs.
Many major lc manufacturers do not offer chips
designed specifically for s-d conversion because the market is relatively small. Because of this, ILC chose to do its
own custom ic design work in house and then opted for
outside wafer processing.
Synchro-to-digital converters require both digital and
analog circuit elements. Thus, complementary-mos processing was chosen for the 8915 because it is well-suited
to both analog switching and digital logic. In addition,
C-mos uses little power and its speeds are adequate.
At this time c-mos processing cannot be used to
produce the fast operational amplifiers and comparators
with the low offsets currently available with bipolar
linear ics. However, c-mos methods are easier to apply
than their bipolar counterparts and can be used to implement the majority of the functions in an s-d converter.
Moving on chip
For the 8915, the engineers designed two ICs that
include the analog switches needed for the control transformer and all the logic- and Tu-compatible interface
components, such as drivers and receivers. The block
diagram of Fig. 1shows approximately what is contained
on the two custom chips. The colored areas are entirely
contained on the two chips, whereas the gray ones are
only partially so.
Analog functions such as comparators and op amps
are implemented with commercially available lc chips.
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1. Customizing. In this block diagram of the HSDC-8915 s-d converter, the colored areas represent circuitry contained completely within two
custom chips. Gray areas indicate the circuitry partially contained on them. All other blocks employ standard small-scale !Cs.

This is only the first step in applying the Monobrid
process, and a new s-d converter chip design in which
more functions are implemented with the c-mos process
is already under way.
As the block diagram shows, the 8915 consists of three
main parts—an input-signal conditioner, a servo loop
whose output is the angle 4), and digital logic that
includes both the inhibit circuits and three-state buffers.
Input options include solid-state inputs that permit common-mode isolation for direct synchro or resolver signals
and a low-level resolver input option for external isolation transformers or low-voltage resolver signals derived
from other solid-state circuits.
The digital logic section has special features. A transparent output latch and inhibit logic have been added so
that the inhibit function can lock the output bits for data
transfer while the servo loop continues to track data. An
inhibit command can be applied at any time because the
inhibit logic prevents interference during the time
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between the updating and inhibiting of the transparent
latch. The three-state buffers provide either normal 14bit parallel output or enabled 2-byte output for eight-line
microprocessor systems. All digital input and output is
level-shifted to the user's external logic level, which can
include c-mos as well as TTL levels.
Closing the loop
The servo loop contains the most significant design
features of the 8915 converter. A highly accurate control
transformer makes it possible to obtain asmoother and
more accurate output from the servo loop.
As illustrated in Fig. 2, the servo loop used in the 8915
is similar to that used in other DDC tracking converters.
The output from the loop is the digital angle 4), which is
contained in the up-down counter. The input angle O
from the synchro or resolver is resolved into two components: sin Ocos wt and cos Ocos cot.
The control transformer serves as asumming junction
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2. Double integration. The servo loop of this tracking converter has two integrations—a conventional op amp type followed by a digital
integration in the counter containing the output angle. This type II servo can follow a velocity signal without exhibiting any lag.

for the main servo loop, producing asignal that can be
expressed as sin (O-4)) cos wt. The error term sin (0—),
modulated by the reference carrier (cos wt), represents
the difference between the cou,nter angle 4) and the
measured angle O. At point B shown, the carrier (cos wt)
has been removed by the demodulator.
The main servo loop contains two successive stages of
integration—an analog integrator followed by a digital
integrator. The voltage-to-pulse-rate converter produces
pulses at a rate that is proportional to the input voltage
at A, and each of these pulses updates the counter by I
least significant bit. Since the digital angle, 4), is equal to
the product of the pulse rate and time, it therefore
integrates the voltage at A.
The two stages of integration create a type Il servo
loop, which has the characteristics described in "Tracking characteristics of the type II servo loop" (see opposite page). The output 4) from awell-designed servo loop
should remain accurate, stable, and well-behaved as the
input angle Ochanges.
A matter of minutes
Most tracking converters have an accuracy of within
about 5.3 min. Essentially this figure depends on the
accuracy of the control transformer; offsets in the second
integrator will not contribute to the inaccuracy. However, quadrature voltages should be adequately filtered.
The dead zone (hysteresis) created by the error feedback
loop (a minor feedback loop) should be less than 50% of
the accuracy so as not to dominate it.
In the 8915, the transformer's accuracy has been
doubled to within 2.6 min. The error gradient (error
signal per LSB) is so high that offsets of as much as 25
millivolts dc contribute less than 20 arc-seconds to the
unit's total inaccuracy.
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The quadrature voltages are generally small enough in
a 14-bit converter that the reference input to the demodulator does not have to be used to compensate for the
usual 5° phase lead of asynchro or resolver signal. The
dead zone in the 8915 is ± 1.2 min., or ±0.9 LSB.
The output (4)) is jitter-free and does not hunt. It will
also be stable if the differential linearity and the filtered
noise are sufficiently small compared to the hysteresis.
The differential linearity in the 8915 series is ± 1/
4
LSB.
Smooth transitions
As the input (0) changes, awell-behaved output makes
smooth transitions at all carry points, does not run
through transitions, changes direction smoothly, and
does not jitter. The control transformer is again the most
important factor because it is where the transitions occur
and where glitches are most likely to arise.
The output will not run through transitions if the
differential linearity is small and the dead zone is narrow. Smooth changes in direction are a function of
smooth transitions between positive and negative voltages throughout the loop, including the control transformer, the first integrator, and the output of the voltage-to-pulse-rate converter.
The quality of the control transformer is the most
critical element in the design of the servo loop. Its
performance is limited both by the accuracy of the
algorithm used and by errors introduced by physical
components. A good algorithm not only introduces negligible math errors (which are due to the approximation of
atrigometric function) but also is easily implemented. In
awell-designed control transformer, component error is
usually the main source of inaccuracy.
The 8915's control transformer meets these previous
criteria with the following parameters:
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Tracking characteristics of atype Il servo loop
The tracking characteristics of a type II servo loop can be
derived from the basic loop equation. The loop equation
can be obtained by considering the voltage at point B in
Fig. 2. At B, the demodulation output is:
sin (0 —(I)) = Ka (d 2edt 2)

a finite lag between 0and 0. For small accelerations of sin
(0-0) = (0-0), the lag is equal to K. d2edt 2,where K. is
the acceleration constant.
The dynamic behavior of the loop is illustrated in the
figure. Except for atemporary lag or lead during periods of
acceleration, the output will always be equal to the input.

where K. is the constant of proportionality. The dynamic
behavior of the loop follows from that equation. Thus, if
the output is constant:

= constant, (d 2edt 2)= 0, 0=0

Us!

Therefore the output angle is equal to the input angle.
If the output velocity is constant:
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0=0, dO/dt = dO/dt
As a result, the output angle tracks the input angle without
lag. The input velocity will equal the input velocity so long
as the maximum rate of the voltage-to-pulse-rate converter is not exceeded.
If the output acceleration is constant:
K,(d 2q5/dt 2)= constant = sin(0
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Differentiation shows that:
dO/dt = dedt and d20/dt 2 = d2edt 2
Thus, the output velocity and acceleration are equal to the
input velocity and acceleration. Furthermore, there will be

• A ratiometric design that limits its errors to the relative ratio errors of the unit's sine and cosine channels.
• A very low math error that limits accuracy to ratio
errors due to precision thin-film resistor errors.
• A Gray code algorithm for bits 1to 5that keeps them
totally independent of the transformer's degree of accuracy so that, whenever any of the 5most significant bits
change, the transformer's output, sine (0 —(1)), will
change by ILSB to the accuracy of the LSB circuit.
• A Gray code algorithm designed to limit switching
noise and keep the converter inherently jitter-free.
Switching noise in an ac carrier system has two sources:
the well-known high-frequency spike associated with the
switches and the less well-known step change in the de
level that usually occurs at major switching points like
quadrant points when sine-cosine signals may be
switched from plus to minus gains or when the sinecosine signals may be interchanged because op amps are
switched around. Although normally dc levels are capacitively coupled out and are not a source of error in
themselves, astep change in dc level will instantaneously
couple through the coupling capacitor and may cause
jitter. The Gray-coded control transformer is designed to
eliminate step changes in the dc level so that the converter is inherently jitter-free.
Tracking the s-d held
The most important benefit of the new Monobrid units
is their reduced cost. In the short run, the lower-cost
hybrids can be expected to replace comparably priced
discrete converters, as well as other hybrids. And as the
new technology matures, further price reductions should
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expand the s-d converter market. This is because s-d and
resolver-to-digital converters are the most significant
cost elements in designing instruments for synchro or
resolver shaft-angle measurement.
The largest segment of the s-d converter market is
shipboard applications, including inertial navigation,
steering control, sonar, radar, fire control, and retransmission systems. Most shipboard converters have been
discrete modules because hybrids have been more expensive. At the same price, the HSDC-8915 will occupy
much less space, require fewer power supplies, consume
less power, and have much greater reliability. A system
filling an entire rack can be replaced by a few printedcircuit boards, and life-cycle costs will be reduced.
Potential new markets strongly influenced by these
costs include industrial applications, such as numerical
control of machinery and heavy equipment. A mining
machine with multiple drilling arms, for instance,
requires simultaneous control of many shaft angles and
positions. Another potential market is in solar power
stations with acentral energy collector. The azimuth and
elevation of thousands of reflecting arrays must be continually adjusted to aim the solar radiation onto the
central collector. Price decreases brought about by the
Monobrid technology may help to make such solar power plants economical.
For some users, however, the most important benefit
from the new technology will be the converter's reduced
size and weight. These factors are important in commercial and military aircraft, which require a variety of
angular-position indicators for navigation functions,
flight control, fire control, and general instrumentation.D
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tribute that capacitor's charge when the output is being
driven to its high level.
In Fig. 1, transistor Q6 serving as the bootstrap capacitor is charged to VDD when the input is low. Q4 is in a
low-conductivity state and Q3 and Q5 are turned on,
causing the gate of Q7 to be held near ground. As the
input rises, the charge on CB is redistributed between CB
and the gate of Q7 via Q. At this point, Q3 and Q5 turn
off (Q 3 has functioned as the dynamic depletion-mode
device, switching between conductive and nonconductive
states). Device Q7 is switched to its linear region and Qs
has turned off, charging the output to VDD.
In the active bootstrap technique (Fig. 2), avoltagebootstrapping circuit and apower-down feature provide
a large amount of overdrive and a reduced output-low
power dissipation, respectively. The operation of this
circuit also has several steps.
With the input low, node 1is high. Q6 is turned off
and Q7 turned on; consequently, node 3is low and driver
Q3 shuts off. Since Q8 can be made physically long, its
current can be limited to a negligible amount. This
accounts for the minimal output-low current.
When the input is raised, Q6 turns on, and after one
inverter delay, Q7 turns off. The bootstrap capacitor—Q s
in this circuit —is then charged to approximately a
threshold voltage below the input, since node 2is heavily
loaded. Node 2is held near ground by Q4 during part of
the time that Q6 is turned on because of the inverter

Dynamic depletion circuits
upgrade MOS performance
by Clay Cranford,/BM Corp,
System Communications Division, Research Triangle Park, N. C.

In the design of mos integrated circuits, the need
frequently arises for an efficient, low-power driver to
charge and discharge high-capacitance loads, be they on
chip or off. Standard driver circuits include either
enhancement-depletion inverters or inverters with pushpull output stages. However, both suffer from high input
capacitance, and with a push-pull driver the high-state
output voltage is limited to a threshold-voltage drop
below the power-supply potential. Clocked driver circuits
cut power dissipation, but chip area must be provided for
clock-signal generation or routing or both.
Two new circuit solutions include the dynamic depletion-mode driver (Fig. 1) and the active bootstrap driver
(Fig. 2). The first takes advantage of the high conductance of a depletion-mode device under high gate bias.
The output can be charged to the full power-supply
voltage, VDD, and dc power is reduced by limiting the low
output-level current drain. The idea behind the approach
is to charge a bootstrap capacitor, CB,and then redis-

VDD
DEPLETION MODE
TRANSISTOR
ENHANCEMENTMODE
TRANSISTOR

VDD

VDD

VDD

a,

OUTPUT

BOOTSTRAP
CAPACITOR ,C7

INPUT

1. Dynamic driver. Bootstrap capacitor CB is charged to VDD when the input is low, causing the gate of 07 to be held near ground. As the
input rises, the charge on CB is redistributed between CB and the gate of 07. The output is charged to VDD as 07 is switched to its linear region.
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VDD

Q
8
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1
5
BOOTSTRAP
CAPACITOR ,Cg
OUTPUT

CL

INPUT

a,

G2

2. Better bootstrap. With the input low, node 1is high, 06 is turned off, and 07 is turned on. As aresult, node 3is low and driver 03 shuts oft.
08 can be made physically long, limiting its current and reducing overall power consumption.

delay between the input and the gate of Q.
If node 2begins to move upward during this precharge
period because of different loading conditions or because
Q6 is given a smaller width-to-length ratio, Q6 will
dynamically precharge node 3, being bootstrapped by
the rising voltage at node 2and the bootstrap capacitor,
and it will turn off when node 3 reaches a threshold
voltage below the level of the input signal. Q4 is not
conducting while node 2is being charged through Q3.
Since the bootstrap capacitor is precharged, it will
boost node 3 to avoltage higher than a threshold drop
below the input. This provides increased on-drive for Q3
and, in turn, afaster rising output transition than might
otherwise be possible. The actual voltage to which node 3
is bootstrapped is determined by the ratio of the bootstrap capacitance to that of Q3 plus the contribution
made by parasitic capacitances.
When the input falls, Q6 turns off, Q7 turns on, and

node 3is pulled near ground. Q3 enters anonconducting
state, resulting in a rapidly falling response, since Q4
need sink current only from the load capacitance. This
action helps to reduce the down-level power consumption
as well.
Unlike the dynamic depletion-mode driver, this configuration provides for dynamic precharging of the bootstrap capacitor directly from the power supply (through
Q6). A detailed analysis shows that to obtain a given
amount of bootstrap voltage, a bootstrap capacitor less
than half the size of that necessary for other configurations is required. For the typical layout, it will be considerably less than half.
The active bootstrap technique can be applied wherever high speed and low power are prime considerations—
if the extra chip area required is acceptable. The circuit
of Fig. 2has been designed and tested using n-channel
silicon-gate technology.

Computer notes

Writing relocatable code
for 8-bit microprocessors
by Richard L. Riggs

Sangamo Weston Inc., Energy Management Division, Atlanta, Ga.

Position-independent code has proven itself in high-level
languages as the way to move programs from system to
system with little modification to the original software.
But writing position-independent assembly code for firstgeneration 8-bit microprocessors is not always so easy or
straightforward. Here is away of doing it for acommon
look-up table.
The program at the top of page 131 shows atradition-
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Time for
CMOS Microboards.
We've added atimer
to our $99 Microboard
computer...and it still
costs only $99.

• Output available as system
interrupt or flag input.
• External output and control.
Expanded temperature range.
The timer isn't all that's new. The temOur new timer has aprogram- perature range has been expanded:
mable period of 7.6 µsec to 64
now it's from -40°C to +85°C.
seconds
And we've increased our RAM
Operates in 6modes:
to 1K bytes.
• Square wave output.
Of course we've kept everything
• Re-triggerable one-shot.
from the original:
• Re-triggerable one-shot with
• 1802 microprocessor.
time-out feature.
• Socket for 1K, 2K or 4K of ROM /
• Software- or hardwareEPROM.
triggerable.
• 21 parallel I/O lines.

• Convenient user breadboard area.
• Ultra-low power consumption
(typical 4mA @ 5.0 volts).
At $99" the original was abargain.
At $99," our enhanced CDP18S604A
Microboard computer is asteal.
For more information on our full
line of Microboards, contact any
RCA Solid State sales office or
appointed distributor.
Or contact RCA Solid State
headquarters in Somerville, N.J.
Brussels, Belgium. Sao Paulo, Brazil.
Hong Kong. Or call Microsystems
Marketing toll-free (800) 526-3862.
.0

Another reason to
switch to CMOS.
Circle 130 on reader service card

S optional distributor resale, 100+ price

TYPICAL PROGRAM FOR A POSITION -DEPENDANT LOOKUP TABLE FOR THE 6800

200

0000

CE

0019

A

LOX

#TAB LE

210

0003

FF

0017

A

SIX

TEMP

220

0006

FB

0018

A

AD DB

TEMP+1

230

0009

F7

0018

A

STAB

TEMP+1

240

000C

24

03 0011

250

000E

7C

0017

A

260

0011

FE

0017

A

270

0014

E6

00

A

280

0016

39

LOOKUP

EXIT

BCC

EXIT

INC

TEMP

LOX

TEMP

LD AB

0,X

calculate the address of the desired data item

data item to B register

RTS

290
300

0017

0002

A

TEMP

RMB

2

310

0019

04

A

TABLE

FCB

4

320

001A

22

A

FCB

34

330

001B

1D

A

FCB

$10

340

001C

03

A

FCB

3

350
ETC

360
370
380

0010

0087

A

LAST

FOB

$87

390
• Enter with B register containing offset.

• Exits with table data in B register. • Uses X register.

...mamma%

TYPICAL PROGRAM FOR A RELOCATABLE LOOKUP TABLE FOR THE 6800

420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630
640

001F
0021

80
E6

0023

39

0024
0025

36
37

0026
0027

07
36

0028
0029

30
EB

002B
0020
002F
0031
0032
0034
0035

11
00

0032
A

RLOOK

BSR
LDAB

PSHTAB
0,X

data item to B register

RIS
REXIT

PSHA
PSHB

set up the stack to look as though an
interrupt occurred

TPA
PSHA
04

A

E7
24
6C
3B

04
02
03

A
0031
A

80

FO
02
04

REXIT2
0024
A
A

PSHTAB
ATABLE

TSX
ADDB
STAB
BCC
INC
RhI

4,X
REXIT2

BSR
FCB
FCB

REXIT
2
4

4,X

3,X

calculate the desired data item
address in the stack X register
return to RLOOK+1
push RTABLE on stack

ETC
•
0036

87

A

RLAST

FCB
ENO

$87
..1.1».111W

al look-up table for the 6800 microprocessor. However,
the four instructions starting on line 200, as well as those
at lines 250 and 260, make this routine positiondependent. Also, 2 bytes of temporary, read/write storage are required, shown here on line 300.
The second program, however, implements a look-up
table for the 6800 that is relocatable, uses no read/write
memory other than 7 bytes of stack, and works in
read-only memory. The trick is on line 570.
For position independence, the branch-to-subroutine
instruction on line 570 must be located at the beginning
of the table. It pushes the address of the next instruction
onto the stack. In this case, the next instruction is not
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really an instruction but the table base address.
That, along with the push instructions on lines 460
through 490, sets up the stack as though an interrupt
had occurred, leaving the address of the table on the
stack in the location where the X register would have
been pushed had a true interrupt occurred. The balance
of the routine adjusts the X register on the stack to point
to the desired data item, restores the registers, and
obtains the data. This technique works equally well for
the 8080 family by using the call instruction.
[11
Engineer's notebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original
design shortcuts, calculation aids, measurement and test techniques, and other ideas for
saving engineering time or cost. We'll pay $75 for each item published.
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Sound-wave velocities
help measure
high temperatures

Motorola offers
evaluation kit
for its 64-K RAM

Get the picture(s) on
microcontamination

Relay proceedings
put between covers

132

A new ultrasonic thermometer accurately measures very high temperatures of up to 2,845°C. Like other such acoustic devices, it converts
changes in the velocity of sound waves into temperature readings at points
along a sensor wire. Developed at Sandia National Laboratories, Box
4800, Albuquerque, N. M. 87185, it will work where conditions prevent
the use of conventional thermometry equipment, thermocouples, or optical
pyrometers.
Under development for four years, the thermometer consists of a
magnetostrictive iron-cobalt head welded to a thoriated tungsten wire
whose tip contains small notches (acoustic reflectors) cut at regular
intervals. A thin tungsten sheath protects the tip. Microsecond-long pulses,
generated 60 times asecond by an electromagnetic exciting coil wrapped
around the thermometer head, pinch the head, creating acoustic pulses
that propagate through the wire. Each notch reflects asmall part of each
pulse back to the coil, where the reflected energy is amplified and sent to
signal-processing circuitry for conversion. Since the velocity of the
reflected pulses depends on the wire's temperature, the time for reflections
to travel from adjacent notches can be translated by means of acalibration
curve into the average temperature of the wire between two notches.
The acoustic thermometer is accurate to ± 1° above 1,000°C and to
± 5° below 600 °C. In contrast, high-temperature thermocouples typically
are accurate to ± 5°C in any temperature range.

Now there is an effective way of evaluating Motorola's 64-K dynamic
random-access memory. The firm's Integrated Circuit division, Austin,
Texas, has designed akit specifically for this job and is selling it for $150.
It contains 10 MCM6665L20 64-k dynamic RAMS, aqualification manual request coupon, two data sheets (MCM6664 and -6665), the company's
memory selector guide, and anotebook. Kits are available now, limited to
one per customer location. Contact your local Motorola sales office or
Motorola distributor.

With so many in-house integrated-circuit processing facilities now being
installed, knowledge of proper clean-room instrumentation and operational
procedures is at a premium. Dryden Engineering has created an audiovisual presentation consisting of 159 slides describing the essentials of
microcontamination control. The program, called "Count Down to Zero,"
answers such questions as: where do microscopic particles come from? how
do they travel? and what are laminar airflow system requirement? Also
discussed are detection systems, wet-station electrostatic control, and
personnel clean-downs and gowns. The presentation provides a complete
checklist for those who must reduce microcontamination in existing or
future process areas. For more information, contact Dryden Engineering
Co., 3350 Scott Blvd., Santa Clara, Calif. 95051; (408) 244-7321.

For the specialist in relay design, the 29th Relay Conference Proceedings is
now available from the National Association of Relay Manufacturers,
P. 0. Box 1505, Elkhart, Ind. 46515. The $21 volume contains 16 papers
covering various aspects of relay design. Topics included are uses of
surface analysis in diagnosing relay problems and novel concepts in laser
welding of miniature relays.
-Jerry Lyman
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CROMIX*

Cromemco's outstanding

UNIX- like operating system
CROMIX is just the kind of major
development you've come to expect
from Cromemco. After all, we're
already well-known for the most
respected software in the microcomputer field.
And now we've come up with the industry's first uNix-lookalike for
microcomputers. It's atried and proven
operating system. It's available on both
5" and 8" diskettes for Cromemco
systems with 128K or more of memory.
Here are just some of the features you
get in this powerful Cromemco system:

• Multi-user and multi-tasking
capability
• Hierarchical directories
• Completely compatible file,
device, and interprocess I/O
• Extensive subsystem support

directories, and device files. File,
device, and interprocess I/O are compatible among these file types (input and
output may be redirected interchangeably from and to any source or
destination).
The tree structure allows different
directories to be maintained for different
users or functions with no chance of
conflict.

Speed of access to disk files has also
been optimized. Average access speeds
far surpass any yet implemented on
microcomputers.
'C' COMPILER AVAILABLE, TOO
Cromemco offers a wide range of
languages that operate under CROMIX_
These include a high-level command
process language and extensive subSystem Support Such as COBOL, FORTRAN

PROTECTED FILES
Because of the hierarchical structure
of the file system, CROMIX maintains
separate ownership of every file and
directory. All files can thus be protected
from access by other users of the
system. In fact, each file is protected by
four separate access privileges in each
of :he three user categories.

and 32K and 16K BASICS.
There is even our highly-acclaimed
'C' compiler which allows a programmer fingertip access to CROMIX system
calls.
IV, RATFOR, LISP,

THE STANDARD O-S
FOR THE FUTURE
The power and breadth of its features
make CROMIX the standard for the next
generation of microcomputer operating
systems.
And yet it is available for asurprisingiy
low $595.
The thing to do is to get all this
capability working for you now. Get in
touch with your Cromemco rep today.

TREMENDOUS ADDRESS SPACE,

FILE SYSTEM
One of the important features of our
CROMIX is its file system comprised of
hierarchical directories. It's atree structure of three types of files: data files,
CROMIX is atrademark of Cromemco, Inc.
tUNIX is atrademark of Bell Telephone Laboratories

13

FAST ACCESS
The flexible file system and generalized disk structure of CROMIX give adisk
address space in excess of one gigabyte
per volume — file size is limited only by
available disk capacity.

Cromemco

TM

i nc
o
r p
or
a
t ed
280 BERNARDO AVE., MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040 • (415) 964-7400

Tomorrow's computers today
Circle 133 on reader service card

Augat wire wrap* interface panels make it easy
to connect with the big names in the minicomputer industry. Digital Equipment Corporation,
Data General, Intel, Motorola, Prolog, Zilog, Texas
Instruments and all the rest.
First, because our inventory of chassis and bus
compatible IC pluggable panels is the most extensive in the business. We have patterned boards
and boards with universal columns which accept
IC's of all sizes. In fact, there's one to match the
specifications of virtually any minicomputer on
the market today.
Second, because Augat interface panels give
you the time- and money-saving advantages of
wire wrap. Their inherent flexibility lets you get
your design to the market faster. A strategic
advantage and ahead start on sales and profits.
Logic and wiring changes are quick and inexpensive at any design stage—pre-production,
production, even in the field.
What's more, the natural heat dissipation of
wire wrap posts keeps IC surfaces cooler for
longer chip life and greater reliability. And since
in most cases the high planar density of panels
easily offsets the pin extension, you get greater
volume density as well.
Need acustom panel for aspecial application?
No problem Augat engineers are ready to help.
They'll put their years of experience to work and
come up with aboard tnat meets your requi•-ements exactly.
The many interfaces of Augat. They're the
fastest, easiest way to interface the minicomputer
industry. Get all the details from your Augat distributor, or write Augat Interconnection Systems
Division, 40 Perry Avenue, P.O. Box 779, Attleboro,
MA 02703. Tel: 617-222-2202. TWX: 710. 391.0644.
In Europe, Augat SA—Fresnes, France. Tel:
668.30.90. Telex: 201.227 AUG-SAF.

AUGAT®

Augat irterconnection products,
Isotronics microcircuit packaging,
arid Alco Subminiature switches.

*Registered trademark of Gardner Denver Company
41;
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DO YOU
REALIZE WHY
THE OTHER
32-BIT
COMPUTER
COMPANIES ARE
SHOWING OFF
THEIR
HARDWARE?

PRESENTING
MV/8000
SOFTWARE.
You're looking at the biggest
library of 32-bit computer software
in the business.
We point this out not to underplay the hardware of our total
ECLIPSE MV/8000' system,
but because every industry observer
we've heard is saying that software
has become even more important
than hardware.
And in this regard, we
have some very important
software.
We have made it
easier for application designers to design, programmers to program.
And users to use.
We have made it
compatible with our
existing software.
And flexible enough
to work whatever
way you like to
work.
Wherever
worldwide standards exist,
we've followed
them. (We're
even peacefully coexisting with IBM's
standards.)
We've made our
software friendly, interactive. Every
software product you'll need for commercial, scientific or communications
applications development is here.
And ready to go.

«OM
C OBOL

world have SNA, RCX70
(3270), RJE80 (2780/3780)
and HASP II. And you can run
in the X.25 world or SNA world •
Or both at the same time. For the
first time in this industry.
DATA MANAGEMENT
Here again you have achoice.
If you're after productivity, you have
our CODA SYL-compliant, DG/
DBMS software with design and
development aids. Or our INFOS®
Il file management software.
TRANSACTION
PROCESSING.
We've given our Transaction
Processing Management Software
(TPMS) astrongly interactive
design/development capability.
Sophisticated security features. And simple recovery
procedures. And it's fully
integrated with both
COBOL and PL/I. And
for ultra-high- speed data
entry, there's DATAPREP® key- to-disc
software.
APPLICATIONS
DEVELOPMENT
LANGUAGES.
All seven of the
most popular languages. All 32-bit.
All to industry
standards (where
industry standards
exist). All userfriendly, interactive.

PROGFIAM GEN
__,1,1`,r,rEFÏACTIVE GRApHICS
PROCESSING

ATABASE
Lek
4 GUAGE

INOURY

DEBUGGER
X.25 NETWORKING

SNA
3270
.273 '' 3780

HASP II
CODASYL DE3WIS

MANAGEN1ENT

soRrivi-Effie
ArlsAcTioN

pRocEssiNG

neA ENTei
I
-74 COBOL
F AN /1
ANSI FORR
BASIC

ANSI PI-

I

HPG
ASSEMBI..„Lti
eel-

SYSTEMS RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT.
Data General AOSNS is
the most advanced 32-bit operating system in the world. Period. With aCommand Language that is
the same for both batch and interactive processing. A HELP command. A Sysgen so interactive you don't even have to look at the documentation. Resource Usage Accounting and Security.
Not added on. Built in.
COMMUNICATIONS.
Those who prefer working in the world of international standards
can use our X.25 XODIAC' networking. Those who want IBM's

PRODUCTIVITY AIDS.
This is where you can
affect the bottom line most. With our full
line of user-friendly, interactive aids.
Including an automatic COBOL program generator.TRENDVIEW'm
interactive business graphics software.
Word processing. Database inquiry
and asource level language debugger.
FINALLY. THE ECLIPSE MV/8000 HARDWARE.
If, after reading all this information about MV/8000 software
you are disturbed to find nothing about the ECLIPSE MV/8000
systems hardware, write us at ISD Marketing Communications,
Data General, 4400 Computer Drive, Westboro, MA 01580.
We will even include some very impressive four color photography of our 32-bit hardware. Just like you see on all the other
pages of this publication.

Data General
ECLIPSE MV/8000, XODIAC, and TRENDVIEW are trademarks, I
NFOS and DATAPREP are registered trademarks of Data General Corporation.
© 1981. Data General Corporation.
Circle
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Press-fitwith alist of options.
Edgecards, everything...
without solder.
Your choice of single board,
multi-board "sandwich" with up to
8layers of circuitry or conventional
multilayer systems. Hybrid systems
(shown at right) can have copper
sheets between any or all circuit
layers for high current capacity. Systems that combine etched circuits
with wire wrap take full advantage
of the economies of press-fit.
.031" x .062" I/O pins mate with many industry
standard connectors.

Ribbon cable headers in 10 to 60 pin counts.
Latch-lock style shown.
.025" straight posts for feed-thru I/O applications.
Popular D subminiatures from 9 to 37 pin count.
Modular edge card housings are cut from strips
to match desired pin counts. Available in several
different card guide styles with seven grid spacings
to handle virtually any system.
Housings mateable with the Cannon DL Series
ZIF connector.
25 pair telephone and telecommunications I/O's.
Male or female receptables.

DIP and SIP sockets in popular pin counts that
feature oriented contact clips with four points of
I.C. contact and oriented tails that will accept mating connectors. Two and three wrap tails with exclusive contact select plating for greater cost
••s
avings.
▪•Only Elfab offers all this without solder. Backpanel
systems can now do more and cost less thanks to
the inherent economy of press-fit. Of course the
greatest economy of all is reliability. Reliability you get with the Elfab solid pin
gas tight interface (over 1billion contacts are now in use without a
single reported interface failure).
For more information contact
your Elfab Representative or call:

i
i
N-ELFAB
-00-,
The Leader in Press-fit Technology

P. 0. Box 34555 •Dallas, Texas 75234 •214-233-3033
Circle 138 on reader service card

New products_

Local net carries video, data traffic
Coaxial-cable network has 10-to-350-MHz bandwidth
to serve video equipment, slow terminals, and fast computers
by Linda Lowe, Boston bureau

The first segments of alocal communications network from Wang Laboratories will begin linking users' terminals, video systems, and Wang
computer and word-processing systems as phased deliveries take place
over the next year and ahalf. That is
just the beginning for WangNet,
according to the firm, which plans to
add more capabilities such as voice
communications later on.
WangNet is abroadband network,
having a bandwidth of 10 to 350
MHz. "We chose broadband because
it accommodates more data—and
more diverse kinds of data —than
can baseband or discrete-frequency
networks like Ethernet," says William F. Rosenberger, Wang's director of networking. WangNet initially
comprises three separate bands.
The network uses off-the-shelf
cable-television coaxial cable and
associated equipment like taps and
splitters. Its main trunk has an openloop configuration and supports a
branching-cable topology that permits its connection to alarge number
of nodes, says Rosenberger.
Ready for immediate delivery is
WangNet's so-called Utility Band,
which allocates 174 to 216 mHz for
up to seven independent channels
available to composite video equipment. This band employs no active
components, instead using standard
coaxial cables and connectors to link
video conferencing and monitoring
devices.
WangNet's Interconnect Band,
parts of which will be available in
early and mid-1982, supports two
different kinds of channels, which,
through their respective modems,
can accommodate any machine having an RS-232-C port. The Intercon-
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nect Band is protocol-independent: it
has no provisions for protocol translation and so assumes the use of
either the same protocol by communicating machines or external translators for individual machines.
Due for first deliveries in January
or February 1982 are fixed-frequency modems that interface machines
to dedicated channels on 10-to-22MH z portion of the Interconnect

Band. These channels act like leased
telephone lines, forming permanent
links for point-to-point or multipoint
communications between two or
more machines. Of these channels,
32 handle data-transmission rates of
up to 9.6 kb/s; their associated
fixed-frequency modems will cost
about $850 each. Another 16 of the
permanent channels speed data rates
to 64 kb/s; their modems will cost

Message system takes on 'telephone tag'
Another push toward the automated office by Wang Laboratories Inc. comes
with Wang's introduction of a digital voice exchange (DVX). The system,
which can operate over with a company's internal phone lines or privatebranch-exchange, Centrex, WATS, and 800-number lines, acts as a telephone secretary, transmitting and storing digitized voice messages (or
"voicegrams") for up to 800 users.
Wang has run DVX in its own Lowell, Mass., headquarters for five months,
reports director of voice development John W. Sawyer. "DVX has proved a
welcome remedy for 'telephone tag' —that frustrating business of trying to
catch busy people at their desks and leaving endless call-back messages."
DVX works with any phone equipped with a tone generator. Up to 16
Z80-based input/output message processors (10MPs) digitize voice messages and transmit them to a central processing unit with 128-K bytes of
buffer random-access-memory. The CPU stores the data on disks. When a
user calls up messages by punching simple codes on the telephone key pad,
the CPU retrieves them and sends them back for reconversion into audio
form by the IOMP. It also sends the user recorded prompting instructions for
calling up and routing messages and generating new ones.
When generating a message, the user can specify the time and date of
receipt by other parties up to 31 days in the future and may simultaneously
direct the message to up to 16 phones or up to eight previously established
user lists of up to 32 users each. A recipient may send a return message,
forward the message to another phone together with a new explanatory
voicegram if necessary, or instruct the DVX system to retain the message for
later recall. A user planning to be out of the office can generate a message
that will play back in response to any incoming call. Software includes a
statistical reporting package that monitors system use, traces messages,
and keeps track of use of the system for billing purposes.
The DVX system becomes available in January 1982. At the low end, it
consists of a CPU, four IOMPs, one 300-megabyte disk drive, awork station,
and a printer; this configuration will serve 200 users and cost in the neighborhood of $125,000. A high-end, 800-user system with 16 IOMPs would cost
about $320,000 —or $400 per user—estimates Wang's Sawyer.
-L. L.
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Your Data Acquisition Requirements
are Unique
The parameters involved in data acquisition applications are
seldom the same. They vary in the quantity and types of
transducer inputs and discrete I/O signals, speed and accuracy
required, local or remote operation...and so on. When choosing
hardware, you may feel that you must compromise your unique
requirements for the sake of convenience...availability,
integration, etc. You may buy an analog front end from acomputer
manufacturer...limited performance, at best. Or, you may take a
chance with custom hardware from a"systems house"...expensive
and poorly supported. Neff offers an alternative.
Our System 620 is afamily of data acquisition products that can
be configured to exactly meet your requirements...and because
it's afamily, integration is built in. A custom system built for you
with standard...and existing ...Neff products.

System 620 can handle afew channels or thousands of
channels. It offers signal conditioning.. and throughput rates to
50k1-1z, even with remote operation. Plus many sophisticated
options.. automatic transducer calibration and automatic zero
offset, for example. And, of course, we have astandard interface
to your computer and software drivers to your operating system.
Let's talk about your application. Call us
toll free on (800) 423-7151 (outside
Callornia). In California, call us collect on
(213) 357-7151.
INSTRUMENT CORPORATION

700 South Myrtle Ave., Monrovia, CA 91016
TWX 910-585-1833

Our Solution is Simple...
Custom Systems from Standard Products
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approximately $1,250 each.
The Interconnect Band also supports switched-circuit, point-to-point
communications among a maximum
of 512 devices connecting on up to
256 channels via frequency-agile
modems operating at 48 to 81 MHz.
A single unit called a DataSwitch
controls the machines' access to one
another; when a terminal's operator
dials the number of a target
machine, the DataSwitch checks the
machine, establishing acommunications frequency if the machine is free
or returning a busy signal if the
machine is already engaged. The
maximum frequency-agile transmission rate is 9.6 kb/s. Wang plans
mid-1982 deliveries of the DataSwitch, priced at about $12,000, and
of the frequency-agile modems,
which will cost between $1,200 and
$1,300 each.
For speed. WangNet's third band
(217 to 253 MHz), called the Wang
Band, consists of a single channel
able to serve an almost unlimited
number of Wang computer and
word-processing systems at a datatransmission rate of up to 12 Mb/s.
Each system links to the WangNet
via acable interface unit, which will
cost $3,800 and is scheduled for
October 1982 delivery.
The Wang Band is a resourcesharing facility, Rosenberger asserts.
"Different Wang systems will be
able to share files, documents, and
peripheral devices, and all the systems can share products like Wang's
Mailway electronic mail software,"
he points out. Further, a Wang system connected to the Wang Band
can become a gateway to outside
networks. Wang plans for all its systems, such as 2200 and vs systems,
to support the X.25 protocol and
IBM's System Network Architecture,
as well as other protocols.
Communications between systems
on the Wang band take place under
distributed control, employing the
CSMA/CD arbitration standard proposed by the Institute of Electrical
and Electronic Engineers in its standard 802 for local networks.
Wang Laboratories Inc., One Industrial Avenue, Lowell, Mass. 01851. Phone (617) 4595000 [338].

MODEL M-3
(HAND-HELD TYPE)

FOR CABLE,
WIRE &
TUBE
IDENTIFICATION
We offer low cost, complete range of hot-stamping machines. Bench type, Pneumatic type and also Hand-held
type. Fast, easy and permanent hot-marking in black,
white and red by choice of color foil tape. Any combination of letters and/or numerals, and even words can be
printed by quick-change character wheel system. Various
size characters available. 7,12 and 18 wheels by your
choice. Send now for Hotmarker details.

H402-12
(BENCH TYPE)

MODEL

U.S.A. DISTRIBUTOR:

CHUO TSUSHO KAISHA LTD.

P.O. Box 817, LOMITA, CA 90717

No. 1-6, KANDA IZUMICHO, CHIYODA-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN
Tel: 03-861-5618 Telex: 2655597 CI-4U° J

NDC INTERNATIONAL
Phone: 12131 530-2320
Telex: 69-6368 iNDC INTL LOTA/
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Data
Loge'
Networ

The new Series 1000 MinINetwortTe
data logging terminal communicates simultaneously with three
RS 232 devices ...Stores data from
slower terminals or data loggers
for later continuous transmission
at 9600 baud ...Opens and closes
files ... Interrogates and prints
out blocks of data ... Adds up to
1.1 megabytes desk-top storage ...
Contact us today for complete
details!

411/

Qd n
t
ex

Division of
North Atlantic Industries
ep.. Plant Avenue, Hauppauge, NY 11787
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THE OPTICS ALONE
ARE WORTH THE PRICE

Now get more room to work, high
power; and exciting new optics with the
AO Sertes 1860 Industrial Microscope.
D Here's the ultimate in image quality
contrast and resolution. And unlike other
scopes that depend on vertical stage
movement for focusing, the 1860 utilizes an exclusive focusing nosepiece
principal that revolutionizes the ease
and speed of wafer inspection. L And
the fixed stage height provides excellent stability and easier use of the

ancillary equipment, such as microprobes, micromanipulators, carousels,
and other stage hardware. Result:
masks, wafers and other components
ore moved on and off the stage
faster El Only AO offers built- in
halogen lamps with 10,000
hours of life and afull
20 mm. field of view...
no other scope even comes
close.111The unique AO Series
1860 -another American ideo

rt

in human engineering for the
technologies of the 1980's. For
ademonstration see your AO dealer
or representative, or write for our
brochure: American Optical,
Instrument Division,
PO. Box 123, Buffalo,
NY 14240.
the versatile 1860 accepts cameros
for documentation and is available
with attachments to accommodate
several viewers simultaneously.

ANOTHER AMERICAN IDEA
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Computers & peripherals

Big guns fire off
small machines
DEC, DG, and Xerox assault
small-business market with
$7,000 computers
by James B. Brinton,
Boston bureau manager

Almost simultaneously, three major
electronics firms—Xerox, Data General, and Digital Equipment Corporations—have unveiled contenders
for the retail small-business computer market. Though their prices span
a narrow range of about $6,000 to
about $7,200 in typical configurations, the systems are quite different.
All are microprocessor-based and
include floppy-disk storage, cathoderay-tube displays, and keyboards,
but that is where the similarities end.
In each case, software is more or less

11111111 11111111111M%

unbundled; in some cases there is a
broad choice of printers, peripherals,
and communications capabilities.
Xerox's 820 is a Z80-based, 8-bit
machine with 64-K bytes of mOS
main memory, dual 92-K-byte 51
/4
in. floppy-disk drives, display, and
keyboard [Electronics, June 16,
p. 33]. Operating system and software are available at extra cost, as is
a printer. With a 40-character-persecond Diablo 630 letter-quality
printer, CP/N1 operating system, and
a$500 word-processing package, the
820 sells for $6,595 in single units.
Discounts on the unit are expected.
Next in line. On June 19, Data
General entered the lists with its
Enterprise 1000, a unit based on
microNova architecture. First of a
projected family of small-business
machines, the 1000 is a 16-bit unit
with 64-K bytes of moS main memory, 716-K bytes of bulk storage in
two 51
/-in., double-sided, double4
density floppy-disk drives, keyboard,
CRT, and a 150-character/s dotmatrix printer. The price for this
configuration, including the system's
newly developed operating system,

Enterprise os, is $7,195. Again,
company spokesmen are expecting
significant discounting from this
price.
Yesterday, Digital announced its
DECmate line of small-business systems—microprocessor versions of its
PDP-8 architecture, but with an
enhanced instruction set. The
DECmates, or model 278s, are 12-bit
machines, have 32-K words of useraccessible main memory (the equivalent of more than 49-K bytes), and
use 8-in, floppies, with each dual
drive capable of storing more than a
megabyte. The system price of
$6,795 for the model 278-AC also
includes a30-character/s dot-matrix
printer. The 278-AE offers a 180character/s dot-matrix printer and
costs $8,195; the 278-AH comes
with a 45-character/s letter-quality
printer and sells for $9,195.
The DEC machine also is available
in a minimal configuration as the
VT278-AH. For $3,900, the unit
comes minus mass storage and some
of the communications frills of the
larger 278s and can act as a downline-loadable intelligent terminal.
Software variety. In its software
aspects, DECmate is more complex
than its competitors. Application
software packages—and there are
many—vary widely in price: some
are free, and others cost as much as
$4,500. But DEC's software may be
one of the 278's strong points. First,
there is a lot of it. DEC itself will sell
more than 16 applications packages
immediately, and there is a vast
reservoir of PDP-8 software available from a variety of other sources.
This body of software, proven in
years of use with PDP-8 class computers, should be almost totally bugfree, according to Gary M. Cole,
DECmate product manager.
The software is also transportable.
Users of earlier systems like DEC's
WS-78 can move their existing packages up to the 278, and in some
cases, 278 software is upwardly compatible with systems as large as the
Software ready. The DECmate 278 is a
microprocessor-based version of the firm's
12-bit PDP-8 architecture, so it benefits from
alarge body of bug-free software.
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company's 32-bit VAX series.
Unless the user is doing development work, Cole says he need never
buy an operating system as such.
DEC's application packages subsume
any necessary operating-system software. Thus if auser buys the company's $500 word-processing package,
he need only bootstrap from disk
into main memory and run. Also,
much of the software is designed to
be capable of instructing the buyer
in its use; for especially complex
software packages, DEC supplies documentation and audio cassettes as
instruction aids.
os options. For development applications, DEC offers two operating
systems and support packages. The
OS/78, at $810 to $1,600, supports
Basic, Fortran IV, and an assembler;
it also allows some limited file transfer to the RT-11 operating system,
and thus to DEC's PDP-11 computers. The COS/310 operating system
supports the company's tailored version of Cobol, called Dibol, in anew
version, Dibol-11, that allows software portability all the way up to
computers as large as the VAX line.
The office-support and personneloriented applicant-tracking packages
are free for the asking to the buyer

'
1
\

of aword-processing system. On the
other hand, users can spend up to
$4,500 for software as complex as
DEC's construction-management
package; this price includes training
and support. Typical accounting
software costs about $900 per package, and packages are available for
accounts receivable and payable,
inventory and invoicing, general ledger, and payroll.
The 278 has been designed to fit
communications applications as well,
suiting it to remote-node installations in large corporate environments. The unit nominally supports
serial byte-asynchronous communications at rates from 50 to 4,800 b/s;
higher speeds are possible with special software. The unit also is compatible with RS-232-C and RS-423
communications standards. Finally,
it can act as aterminal either directly or via amodem.
Though not directly compatible
with the firm's DEcnet Ill [Electronics, Feb. 14, 1980, p. 183], the 278 is
expected to be used as a terminal
with PDP-11 and larger computers.
Thus, through these larger nodes, it
can sneak aboard aDEcnet.
In appearance, the unit is similar
to DEC'S hot-selling VT100 display

Adder

Training available. Data General's Enterprise 1000 is based on a 16-bit microNova processor. Video-disk-based instructional systems will be available at retail outlets.
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terminal and may offer the most
flexible display capabilities among
its newfound competition. Like the
others, it uses a 12-in. CRT, but it
displays either 24 lines of 80-column
text of 14 lines at 132 columns—a
limit imposed by the 24-K display
memory. It offers upper and lower
case, boldface, blinking, underlining,
and reverse video.
New enterprise. Data General's
Enterprise 1000, using a 16-bit
microNova CPU, could be the most
powerful of the three machines.
Some users may not notice much
difference, but while add time for
the DEcmate is 2.8 µs, that for the
1000 is 2.4 gs.
The 1000's keyboard is similar to
that of the DEC unit, having 83 keys,
a 14-key pad for numerical and control functions, and a number of
definable keys. DG describes its keys
as user-definable; DEC's Cole says
that its machine's keys are automatically defined as a new applications
program is loaded.
DG'S Enterprise os operating system is not now compatible with its
other os systems, but Patrick Dodds,
small-business systems marketing
manager, says a version is on the
way that will offer compatibility
with the firm's larger machines.
The Enterprise 1000 supports
synchronous or asynchronous communications at up to 19,200 b/s. The
system is programmed both in runtime and in business Basic. Currently available software includes a
package for accounts receivable and
one for order entry and inventory
control. In coming months the firm
expects to announce aword-processing package, among others.
Software, excluding the operating
system, is unbundled. The two packages at present available each retail
for a suggested price of $1,000.
Though this is far higher than most
of the cum-based software for the
Xerox 820, and somewhat more
expensive than some of DEC's 278
software, DG spokesmen note that
the quality of CP/M software and
support can vary widely. And training may be non-existent.
Training could be Enterprise's
long suit. A video-disk—based in-
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New breadboard
for JEDEC leadless
ype A chip carrier
sockets ...
Leapfrog alot of engineering, layout and model shop effort with this readyto-use chip carrier socket breadboard.

lf11.0lESS
neC

::01, It Of. ES S

There's six independent I/O patterns offering a variety of internal chip
circuit patterns. And, all circuits are preterminated with wrap-type terminals for ease in application. The breadboard may be divided into
individual footprints by simple machining or cutting.
Built to accommodate JEDEC leadless Type-A chip carriers, the circuitry
has gold-plated finish on pads and through-hole connections with .025"
square wrap-type terminals that will accommodate a dual wrap on the
bottom and asingle wrap on the top terminal.
Just circle the reader service number for additional information on the
breadboard ...or individual sockets shown below.

Solder type or surface corn pression type sockets accommodate all families of leadless Type A
chip carriers of 68 terminals on .050" centers.

The stainless steel latch cover permits the
socket to be mounted in any position, and
accepts lead frames from .050" to .070" thick.

Surface type mounts flush to circuit board on
.036" x .050" pads. Screw compression is
used to insure positive electrical and mechanical termination. The solder mount style has
through-board terminations with two different
shaped pads.

Interconnection Integrity

8

ethode Electronics, Inc.
Connector Division

Methode Electronics, Inc. • 7447 West Wilson Avenue • Chicago, Illinois 60656 • Telephone (312) 867-9600, TWX 910-221-2468
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structional system to be installed at
each retail site, according to Herbert
Richman, DG executive vice president, "is designed to take the user
step by step, at his own pace,
through each of the system's accounting packages."
In addition to training, the company is emphasizing reliability. "If a
small outfit puts its whole company's
records on our machine and it
crashes, that's the last sale we make
to them," says a DG source. The
company has included a read-onlymemory—based diagnostic system
that is triggered at turn-on, before
the operating system is booted into
random-access memory. Thus it is
both insurance, safeguarding against
lost data, and, occasionally, a trouble-shooting aid, cutting downtime.
DEC's 278 also includes diagnostics and tests that exercise memory
and the central processing unit at
power-up. According to DEC's Cole,
the routines may also be called up at
any time from the 278's keyboard
for troubleshooting.
Delivery of the Xerox 820 through
retail channels is expected to begin
immediately. DEC is targeting August availability for its DECmate
278. DG plans to have the Enterprise
1000 available by September in the
U. S., later outside the country.
Fujitsu too. TRW-Fujitsu is another voice in the chorus, introducing a
competing desktop computer this
month. Altered from the Fujitsu
9450 system for use in the U. S., the
TFC-3450 is a 16-bit machine based
on Fujitsu's own L1
6A microprocessor running at 4MHz. A system with
an 80-character-by-25-line CRT,
640-K bytes of floppy-disk capacity,
and an 80-character/s 80-column
printer will sell very near the price of
the DEC, DG, and Xerox entries,
though exact figures are not yet
available. The TFC-3450 has an
automatic dial-up and answer communications ability and is being targeted for distributed data-processing
environments. Software is in business and scientific Basic and assembly language.

yard, Merrimack, N. H. 03054 [422]

•

The TRW-Fujitsu Co., 9841 Airport Blvd.,
Suite 620, Los Angeles, Calif. 90045 [423]
Xerox Corp., Office Products Division, 1341
West Mockingbird La., Dallas, Texas 75247
[424]

Video-disk interface gives
power, flexibility to player
The DiscMaster 1000 is an RS-232C interface for the Pioneer VP-1000
and DiscoVision PR-7810 laser video-disk players. This unidirectional,
serial interface enables any mainframe, minicomputer, or microcomputer to control the playback of videodisks, making the player a more
powerful and flexible device than it
is when controlled by its built-in
microprocessor. Instead of permanently mastering the disk playback
program on the disk platter for
downloading into the intelligent
player's microcomputer, users can

Digital Equipment Corp., Continental Boule-

Houston Instrument, One Houston Square,
Austin, Tex. 78753. Phone (512) 837-2820
[363]

Unit prints bar-code labels
on plastic adhesive paper

write, debug, and continually modify
their playback program using a highlevel language. The DiscMaster
1000 includes all necessary cables,
connectors, and a power supply. No
modifications to the video-disk player or computer are required. The
single-unit price is $395 and deliveries are immediate.
New Media Graphics Corp., 139 Main St.,
Cambridge, Mass. 02142 [367]

Digitizer's 1-in, border
reduces active-area waste

Data General Corp., 4400 Computer Dr.,
Westboro, Mass. 01580 [421]

specified full active areas with a 1in, border that eliminates the waste
of active area for user-definable
menu selection, yet may be used for
those applications requiring oversized media and no more than
±0.010 in. accuracy at the edge.
The complete translucent digitizers, as they are called, have active
areas of 12 by 12, 17 by 24, 36 by
48, and 42 by 60 in. They are microprocessor-controlled and feature a
standard 12-button cursor with fine
crosshairs and separate cursor or stylus connectors for left- or righthanded persons. Digitizing accuracy
is ±0.005 in. up to the edge of the
active area. They have a resolution
of 0.001 in., and the units digitize at
a rate of 200 coordinate pairs per
second. Prices start at $2,950, with
deliveries in 30 to 45 days.

A line of digitizer tablets for
entering graphic data surrounds its

Bar-code labels can be prepared on
site by using either the integral keyboard and display of aseries of barcode printers or on customer-supplied cathode-ray tubes. The printers
can function independently or under
computer control.
Members of the S series are available in one of three standard print
formats: bar code with interpretation
line plus zero, one, or three lines of
free text. The printers are offered for
Code 39 (9.4 characters/in.) or
Codabar (at 10 characters/in.).
Printing from arotating drum, the S
series can mark up adhesive paper
labels, tags, or durable plastic label
stock. For paper labels, adispensing
option strips acompleted label from
its backing.
In single quantities, the printers
start at $5,945, with a20% originalequipment manufacturer discount
available for quantities of 2 to 9.
Delivery is from stock.
Interface Mechanisms Inc.,

P. O.

Box N,

Lynnwood, Wash. 98036. Phone (206) 7437036 [364]
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We've taken the bugs
out of debugging.
You know how debugging an LSI
test program can go.
You start by checking and
rechecking ahard-copy printout.
You code changes, recompile,
and rerun the program. Tying
up your entire test system, background and foreground. All
accompanied by aprayer that
you found all the errors so you
don't have to go through the
whole process again.
Thanks to Fairchild's new
program debug tool, SAGE,
there's no reason to go through
this process at all.
Simply speaking, SAGE is an
intelligent color graphics terminal
and software package. It displays
all programmed stimulus and
response to and from the device
under test. Compatible with our
Sentry and Series 20 systems, it

actual testing, and programmers
who don't flinch when they hear
the word "debug'
Before you find yourself
dffl
"MIL
frustrated by another debugging
problem, call or write us.
We can help you debug
your debugging. As well as your
programs.
For more information contact
Fairchild Test Systems Group,
provides a"menu .'
of options to
1601 Technology Dr., San Jose,
any debug problem, in afriendly
rather than acomputer language. California 95110, (408) 998-0123.
In other words, SAGE offers
the ability to modify the program
FAIRCHILD
stimulus interactively and see
the changes on areal-time basis.
A Schlumberger Company
Not only that, you can debug in
the background as you test in
the foreground.
What all this means to you is
fewer man-hours spent debugging, more machine tine for
MINN

,

The
First Family
of All.

CSPI Array Processors bring speed to
scientific and engineering computation
TM

CSPI's MAP FAMILY IS DESIGNED FOR SPEED.
Our 32- and 64-bit floating point array processors enhance the computational speed of 16- and 32-bit minicomputers by 10 to 200 times. MAP gives FAST results
through parallel processing which permits arithmetic
operations to proceed at peak speed while I/O data is
rushing through. MAP maintains 12 MFLOPS of arithmetic with up to 18 megabytes per second of concurrent I/O. Arithmetic and I/O proceed at peak rates
while the host minicomputer stays free for other activity. MAP'S unique multiprocessor architecture supports up to 8 of our standard analog and digital
peripheral device interfaces. The results — real time
processing for your most demanding requirements.
MAP SPEEDS YOUR RESULTS BY SIMPLIFYING
YOUR JOB. An easy to use FORTRAN library of more

than 200 signa' processing, math, I/O, and support
functions is available. A cross-assembler and simulator
support the development of special functions you may
wish to add.
IN 500 INSTALLATIONS WORLDWIDE, MAP'S ARE
DELIVERING FAST RESULTS. We price our array processors economically — as low as $30,500 complete
— and ship them
within 60 days ARO.
Speed. It's the whole
idea behind array
processing.
Challenge us with
your benchmarks.
Call Ed Arsenault at
(617) 272-6020.

CM»
THE ARRAY PROCESSORS
40 Linnell Circle, Billerica, Massachusetts 01821- 617/272-6020 •TWX: 710-347-0176
WORLDWIDE SALES OFFICES: Cedar Rapids, Chicago, Cleveland, Dallas, Dayton, Denver, Detroit, Ft. Pierce, Houston, Indianapolis, Kansas
City. Milwaukee, Minneapolis, New York City, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Redondo Beach, Rochester, Scottsdale, St. Louis, Downsview, Montreal,
Ottawa, Vancouver, Amsterdam, Frankfurt, Geneva. London, Madras, Milan, Paris, Stockholm, Sydney, Tel Aviv, Tokyo, Wellington.
Circle 148
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gent controller that can mix up to
four Winchester or floppy-disk
drives. Single-unit pricing on the
CMS-16 is $4,995.
The third product, the CMS16/DS1, provides the CMS-16 with
hardware plus some additional firmware
that allows the unit to handle
Microcomputer is offered as
the uploading and downloading of
code developed on any PDP-11 miniboard, in boxed system, or
computer. It also contains the necesas development system
sary cabling to have an RS-232-C
interface. The DS notation stands for
The CMS-16 microcomputer series the development system that allows
from cm Technologies Inc. is not the
the unit to be used as an in-line
processor between the user's termifirst system to put the 16-bit 68000
nal and a PDP-11. The PDP-11 can
microprocessor on the Multibus interface [Electronics, April 21, be operated by the terminal with the
p. 215]. However, the company is development system in a passthrough mode, or the development
the first to offer arange of products,
system can be operated by the termifrom the bare central-processingnal, or the PDP-11 can communicate
unit board to turnkey systems, that
directly with the 68000 through the
link the 68000 through the Multibus. It is also the first to offer a Multibus.
Otherwise. In a second configuraDigital Equipment Corp. PDP-11
tion, the 68000 in the development
link and to use Microsoft's Xenix
system can act as aback-end procesoperating system on such aproduct.
At the original-equipment-manu- sor running concurrently with the
PDP-11 host. The development sysfacturer systems-design level, there
is the CMT-CPU, a CPU board con- tem will be available in September
taining the 68000, 64-K bytes of at $6,995 in single-unit quantities.
dynamic random-access memory and
At the end of the year, cross-compila Multibus interface. Priced at ers for C. Pascal, and Fortran should
$2,350 in single-unit quantities, it
features a24-bit address bus, 8- and
16-bit data transfer, memorymapped input/output, and seven
vectored interrupt levels. The CPU
board also has two sockets that can
accommodate up to 16-K bytes of
erasable programmable read-only
memory. The board operates at 4, 6,
or 8 mHz for compatibility with
peripherals and other processors in a
multiple-master or master-slave environment.
The CMT-CPU will start being
delivered in July; the second product, the CMS-16 will be shipped in
August. The CMS-16 incorporates the CPU board in a nine-slot
Multibus card cage along with a
four-channel synchronous-asynchronous serial ho module. In this version, the E-PROM sockets are occupied by monitor firmware. Using the
open slots in the card cage, the
CMS-16 can handle up to six additional modules, including an intelli-

Microcomputers & systems

68000 on Multibus

can link to PDP-11
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be available as separate products.
Adding a Z80-based card to the
cage creates a fourth product, the
Multiprocessor System. In this application, the Z80 board is aperipheral controller or a separate processor operating under CP/M. Using a
built-in 8-in. Winchester disk drive,
the Multiprocessor System has 11
megabytes of unformatted storage as
well as a dual-sided double-density
floppy-disk drive in a separate storage-subsystem cabinet. The Winchester drive is a Shugart SA 1000
offering 10 megabytes of storage,
and the floppy-disk drives are the
Shugart SA 850/800 series, which
offer 1 additional megabyte of
removable storage.
In addition to the two processor
boards, the Multiprocessor System
includes a 128-K-byte dynamic RAM
card and an intelligent disk controller. The controller allows direct
memory access, error recovery, and
formatting. Including a resident
assembler and debugger, the singleunit price for the Multiprocessor
System is $19,450. Deliveries are
expected to start in September.
The Multiprocessor System is
designed to be upgraded to the
Microsoft Xenix multiuser operating
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system, which should become available by the end of the year. Under
Xenix, the cms series 16 can be configured with eight remote stations.

These four products are the first
to be introduced by the two-year-old
CMT, which is active in development
and technical support of 8-bit micro-

Watch chip drives

processor products in Asian markets.
CM Technologies Inc., 525 University Ave.,
Palo Alto, Calif. 94301. Phone (415) 3269150 [371]

can directly drive only 48 LCD segments.
The added circuitry includes an
extra bus decoder and latch for each
of the chip's 48 LCD-drive outputs.
The outputs have also been given dc
C-MOS chip runs off watch
drive capability—each can be tied to
cell for a year and a half,
any of three voltage levels. A voltage-halving circuit, which makes the
drives LCD with 96 elements
chip able to operate from a3-v lithium battery, has been added; the chip
The 1270 complementary-mos 4-bit already had a voltage doubler. The
microcomputer is based on the total of 96 bus decoders for the outdesign of AMCC'S 1259 microcom- puts are set up using mask-programputer [Electronics, July 17, 1980, mable logic. Finally, an extra line
p. 143]. Like the 1259, the 1270 has been added to the strobe decoddraws only 3µA from a1.5-v supply, er, to double the number of possible
taking ayear and ahalf to exhaust a strobe times.
standard watch cell. But the 1270 is
Communication. The de drive cacapable of driving a 96-segment lipability adds a further possibility—
quid-crystal display using two-level
that of linking 1270s to drive dismultiplexing and thus is able to drive plays with more than 96 segments.
dot-matrix LcDs. The 1259 does not Output lines can be connected to the
have this multiplexing capability and
five inputs normally used for me-

chemical-button inputs.
The entire chip is designed around
programmable logic arrays, which
can be customized with a single
mask for various applications. Its
program control, mode control, and
arithmetic unit all utilize PLAs. But
because of the relatively few program steps available, the approach is
not suited to every task. Those it
does suit include watches and clocks,
hand-held games and toys, remote
timers, and sequential controllers.
The 64-pad microcomputer is normally supplied in chip form for
mounting on hybrid substrates. It
has a 32-by-4-bit random-access
memory and requires an external
32.768-kHz crystal. The 1270 will be
available within 30 days and will be
priced at less than $5.00 each in
quantities of 25,000.

232-C programmable communications ports are provided, with each
capable of handling asychronous formats, synchronous byte-oriented
protocols, and bit-oriented protocols.
The computers meet all specifications of the IEEE proposed P-796 bus
standard. The FT-86M is $1,950,
and the -86M/FP rung $2,950, with
25% discounts offered on quantity
purchases. Delivery is in 30 days.

TMM10000 series. Improved features include the capability to operate at the maximum Q-bus speed,
with a typical read access time of
175 ns, write access time of 75 ns,
and aread or write cycle of 360 ns.
Starting addresses can be selected on
4-K-byte boundaries.
The Multibus-compatible TMM40010 series is available in 64-, 128-,
256-, and 512-K-byte versions. This
series also boasts low access times,
with a typical read access time of
325 ns, awrite access time of 110 ns,
and a read or write cycle of 710 ns.
The TMM 10010 will be available in
September, with prices of from
$1,315 for the 128-K-byte version to
$3,290 for the 256-K-byte version
with parity controller.
Pricing for the TMM40010 series,
now available, ranges from $.1,845
for the 64-K-byte model to $4,000
for the 256-K-byte card.

dot-matrix LCDs

Single-board computer
manages memory
The FT-86M and FT-86M/FP single-board computers are members of
Forward Technology's Gateway series of Multibus-compatible 16-bit
computers. The FT-86M's design is
based on the Intel 8086 16-bit
microcomputer. The FT-86M/FP
incorporates both the 8086 and
Intel's new 8087 numeric data processor, which can perform floatingpoint calculations. The units support
Digital Research's CP/M-86 operating system; in addition, the firm
offers aproprietary operating system
written in Forth.
Up to seven users are supported by
the unit's memory management and
protection features. Both computers
have 4-K bytes of user-programmable memory, and four sockets are
included for up to 32-K bytes of
read-only memory. Also, two RS-
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Forward Technology Inc., 1440 Koll Circle,
Suite 105, San Jose, Calif. 95112. Phone
(408) 293-8993 [373]

RAM boards fit LSI-11,
Multibus-based computers
Two series of standard randomaccess memory modules will expand
the memory capacity for LSI-11 and
Multibus-compatible computer systems. Offering 128-, 192-, and 256-K
bytes, the TMM10010 series is a
second-generation version of the

Applied Micro Circuits Corp., 10626 Bandley
Dr., Cupertino, Calif. 95014. [371]

Texas Instruments Inc., Integrated Memory
Systems Marketing, P.O. Box 1443, M/S
6404, Houston, Tex. 77031. [374]
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Introducing the world's fastest logic analyzer.
Incomparable,
500 MHz for debugging mainframes
and super-minis.
Now you can dramatically shorten
the debug cycle in high-speed
random and stored program logic
design with our powerful new 500
MHz, 8-channel K500-D. With stateof-the-art 16-bit microprocessor
control, 2K static RAM memory and
GPIB interface for fully-automated
operation, the K500-D is the industry's most advanced integrated test
tool for the digital designer.
Resolution to 2ns.
Clocking via internal time base, or
with your superfast system clock. the
K500-D gives you the best timing
resolution available in a logic
analyzer today Glitches, transitions
and other critical events can be

captured and sampled every two
nanoseconds. You can even track a
channel of analog activity at the same
time for troubleshooting analog digital
interface, or for high speed causeand-effect relationships. Two trigger
levels (=lives you precise data trapping.
Advanced probe design.
Our probes were designed for high
performance to cope with the speed
and complexity of large systems. as
well as complement the super high
speed of the K500-D. Now. with 6-foot
probes and hybrid buffering circuits
in each probe tip, you can conveniently debug even the largest systems
with minimum disturbance With our
unique scroll mode, you can probe
hard-to-reach test points individually
and build your timing diagram one
channel at a time.

II 1111.--.LOC.SRQ
59,
T: 999
CT

Legendary ease-of-use.
Our new K500 -D is even easier to
use than our best-selling K100-D
and that's saying something. Its status
and data displays
permit easy flexible
programming and
data analysis. You
can expand horizontally X10. X20, or
X50, and specify the
display format in
binary, octal and/or
ASCII.
You owe it to yourself.
Any designer debugging mainframes or super-minis deserves full
details on this revolutionary new logic
analyzer. Write Gould, Inc., Biomation
Division, 4600 Old lronsides Drive,
Santa Clara, CA 95050. Or call
(408) 988-6800.

I> RT1939> R-c ..19,1f1911.4,

IN) GOULD
An Electrical'/Electronics Company
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New products
Packaging & production

Tool keeps track
of wrapped turns
Insulation-slitting Wire-Wrap
tool stops when it has applied
the selected number of turns
The tedium of counting turns in the
course of wiring Wire-Wrap contact
posts is made unnecessary by a new
tool. Internal logic in the P184-7
counts the number of turns wrapped
onto a post and stops the wrapping
when a preselected count is
reached—an ability that is proving
useful for moderate-level production
and prototype wiring in field trials.
"Many customers have asked us
for amore accurate method of placing the required number of turns on
a post," says Floyd Hill, marketing
vice president of Vector Electronics
Co. This need is most critical in the
common daisy-chain routing of insulated wire, in which each post has
two connections wired to it. Military
specifications are particularly demanding, calling for aspecific number of wire turns on each post, he
points out.
Faster, too. The Vector tool's
internal circuitry senses and counts

Wire bonder is
easy to program
Automatic wire-bonding unit
for hybrid-circuit production
has time-saving software
An automatic wire bonder for hybrid
circuits that provides increased
throughput and a lower error rate
without needing complicated and
time-consuming programming has
been developed by Hughes Industrial
Products division. The HMC-2460
also offers a pattern-recognition op-
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wire turns, limiting them to the
number selected— from three to
nine—by setting a switch on top of
the tool. (The counter may if necessary be bypassed.) The operator simply selects the number of turns,
places the tool's bit over the post,
and presses the trigger. A magnet
affixed to the shaft passes dual sensors that signal each revolution. The
average time for each termination is
less than 1 second—typically four
times as fast as conventional techniques, according to the company.
Vector regards the turns counter
as apronounced improvement on its
Slit-n-Wrap tool line. In this series,
apatented design slits the insulation
automatically only during wrapping,
not during routing. A knife-edge on
the tool tip makes the slit, exposing
the conductor for agas-tight, metalto-metal contact with the post. A
notch in the two-piece wire-grip
housing retains the end of the wire,
so that the operator need not hold
the wire end while starting to wrap it
but can concentrate solely on its
placement.
The wire spool on the tool can
carry 300 feet of 28-gauge wire,
enough for 1,200 daisy-chained or
900 post-to-post terminations with
seven-turn wraps and an average
lead length of 2 in. An adjustable
regulator on the spool keeps tension
constant. Tension can be checked
with a3-oz weight supplied with the

tion that further enhances its performance over manual systems.
The HMC-2460 will handle a 25to-30-package hybrid in about 8
minutes, compared to the 40 minutes
or so of amanual process, according
to Pete Bullock, manager of production equipment products. With pattern recognition, time is cut to about
3minutes. Cycle time is 350 ms per
wire at awire length of 0.025 in.
The time savings stem mainly
from a variety of software operations. Programming the unit is easier
because the software is designed for
those familiar with wire bonding.
Step-and-repeat functions for multiple chips need not be programmed
separately, and programming of po-

tool or with a spring scale. Contact
resistance is 0.003 to 0.007 II and
pull strength is 4 lb. The terminations meet performance standards of
MIL-STD-1130A, says the firm.
The pistol-grip tool measures
11.25 by 1.8 by 4 in. deep and
weighs 13 oz. Power is supplied from
a 117-v, 50-to-60-Hz converter. The
28-gauge Tefzel-insulated wire is
available from Vector in six colors:
blue, black, green, red, white, and
yellow. Tefzel has a dielectric constant of 2.6 and adielectric strength
of 450 v/mil.
Vector's P184-7 tool costs $198,
with 300-ft wire spools priced at
$14.95 each. The set-screw—mounted
bits are guaranteed for at least 7,000
seven-turn connections. Replacement bits are $10.60 each. The tools,
now in production, are immediately
available.
Vector Electronics Co.,
Ave.,

Sylmar,

Calif.

12460 Gladstone

91342.

Phone

(213)

365-9661 [391]

sitions is done by exception, so that
only wires that do not follow set
patterns require specific instructions.
The interactive system queries the
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Our delicate
sense of timing
helped this bird
keep avery
important date.
Space travel. Where afraction of asecond can
make the difference between success or failure.
That's why so many NASA & DOD "birds" get their
precise sense of timing kom Frequency Electronics'
Cesium Beam Frequency Standards and Oscillators.
They offer ai level of reliability and accuracy that just
can't be duplicated.
Take our Portable Real Time Clock (Model
FE-5450A) for example. It delivers accuracy to
-± 1x10 —"and short-term stability to 1x. 10 —n/10 5
sec. And to help lighten your carrying lead, we've
trimmed the total size and weight of the unit by one
third.
When your application calls for aMaste• Regulating Clock, we can help you out there as well. Our
Model FE-5440A is also
accurate to ± 1 x 10 —".
And it's been designed from
the ground up to
offer the level of
versatility needed
to
meet
the
demands of military and aerospace
applications.

Here's some more F.E.I. advantages to think about.
• Extraordina'y accuracy and long-term stability
due to our unique phase locking frequency comparison and control system.
• Long-life cesium beam tubes, guaranteed for
three years.
• Rugged, militarized design meets MIL-E-5400,
MILE-16400 and other applicable military
specifications.
• Militaiy comenclature: TO- -335/V (Model FE5450A) ano TD-1 251/U (Model FE-5440A).
If the success of your mission rides on split second timing, now's the time to learn more about
Cesium Beam Frequency Standards.
Call or write today for more information or applications assistance.

•
I

Frequency Electronics, Inc.
3Delaware Drive,
New Hyde Park, NY 11040
(516) 328-0100.
TWX 510-223-0418.

F
l,
FREQUENCY ELECTRONICS, INC.
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We've got timing under control

New products
user, so little programming expertise
is required. Operator-programmed
functions include bond locations and
height, loop shape, electronic—flameoff gap and discharge time, and bond
forces and times.
Provident. In operation, the system looks ahead to determine the
length of wire needed to form the
ball at the next location. Speed of
action can be determined by software, so that the system will move
more quickly during repetitive actions and slow down for complicated
bonding patterns. The wire set of
each die is handled as a separate
program to simplify software.
The head moves in apurely vertical motion, giving it more accurate
height parameters than units that
pivot on a hinged arm. Its verticalmotion capability of 0.250 in. is
becoming increasingly important as
chip-height variation increases as a
result of new wafer processing techniques. The three-axis, servo-driven
bond head uses thermosonic goldball bonding, with bonding wire sizes
ranging from 0.0007 to 0.0015 in.
The X-Y positioner resolution is
0.0001 in.
Once the wire positions are properly programmed in, the system will
not misplace wires, so yield increases
dramatically over manual units. Although beta tests have not yet provided solid figures, Bullock feels the
increase may be as much as 50%.
Instructions and data for the various operations are stored in randomaccess memory and on floppy disks.
The standard drive is asingle-sided,
single-density Shugart drive that
holds up to 60 patterns or 32 dice.
An optional single-sided, doubledensity Shugart drive increases capacity to 240 patterns or 120 dice.
Also stored on disk is aself-diagnostic program. The system will run 15
test programs including routines for
floating-point hardware, RAM, and
erasable programmable read-only
memory, X-Y table tests, and XY-Z-axis interface tests.
Perspicacious. The HMC-2460
will recognize the different patterns
of chips supplied by more than one
vendor and will stop the machine
during manual operation if acompo-
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nent from a second source uses different bond pads. The operator can
then summon up the program for the
component and continue. In the pattern-recognition mode, the system
will scan its memory and continue
operations on the alternative chip if
that pattern is in memory.
Forgiving. Focusing requirements
are very forgiving thanks to a digitized video system that has better
depth of field than do most photomultiplier systems, Bullock says. The
digitized system is also less sensitive
to light changes. The pattern-recognition option requires the installation
of afive-board set.
Pricing for a single HMC-2460
ranges from $50,000 to $70,000.
Delivery is in 90 days.
Hughes Aircraft Co., Industrial Products Division, 6155 El Camino Real, Carlsbad, Calif.
92008. Phone (714) 438-9191 [392]

TAB scheme improves yields,
stabilizing leads with a frame

as 40%, according to Thomas Angelucci, president of 1mi. With the
firm's tape technique, called HYTAB, 90% to 95% inner-lead bonding
yields are possible, he says.
HY-TAB brings to the scene a
removable copper frame that connects all the tape's inner leads (see
figure), stabilizing them and preventing them from bending out of
the plane or from side to side. At the
end of each lead is anarrow tear link
that locates the separation made
when the frame is pulled out. When
the handle in the center is pulled
after bonding, the links break
sequentially and the frame comes
away. Each bond gets a pull test
when the frame is separated from it,
and the frame protects the tape's
leads during handling and shields
sensitive ics from electrostatic
charges that may be present during
bonding.
1ml will not manufacture HY-TAB
tape itself, but seeks to license the
concept to tape manufacturers.
International Micro Industries, P. 0. Box 604,
Cherry Hill, N. J. 08003. Phone (609) 424-

A technique developed by International Micro Industries substantially
increases yield in high-lead-count
(40 or more leads) tape automated
bonding to integrated circuits. At
these high counts, it is difficult to
maintain good lead-end stability at
the inner ends of the tape's leads.
Inner-lead bond yield can be as low
BO ND PAD

HANDLE

TEAR LINKS

LEAD

CHIP

STRETCH
POINT

3112 [400]

Shipping tubes shield
static in excess of 20,000 V
New static-shielding shipping tubes
provide the static and physical protection needed in transporting and
handling dual in-line packages. Velostat No. 5550 and 5551 accommodate standard 300-mil and 600-mil
packages, respectively, and can be
used on most automatic insertion
equipment. A molded-in slot in each
tube permits inspection of devices.
The tubes have volume resistivity of
less than 400 9-cm, offering protec-

STABILIZING
FRAME

Pull here. IMI's HY-TAB tape-automated
bonding stabilizes the inner ends of the leads
with a copper frame that is removed after
bonding by pulling the central handle.
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Now there's afast, easy, economical way
to get lettering that meets
the same high specifications
as your drawings.
Most architects and engineers
are perfectionists. They're simply not
satisfied with any project until every
detail is just right—including the
lettering.
Until recently, this attention to
detail meant painstaking hours
using press-on or mechanical drafting lettering. Or perhaps even hand
lettering your drawings, presentations, finished models, and
preliminary designs.
Now there's amuch faster,
easier way to get the professional
lettering look you want. It's the
remarkable KroyTM lettering system.
Kroy lettering is aunique,
patented process that prints typeon-tape. Simply turn the typedisc
to the letter, number, or symbol you
want and press the print button.
You'll get neatly spaced, good looking
lettering on adhesive-backed tape.

Peel the tape from its backing, and
it's ready to position in place.
Kroy lettering comes
in twenty different typestyles,
(including Microgramma and
Helvetica), and awide range of sizes
from 8-point to 192-point (1/16 to 2
Electronics/June 30, 1981

inches). Typestyles and sizes depend
on which Kroy lettering machine
model is used.
There are four types of specialized Kroy lettermg supplies.
Diazo minimizes ghosting, or
shadow, during diazo reproduction.
Photo-quality provides sharp
edgeline definition (at up to 200%
enlargement) for photo reproduction.
Labeling and All-purpose are
suited to awide variety of lettering
projects. Like all Kroy lettering tape,
they adhere quickly and easily to
virtually any clean, dry surface.
There are five Kroy lettering
machine models currently available,
including the deluxe Kroy 8OTM
lettering machine pictured here.
Suggested retail prices range from
$395 to $695.
Call toll-free 1-800-328-1306
for afree sample of Kroy
lettering.
Find out why architects and
engineers all over the country are
using Kroy lettering in place of
slower, more expensive lettering
methods.
Call toll-free, 1-800-328-1306.
(In Minnesota, please phone 612738-6100.) If you prefer, complete
and return the coupon.
We'll send you afree sample
of Kroy lettering, and acopy of

our latest, full-color brochure.
Or, we can arrange for ano-cost, noobligation demonstration of the Kroy
lettering system right in your office.
Call or mail the coupon today.
Kroy'''' and Kroy 80' are registered trademarks
of Kroy Industries Inc.
Headline set with Kroy' lettering.

Circle

KROY

Free sample of Kroy."lettering
and full-color brochure
Please arrange to have arepresentative call on me for ano-cost, noobligation demonstration of the Kroy
lettering system.
0 Please send me afree sample of Kroy
lettering, and acopy of your latest
brochure_
Name
Title

(Please print)
Phone number

Company
Address
City

state

Zip

Complete this coupon and mail to:
Kroy Industries Inc., Post Office Box
zI3716, St. Paul, Minnesota 55164
1546
157 on reader service card
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New products
tion from static fields from people,
polystyrene packing, and other
source's—even when static exceeds
20,000 V. Pricing for the standard
25-in, tube is based on quantity. The
5550 ranges from 49 to 840, and the
600-mil size ranges from 55 to 890
Delivery is two to three weeks after
receipt of order.
3M Company P. O. Box 33600, St. Paul,
Minn. 55133. Phone (612) 733-5755 [394]

Printed-circuit connectors
are available in 16 sizes
The TRW Cinch 252 series flexible
printed-circuit connectors are available in 16 sizes and straight- or
angle-contact configurations. Bellows-type contacts permit smooth
insertion and withdrawal of flexible
printed circuits and maintain reliable continuity between contacts and
circuit surface without damage.
The connectors are rated at 500 v
ac at 3A and withstand 1,000 v root
mean square for at least one minute.
The insulation resistance is 1,000
mft or more, and contact resistance
is 20 m9 or less. The specified temperature range is —40° to + 100°C.
The connectors have from 5 to 27
contacts, all on 0.10-in, centers,
accommodating flexible and ridged
pc boards with thickness ranging
from 0.004 to 0.015 in.
In 50,000-unit quantities, pricing
is 0.01e per position for a14-position
straight-contact connector and
0.00860 per position for a 27-position straight-contact connector. Angle connectors are similarly priced.
Delivery takes from four to six
weeks.
TRW Cinch Connectors, 1501 Morse Ave.,
Elk Grove Village, Ill. 60007 [395]

Multilayer wiring board
survives at over 200 °C
A new polyimide planar printed-wiring board that features multilayer
density is capable of withstanding
operating temperatures in excess of
200°C and vibration of 100 g2/Hz.
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Clad in stainless steel and copper,
the board offers versatility of component installations and interconnection and makes changes possible. A
Teflon-insulated nickel wire is bonded from pad to pad by use of a
special stitch-wire machine. Component installation is by direct insertion or by insertion into low-profile
sockets for dual in-line packages,
nonweldable socket pins, or holetight devices. A card can be designed
with any or all pad patterns to
handle devices with pin rows on
0.3-, 0.4-, 0.6-, or 0.9-in, centers,
committed or noncommitted supply
or ground lines, expandable edgefinger or airborne type input/output,
and ground-strip or flat-ribbon cable. Pricing, which depends on configuration, averages between $50
and $200 per board. Delivery is in
six weeks, or sooner if the configuration is off the shelf.
Multi-Link Division of Odetics Inc.,

2191

South Dupont Blvd., Anaheim, Calif. 92806
Phone (714) 634-1178 [396]

Pc board repair tool has
finger-actuated vacuum pump
The Pace Micro is a self-contained
portable system for repairing printed-circuit boards in the field. Compact in design, it weighs only 41
2 lb
/
and can be carried in a tool box. A

single tool performs both desoldering
and soldering operations using interchangeable tips. It has full temperature regulation and can operate from
either an ac line or a 12-v dc supply.
Its internal, fast-rise vacuum pump
is finger-actuated, permitting onehanded operation. The unit warms
up and is ready for use in under one
minute and is safe for use with static-sensitive components. Delivery for
the $395 unit takes six weeks.
Pace Inc., 9893 Brewers Court, Laurel, Md.
20810. Phone (301) 490-9860 [398]

Programmable wafer saw
has rotating fixture
A special wafer-cutting saw with a
programmable electric feed mechanism and a programmable ingotrotating fixture works with precision
on hard semiconductor materials
such as gadolinium-gallium-garnet,
sapphire, ruby, quartz, optical glass,
and ceramic. The programmable
electric feed system optimizes cutting rates on the basis of blade position in the cut. A number of programs for cutting are provided in the
saw's software. Feed rates are variable for 0.20 to 3.0 in. per minute
with an accuracy of within ± 1%. By
rotating the ingot-mounting fixture
according to a predetermined program, heat build-up at the point of
cutting can be minimized, thus
reducing wafer surface damage and
increasing diamond blade life up to
seven times. The rotating mounting
fixture accepts crystals up to 5in. in
diameter and 16 in. long and can
rotate at speeds of 0.15 to 150 rpm
in either direction. Available on new
saws, it can also be retrofitted.
Though the saw was developed for
processing extrahard materials, it is
also useful in processing silicon (with
or without the rotating fixture),
where it increases cutting rates and
wafer quality and maximizes blade
life. Modifications will allow diameters of up to 10 in. Delivery is from
12 to 16 weeks.
Silicon Technology Corp., 48 Spruce St.,
Oakland, N. J. 07436. Phone (800) 5265218 [397]
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Announcing a
NEW GENERATION
of Airborne Yokes from
THE GREAT AMERICAN
YOKE COMPANY.

For three decades CELCO has met the
demands of research in all fields of science and industry where high resolution
CRT deflection components are required.
CELCO YOKES are well known and respected throughout the Free world where they
are the choice for military, medical, environmental,
space, nuclear, earth resources and commercial
applications.
Designing a high resolution Airborne CRT Display?
CELCO engineers will help you select the correct combination of deflection components from among our standa -d
catalog units. Or, well design custo -nproduction yokes to meet
your most precise display requirements. Call or write CELCO
today for your FREE CRT Display Computer and your complete CELCO Display Engineering Catalog.
CONSTANTINE ENGINEERING LABORATORIES CO.
70 Constantine Drive e
Mahwah, NJ 07430
1150 E. Eighth Street
et Upland, CA 91786

e
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Memodyne Corporation,
the data logging people, proudly introduce
a brand new 20 column
ALPHANUMERIC THERMAL PRINTER
Model MAP-20S.
riv sToch!
•Simple 2wire data input
•Isolated 20 mA current loop and RS232C
interface
•Baud rates from 75 to 9600
•Internal/External Baud Clock
•96 Character print set
•Print rate of 2lines per second
•Internal self test program of all characters
•Programmable controls for:
Text or lister printing
Character size — normal or extended
Baud rate
•Complete with microprocessor
electronics and AC power supply

"
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•Small size measures 4.4" W x 2.75" H
•Fits in panel 4.5" W x 2.78" H
•Weighs 4.2 lbs.

„).
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COSE

Memodyne

Price $725.00 each in single quantities.
Write for our complete 8page color brochure.

THE I/ORLUS SIIRLLEST
THER.P1RI.
F'PlAirER

CORPORATION

220 Reservoir Street Needham Heights, MA 02194}
(617) 444-7000 Telex: 92-2537
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0E111 Systems Designers...

TRAfISLATE FORTRA11 PROGRAMS
TO MEL 8088/8086
The MicrobenchTM FORTRAN-77 Cross
Compiler makes the 8086/8088 the most
cost-effective FORTRAN machine available.
• ANSI X3.9-1978 standard FORTRAN—D.O.D.
approved
• 32 bit arithmetic
• arrays and programs to one megabyte
• in-line assembly language
• ROM/RAM environments supported
• complete runtime support package
The Microbench FORTRAN-77 Cross Compiler is
highly regarded by our customers. It operates with
DEC operating systems on PDP-11, LSI-11 and VAX
systems. Prices start at only $3,750.
Also available: Microbench cross assemblers for
Intel 8086/8088 and most other popular micros

UJFITLIFIL SYSTE1S
1500 Newell Avenue, Suite 406
Walnut Creek, CA 94596
(415) 935-4944

Stepper Motors can be
smarter than ever!
Because the new CY512 Intelligent Positioning
Stepper Motor Controller, the only second
generation stepper controller, is now available.
Based on our popular CY500, the new CY512
provides:
• Faster stepping (8K steps/second at 11 MHz).
• Increased program storage capability.
• Improved ramping and rate resolution.
• Position and status readout.
• Automatic direction determination, just specify the
target location (absolute mode).
• Absolute and relative position commands.
• ASCII or binary operation (including readout).
• 25 Powerful commands (all-new Jump, Loop and Delay).
Plus all the standard CY500 features. The CY512 is offthe-shelf at only $145/single ($75/100%). For
full details contact:

Cybernetic
Micro
Systems

445-203 So. San
Antonio Road, Los Altos,
CA 94022, (415) 949-0666

The state of the art in microprocessor software
160
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YOU'RE 100% RIGHT
WITH DIT-MCO ATE

HIGH VOLTAGE INSULATION
RESISTANCE AND
CONTINUITY TESTING

RIGHT PERFORMANCE.
DIT-MCO has continuity and short test systems to meet your testing needs. Total
Systems Capability from low voltage MPU
controlled testers to high voltage CPU driven
analyzers. Termination capacities are available from 128 to over 100,000 points. Select
from a broad range of analyzer-fixture combinations providing speed, versatility, flexibility, and over-all test performance.
RIGHT PRICE AND PAY-BACK.
Price performance factors of DIT-MCO analyzer fixture systems are cost effective. Increased operator efficiency, faster product
throughput, and reduced TEST/QA costs
contribute to areadily apparent and highly
justifiable return on investment.
RIGHT SOURCE.
DIT-MCO analyzer-fixture systems are
backed by over aquarter century of on-theline field proven use. You're 100% right
when your planning includes DIT-MCO, the
world's leading manufacturer of interconnect test systems. Call our toll-free
number or your closest international representative today. We'll tell you how DIT-MCO
Total Systems Capability can satisfy your
interconnect test requirements accurately,
efficiently, reliably, 100%.

DITAVICO TOTAL SYSTEMS CAPABILITY
DIT-MCO SERIES 8210
TEST SYSTEM

Fully Automatic, Computer Controlled,
High Speed, Programmable. ..
• All systems application software
supplied and maintained by DIT-MCO.
• Creates own test programs.
• Complete product language printout
on error.
• Foreground/background editing.
• Communications with host computer.
• Real time control of up to four remote
test stations.
• Several types of switching available.

vEASURED WALL F

STIMULUS VALUE

EXCLUSIVE DIGITAL
COMPARATOR SUBSYSTEM
UNIQUE FAILURE ANALYSIS THE DIT-MCO DIFFERENCE

STIMULUS FUNCTION

AEA,

The DIT-MCO exclusive Digital Comparator
performs Continuity, Insulation Resistance
comparison, DC voltage comparison and
quantizes all measurements to a digital
value. Test voltage from .25 to 1500 VDC.
Error printout includes actual failed value
at program stimulus parameter with (JUT
language.

INPuT
ENABLED
OHMS

ANALOG INPUT

TOITS
GUT

SING

DIT-MCO VACUUM FIXTURE
DIT-MCO DIGITAL
COMPARATOR

This vacuum-operated fixture for testing
bare and loaded boards is useable with all
DIT-MCO high or low voltage test systems.

SUBSYSTEM

CALL TOLL FREE: 1-800-821-3487
(In Missouri Call 816-444-9700)
JAPAN
TEL
Shinjuku Nomura Bldg.
26-2, 1-Chome,
Nishishinjuku, Shinjuku-ku
Tokyo 160, Japan
Tel.: (03)343-4411
EUROPE
RADIX HOUSE
Central Trading Estate
Staines Middtesex
TW18-4XA • England
Tel.: (0784)51444

BENELUX
ZEVA (Netherlands)
1620-53941
ISRAEL
Arnold Trading Co (Tel-Aviv)
3-280082
ITALY
SIGMA 3 (Torino)
11-271 981
WEST GERMANY
MACROTRON (Munich)
089-915061

SCANDINAVIA
WIKMAN and MALMKJELL
(Stockholm) 08-756-0140
EASTERN BLOC COUNTRIES
AMTEST ASSOCIATES
U.K. Weybridge 52121
W.G. Munich 08-106-7117
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DIT-MCO
INTERNATIONAL
CORPORATION
QUALITY TESTING QUALITY!
5612 Brighton Terrace
Kansas City, Missouri 64130
Telex Number: 42-6149

Anew world
ofspeedand
economy

The MARS-232 series of ultra high-speed programmable array processors is tailored for systems
that have demanding arithmetic and throughput
requirements.
• 1K Complex FFT performance 1.05 millisec.
• Multiple processor configurations for
application flexibility.
• DMA transfers at I/O bus rotes of 20
Megabytes/sec.
• Modularized 16- or 32-bit arithmetic units.
With its high computational capacity and low cost,
the MARS family provides attractive solutions for o
wide ronge of application areas— satellite image
processing, on-line video inspection, front-end
data compression and formatting, spectral
analysis, communications, and traditional radar
and sonar signal processing problems.

•

Modular
ARRAY
PROCESSOR

//

For additional information, call or write:

CNR, Inc.
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In today's world it's not enough to have outstonding hardware. Our interactive software system
GSP allows hands-on assembly/disassembly, loading, debugging and diagnostic services— with
multiple processor support built in. For the realtime environment, we use ESP, a host resident
executive. It provides intelligent supervision for
host programs that call applications library or user
defined subroutines, without compromising the
speed of MARS.

Computer Products Div.. 220 Reservoir Street, Needham, MA 02194
(617) 449-4906

New products
ed to large-quantity orders, he notes.
The SCU20 is designed to allow
the user to network as many as 255
SCU2 devices on one communications channel; its data-transmission
rate is selectable. The communications protocol used is secure and
error-resistant.
Preprogrammed 3870 is first
Converter interface. According to
Lee, the second member of the packin family of serially linked
aged-software family will be the
parts for distributed control
SCU24, which will interface with
analog-to-digital and digital-to-anaThe first of what is to be afamily of log converters. The part is intended
devices mask-programmed for dis- to eliminate many of the system
tributed industrial control and data- noise problems that occur when anaacquisition applications is the log signals are sent over long disSCU20. The part is a 3873 micro- tances in noisy environments.
Eventually the SCU2 family of
computer set up to give a system
event-driven data-logging capability circuits will include controllers for
for collecting up to 63 bytes at a use with both ASCII-encoded keytime and transmitting them to the boards and displays and scanned
host computer over aserial commu- keyboards and displays; a multinications line. It can control up to ple—stepper-motor controller with
three 8-bit parallel input/output programmable acceleration and deceleration; acontroller for keyboards
ports and five timer-counters.
The SCU2 line is being developed with common seven-wire print mechas afamily of intelligent controllers.
, anisms; an IEEE-488 bus controller,
all of which are to be connected by a 16-channel analog controller, and
serial data links. Within a year, user-programmable (through downMostek plans to introduce three loading) controller.
The SCU20, like the standard
more SCU2 members. All four will
be able to reside on the same serial 3873 microcomputer, requires asinnetwork using acommon serial pro- gle 5-v power source and is packtocol, says Richard Lee, microcom- aged in a 40-pin dual in-line packputer components strategic market- age. Mostek is now taking orders for
the SCU20; single-quantity price
ing manager for the firm.
"We had done market research to will be below $40, although exact
define the applications that are suit- prices will be disclosed only by disable for distributed control and to tributors.
define the message protocol that pro- Mostek Corp., 1215 W. Crosby Rd., Carrollvides effective message transmission ton, Texas 74006. Phone (214) 323-6000
while retaining a high resistance to [341]
errors that might end up in the
stream," Lee explains. He says Mostek's work on the packaged software 500-pulse-per-revolution
would represent between 6 and 12
man-months of work by a customer shaft encoder is compact
trying to develop his own software.
Performing at 500 pulses per revoluThe software in the 8-bit microcomputer's 2-K-by-8-bit read-only tion, the HEDS-5000 two-channel
memory, in addition to putting data optical shaft encoder is suitable for
into serial form, checks for errors robot, automatic handler, disk and
and sets timing restrictions. The cus- tape drive, printer, plotter, and positomer uses the circuit as a distrib- tioning table applications. Only 28
uted-control building block without mm in diameter, the unit has alowhaving to develop the software, Lee inertia code wheel and an emitter
says. By using the preprogrammed end plate. Two light-emitting diodes
unit, customers are also not restrict- with molded lenses produce colli-

Industrial

Microcomputer

logs data on net
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mated light, which passes through
holes in the metal code wheel and
phase plate to a pair of detectors.
The design tolerates 0.25-mm shaft
end play and is relatively insensitive
to shaft eccentricity, LED degradation, and contamination.
The shaft encoder's digital output
is compatible with low-power
Schottky TTL. It requires a single
5-v power supply, operates from
—20° to +85°C, and can be assembled in five minutes. Six standard
hub sizes are available to accommodate most shafts, and a set of tools,
designated HEDS-8900, is available
for $198 in quantities of 1to 9to aid
in the encoder's assembly. The
HEDS-5000 is priced at $80 each in
quantities of 10 to 99; delivery is
from stock.
Hewlett-Packard Co., 1508 Page Mill Rd.,
Palo Alto, Calif. 94304 [343]

Combustion controller suits
many other applications
Designed for combustion control
applications, the model 1500 general-purpose controller, using four controlled outputs, can control complex
processes involving as many as six
loops. Typical applications include
boilers, soaking pits, reheat furnaces,
and pipeline controls. The controller
has fully integrated, microprocessorbased technology and can be customdesigned to meet routine and special
control needs. Configuration is relatively simple and can be done by
most any process-control engineer. •
The model 1500 controller has a
compact 6-by-8-in. front panel and
includes control stations for the four
process loops, four special-function
push buttons, eight process alarm
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That's what electronics makers can
average in the U.S. Virgin Islands
Here are a few reasons why:

New products
annunciators, and a three-part tuning
and configuration section, which has
a light-emitting-diode display and a
lockable access switch. A built-in
track-and-hold logic assembly backs
up the microprocessor.
The basic programmed model sells
for $7,500. Delivery, depending upon
quantity, will require approximately
16 weeks.
Westinghouse Electric Corp., Westinghouse
Building, Gateway Center, Pittsburgh,

Pa.

15222 [344]

Apple peripheral tracks
positions of luminous objects
A peripheral device for the Apple II
computer, Op-eye is a position-sensing device that sees reflective or
luminous objects. It has a special
two-axis lateral-effect photodiode
that gives it atypical resolution of 1
part in 4,000 across the 1.0-by-1.0cm detector surface in both X and Y
directions. With the appropriate
optics, says its maker, displacements
of less than 0.0001 in. can be mea-

• You can quality for atax subsidy equal to 90% of your federal income
taxes as well as on customs duties and excises on raw materials.
• You can also obtain relief from all other local taxes for aperiod of 10 to
15 years.
• Plus this unique bonus: Up to 50% of your Virgin Islands high
technology product can consist of foreign components and still enter
the huge U.S. market duty free. No other Caribbean area offers this
incentive for those who qualify.., and all under the American flag.

A11L T
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S

HS" sm
a

****************************,à4-e),*
Virgin Islands Industrial Development Commission
1270 Ave. of the Americas, New York, ,V.Y. 10020
In confidence and without obligation tell me how Imight make 39-63% profit in the U.S.
Virgin Islands.
Name:
Company: _
Address:

Title .

Major product or service .
********************************;*
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sured. Op-eye produces position
information at over 5 kHz, enabling
it to track amoving object's position.
Minimum detectable intensity is 0.1
µw in a spectral range of 350 to
1,100 µm.
The Op-eye consists of an Apple
II interface board, a 16-channel analog-to-digital converter in separate
housing, preamplifiers for two detectors, one detector adapter, and a28mm lens. It can be used in production-line and machinery control, angle sensing, small-part detection,
shaft encoding, large-area graphics
digitizing, bioengineering, profilometry, vibration analysis, stress
monitoring, and automatic quality
Electronics/June 30, 1981

Tradeoffs in
capacitor selection

r

a,45144",c,

How much tolerance can you tolerate
in your precision filter capacitors?
When you're designing active filters,
here are some facts you should
consider.
The amplitude and bandwidth
response of atypical filter are heavily
dependent on the absolute tolerance
of the R&C elements. So you must
decide how much variance can be
tolerated.
Tighter tolerance costs more but
delivers better performance. Capacitors are available to ±1%, resistors to
± 01%. Active elements have variances too.
Next decision: compatibility
between capacitor and resistor. The

cfnriFtic W Chnge

AMPLITUDE & BANDWIDTH RESPONSE
VS. COMPONENT TOLERANCE

Resisto •&Capacitor Tolerance

89 ndlaqdth

selection of nominal R&C valuesmust
be based on acompromise between
what is permissible and what is available. Resistors are nearly fixed in size
for agiven wattage rating with only
small variations between technologies. Capacitors grow in sizewith
increasing value. Film capacitors are
naturals for these applications and
values from .01 to .1 MFD are typical.
To "fine tune" the filter, you should
also consider the effects of temperature on the network. The temperature
coefficients mainly affect the center
frequency arid bandwidth of the filter,
so matching or controlling T.C.'s are
important for high performance.
Keeping .
.he temperature range as
narrow as practical keeps variance
low, so be real stic. Also watch out for
nonlinearity on T.C. curves. Few
components are truly linear. Again,
plastic film capacitors are typically
used. Type X463UW metallized polycarbonate and polysulfone types are
used in "zero" T.C. schemes:
X1263UW polystyrene types for
compensating applications.
Possibilities are many ard TRW
Capacitor Division Application Engineering would like to discuss your
applications and offer advice.

The bottom line
in the level of performance of the
active filter is directly
related to the performance of the sum of its
components.
Send in coupon or call us at
(308) 284-3611.
TRW Capacitcrs
301 W. "0" Street
Ogallala, Nebraska 6.)153
Please send data on your precision niter capacitors.

Name

Company

Div

Dept

Mail Code

Address

City

State

Zip

1,7„
xitolo

TRWCAPACITORS
AN OPERATION OF TRW C4PAC1TOR DIVISION
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ABLE CABLE.
The solution to any flat cable need—from quality
to availability—is always Scotchflex:

For utility and performance,
Scotchflex round-conductor flat
cable—the industry standard—
is available in #24-30 AWG,
from 9to 64 conductors.

For physical protection, there's
heavy-PVC-jacketed cable; to protect
against EMI and ESD, there's jacketed
cable with 360 ° copper shield. Empty
jacketing and custom constructions
are also available, with and without
shielding.

Use Scotchflex color-coded flat
cable for individual-wire convenience.
Fully zippable, it's available with from
9to 64 conductors in 22, 26 and 28
AWG stranded.

3M offers you abroad range
of Scotchflex cables. Cables with
the assured qLality of precisiontolerance wire spacing. Cables with
physical and electrical characteristics
tailored to your specific needs.
Reduce cross-talk, boost signal
density and control impedance with
Scotchflex flat cable with copper
mesh ground plane, in 28 and 30
AWG, with or without drain wires.

Every type can be delivered
immediately, in the quantities you
need for your application.
So call your 3M representative
or distributor today. Or write
Electronic ProducS Division/3M,
Building 225-4S, 3M Center,
St Paul, MN 55144.

SPECIFY THE SOURCE.
-Scotchflex"

is aregistered trademark of 3M

3M Hears You...

3M
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New products
control. The Op-eye 1 is priced
at $1,550. Delivery takes six to eight
weeks.
United

Detector Technology,

3939

Land-

mark St., Culver City, Calif. 90230. Phone
(213) 204-2250 [345]

Portable controller accepts
420 programming statements
The Eptak 200 programmable controller includes acompact controller
with acomplementary-mos randomaccess memory and central processing unit that is based on an Intel
8049 microprocessor chip, plus a
power supply, an input/output track,
and a portable programmer. The
controller has up to 128 i/o points, a
capacity of 420 programming state-

ments, atotal of 32 timers or counters in any combination, two 32-stage
shift registers, 128 control relay
functions, up to 8data registers, and
arithmetic and comparison capabilities. The Eptak 200 provides programmable logic control for smaller
industrial applications currently using hard-wired relay control systems
or card logic systems. It can economically replace as few as five relays.
The portable unit measures 73/
4 by
8 by 21
/ in., is enclosed in a metal
4
case, and weighs 2lb 6oz. The basic
system has a list price of $2,018 per
unit. The price for original-equipment manufacturers is $1,715, and
in quantities of 50 or more its unit
price is $1,407. It should be available by the end of the summer.
Gulf +Western Company, Eagle Signal Division,

736

Federal

St.,

Davenport,

52803. Phone (800) 553-1147 [346]

Iowa

The 30 years experience
built into this coil
is your assurance
of maximum reliability.
Over 30 years experience in producing coils to meet rigid military
and aerospace specifications has established afirm tradition of quality at Delevan. This very real concern for dependable performance is
reflected in all Delevan inductive components, whatever their end
use might be.
At every production stage from material selection, coil winding
and encapsulation. to final testing, calibration, identification and
packing, our own rigid standards of quality control are your assurance
of maximum reliability at arealistic price. Why gamble on the reliability of your product with second best components.
When your reputation is on the line, only the best is good
enough. Get all the facts from your local Delevan representative or
call the factory direct.

Delevan
Division
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AMERICAN
PRECISION
INDUSTRIES INC

270 QUAKER RO.. EAST AURORA. N
140520 TEL 716, 652-3603 •TELEX 91-293
OTHER DIVISIONS & SUBSIDIARIES INCLUDE AIR OJAI_ TV, BASCD. DELIRAN.
AMERICAN PRECISION INDUSTRIES LU K ILTD. DJSTEX OF CANADA. INC

if you specify
3/4"trimmers

you should
consider
VISHAY
Compare these specifications:
•

Low TCR:
< 5ppm/°C -Model 1285
< 15 ppm/°C -Model 1280
(-55°C to -125°C)

• Accurate Settability:
Within 0.05% in < 20 seconds
•

Precision Setting Stability:
< 0.1% through shock and vibration

•

Fast Frequency Response:
10 ns rise time

VISHAY QUALITY AT A COMPETITIVE PRICE
To learn how Vishay put the most critical
trimmer characteristics in a a/
4"package, write

Vishay Resistive Systems Group
of Vishay Intertechnology, Inc.
USA and CANADA
63 Lincoln Highway, Malvern, PA 19355
or call—(215) 644-1300
INTERNATIONAL
Headlands Grove
Swindon,Wilts SN2 6JQ, England
or call-0793-33577

VISHA
...to be precise
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New products/materials
Formon II solder compositions have
improved printing properties, flow
characteristics, and process flexibility. No separate fluxing is necessary.
Solder balling is virtually eliminated, preventing yield losses due to
shorting and thermal shock to
devices. The new pastes can resolve
20-mil lines or 10- to 15-mil-diameter pads, making them suitable for
flip-chip component attachment or
semiconductor packaging. The compositions may also be used in assembling hybrid microcircuits and complex printed-circuit boards. Wet
prints may be used for up to 48 hours
as a temporary adhesive for components. Dried prints may be used in
automated processes where parts
must be stacked or transferred.
Du Pont Co., Wilmington, Del. 19898. Phone
(302) 773-3218[477]

Mindel B-322 engineering polymer is
a glass-filled material designed for
molded electrical connector applications. The resin has a dielectric
strength of 16 kv/mm, a 125-s arc
resistance, and a low loss factor. Its
amorphous nature makes it highly
resistant to warping. The polymers
can be molded to precise dimensions,
and will retain them within close tolerances. They can also be reinforced
with glass or mineral fillers.
Union Carbide Corp.,
Ridgebury

Road,

Dept.

Danbury,

PJL-1M,
Conn.

Old

06817.

Phone (212) 275-2900 [478]

Cleartran ZNS water-clear zinc sulfide material transmits in the infrared, visible, and ultraviolet wavelengths. A polycrystalline material
that approaches single-crystal optical properties, it transmits visible
and infrared energy in the 0.35-to12-µm-wavelength range. Its typical
fracture strength is 7,500 lb/in.' and
its Knoop hardness is 160. Available
in curved and planar shapes, Cleartran ZNS is produced in polished or
unpolished blanks up to 5by 5in. in
area and hemispherical domes with
up to a 3-in, radius, in thicknesses
ranging from A in. at $36/in.' to /
4
1
in. at $150/in.' Delivery takes 6 to
10 weeks.
CVD Inc., 35 Industrial Pky, Woburn, Mass.
01801 [479]
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HOW TO IMPROVE THROUGHPU
PRODUCTION PROM PROGRAMMIN
Select a PROM programming system
designed specifically for production.
The new Data I/O production PROM programming system combines aData Control Unit
(DCU) for storing all your production programming data and aproduction programmer
that's easy on the operator.
For high-volume programming, anew
Handler Uni Pak interfaces to an IC handler
without any extra software or hardware.

Take advantage of complete
programming flexibility. Data
I/0's new system adapts to any type
of production PROM programming
station: MOS or bipolar: moderate or highvolume. Whether you're gang programming,
programming small lots with frequent data
changes or programming large lots with
few data changes, Data I/0's system can
help you increase throughput, reduce errors
and control data.
What's more, you can buy just what
you need, and add to the equipment you
already have.
Reduce errors with automated
inventory control. Our Data Control Unit
replaces master PROMs and paper tapes. You
eliminate human errors caused by mistakes in
loading data or updating PROM documentation.
The DCU can store enough data on a
single diske:te to replace 41 master PROMs
(2716 type) or 2,000 feel of paper tape.
Programs can be assembled in engineering,
downloaded from an MDS or computer via
RS-232C to adiskette, then sent to
manufacturing for controlled production.
Make programming easy. All operator
instructions are given in plain English on a16
character display.

For high-volume throughput with a
handler, the operator simply keys in the pattern
part number and required quantity for agiven
job, loads the blank devices and begins the
program sequence.
For moderate-volume programming, the
operator sets up the machine and each device
is programmed with asingle keystroke or tap
of afoot switch.
Demand programming accuracy. Th
Data I/O system stops mistakes before they
happen—before they cost you time and money
Every data transfer and command
between the Data Control Unit and programmer
is double checked. Each device is checked
for illegal or unexpected bits before programming and for stuck bits after.
Programming is automatically verified.
With the Handler UniPak, continuity testing is
done on each device before programming
to insure proper contact between socket
and PROM.

Buy from a manufacturer who will support your
system. Data I/0S production PROM
programming system is backed by Data I/0's
worldwide network of service technicians and
field application engineers.
Data I/O has asolid commitment to
keep customers informed about new device
technology and programming techniques. If
you would like more details about our new
production PROM programming system, circle
reader service number or contact Data I/O,
P.O. Box 308, Issaquah, Washington 98027.
Phone TOLL FREE 1-800-426-9016.
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Essential books from McGraw-Hill to keep you
ahead of today's rapidly changing technology!
1. DESIGNING WITH FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS
By Siliconix, Inc.; edi led by A. D. Evans. 304 pp., 269
illus. For many jobs FEU can beat bipolar devices
hands down. Here's the full story of FEU and
such applications as amplifiers, analog switches,
voltage-controlled resistors, constant-current
supplies, power switching, and ICs, plus how to
design new circuit functions, improve existing
equipment, design new FETs, and improve existing FE7b. $24.50
2. MICROPROCESSORS/MICROCOMPUTERS
/SYSTEM DESIGN
By Engineering Staff of lbxas Instruments Inc.
634 pp., illus. Safeguard your computer designs
against obsolescence, boost their efficiency, and
economize too with this guide to the 9900
minicomputer architecture, whose applications
range from computers, intelligent graphics, and
medical diagnostics to process control, instrumentation, and calculators. $24.50
3. OPTICAL FIBRE commuNICATIori
By The Technical Staff of CSELT.928 pp., 519 illus. A
complete worldwide overview of one of today's
most important technologies - from simplest
basics to highest technical levels. Covers design,
production, measurement, installation, implementation, operation, the transmission
medium itself, light sources and detectors, cables
and connectors, systems theory and design, integrated optics, and more. 639.50
4. COMPUTER PERIPHERALS FOR MINICOMPUTERS, MICROCOMPUTERS, AND PERSONAL
COMPUTERS
By L. L. Hohenstein. 320 pp., illus. Here's every
available computer peripheral device-from
classic character printers to plasma displays,
speech synthesizers, and optical readers. Abundantly illustrated, the book gives you all you need
to know about finding the best I/O and memory
devices and how to use them. $19.50

6. HANDBOOK OF MICROCIRCUIT DESIGN AND
APPLICATION
By D. E Stout; edited by M. Kaufman. 499 pp., 303
illus. Easy-to-follow, self-contained chapters in
block/evolutionary steps let you start immediately to design impeccable circuits, troubleshoot
complex equipment, solve interfacing problems
with ease. Many examples to help you. $34.50
7. MODERN ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS REFERENCE MANUAL
By J. Markus. 1,264 pp., 3,666 circuit diagrams.
Your instant retrieval of exactly the right circuit
from among the 3,666 provided here should make
this one of your most valued possessions! Used as
is or adapted, the circuits -complete with component values, original sources, and suggestions
for revisions -will cut your time and costs drastically! eaa.so
8. BIT-SLICE MICROPROCESSOR DESIGN
By J. Mick and J. Brick. 320 pp., 230 illus. Right
here -the crucial information you've been needing about the 2900 family of bit-slice microprocessor components! Shows the design of two
complete 16-bit machines! Covers computer architecture, micro-programmed design, the data
path, program control unit, interrupt, direct
memory access, HEX-29, the super 16, and more.
$18.50

10. USER'S GUIDEBOOK OF DIGITAL CMOS INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
Br E. H Hnatek. 339 pp., 246 illus. Now that CMOS
and NMOS costs are more competitive, your designs can benefit from the low power consumption, high noise immunity, and new circuit density, complexity, and flexibility of CMOS. And
here's all the know-how you need! $24.50
11. OPTOELECTRONICS/FIBER-OPTICS APPLICATIONS MANUAL
By Applications Engineering Staff of HewlettPackard Optoelectronics Division, 2nd Ed., 400
pp., 448 illus. Instant data and know-how needed
to design circuits, specify components, and solve
problems in the application of fiber-optics systems, optocouplers, and optoelectronic displays
and lamps. Organized by product types and special functions, each chapter is self-contained.
$27.50
12. ELECTRONIC FILTER DESIGN HANDBOOK
By A. B. Williams. 576 pp., 408 illus. This giant
completely covers modern network theory, selecting the response characteristic, low-pass, highpass, band-pass, and band-reject filters, time
domain networks, LC filter design, LC, active, and
magnetic components, digital filters, with tables
for normalized filter design and precalculated
data. $3 2.50

9. RADAR TRANSMITTERS
By G. W Ewell. 252 pp., 211 illus. Designing, specifying, testing radar systems and transmitters?
Modulator or microwave components? This allinclusive reference provides complete up-to-date
details on device capabilities and design
procedures -with specific design examples.
$24.40

13. ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING FOR PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS' EXAMINATIONS
By C R. Hafer. 336 pp., over 200 illus. 1Wo books in
one -a quick preparation manual to help you
pass your P.E. exams on the first try and a rich
source of practical EE information and know-how
you'll use foryears to come. With tables and equations you need every day. $19.50

S. CIRCUIT DESIGN FOR ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION: Analog and Digital Devices from Sensor to Display
By D. Wobschall. 390 pp., 366 illus. Want to free
your time for more creative design? This rich
source of circuits cuts complex math and theory
to the bone, gives you quick solutions to problems, plus how-to guidance on semiconductor
devices and basic circuits, transducers, signal
application and processing, data switching, control, and readout and power circuits. $29.50

le
For extra speedy service, dial toll Free: US except Arizona Alaska, and Hawaii
1800 -528-6050 (Ext 500) AZ 1-800-352-0458 (EXt 500), AK and HI -I
-800 -528-0470 (EXt 500)

Additional Books
of Interest ...
14. PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF DATA COMMUNICATIONS: A user's Guide. Edited by H.
Karp. 60 articles from recent pages of Data Communications show you how to take full advantage of
advances in network architectures and protocols.
$22.50
15. DATA COMMUNICATIONS PROCUREMENT
MANUAL. By G field. Acomplete guide to over 35
major devices for everyone buying and/or paying
for hardware. $24.50
18. POWER SYSTEM PROTECTION: Static Relays. By T.S.M. Bao. Latest techniques involving
static relays, their circuits, and uses in avariety of
power applications. $24.60

15 DAYS' FREE EXAMINATION
McGraw-Hill Book Company
P.O. Box 400, Hightstown, N.J. 08520
Please send me the boolasi checked for 15 days' FREE examination. At the end of that
time, Iwill pay in full for the book(s) Ikeep, plus local tax, postage, and handling, and
return any unwanted book(s) postpaid without further obligation.

D

1.
2.
3.
II] 4.
D 5.
O 6.

1057449-91
(063758-X)
1014882-11
1029451-81
1071230-11
1061796-11

$24.50
$24.50
$39.50
$19.50
$29.50
$34.50

D 7.
0 8.
D 9.
0 10.
D 11.
D 12.

1040446-U
1041781-41
1019843-81
1029067-91
1028606-XI
1070430-91

$44.50
$18.50
$24.50
$24.50
$27.50
$32.50

CI 13.
CI 14.
D 15.
O 16.
D 17.
D 18.

1025430-31
(033342-4)
1027952-71
1096574-91
1084533-61
1084527-11

D 19.

(096389-4) $14.50

$19.50
$22.50
$24.50
$24.50
522.50
$44.50

Name

17. THE POWER THYRISTOR AND ITS APPLICATIONS. By D. Finney. How to choose, use, analyze,
protect, measure, and test thyristors. $22.50

Address/Apt

18. DESIGN OF CONTINUOUS AND DIGITAL
ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS. By G. J. A. Bird, How Laplace and z transforms solve electronic design
problems. With worked examples, formulas, and
results. $44.60

Offer good only in U.S. Order subject to acceptance by McGraw-Hill.

19. TELEVISION ENGINEERING. By A. M. Dhake.
The most practical working guide to TV standards,
technology, and systems ever published lets you
work with any TV system in the world!$14.50

genii

City/State/Zip

Check one: VISA 0
Expiration Date

Master Card D

M/C Bank No.
Credit Card No

SAVE MONEY: Pay in full plus local tax with this order and McGraw-Hill pays all regular postage and
handling. Same refund privilege applies.
23 ,4818-4018-3
a
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If Non-Linear Systems' bestselling
PM-349 doesift solve your DP1111
problem, one of our other1,999
models will.

Wundermetern" Combining top performance and vetsatility, the PM-349 DPM and its LCD counterpart,
the PM-351, work wonders in awide range of industries, applications and configurations

For three decades, Non-Linear Systems
had designed afull range of innovative
digital panel meters for OEM and replacement use. None more successful
than the PM-349. A low-cost, miniature
31
/ -digit, 2,000 count, fixed-range, bi2
polar DC voltmeter. Why? Because
the PM-349 and its LCD counterpart,
the PM-351, work wonders in a variety of industries, applications and
configurations.
PM-349. The universal link. Many
OEMs harness the PM-349 with linear
voltage transducers to get adigital dis-

We offer over 2.000 DPMs—AC/DC voltmeters,
DIN/NEMA frequency monitors, DIN/NEMA temperature meters and digital counters.

play of parameters such as temperature, angular position and pressures.
Others use it as a readout for signal
conditioning circuits which translate
the outputs of.virtually any transducer
or sensor Working in clusters PM-349s
accurately measure ahost of physical
qualities such as light flux, concentricity, strain,weight, sound intensity, displacement, phase angle and power.

Electronics/June 30, 1981

PM-349 at aglance.
It Ranges

0.2,2,20,200,1000

Accuracy

0.05% Reading
-± 0.05% Full scale

Update Rate

3 Readings/sec

Power

I5VDC •Ccf 200mA

Readout

0.3" LED

Size

,5/
1
6"

Price

$55.65

H x21
/
2"W x31
4 "D
/

Workhorse in industry, manufacturing. As a monitor of electrical quantities, the PM-349 is match:ess. Flexible,
stackable design makes it anatural for
bench-top, in-process testing. Replacement's a snap, too. The PM-349 is
completely interchangeable.
If you're working with DIN/NEMA
sizes, the RM-350 with LED readout,
or the RM-351 with LCD readout, can
deliver t'ne same value.
Great design. Great performance. The
PM-349 features modem LSI unichip
construction. The result is maximum
performance from fewer components.
One microprocessor chip handles all
A-D conversion functions in a miniature size case.
Over 1,999 other DPMs. One commitment: dependability. The same foresight that distinguishes our PM-349 is
built into every other Non-Linear DPM,
too. You pick the configuration that's
right, we supply apeerless performer.
Standard features on most models

include control signals for reading hold,
polarity inhibit, display inhibit and display dimming. They offer busy/done
and multiplexed BCD outputs, ratio,
special scaling, overload indication
and automatic zero. And accept AC
or DC input, 5VDC, 12VDC, 24VDC,
115VAC or 230VAC power
What's more, our DPMs combine a
variety of other useful features. Like
automatic polarity indication. So
there's no need for reversing leads or
areversing switch. A clear, bright plus
or minus sign shows the polarity.
Likewise, aprogrammable, illuminated decimal point eliminates the
need for memorizing scale factors and
the mental arithmetic to apply them.
We offer LED and LCD style readouts.
And either terminal blocks or edge connectors are available for input and output connections in our R1.4 series meters.
Non-Linear's DPMs are faster, easier
to use and more accurate than outmoded pointer meters. What's more,
our lineup of 3, 31
/ ,4 and 41
2
/ -digit
2
DPMs offer an extremely wide range of
choices and sensitivities.
If your needs are specialized, we
offer DIN/NEMA or miniature temperature meters and event counters.
So if your problem calls for an accurate, dependable DPM, Non-Linear
Systems has over 2,000 ready solutions. One to fit your need.
Get the word on us. Our full lineup of
competitively-priced OEM and replacement equipment is available from top
electronic distributors worldwide.
Of course, we also offer acomplete
range of digital multimeters, oscilloscopes, frequency meters, line frequency
monitors, counters and temperature
meters.
To get the product you need, contact your local distributor today.
For further technical information, or
the names of your nearest distributors,
contact Non-Linear Systems, Inc., 533
Stevens Ave., Solana Beach, CA 92705.
Telephone (714) 755-1134. TWX 910322-1132.

Non-Linear Systems, Inc.
Specialists in the
science of staying ahead.
1981 Non-Linear Systems, Inc.
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Stanley has acolorful and super-bright liquid crystal display with
your name on it.

Am •ri • Ll
pm0 0.0 0 .

Based on technology derived from Guest-Host type LCDs, Stanley's
new displays outshine all existing types. The colors have to be seen to be
believed: clear blue, vivid green, bright yellow, vibrant red, and black and white
combinations. Or, for even more variety in color, black and white elements
with color filter patterns.
The Stanley LCD is neither influenced by variation in
1
18
18
20
22
temperature nor fluctuation in voltage.
The brilliant color, high contrast and wide angle of
2
41ehe
view are all engineered-in to stay.
3
IP
nee!, N"
You specify the design and the function, we deliver. ..
transmissive, reflective or transflective type. .. .and meet your need to the letter.
For more information, write to Stanley Electric Co. at the address below:

8.13.82.13

I(e) (0)
24

0 0..re

L.I.LI:LI.11

Iffl
Ll

MliaiMEZU
Color LCD Samples

Stanley shines,
In bold bright colors,
wide angles, eye/easy contrast
and any pattern you want+

lu

82.5

Stanley now for shine and rich variety in equipment applications:
Automobile equipment, aircraft equipment, consumer electric appliances, audio equipment, digital clocks, multi-testers, optical

instruments, calculators, computer terminals, automatic control
machinery, emergency equipment and other uses.

STANLEY

ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
LCD Sales Section:
2-9-13, Nakameguro, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 153, Japan
Tel. Tokyo 03-710-2531 Telex. 2466623
Circle 172 on reader service card

Products Newsletter
Desktop processor
alms at OEMs

Winchester drive uses
built-in backup floppy

Blomation unveils
100-MHz, 48-channel
logic analyzer

Version of 8048
Idles on 20 µA

Intel and SofTech
Microsystems add to
8086 software
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Datapoint Corp., of San Antonio, Texas, is targeting its new 2150 desktop
processor exclusively at original-equipment manufacturers for avariety of
applications, such as data entry, data or word processing, electronic
message services, data communications, and personal computing. The
Z80A-based 2150 is the OEM version of Datapoint's 1550 dispersed data
processor, which was unveiled last year [Electronics, April 21, p. 163]. It
comes with 32-, 64-, or 96-K bytes of main memory and is available with
8-in, diskette or hard-disk drives. Prices range from $7,075 for the
32-K-byte system with a 0.5-megabyte diskette drive to $18,750 for the
64-K-byte unit with a10-megabyte disk drive.

A Motorola ExoRbus-compatible Winchester disk drive with a built-in
floppy-disk backup is now available from Creative Micro Systems of Los
Alamitos, Calif. The unit, which uses an 8-in. Memorex Winchester disk
drive with a 10- or 20-megabyte capacity, can be configured in any
combination of up to a total of four drives. The 8-in, floppy disk, from
Qume Corp. or Shugart Associates, has a capacity of 0.25, 0.5, and 1
megabyte. A single system with a 10-megabyte Winchester disk drive and
1megabyte of floppy-disk capacity costs $5,295.

Gould Inc.'s Biomation operation in Santa Clara, Calif., has just
announced afast logic analyzer that it claims has the most comprehensive
timing and data-flow tracking capability of any such instrument on the
market. Called the K101-D, the $23,500 analyzer can clock data from its
48 input channels into a 48-by-512-bit emitter-coupled-logic memory at
rates of up to 100 wiz. The unit, which will be available in September,
also has abuilt-in digital voltmeter and frequency counter.

National Semiconductor Corp., Santa Clara, Calif., is gearing up for
volume production of its 80CX48, a version of Intel's 8-bit 8048 microcomputer built with National's 5-v-only, double-polysilicon complementary-mos (P 2c-mos) process. An idle state that brings supply current
from 5 mA to 20 µA while saving data in random-access memory and a
programmable prescaler for the counter-timer have been added.

The result of over $1 million of hand optimizations is the newest release of
Real-Time Multitasking Operating System from Intel Corp., Santa Clara,
Calif., for its 8086 16-bit microcomputer. Version 3of iRMX-86 is three
times faster and 20% smaller. It includes a user interface with a
command-line interpreter, plus device drivers for Intel's magnetic-bubble
memory subsystem. Support of the iAPX286's memory management unit
is built in, and multiuser access will be added to version 4. The $6,000
price for original-equipment manaufacturers requires as little as $100 in
royalties per user.
More software for the 8086 comes from SofTech Microsystems, San
Diego, Calif., whose UCSD pseudocode system makes Fortran, Pascal, and
Basic, plus all UCSD application programs, available to 8086 users. This
implementation also includes the first native-code generator for pcode—to—object-code transformations that allows either interpretive or
compiled modes. Program modules can be compiled separately.
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The NEW
Electronics
Buyers' Guide
is now available!
Completely new listings of catalogs, new
phone numbers, new addresses, new manufacturers,

sales

reps,

and

distributors!

The total market in a book—four directories
in one!

Electronics Buyers'Guide
1

The only book of its
kind in the field.
If you haven't got it,
you're not in the market.
To insure prompt delivery
enclose your check with
the coupon now.

Career outlook
large part of the problem stems from
the failure of industry, government,
Like just about every engineering and academic institutions to work
discipline these days, electro-optic together. They made their remarks
specialists are in short supply, asitu- at aseminar on electro-optic educaation that can be traced directly to tion at the Conference on Lasers and
the educational source. The problem Electro-Optics held in Washington,
centers on the fact that there are few D. C., earlier this month.
Oddly enough, the best training
schools prepared to teach the adseems to come from the two-year
vanced courses required.
"Only two universities offer the technical schools. "Many [communidoctorate—the University of Roch- ty colleges] give excellent training in
ester and the University of Arizona. electro-optics," he noted. Thus, an
Another, the University of New adequate supply of technicians does
Mexico, has just been accredited and not seem to be a problem —at least
won't start turning out people for for Western Electric.
But electro-optics work at the
several years," warns Jack D. Gaskill, professor of optical sciences at innovative research and development
level usually requires a master's
the University of Arizona in Tucson.
There are other schools such as degree, if not a Ph.D. And the supCarnegie-Mellon in Pittsburgh that ply of persons is limited not only by
offer advanced studies and master's the difficulty of wedding the two disdegrees. However, these schools will ciplines but also by the limited cooperation that exists between the
be hard-pressed to turn out the speindustry, government, and university
cialists demanded by rapidly growsectors.
ing solid-state laser, fiber optics, disLack of funds. This lack of cooperplay, and integrated optics technoloation is what is responsible for "a
gies.
Two twains. Compounding the critical shortage of electro-optical
problem is the fact that EEs do not engineers in the U. S. today," said
get in-depth exposure to electro- CLEO speaker Duncan T. Moore,
associate professor of optics at the
optics in their engineering curricula.
University of Rochester. "University
"We find it rare for an individual
resources are just too limited to do
to emerge from the university wellthe job alone," he added.
trained in both electronics and optiAccording to the seminar speakcal disciplines," comments R. J.
Klaiber of the Western Electric ers, those who do go into electrooptics engineering are in for exciting
Engineering Research Center in
careers involving laser and fiberPrinceton, N. J.
Gaskill and Klaiber agree that a optic technologies. -Harvey J. Hindin
Few opto engineers in sight

THE EDUCATIONAL MISMATCH
University-trained electronics engineers
Familiar with optics through:

Yes, please send me _____
1981 EBG.

_copies of

O I've enclosed $30 per copy delivered in

USA or canada. Address: EBG, 1221 Avenue
of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10020.
i=J I've enclosed $52 for air delivery
elsewhere. Address: EBG, Shoppenhangers
Road, Maidenhead, Berkshire S16,
201 England.
Name
Company

City
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Familiar with electrical engineering through:

• wave optics (lasers)

• detection and analysis instrumentation

• detectors
• guiding (modes)

• Fourier analysis
• electromagnetic theory

• Fourier transforms

Not familiar with:

Not familiar with:

• optical systems and their design

• signal processing

• photometry

• control theory

• vision

• communications systems

• light/matter interactions

• device characteristics

• light aberrations

• network analysis and synthesis

• some aspects of physical optics

Street

State

University-trained optical engineers

SOURCE

Zip

WESTERN ELECTRIC

Country
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Meet the HP Series 80:
Hewlett-Packard's new one
computing systems for professionals.
Tog-ether, you can
analyze technical
problems and evaluate
solutions.
Rapidly and accurately.
HP Series 80 personal computing
systems provide the technical solutions
you require. Quickly! Easily! Inexpensively! Analysis techniques that were
formerly difficult and often impossible,
become part of your everyday work
routine. You can evaluate functional
behavior, select variable alternatives,
perform cost analysis...and more...all
with greater accuracy and using more
variables than you thought possible.
SERIES 80, VISICALC""
PLUS AND YOU
HP's VisiCalcm PLUS is amajor new
software tool. It's an electronic worksheet
that instantly recalculates results as you
change the variables. You ask the what-if
questions and immediately see their
effects on your solution. No programming is necessary...you can become
proficient with VisiCalc mPLUS in afew
hours...and then watch your horizons
broaden. VisiCalc mPLUS features many
powerful functions including statistical
analysis tools and the entire HP Series 80
BASIC math set. Plus graphics! Create
professional presentations with curve-fitting
plots, stacked or clustered bar-graphs,
exploded pie-charts and line graphs, all in
up to four colors, on paper or transparencies.
ONLY FROM
HEWLETT-PACKARD
HP Series 80 personal computing
systems are part of aforty-year tradition
of electronic products built to uncompromising standards of excellence. Additionally, HP Series 80 products are serviced
by HP technicians and on-site service
contracts are now available. We urge you
to judge for yourself with ahands-on,
one-on-one demonstration at your HP
dealer. For locations, call TOLL-FREE
800-547-3400, Dept. 283A, except
Alaska/Hawaii. In Oregon call 758-1010.
Or write Hewlett-Packard, Corvallis,
Oregon 97330, Dept. 283A.

611/04

HP Series 80 Personal Computers for Professionals: HP-85 ($3250*) and HP-83 ($2250*) specifications:
16K RAM expands to 32K, 32K ROM expands to 80K; CRT with integrated graphics; (HP-85 only; built-in
thermal printer, cassette tape unit); Software includes VisiCalc' PLUS, Information Management, Graphics
Presentations, Surveying, Data Communications (Spring '81/, Statistics, Regression Analysis, Mash, Linear
Programming, Waveform & Circuit Analysis, BASIC Training. HP peripherals include floppy discs, printers
and plotters.
VisiCalc is atrademark of Personal Software, Inc.
*Suggested retail price excluding applicable state and local taxes—Continental U.S.A., Alaska & Hawaii.

h
n

ràii

HEWLETT
PACKARD
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RESEARCH
SCIENTISTS
Honeywell's Corporate Technology Center, an
advanced research environment involved in semiconductor development, has two immediate availabilities in its Materials and Processes Department.
These positions present opportunities for senior
level research scientists to contribute to Honeywell's advanced microelectronics thrust.
ELECTRONICS PACKAGING — Requires
an advanced degree in Physics or Electrical Engineering with aconcentration in electronic materials
and packaging. Selected candidate will be designing, characterizing, and prot,otyping experimental,
high performance packages for VLSI and VHSIC
devices.
THIN FILM — Requires an advanced degree
in Material Science or related area. Background
should include familiarity with processes and techniques involving photolithography, deposition and
etching methods such as sputtering, evaporation
and ion-beam machining.
Honeywell is prepared to extend excellent
salaries and personal/relocation benefits that
equate with the best in the industry. For immediate
confidential consideration, please address your
resume with salary history to: Steven Brandes (E),
Honeywell Corporate Technology Center, 10701
Lyndale Avenue South, Blow, ,
life«, MN .55420.

CHIEF ELECTRICAL

Report to the Traffic Engineer in the Division of Highways, Madison. Plan
and manage the electrical program statewide for traffic signals and roadway lighting. Serve as the sole electrical engineer and provide guidance to
district personnel. Position requires registration as a P.E. and stateof-the-art knowledge in the design and operation of electrical and electronic
traffic signal equipment. Start from $28,148 to approximately $40,000.
Inquiries will be received until our need is met. For more information, write
or call:
James D. Zegers,
Senior Personnel Manager
WisDOT Personnel
P.O. Box 7915
Madison, WI 53707
1608)266-7321
An Equal Opportunity Employer Functioning
Under An Affirmative Action Plan

Engineers
•PROJECT
•DEVELOPMENT

POSITIONS VACANT

•DESIGN
•EDP

$20,000-$50,000
Schneider, Hill & Spangler, Inc. is a
specialist in the placement of electrical
and electronic engineers throughout the
USA. We offer advice on careers, resumes and interviews for aposition that
is right for you. Client companies assume all fees. For details call or send resume in strict confidence to William
Jacobs, Consultant.

Schneider
Hill &
Spangler, Inc.

Hon
' eywell
Ail Equal Opportunity Employer .11,

RSONn.
NE,VORK

Building

Senior Engineering
Writer

Join RCA In Florida!
RCA Missile Test Project has aconstant need for Electronics
and Systems Engineers to join our growing staff at Patrick
AFB in Florida.
To qualify, you must have BS, MS or PhD experience in
systems engineering. Proven ability in pulse or CW radar,
instrumentation systems and/or error analysis is also
desired.
RCA offers excellent fringe benefits and competitive
salaries.
If interested, please send resume in confidence to:
Professional and Technical Employment, RCA Missile Test
Project. P.O. Box 4308, Patrick AFB, Florida 32925.
Equal opportunity employer

Because of continuing growth, the RF
Communications Division of Harris
Corporation, has an excellent opportunity for a skilled Engineering Writer,
preferably an EE with UHF/VHF radio
background, to prepare instructions for
state-of-the-art land mobile (including
Telco) equipment. Creative, challenging
work; salary to $35K, all benefits.
Write to:
Harold Pohl,
Harris
Corporation, RF Communications
Division, 1680 University Avenue,
Rochester, N.Y. 14610.

POSITIONS WANTED
Seek responsible challenging poin Europe. 18 years experience in micro computer / computer hardware/firmware/software / training / management.
Fluent
German.
PW-4252,
Electronics. Telephone 316 /
775-3348.

WHERE
DO YOU
FIT?
In today's job market, that
is. One way to see if you're
in demand is to check the
employment

opportuni-

ties contained

rill HARRIS

in

ELEC-

TRONICS' Classified Section.

COMMUNICATION ANO
INFORMATION

,

Another way to get a
An

Equal Opportunity Employer -Male

and

reading on your value is
to place a blind (box num-

Female

SOUTH & SOUTHWEST POSITIONS
Engineering and Management positions throughout the South.
Southwest and U.S. Employers pay
all fees. Send resume or call Bob
Hogue, P.E. (512) 658-3525.

So/gee-41

ch«ical

P.O. Box 33070,
San Antonio, Texas 78233

CALL IN
YOUR
CLASSIFIED ADS
212/997- 2556
176

Engineers. All disciplines. EE/
CS Entry to executive. Locations
throughout U.S. All fee company paid. Send Resume to:
F-O-R-T-U-N-E Personnel. Box
106, 3005 S. Michigan, South
Bend, IN 46614, 219-291-7161.

sition

Western Savings Bank
Suite 710
Philadephia, PA 19107
215-732-9550

11, I"

Electronics And
Systems Engineers

ENGINEER

WISCONSIN DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

ber) Position Wanted ad
there. The cost is low (only
$1.98

per

line)

and

the

results are often rewarding.
For

more

information

call or write:

ELECTRONICS
Post Office Box 900
New York, N.Y. 10020
Phone: 212/997-3308
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Motorola people agree, it's agreat place to
work. Maybe it's because the staff of our
Portable Two-Way & Paging
Communications Division is made up of
carefully selected engineers, designers and
technicians -- people who really enjoy the
high-technology atmosphere. Or because
management speaks our language, sincethey started out as technical people, too.
And, suburban Ft. Lauderdale is agreat
place to live...it's like having apermanent
lease on vacationland. You and your family
will love year round sport activities, good
schools and avariety of housing to choose
from. Sound appealing? Take alook at our
current openings:

RF & IC ENGINEERS
& DESIGNERS
BSEE or equivalent with experience in
design of electronic products -RF/IF
receiver /transmitter circuits (VHF, UHF &
800 MHz) or digital IC's (CMOS & bipolar
linear).

MANUFACTURING
ENGINEERS
BSEE or ME or equivalent, with experience
in hi-volume manufacture of electronic
products, including hybrid
microelectronics or narrow band FM
receivers. Should have strong
implementation skills in product and quality
improvement, production support and cost
reduction.

LATIN AMERICA
TECHNICAL REPS

CAREER AT
MOTOROLA AND
LAUDERDALE
TOO!

Training and experience in radio electronics,
test equipment and technical field work in
two-way communications. Interpersonal
skills and fluent Spanish. 50% travel to L.A. U111
for technical support of sales, supervising
system installation, training distributors
and customer techs, preparing estimate
quotes and resolving complaints

TOOL ENGINEERS
& DESIGNERS

BSME or AS Tool Design or equivalent
technical school or military training, plus
experience in mechanism, fixture and tool
design. To design, order and/or supervise
building or electronic assembly devices

Motorola provides an excellent salary,
virtually unlimited potential for
advancement, in-house graduate
engineering programs, plus tuition
reimbursement. Benefits include hospital
and dental coverage, HMO option, and a
substantial profit-sharing plan. If our
qualifications fit your profile send us your
resume,updated or not, along with the
attached coupon to: MOTOROLA INC.,
Professional Staffing, Dept. E 630.
Communications Portable Products
Division, 8000 West Sunrise Blvd., Ft.
Lauderdale, FL 33322. We are an equal
opportunity/affirmative action employer.

HYBRID PROCESS
ENGINEERS
BS Engineering, Physical Sciences or
equivalent, plus experience in
microelectronics, Thick & Thin Film
fabrication, hybrid assembly processes or
module encapsulation methods. To develop
state-of-the-art hybrid processes for
portable communications equipment.

PCB/HYBRID
CIRCUIT DESIGNERS
Related education, training and/or
experience to prepare and modify drawings
and perform printed circuit board and
hybrid circuit layouts.

COMMUNICATION
TECHNICIANS
AS Electronics or equivalent training and/or
experience, for testing, aligning and
troubleshooting electronic modules, kits
and chassis using awide variety of standard
and specialized test equipment

Name
Phone #
Address
City, State, Zip
Current position
Current salary/employer
Position desired

MOTOROLA INC.
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Engineers

Work&Live
YOUR Way!
If advanced video systems development stimulates your
taste for challenge and excitement, but your lifestyle says
"no" to the hastle of "High Technology City, USA," you
belong with us in Grass Valley, California.
We thrive on technical excellence, but won't give up the
rural beauty of the Sierra Nevada foothills. As the leading
manufacturer of television broadcast equipment, we don't
have to!
Explore these exceptional opportunities to
combine the best of professional growth and personal
fulfillment today:

Engineering Manager
To manage product development for video processing and
distribution equipment, you must have an MSEE and an
MBA in addition to a well-rounded background in video
processing, master-slave sync generation methods, distribution amplifiers, NTFC, PAL, and PAL-M standards. Engineering management, project management and broadcast
experience is highly desirable.

Design Engineer
You will be doing a variety of complex video circuits and
systems design in our Product Development Group. You
must have a BS or an MSEE with 2 years' experience in
analog or custom digital circuit design to qualify.
Please send your resume in confidence to: Sylvia Smith,
The Grass Valley Group, Inc., P.O. Box 1114, Grass Valley,
CA 95945. We are an equal opportunity employer m/f/h/v.

The Grass Valley Group, Inc.
A Tektronix Company

NOTICE
TO
EMPLOYERS:

Why
we can recommend
our readers
for the top jobs
The subscribers to this magazine have
qualified professionally to receive it. They
are also paid subscribers —interested
enough in the technological content to have
paid aminimum of $19 for asubscription.
As subscribers to ELECTRONICS, our
readers have told you several things about
themselves. They are ambitious. They are
interested in expanding their knowledge in
specific areas of the technology. And they
are sophisticated in their need for and use
of business and technology information.
Our readers are now in senior engineering or engineering management, or they are
on the road toward those levels. In either
case, they are prime applicants for the top
jobs in almost any area.
If you are interested in recruiting the
best people in electronics, these pages are
open to you for your recruitment advertising.
Our readers are not "job-hoppers". To
interest them you will have to combine
present reward with challenge and opportunity for future career advancement.

H1111111 1
STILL LOOKING
FOR YOUR DREAM JOB?
Then be sure to check out the employment opportunities
contained in ELECTRONICS Classified Section.
Or, why not consider placing a Position Wanted ad?
The cost is low (only $1.98 per line) and the results are
often rewarding. For more information call or write:

The cost of recruitment advertising on
these pages is $87 per advertising inch. For information call or write:

ELECTRONICS
Post Office Box 900
New York, N.Y. 10020
Phone 212/997-2556
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Post Office Box 900, New York, NY 10020
Phone 212/997-2556
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Electronics advertisers
:

Acme Electric

13

Adelsy

80

Hamilton/ Avnet Electronics

1008-100E

Advanced Micro Devices

•

26

American Optical/Scientific Instruments

142

Ampex DpD

152

4th C

la

60

Arrow Electric

43

•

ASU Components Ltd.

8E

•

Auget, Inc.

$

Bell Laboratories

•

Sansei Electronics Corporation

123

101

ITT Cannon Electric

153

Sharp Corporation

KMW Systems

118

Sprague Electric

Krohn-Hite Corporation

7

ID

LAS I

•

Memodyne Corporation

157

100F

•

162

Cromemco

133

CSPI

148

$

Micro Link Corporation

•

Mini-Circuits Laboratory

•

160

136, 137

Data I/O Corporation

169

Delevan Division American Precision
Industries

167

Dit-MCO

161

172

Tansistor Electronics

123

TEAC Corporation

38

25, 20,21

78

5

•

TRW/ Capacitors

U

TRW Optron

166

EMM SESCO

Fairchild Test Systems

•

First Computer Corporation

John Fluke Mfg Co

164

United Systems Corporation

118

Monolithic. Memories

62

Virtual Systems ,Inc .

160

Mostek Corporation

27

Vishay Resistive Systems Group

168

22, 23

•

Mark Williams Company

170

•

Zeltron Istituto Zanussi per L'Elettronica

3E

ZyMos

26

•

National Semiconductor

49-56

$

NEC Microcomputers

30, 31

•

Non-Linear Systems

171

•

Northern Ireland Dept. of Commerce

75

138

:

Paratronics, Inc.

77

12

•

Philip s Elcoma

6E, 7E

147

*

Philips T & M

4E, 5E

Frequency Electronics

GenRad

35

141

Racal Recorders, Ltd.

•111 Radiohm

32

79, 100A

28, 29, 70, 71
RCA Solid State

Gould Incorporated Instrument Div SC
Operations
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86

Centex Division of North Atlantic Ind. Inc.

155

General Instrument Microelectronics
•

Private Industry Council

81-84

14

80

McGraw Hill Book Company

15

165

U.S. Virgin Islands Industrial Devel Comm.

16,

130

151

9

Classified and employment advertising
Grass Valley Group Inc.
Harris Corp.
Honeywell Corp.
Motorola Inc.
RCA
Schneider Hill & Spangler Inc.
South West Technical
Boston Metropolitan Area Insert

Elfab

68. 69

Murata Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

140

3rd C. 6

Texas Instruments Incorporated
(Semiconductor)

145

Nell Instrument Corporation

8

48

17, 97,99

Motorola Semiconductor Products

65

Electronic Navigation Industries

Stanley Electric Company

160

3M Co., Electronics Division

79

E & L Instruments Incorporated

93, 47, 59

Telpar, Inc.

CNR, Incorporated

Dolch Logic Instruments

45

36, 37

159

141

Data General

77

Tektronix

Chou Tsusho Kaisha Ltd

Cybernetic Micro Systems

Rohde & Schwarz

Intersil

13, 87

CTS Corporation

•

•

Samtec Incorporated

Methode Electronics

$

72

66, 67

18, 19

Mepco/ Electra
Cherry Electrical Products

8E

Rockwell Microelectronics Device Division

75

CELCO (Constantine Engineering Labs Co)

•

Renco Electronics Inc.

Intel MSO

Kroy

134, 135

•

102, 2nd C. 1, 2, 175

Hughes Aircraft Company Solid State Products

Anritsu Electric Co Ltd

•

Hewlett Packard

10, 11

American Monitor

•
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176
176
177
176
176
176

MH1-12

Aerospace Corp., The
Career Associates, Inc.
Co dex
Dynamics Research Corp.
Ethan Allen Personnel
GTE Sylvania Systems Group
Grumman Aerospace Corp.
Harris Computer Systems Div.
Honeywell Small Systems and Terminals Div.

MH 7
MH 2
MH 3
MH 6
MH 8
MH 11
MH 8
MH 6
MH 12

ITT Defense Communications Div.
Keane Inc.
Mitre
Norton & Co., Inc. R.M.
Prime Computer
RCA Automated Systems
Reardon Associates, E.P.
Sot tech Inc.
Storage Technology Corp.

MH
MH
MR
MH
MH
MH

1
4
8
2

5
9

MR 2
MH 10
MH 10

• For more information of complete product line see
advertisement in the latest Electronics Buyers Guide
• Advertisers in Electronics International
4 Advertisers in Electronics domestic edition
• Advertisers in regional issue

$

Refac Electronics

38
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"When are you
going to get yours?"

Advertising Sales Staff
Advertising sales manager: Norman Rosen
3200 Wilshire Blvd., South Tower
Los Angeles Calif. 90010 [213] 487-1160

Market managers:

Components: William Boyle, Rochester, N.Y.
Computers & Peripherals: Frank Mitchell, Boston
Test 4 Measurement: Don Farris, San Francisco
Semiconductors: Norman Rosen, Los Angeles
Atlanta, Ga. 30309: Peter Stien
100 Colony Square. 1175 Peachtree St., N.E.
[404] 892-2868
Boston, Mass. 02118: Frank Mitchell
Paul F. McPherson. Jr,
607 Boylston St.. [617) 262-1160
Cleveland, Ohio 44113: William J. Boyle
[716] 248-5620
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 33308: Peter Stien
3000 N.E. 30th Place, Suite et400
[305) 563-9111
New York, N.Y. 10020
1221 Avenue of the Americas
John Gallie [212) 997-3616
Matthew T. Reseska [212) 997-3617
Philadelphia, Pa. 19102: Matthew T. Reseska
Three Parkway. [212) 997-3617
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222: Matthew T. Reseska
4Gateway Center, [212] 997-3617
Rochester, N.Y. 14534: William J. Boyle
Powder Mill Office Park, 1163 Pittsford-Victor Rd.,
Pittsford, N.Y. 14534 [7161248-5620
Chicago, III. 80811
645 North Michigan Avenue
Jack Anderson [312) 751-3739
Robert M. Denmead [312] 751-3738
Southfield, Michigan 48075: Jack Anderson
4000 Town Center, Suite 770, Tower 2
[313] 352-9760
Dallas, Texas 75201: John J. Uphues
2001 Bryan Tower, Suite 1070
[214] 742-1747
Denver, Colo. 80203: Harry B. Doyle, Jr.
655 Broadway. Suite 325
[303) 825-6731
Houston, Texas 77040: John J. Uphues
7600 West Tidwell. Suite 500
[713] 462-0757
Los Angeles, Calif. 90010: Chuck Crowe
3200 Wilshire Blvd., South Tower
[213] 487-1160
Costa Mesa, Calif. 92828: Edward E. Callahan
3001 Red Hill Ave. Bldg. *1 Suite 222
[714) 557-6292
Palo Alto, Calif. 94303: Don Farris,
Larry Goldstein, Lauren Scott
1000 Elwell Court, [415] 968-0280

When are you going to get your very
own, personal subscription to Electronics?
It could be very important to you.
And we're not just referring to your status in the
office hierarchy
You (and we) are in aquick-moving
business. News breaks frequently. Change is the
name of the game. Awareness iS the way to win_
You've got to follow what's going on
beyond your specialty Your career may have to
last longer than your specialty
If change is the game, obsolescence is
the penalty for losing. Obsolescence of products,
of technology and, unfortunately of people. We
can't change this fact. But we can help you cope
with it.
Give us one hour of reading time every
two weeks and we will keep you aware of what's
going on around you and around the changing
world of electronics technology
Move up. Fill out one of the subscription postcards in this issue.

Paris: Michael Sales
17 Rue-Georges Bizet, 75116 Paris, France
Tel 720-16-80
United Kingdom: Simon Smith
34 Dover Street, London W1
Tel: 01-493-1451
Scandinavia: Andrew Karnig and Assoc.
and Simon Smith
Kungsholmsgatan 10
112 27 Stockholm, Sweden
Tel: 08-51-68-70 Telex: 179-51
Milan: Ferruccio Silvers and A. Fabio Guarnieri
1via Baracchini, Italy
Tel: 86-90-656
Brussels:
23 Chaussee de Wavre
Brussels 1040, Belgium
Tel 513-73-95
Frankfurt/Main: Fritz Krusebecker
Liebigstrasse 27c, Germany
Tel: 72-01-81
Tokyo: Akio Saijo and Hirokazu Nakamura
McGraw-Hill Publications Overseas Corporation,
Kasumigaseki Building 2-5, 3-chome,
Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo, Japan
[581) 9811

Business Department
Thomas M. Egan
Production Director
[212) 997-3140
Carol Gallagher
Production Manager
[212) 997-2045
Betty Preis
Production Manager Domestic
[2121 997-2908
Thomas Kazich
Production Manager Related Products
[212) 997-2044
Karen Walpole
Production Assistant
[212] 997-2843
Frances Vallone
Reader Service Manager
[212] 997-6058

Electronics Buyers' Guide

Electronics Magazine.
The one worth paying for.
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H.T. Howland, General Manager
[212] 997-6642
Regina Hera, Directory Manager
f212j 997-2544

Classified and Employment Advertising
Gerry F. Moss, Manager
[212] 997-2897
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Wherever you need
100 Watts or RF power
from 10kHz to 400MHz...

ENI h

vered.

Imagine the tremendous versatility
you could enjoy with the extremely
wide coverage of just these two
broadband power amplifiers.

ance. And will withstand all mismatched loads including short and
open circuits.
Now tnere's no need to buy awhole
expensive spread of individual units.

The ENI 5100L spans the frequency
range of1.5 to 400 MHz with aClass
A linear output rating of100 Watts
and aflat 50 dB gain. And it will deliver 200 Watts from15 to 200 MHz.
The ENI 2100L covers the range from
10 kHz to12 MHz with aClass A linear
output of more than100 Watts. And it,
too, can deliver 200 Watts over much
of its useful frequency range.

With just these two portable amplifiers, you can work on an almost
infinite range of applications. If it's
100 Watts... EN; has it covered!
Both units are solid state. Both units
are unbelievably rugged. Unconditionally stable. Will not oscillate for any
conditions of load or source imped-

ENI

For mo:re information, ademonstration, or afull line catalog, please
contact us at EM, 3000 Winton Road
South, Rochester, NY14623. Call 716/
473-6900, or telex 97-8283 ENI ROC.

The advanced design line of RF poweramplifiers
Circle 901 on reader service card

TO BUILD A GREAT 16-BIT
MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM YOU
NEEDA SOLID FOUNDATION.

DEC's VT103
Digital's VT103 is the ground floor of
the LSI-11, one of the world's truly great
microcomputers. This compact desk-top
video terminal can be easily configured by
the user to meet most processing needs.
The VT103 contains a 12" video display,
separate keyboard, internal 4x4 LSI-11
backp'ane assembly, terminal support
module, standard terminal port module,
and power supply. In addition the -BA
model includes two TU58 DEC-tape Iln"
cartridge transports.

To build your complete LSI-11 microcomputer. select up to eight of Digital's
low-cost LSI-11/2 CPU modules or the
high performance LSI-11/23 CPU
modules, a variety of memory modules,
the RX02 floppy disk system, interface
modules, converter modules, and
instrument interface. Plus, with the RT-11
foreground/background operating system,
you can construct high level functionality
normally associated with larger
minicomputers.

The VT103, all module options and
operating software are in stock and
available with one-day delivery from
Hamilton/Avnet. And remember,
Hamilton/Avnet also sells and leases DEC
development systems.

Circle 902 on reader service card

DIGITAL FROM HAMILTON/AVNET
World's largest local distributor with 44 locations stocking the world's finest lines of system components
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Avnet. L.A (213) 558-2345
Avnet, 0.C. :714) 754-6111
Hamilton, L.A. (213) 558-2121
Hamilton. 0 C. (714) 641-4100

WE HAVE
LOCAL STOCK!

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
Salt Lake City (801) 972-2800
Denver (303) 779-9998
Albuquerque (505) 765-1500

SOUTHWEST
San Diego (714) 571-7510
Phoenix (602) 231-5100

NORTH CENTRAL
Chicago (312) 860-7780
Minneapolis (612) 932-0600
Milwaukee (414) 784-4510

NORTHWEST
San Francisco (408) 743-3355
Portland (503) 635-8831
Seattle (206) 453-5844

SOUTH CENTRAL
Dallas (214) 659-411 Houston (7'3) 780-1771
Austin (512) 8,37-8911

MID CENTRAL
Kansas City ;913) 888-8900
St Louis (314) 344-1200
GREAT LAKES
Cleveland (216) 831-3500
Dayton (513) 433-0610
Grand Rapids (616) 243-8805
Detroit (313) 522-4700
Indianapolis (317) 844-9333
NORTHEAST
Boston (617) 273-7500
Syracuse (315) 437-2641
Rochester (716) 475-9130

METROPOLITAN
Long Island (516) 454-6060
Connecticut (203) 797-2800
N New Jersey (201) 575-3390
MID ATLANTIC
Baltimore (301) 995-3500
S. New Jersey (609) 424-0100
Raleigh (919) 829-8030
CANADA
Toronto (416) 677-7432
Montreal (514) 331-6443
Ottawa (613) 226-1700
Calgary (403) 230-3586

SOUTHEAST CENTRAL
Atlanta (404) 447-7507
Huntsville (205) 837-7210
SOUTHEAST
St Petersburg (813) 576-3930
Miami (305) 971-2900
INTERNATIONAL
Telex 66-4329
Telephone (213) 558-2441
JAPAN
Tokyo (03) 662-991 ,
Osaka (06) 533-5855

